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Kurzfassung

Diese Arbeit untersucht Systementwurfs- und -optimierungsverfahren f̈ur die Verwendung von
Videoapplikationen im Mobilfunk. Besonderer Wert wird dabei auf das Zusammenspiel und
die Optimierung von Funktionen auf verschiedenen Schichten desÜbertragungsmodells unter
Berücksichtung der Bedingungen unterschiedlicher Applikationen gelegt. Basierend auf ver-
schiedenen̈Ubertragungsmodellen, die an aktuelle und zukünftige Mobilfunksysteme angelehnt
sind, werden ad̈aquateÜbertragungs- und Videocodierverfahren vorgestellt. Speziell wird der
mitentwickelte H.264/AVC Videocodierstandard sowie eineproprieẗar entwickelte, skalierbare Er-
weiterung auf die Verwendbarkeit in Mobilfunk- und Internet-Übertragungsumgebungen unter-
sucht. Hierzu werden neuartige Fehlerschutzverfahren entwickelt, die sich speziell auf die im
Mobilfunk zu erwartenden zeit- und ortsvariablen Empfangsbedingungen anpassen können und
ein Zusammenspiel mit den vorgeschlagenen Videocodier-Verfahren erlauben. Die Auswahl von
Optionen innerhalb der Videocodier- und Fehlerschutzverfahren sowie deren Zusammenspiel wird
durch qualiẗatsoptimierende Auswahlverfahren unterstützt. Die Arbeit wird begleitet von infor-
mationstheoretischen Betrachtungen, praktisch relevanten Systementẅurfen sowie ausf̈uhrlichen
Simulationsergebnissen, die die Vorzüge der vorgeschlagenen Methoden im Vergleich zu ex-
istierenden Systemen belegen und quantifizieren.

Abstract

This work investigates system designs and optimizations for the application of video services in
mobile communication systems. Special focus is put on the cooperation and optimization of func-
tions in different layers of a transmission system taking into account the service requirements of
different video applications. Based on channel models that are derived from state-of-the-art and
emerging mobile communication systems, we introduce suitable transmission and video coding
methods. In particular, the co-developed H.264/AVC video coding standard as well as a pro-
prietary scalable extension are intensively analyzed for their applicability in mobile and Inter-
net communication environments. Innovative error protection tools are designed which enable
adaptation to the varying reception conditions in mobile communication environments and enable
the cross-layer optimization with the proposed video coding tools. The selection of video cod-
ing and error protection options as well as their cooperation is supported by the development of
quality-optimizing selection and rate allocation schemes. The findings in this work are verified by
information-theoretic justifications, practically relevant system designs, as well as extensive sim-
ulation results. The benefits of the proposed methods with respect to existing systems are shown
and the realizable gains are quantified.
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Introduction

You see what I see

When AT&T asked the management consulting company McKinsey in the early 1980s to predict
the number of mobile phones that will exist in the beginning of the new century, the answer was
a mere 900,000 – citing several ’insurmountable’ barriers to market growth1. The company –
whose Bell Labs invented cellphones – listened to McKinsey. The consultants estimate of the
market in the year 2000 was off by a factor of 120: From essentially zero in the mid 80’s, there
are more than 3.3 billion active cellphones — there is now onecellphone for every two humans
on Earth. Mobile phones nonetheless continue to get hooked up at a rate of more than 1,000 a
minute, so the penetration of multimedia-capable phones will continue to increase. The largest
camera maker today in the world is — Nokia. Therefore, not only the numbers of mobile users
are increasing, but the requested services are also becoming more complex and data consuming.
Besides making regular phone calls, mobile users desire to beable to send multimedia messages,
browse the Internet, stream or download music and video, watch sports highlights, or share their
excitements using visual means with their friends, family and business partners —you see what I
see!

Optimized Systems require Optimized Components and Their Cooperation

Clearly, mobile operators see mobile video as a long-term revenue creating service. However, for
this to happen users expect satisfying quality: The adoption of new services and the percentage
of churn rates will be highly dominated by the perception of the mobile users – nowadays being
used to astonishing high-definition video quality or full-screen video streaming over the Internet.
In 3G deployments, typically a cell cannot host more than 5-10 video users at the same time.
Therefore, to increase the number of viewers, operators only have the choice to increase the system
bandwidth or to increase the efficiency in emerging video services. Despite new spectrally efficient
radio technologies will emerge, the efficiency of video services is crucial for operators to create an
economically viable service.

What is required are innovative approaches that expand the reach of the existing spectrum and

1Joel Garreau, Joel, ”Our Cells, Ourselves,” ”Washington Post,” February 24, 2008.



2 Chapter 1 � Introduction

at the same improve video quality. There are several aspectsto obtain more successful and more
efficient mobile services: First of all it is essential to understand the nature and characteristics of
mobile radio channels, especially the dynamics and variability in reception conditions. To provide
reliable transmission, adaptive schemes are inevitable. As important as this is a clear understanding
of the requirements of the video service itself, what are thekey performance indicators leading to
user satisfaction: These include the perceived video quality or the experienced latency and delay.
Note that different video services may have different latency requirements: Whereas for example
conversational video require lowest delay, for video streaming these constraints are more relaxed.
Such knowledge should be exploited in optimizing the efficiency of mobile video services.

Furthermore, optimized mobile video systems should consist of optimized components: There-
fore, highly efficient video coding algorithms are requiredwhich make the H.264/AVC standard
one of the prime candidates for mobile video services. Furthermore, it is of tantamount importance
that the video codecs can be integrated into communication environments: Adaptive, network-
optimized video codecs are essential. In addition, error protection tools suitable for transmission
over mobile radio channels and flexible enough to compensatethe propagation dynamics are inte-
gral components of modern mobile communication systems: However, forward error correction,
power control schemes, or retransmission protocols need tobe adapted to channel conditions and
video service requirements. Therefore, the cooperation ofsource coding and error protection tools
taking into account service requirements and mobile radio conditions is an essential ingredient of
a well-designed mobile video service. Designing efficient mobile video services requires careful
system and cross-layer design.

Main Contributions of this Work

This work investigates system designs and optimizations for the application of video services in
mobile communication systems. Specifically we focus on the cooperation and optimization of
functions in different layers of a transmission system taking into account the service requirements
of different video applications. The main contributions ofthis work are summarized in the follow-
ing:

• We have developed several H.264/AVC network integration and error resilience features that
have partly been adopted as part of the H.264/AVC standard.

• We have designed and developed a scalable extension of an interim version of the H.264
test model referred to as Progressive Texture Video Coding (PTVC) that is very suitable for
network integration.

• We have derived a formalized description for the transmission of non-scalable and progres-
sive pre-encoded video over packet-loss channels.

• We have developed and implemented a novel error protection scheme, namely regressive
Unequal Error Protection (UEP) in combination with the Far End Error Decoding (FEED)
and path shortening at the receiver suitable for transmitting progressively coded sources.

• Based on information-theoretic considerations we have derived a distortion function and
optimized channel coding rates for a multi-layer transmission system that shows that UEP is
optimal for multi-layer transmission, but multi-layer transmission introduces a penalty when
compared to single layer transmission.
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• We have developed a complexity and quality-scalable systemfor progressive image trans-
mission over fading channels that makes use of the FEED algorithm. The corresponding rate
allocation problem is formulated and solved by a dynamic programming approach.

• We have designed, developed and implemented an H.264/AVC-based toolbox for error-
resilient video transmission. The tools have been optimized and analyzed in realistic packet
loss environment for a set of formalized test conditions.

• A multiple description video coding scheme has been realized by the use of the PTVC and
an Unequal Erasure Protection (UXP) scheme. The corresponding rate allocation problem
was formulated and solved by a dynamic programming approach.

• We have provided detailed system design guidelines on the usage of H.264/AVC video fea-
tures, application layer transport features, as well as transport features for different applica-
tions in UMTS video service environments. The guidelines have been derived based on a
formalized test framework.

• We have proposed several system and cross-layer designs forthe transmission of low-delay
mobile conversational video. For a well-defined framework different system designs making
use of adaptive video coding and error resilience tools havebeen implemented. For each of
the systems, a careful cross-layer design including rate and power allocation procedures has
been proposed.

• We have proposed an H.264/AVC-based video streaming system that relies on three major
principles: receiver playout buffering, temporal scalability, and advanced bitstream switch-
ing using the Switching–Predictive (SP) frame concept of H.264/AVC. For optimized per-
formance of the system a scheduling algorithm has been developed and remarkable perfor-
mance gains could be shown when compared to state-of-the-art systems.

The present work is structured as follows:

In chapter 2, we introduce the technical preliminaries for transmitting video over networks. A
high-level system overview is provided including the functions and components of a video trans-
mission system. Suitable video quality measures, the information flow within system, aspects
related to timing, delays, and buffering as well as requirements and objectives of different typ-
ical video applications are introduced. This chapter is also dedicated to present the considered
transmission environment with special focus on packet-based multimedia communication over the
Internet. The integration of such multimedia services in packet-radio networks is presented. The
chapter also introduces necessary system abstractions andchannel models that are intensively used
in the remainder of this work: Channel models for the mobile radio channel comprise discrete-time
models, models on the link-layer, as well as channel characteristics and models on the application
layer.

In chapter 3, we introduce source and video coding tools that have been used and partly de-
veloped in this work. Some preliminaries on source coding principles are discussed, including
theoretical background on lossy source coding, rate and quality adaptive source coders, as well
as scalable and progressive source coding. Then, practicalissues in video source coding are in-
troduced: We provide an overview on existing and deployed video coding standards. As these
standards are usually only dedicated to the specification ofthe decoder, some typical encoder op-
erations, namely operational encoder and rate control, areintroduced. Specific focus in this work
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is on H.264/AVC and its usage in network environments, as parts of the standard have been de-
veloped in the course of this work: We introduce the H.264/AVC network interface, referred to
as Network Abstraction Layer (NAL), the use of the H.264/AVCVideo Coding Layer (VCL) in
error-prone transport environments, as well as stream switching. The chapter also discusses scal-
able video coding: We introduce a proprietary extension of H.264/AVC referred to as Progressive
Texture Video Coding (PTVC), together with rate control and reference picture selection schemes.
The performance of video coders is summarized in different environments. To simplify rate alloca-
tion procedures and video transmission simulations, we formalize the presentation of pre-encoded
data: We provide a framework for encoding, transmission anddecoding of pre-encoded data.

In chapter 4, we introduce tools that are essential or at least beneficialto provide reliable
transmission in mobile communication systems. Some preliminary information on information-
theoretic background, rate-compatible punctured channelcoding, Unequal Error Protection (UEP),
schemes relying on channel-state information and power control, as well as Automatic Repeat
reQuest (ARQ) schemes is provided. Specific realizations of channel codes and their decoding
methods are introduced. We specifically focus on convolutional codes and sequential decoding of
those codes. The integration of convolutional codes in systems with fading is discussed focussing
on the system design and radio access for block-fading channels. The performance of different op-
tions in terms of outage probabilities is assessed. Furthermore, we introduce a specific realization
of an UEP scheme relying on regressive UEP and the Far End Error Decoding (FEED) principle:
An optimized decoding solution based on a trellis-representation is proposed, and beyond this a
complexity-reduced decoding based on sequential decodingalgorithms is developed. The chapter
also introduces Forward Error Correction (FEC) schemes for packet-lossy channels.

In chapter 5, we discuss different system designs for progressive source coding and UEP. Some
information-theoretic considerations are employed: Basedon certain non-restricting assumptions,
we are able to provide a distortion estimation for fixed system configuration. This allows the
derivation of optimized channel coding rates including special cases for equal transmission block
size and equal information part length. One practical example supports the discussion and con-
clusions on the findings. We also introduce an Unequal Erasure Protection (UXP) framework for
progressively coded sources including an optimized rate allocation algorithm. Finally, a progres-
sive image transmission system to operate over fading channels is proposed. This example shows
the usefulness and potentials of UEP and progressive sourcecoding: By employing an optimized
rate allocation, selected experimental results for our proposed system shows significant gains when
compared to a reference system.

In chapter 6, we discuss video transmission in packet-lossy environments. Initially, we fo-
cus on H.264/AVC-compliant end-to-end video transmission:We formalize the transmission of
H.264/AVC packetized video, introduce error concealment algorithms and assess the performance
of basic error resilience tools. Motivated by these non-satisfying results, we further optimize error-
resilient video transmission: We propose an operational encoder control applicable in error-prone
environments and introduce Interactive Error Control (IEC).The performance of these enhanced
features is assessed under dedicated test conditions. Furthermore, we propose several systems that
make use of FEC: For low-delay applications in packet-loss environments, a simple parity-check
based approach is proposed. For less stringent delay requirements, a framework that combines
FEC with H.264/AVC as well as of UXP with the PTVC are introduced and assessed.
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In chapter 7, we introduce video services in UMTS-like environments. Based on system de-
signs incorporating the error-resilience tools introduced in chapter 6, we provide experimental
results based on common test conditions for conversationalvideo and moderate–delay video. By
making use of these results, we provide system design guidelines for video services in UMTS-like
environments.

In chapter 8, mobile conversational video service being the most challenging in terms of delay is
studied in more detail: For this purpose, we introduce a common channel and service environment
to perform an in-depth comparison of different system and cross-layer design options. Initially, we
concentrate on H.264/AVC-based source-channel coding system: We discuss system designs and
system optimizations and provide experimental results fornon-adaptive H.264/AVC single layer
encoding. Advanced system designs are discussed and analyzed incorporating and combining
features such as source-adaptive code rate selection, video feedback exploitation, H.264/AVC-
based data partitioning, and UEP. We also introduce PTVC-based source-channel coding systems
with video feedback: The discussed system designs includesthe combination with FEC, with ARQ
and limited retransmissions, as well as with channel-stateinformation at the transmitter. All system
designs are supported by appropriate rate and power allocation schemes and is finally compared
by extensive simulations.

In chapter 9, we introduce a system suitable for video streaming over variable bit-rate mobile
channels. For this purpose, we introduce an abstract framework for the description of mobile links.
A similar framework is provided for the description of the pre-encoded video data. We propose an
optimized packet scheduling and bitstream switching entity: The operation is based on the periodic
update of necessary side information at the transmitter. Implementation aspects and complexity
reduction methods for the proposed scheduler are discussedand assessed. Experimental results are
provided to show the benefits of the proposed system.

Finally, chapter 10summarizes the the major findings of this work, highlights our major own
contributions and provides an outlook for some potential subsequent studies.

Publications preceding this thesis

Parts of this thesis have already been published in [HS99], [HSWH99], [BS00], [SBPP00a],
[SBPP00b], [HSWD00], [HSX00], [LSB00], [SBL00], [SWH00], [MS01], [BSM+01a],
[BSM+01b], [RSL+01], [Sto01], [LSNB01], [SB01], [SM01], [SW01], [WS01], [SZ01],
[SWS01], [WSH01], [WHS01], [WSDH01], [LS02], [SOW02], [LSS02a], [LSS02b], [LSSL02],
[MS02a], [MS02b], [SW02], [SHW02], [SJW02b], [Sto02], [SJW02a], [SK02], [SWH02],
[SWK02], [SWW02], [WS02], [Sto03], [SHW03], [SM03], [HHS03], [JSK03], [SWOO03],
[SLJ+03b], [SLJ+03a], [BHS04], [BS04], [OBL+04], [JLSX04], [JSL04], [LJSB04], [SZ04],
[JSX05b], [JLSX05], [JS05], [JSX05a], [SWL05], [WHS+05], [LJSB05b], [LJSB05a], [SH05],
[JMSX05], [XGS+05], [ATGX06], [ASX+06], [GSAX06], [LSWS06], [LWG+06], [SHG+06],
[JSX06a], [JSXAS06], [JSX06b], [GSX06], [JSX06c], [SGWS06], [Sto06], [SLW06], [SSXM06],
[SGAS+06], [LGSW07], [SZ07], [SGS+07], [SLK+07], [VS07], [SSW07], [LWGS07],
[LWSS07], [YASSZ07], [SJH+07], [YSS+07], [ZAX+07], [ZDS07], [SL07], [SWL08], [SLW08],
and [SSW+08].
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2
Technical Preliminaries:
Networked Video

2.1 System Overview

2.1.1 Video Transmission System

Multimedia transmission systems consist of several different components and protocols. To obtain
insight into specific properties it is necessary to abstract, simplify, and model such systems. One
has to be careful to include the essential components, but also to provide an abstraction level which
allows to compare different concepts. A simplified system isshown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Lossy Video Transmission System.

Natural still images or video are usually generated by a video capturing device and are converted
into a digital format to be stored, processed, or encoded by subsequent signal processing. For each
discrete–time instantt = 1, 2 . . . , Ns, common video capturing devices with appropriate pre–
processing generate a two-dimensional discrete-space video signalst by projecting a 3-D scene
onto the image plane. Cameras in the environments investigated in this work generate video frames
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at certain constant1 frame ratefs measured in frames per second (fps). Usually the frame rate does
not exceed a maximum of30 fps for the applications and resolutions considered in thiswork, and
commonly produce progressive–scan pictures in Common Intermediate Format (CIF) and Quarter
Common Intermediate Format (QCIF) spatial resolution2. The sampling timeτs,t for the sequence
of video frames is usually specified asτs,t = t/fs + τs,0, whereτs,0 is any arbitrary absolute time.

In the Red–Green–Blue (RGB) color system the generated two-dimensional sourcest consists
of color component pixels{s(R)

i,j,t, s
(G)
i,j,t, s

(B)
i,j,t}. However, the human eye is less responsive to color

than to intensity. This is because the density of rods in the retina of the human eye is much lower
than the density of cones. These rods are responsible for color perception in the eye. For this
reason, the YUV3 color system is often preferred over the RGB color system whenstoring and
processing raw video data resulting in pixel components{s(Y )

i,j,t, s
(U)
i,j,t, s

(V )
i,j,t}. This usage of YUV

allows to have a lower resolution for representing the chrominance information of video frames.
Some commonly used sub-sampling types are shown in Figure 2.2. The luminance samples are
shown as circles, the chrominance samples are represented by a cross. The spatial separation of
the chrominance samples is indicated by dashed lines. The 4:4:4 and 4:2:2 formats are almost
exclusively used for high quality consumer applications and professional video, 4:1:1 is used in
the DV format. Most commonly applied in modern video coding standards not targeting for very
high quality applications is the 4:2:0 format and we exclusively use this format in the remainder
of this work. In addition, each pixel components(i)

i,j,t is pre–quantized to 8 bits precision such that
pixel values are restricted to integer values from 0 to 255 for original pixel values.

Color sub-sampling schemes

YUV 4:4:4 YUV 4:2:0

YUV 4:2:2 YUV 4:1:1

Figure 2.2: Some commonly used color sub-sampling schemes.

Although state–of–the–art video coders allow to process any spatial resolution with height,
Nheight, and width,Nwidth, being multiples of 16, we restrict ourselves to the two mostcommon
video formats for Internet and wireless applications, namely CIF and QCIF. The parameters are
shown in Table 2.1. In addition to the little sensitivity of the human observer to colors, for most
real-life video sequences, the color is a property of the objects that are visible in the sequence, and
is tied to these (possibly moving) objects. Although we exclusively operate with colored images,

1The frame rate might be changed during the encoding of a videosequence by skipping frames generated by the
camera.

2Different spatial resolutions are used in the common Internet and wireless applications, but for simplicity we
restrict ourselves in the remainder of the thesis to these two most common spatial resolutions.

3The colorspace was originally known asY CbCr with ’Y’ for luminance, or intensity ’U’ or ’Cb’ for blue chromi-
nance value, and ’V’ or ’Cr ’ for the red chrominance value. Green can be derived from theY, U, and V values. For
conversion between RGB and YUV, see e.g. [Jac96].
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Table 2.1: Typical formats for raw video data.

Type Nwidth Nheight colorNwidth/2 colorNheight/2 frame rate
QCIF 176 144 88 72 30 Hz
CIF 352 288 176 144 30 Hz

for ease of exposition and for sake of clarity, the video signal is regarded as the luminance signal
only and we abbreviatesi,j,t , s

(Y )
i,j,t if not stated otherwise.

According to Figure 2.1 we assume that thevideo encoderQe(.) maps the video signals onto a
packet–streamP, i.e.,

P , Qe (s) . (2.1)

The packet–stream is defined by a sequence of packets, so called data units, P = P1,P2, . . . .
After encoding, each data unit has a certain sizelP i in bits. We define a presentation time for each
data unit as

τPTS,i , τs,t + τPTS,1, (2.2)

whereτPTS,1 is any arbitrary offset and therefore set to 0 in the following. Thet is the greatest
time index of any sourcest contained by the data unitPi. A one–to–one mapping of aτPTS,i to
a data unit indexi and vice versa cannot be assumed as a single discrete–time source unitst can
possibly be coded into several data units or a data unit can contain more than one source units.
For this purpose we introduce the greatest indexi with sampling timeτPTS,i ≤ τs,t as it, i.e.,
it = max{i : τPTS,i ≤ τs,t}. Then, thesampling curveor encoding scheduleBt is defined as the
overall amount of data (e.g., measured in bits) produced by the video encoder up to time indext,
i.e.

Bt ,

it∑

j=1

lP j. (2.3)

For convenience, we define the number of bits to encode framest asbt , Bt −Bt−1.
Video coding algorithms considered in this thesis are in general lossy, i.e., the reconstruction of

the packet–streamP by the video decoderQd(.) results in a decoded version of the original source
ŝ, i.e.,

ŝ , Qd (P) . (2.4)

In the following, we assume that the decoded source has the same dimension as the encoded source
and for each pixelsi,j,t of the original source we obtain a reconstructed pixel from the decoded
sourcêsi,j,t. The composition of encoder and decoder defines a general video coderQ(.) such that
the decoded version can be generated by consecutively applying encoder and decoder, i.e.,

Q : s→ ŝ = Qd (Qe (s)) . (2.5)

The packet–stream at the transmitter is forwarded to an entity referred to aserror–protection unit
to keep it very general. Error protection includes different mechanisms such as forward error
correction using channel coding, backward error protection such as ARQ schemes, power control,
interleaving schemes, any other methods to control and reduce the error probability of packets
such as scheduling algorithms or prioritization, as well ascombinations of these schemes. The
corresponding unit at the receiver includes for example error detection algorithms and channel
decoding algorithms.
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In the scenarios investigated in this thesis the packet–stream is in general transmitted over a lossy
channel. The channel in combination with the error protection unit might loose, corrupt, shorten,
and/or delay each packet. The possible alterations for different transmission scenarios will be
discussed in more details later in this work. However, let usassume that the channelC(.) including
error protection schemes and physical layer attributes alters the transmitted packet–streamP to a
received packet–stream̂P, i.e.,

C : P → P̂ = C (P) . (2.6)

At the receiver the possibly corrupted version of the packet–streamP̂ is decoded by the video
decoderQd(.) to obtain a reconstructed versions̃ of the original sources by recursively applying
the encoder, channel, and decoder, i.e.,

s̃ , Qd (C (Qe (s))) . (2.7)

Again we assume that the reconstructed sources̃ has the same dimension as the encoded source and
for each pixelsi,j,t of the original source we obtain a reconstructed pixel from the decoded source
s̃i,j,t. Whenever appropriate, we denote thes̃ as a function ofC, i.e., s̃ → s̃(C), to emphasize the
dependency of the decoded source on the channel.

2.1.2 Video Quality Measures

Subjective Measures

The investigation, analysis, and assessment of video coding and transmission systems are based
on performance measures. As the video is in general played back to a human observer this perfor-
mance measure should be consistent with the perception of typical users. Basically two different
types of quality measures can be used, objective or subjective ones. In case of subjective evalua-
tion video sequences are presented to human observers who have to judge the overall quality, or
a number of quality related criteria. For example, the International Telecommunications Union –
Telecommunications Sector (ITU-T) [ITU82] provides recommendations for a test environment as
well as subjective evaluation methodologies. A set of subjective tests for specific mobile purposes
has been performed which is described in detail in [BHS04].

Objective Measures

However, subjective video quality assessments are in general expensive to perform as many sub-
jects and long assessment sessions are necessary. Especially when a large parameter space must be
investigated, subjective quality measurements become completely infeasible. Additionally, the op-
erational control of the video encoder and rate allocation algorithms requires meaningful but easily
computable performance measures. Hence, we will in the following almost exclusively consider
objective quality measures being computed from the original and the reconstructed video signals.

In practice, the most common objective measure to evaluate video coding systems are based
on the Mean Square Error (MSE). The MSEd(mse)

t for a single source framest and one color
component of a video sequences reconstructed tôst after encoding and decoding is defined as

d
(mse)
t ,

1

NheightNwidth

Nheight∑

j=1

Nwidth∑

i=1

|si,j,t − ŝi,j,t|2 . (2.8)
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For convenience, whenever there is no ambiguity, we drop thelabel for the MSE and writed
instead ofd(mse). The MSEd for each frame is commonly converted to the Peak Signal–to–Noise
Ratio (PSNR) whereby the mapping for an 8 bit–precise original signal is defined as

PSNR (d) , 10 log10

(
2552

d

)

. (2.9)

For many cases, only the MSE and PSNR of the luminance component are of interest. Therefore, in
the remainder of this work, objective quality measures for images and video sequences always refer
to the luminance component. Despite some well–known short–comings of MSE–based measures,
they still provide consistent results as long as the video signals compared are affected by the same
type of impairment [Gir92]. Still, for the assessment and evaluation of video sequences consisting
ofNs individual frames, a single measure is desired. For this purpose we define the average PSNR,
PSNR, as

PSNR ,
1

Ns

Ns∑

t=1

PSNR (dt) . (2.10)

The PSNR of the luminance component is the most widely accepted measure for visual distor-
tion in the video coding community and has been used, e.g., inthe standardization process of
H.264/AVC.

For the transmission over error–prone channels also the effects of the channel have to be ad-
dressed. For the computation of a meaningful distortion measure as defined in (2.8) after the
transmission of the video signal, the reconstruction at theencoder side,̂s, should be replaced by
the reconstructed signal at the receiver,s̃(C). However, due to the usually probabilistic nature of
the channelC, the reconstruction valuẽs strongly depends on the realization of the channelCn.
Therefore, we define the decoded MSE when applying this channel realization as

dt (Cn) ,
1

NheightNwidth

Nheight∑

j=1

Nwidth∑

i=1

|si,j,t − s̃i,j,t (Cn)|2 . (2.11)

To obtain a single measure for the performance of the entire system, the randomness of the channel
C has to be taken into account. Therefore, we propose, similarly to the definition in (2.10), to
use the expected average PSNR as an appropriate single measure for the decoded quality when
operating on a random channelC as

PSNRC , EC

{
PSNR

}
=

1

Ns

Ns∑

t=1

EC {PSNR (dt (C))} . (2.12)

It is worth to mention at this point that the single value measure average PSNR has some flaws
especially when investigating the transmission over error–prone channels. Low image quality for
single impaired video frames is often not sufficiently accounted. For this purpose, we introduce
an additional measure where the expectation is performed inthe MSE–domain rather than in the
PSNR–domain, but for convenient representation the final value is transformed in the PSNR–
domain. We define the PSNR of the averaged expected MSE as

PSNRmse , PSNR

(

1

Ns

Ns∑

t=1

EC {dt (C)}
)

≥ PSNRC. (2.13)
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Note thatPSNRmse is always greater equalPSNRC as the functionPSNR (d) as defined in (2.9) is
a concave function. In this case, high distortions lead to a significant contribution and, therefore,
bad frames are weighted much stronger, which is more appropriate for some scenarios.

In certain cases it is helpful to provide additional information. Therefore, with this background
information, we view the MSEdt (Cn) for each framest and each channel realizationCn as defined
in (2.11), as well as its corresponding PSNR as a random variable, denoted asPSNRf as for
example suggested in [SZ98].

Monte Carlo Methods for Quality Estimation

Due to the complex nature of the video coding, transmission,and decoding algorithms, the calcu-
lation or computation of the expected decoder performance when operating on a random channel
C is in general infeasible. A widely accepted numerical method to estimate statistical parameters
of complex systems, not only used in the engineering community, is the so–called Monte Carlo
simulation method4. AssumeNC independent realizationsCn with n = 1, . . . , NC of the random
variable channelC. We can define the operational expected average PSNR when applying any
sequence of independent realizations of lengthNC as

PSNR
(NC)

,
1

NC

NC∑

n=1

(

1

Ns

Ns∑

t=1

PSNR (dt (Cn))
)

. (2.14)

Interestingly enough, the operational expected average PSNR defined in (2.14) are random vari-
ables by itself, as they depend on the selection of the channel realizations. However, by the weak
law of large numbers [Pap91, pp. 69–71], the operational result in (2.14) converges to the expec-
tation in (2.12) in probability asNC → ∞. This method of repeating the transmission of one and
the same source withNC independent channel realizations provides a mean to estimate the actual
value of the expectation.

Usually the amount of independent channel realizationsNC is finite due to computational con-
straints. Then, the algebraic mean of the outcome forNC repetitions is less meaningful due to
the randomness of the process. However, the probability that the deviation of the estimated mean

PSNR
(NC) to the real meanPSNRC is greater than some confidence intervalǫ with ǫ > 0 is

bounded by some confidence levelβ, i.e.,

Pr
{∣
∣
∣PSNR

(NC) − PSNRC

∣
∣
∣ > ǫ

}

= 1 − β. (2.15)

By the Chebyshev inequality [Pap91, pp. 149–151], the confidence levelβ can be lower–bounded

asβ ≥ 1 −
σ2
PSNRC

ǫNC
, whereσ2

PSNRC
denotes the variance of the real random variable. In [Rie97,

Annex A], the replacement of theσ2
PSNRC

by the variance estimated fromNC independent channel
repetitions,σ2

PSNR
(NC)

, is justified. In addition, it is shown in [Rie97, Annex A] thatby an applica-
tion of the central limit theorem [Pap91], the confidence level for a given confidence intervalǫ can
be determined as

β ≃ erf

( √
NCǫ

σPSNRC

√
2

)

, (2.16)

4It was named by Stanislaw Ulam [MU49], who in 1946 became the first mathematician to dignify this approach
with a name, in honor of a relative having a propensity to gamble.
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with erf(x) the error function5. Therefore, for a certain specified confidence levelβ upper and
lower bounds on the real average can be provided as

PSNR
(NC)

l,β , PSNR
(NC) − σPSNRC√

NC

αβ,

PSNR
(NC)

u,β , PSNR
(NC)

+
σPSNRC√
NC

αβ, (2.17)

with αβ ,
√

2 · erf(−1) (β) and erf(−1)(x) being the inverse of the error function. Some typical
values forαβ are:α0.9 = 1.645, α0.95 = 1.960, α0.99 = 2.576.

In a similar manner, the operational average expected MSE when applying any sequence of
independent realizations of lengthNC can be determined as

PSNR
(NC)
mse , PSNR

(

1

NC

NC∑

n=1

d (Cn)
)

with d (Cn) ,
1

Ns

Ns∑

t=1

dt (Cn) . (2.18)

The upper and lower bounds for the confidence intervals for a certain specified confidence level
β for the PSNR of the expected average MSE can be specified as

PSNR
(NC)
mse,l,β , PSNR

(

1

NC

NC∑

n=1

d (Cn) +
σd(C)√
NC

αβ

)

,

PSNR
(NC)
mse,u,β , PSNR

(

1

NC

NC∑

n=1

d (Cn) −
σd(C)√
NC

αβ

)

, (2.19)

with σd(C) being the standard deviation for the random variabled(C). The cumulative distribution
of PSNRf can be estimated by a histogram.

Source Statistics

In some sense also the MSE for each framest as defined in (2.8) and (2.11), or its corresponding
PSNR might be viewed as the outcome of a random experiment. This viewpoint is for example
appropriate, if the actual channel realization,Cn, directly influences the encoding process, or if the
source itself is viewed as a random process and the source frames or groups of frames represent
realizations of a generic source model. However, in general, the source statistics change very
slowly and cannot be assumed to be ergodic in the investigated time window. For this purpose
we use a set of common test sequences which show some specific properties, but usually are
generic enough such that the operational values of the PSNR as defined in (2.14) and (2.18) are
appropriate measures and give a good indication on the performance of the system for a broad
range of source signals. However, the confidence intervals as defined in (2.17) and (2.19) are
no more meaningful in this case as the variance of the random variable not only addresses the
variability of the experiment, but also the variability of the source statistics.

2.1.3 Information Flow

In addition to the down–stream data flow as indicated with bold arrows in Figure 2.1, additional in-
formation may be accessible to enable or enhance the transmission of video within networks. This

5erf(x) ,
∫ x

0
e−z

2

dz
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was for example recognized and formalized by Hagenauer [Hag95] and extended to multimedia
transmission in [HS99]. We will characterize this information in the following.

The video encoder passes so–called Source Significance Information (SSI) to the error protec-
tion scheme which allows to differentiate data with different Quality-of-Service (QoS) requests.
This information may include for each packetPi attributes such as importance specifying the
amount by which the quality at the receiver increases6 if some information is correctly decoded.
A formal definition of the importance of a video packet is provided in section 3.6. The channel or
network usually has some specific properties such as the bit-rate, loss and error rates, the expected
channel Signal–to–Noise Ratios (SNRs), so–called Channel State Information (CSI). The sys-
tem might be designed such that certain properties are maintained or statistics might be gathered
by measurements. Commonly, this information can be used at the decoder to judge the reliabil-
ity of the received data. In addition, if these measurementsare conveyed also to the transmitter,
this information can be used to design or adapt the video encoding and error protection scheme
appropriately.

The receiver of the error protection scheme itself can provide information on the reliability of
the decoded data, so–called Decoder Reliability Information (DRI). This includes information
about the reliability of the packet content, e.g., Error Indication Flag (EIF), path reliability infor-
mation (see section 4.4), or soft bits [Hag88]. Finally, thereceiver can send feedback messages,
e.g. the error protection receiver entity can inform the transmitter via Error–Protection Feedback
Information (EFI) messages about the successful or non–successful reception of packets. In simi-
lar way, the video decoder can inform the video encoder usingVideo Feedback Information (VFI).
The availability and the successful application of the different information depends on the specific
application and the actual underlying transport system. The quality and accuracy depends on qual-
ity and the frequency of the measurements as well as on the amount of training data integrated in
the media stream. Finally, another crucial aspect is that the information is available at the respec-
tive location in–time. These aspects will be discussed in more detail when presenting typical video
applications in the Internet as well as in wireless environments.

Video
Decoder
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d

Video
Encoder
Q

e

e e d d
T T T T T T= + + + +Q B C B Q△ △ △ △ △ △

Figure 2.3: Buffering in Video Transmission.

2.1.4 Timing, Delays, and Buffering in Video Transmission

In contrast to still image transmission, video transmission imposes additional timing and delay
constraints. This results in different system architectures and buffering concepts for different ap-
plications. In the following the buffers and delay components in a video transmission system are
introduced according to the simplified system diagram in Figure 2.3. We assume that a certain
video framest is generated at sampling timeτs,t. The time interval between the sampling instant
τs,t and the moment, that data unitPit is generated, denoted asτe,t, is defined as encoding delay

6This could also be expressed as the amount by which the distortion decreases.
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∆T (Qe)
t , τe,t − τs,t. The encoding delay is not necessarily constant and dependson the frame

type. It consists of two parts: The processing delay dependson the encoder processor speed and
the complexity of the encoding algorithms, but is ignored inthe remainder. In contrast, the al-
gorithmic delay component strictly depends on the encodingalgorithm applied. For example, if
backward predicted frames such as classical B–frames are used in the encoding process, the gener-
ation and encoding of the succeeding frame has to be awaited before the encoding of this B–frame
is possible resulting in algorithmic delay. In addition, the encoder might decide to delay the en-
coding to obtain information about the statistics of futureframes to be used in the rate control
algorithm. The data units generated by the video encoder at encoding timeτe,t are forwarded to
an encoder bufferBe which stores the data units until they are forwarded to the channel at sending
time τx,t. The size of the encoder buffer can be as small as zero and as big as being able to store
the entirely encoded video stream. The period of time the entire source unitst is contained in the
encoder buffer is referred to as encoder buffer delay∆T (Be)

t , τx,t − τe,t. Source unitst is com-
pletely received at the far–end at receiving timeτr,t and the interval between receiving time and
sending time defines the channel delay as∆T (C)

t , τr,t − τx,t. The channel delay might consist
of a constant part,∆T (C)

c , and a random variable part,∆T (C)
v . Before the received data units are

forwarded to the video decoder at decoding timeτd,t the decoder bufferBd delays them for certain
time∆T (Bd)

t , τd,t − τr,t.
Finally, the video decoder processes the received data unitand releases it for display at presen-

tation timeτp,t after some decoding delay∆T (Qd)
t , τp,t− τd,t. The decoding delay again consists

of algorithmic and processing delay whereby the latter willagain be neglected in the remainder.
Buffers before the video encoder to store grabbed frames as well display buffers are not presented
as they are of minor importance for the design of a videocommunicationsystem. To summarize,
the so called end–to–end delay∆T t representing the time between the sampling of a source unit
and its presentation, i.e.,∆T t , τp,t − τs,t is the sum of the individual delays, i.e.,

∀t ∆T t , ∆T (Qe)
t + ∆T (Be)

t + ∆T (C)
t + ∆T (Bd)

t + ∆T (Qd)
t. (2.20)

To inform the receiver about the latest instant the decodingof a certain data unitPi must have
taken place and when to display the source unit contained by the data unit, timing information is
included in each data unit in form of a Decoding Time Stamp (DTS),τDTS,i, and a Presentation Time
Stamp (PTS),τPTS,i, respectively. The DTS also usually includes information about the decoding
order of data units. Note that DTS and PTS are directly connected via the algorithmic decoding
delay∆T (Qd), and, therefore the DTS can be defined as

∀i τDTS,i , τPTS,i − ∆T (Qd)
i. (2.21)

A successful presentation in terms of continuous display requires that all discrete–time video
frames are exactly presented by its PTS, i.e.,

∀t τp,t = τPTS,it − τPTS,1. (2.22)

From (2.2) it is obvious that the video transmission system should take care to maintain a constant
end–to–end delay∆Tmax for each source unitst as∆T t = ∆Tmax.

To elaborated these connections in further detail, we discuss an exemplary video transmission
system with significant practical impact as we will see later. Assume a simple error–free chan-
nel with a Constant Bit–Rate (CBR)R, measured for example in bit per seconds. In addition,
assume that the channel constantly delays each single bit bysome time∆T (C)

c and we do not use
backward–predictive coding. Then, a typical example for the timing process of encoding, buffer-
ing, transmission, and decoding is shown in Figure 2.4. Without loss of generality we assume that
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the sampling time instantτs,t of the first data unit is zero, i.e.,τs,1 = 0. After some encoding delay
∆T (Qe) the encoder producesb1 = B1 bits and forwards them to the encoder bufferBe. Again,
after some time∆T (Be), namely at transmission timeτx,1, the encoder buffer releases the first bit
into the channel. The channel adds some constant channel delay∆T (C)

c and some variable channel
delay∆T (C)

v until it is completely contained by the decoder buffer whereit is stored for some time,
∆T (Bd). Note that the variable channel delay directly depends on the frame size as∆T (C)

v,i = bi/R.
It is finally decoded at decoding timeτd,1 and immediately displayed as presentation time and
decoding time are assumed to be identical, i.e.,τp,1 = τd,1. The process continues as shown in
Figure 2.4: Whereas the sampling time, encoding time, and decoding time instants are equidistant,
transmission time and receiving time instants depend on thesource unitst, or more precisely, on
the sampling curveBt.
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Figure 2.4: Timing process of encoding, buffering, transmission, anddecoding when transmitting
video over a CBR channel.

Once the transmission and decoding has started, it should beguaranteed that sufficient bits are
available at the transmitter at any time instantt to avoid buffer underrun at the transmitter, i.e.,

∀t Bt ≥ R · τx,it , (2.23)

and that sufficient bits are available at the receiver such that continuous displaying can be guaran-
teed, i.e.,

∀t R · τd,it ≥ Bt. (2.24)

In Figure 2.4, the connection between the encoding scheduleBt, the initial encoder–buffer delay
∆T (Be)

1 and the initial decoder–buffer delay∆T (Bd)
1 are such that both conditions, (2.23) and
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(2.24), are fulfilled, and the sum of the two delay componentsis minimal resulting in minimum
end–to–end delay. In addition, in Figure 2.4 the connectionbetween the minimum encoder buffer
size|Be|, the transmission scheduleR ·τx,it , and the encoding scheduleBt is shown. The parameter
tuple(R, |Be|min , |Bd|init) specifying the bit-rate of the channel, the minimum encoderbuffer size,
and the minimum initial decoder buffer fullness defined as|Bd|init , |Be|min − R · ∆T (Qe)

1, is
referred to as leaky bucket and is metaphor of the encoder buffer Be. It is said that a leaky bucket
modelcontainsa bit–stream with encoding scheduleBt if there is no underflow or overflow of the
encoder buffer according to the conditions, (2.23) and (2.24).

Although the leaky bucket describes the encoder buffer, it is also a way to inform the decoder
on when to start decoding and what buffer size is necessary todecode the expected video stream.
If the video stream enters the decoder bufferBd with constant bit-rateR, the decoder buffer size
|Bd| is at least as big as|Be|min, and decoding is started when the decoder buffer has initialfullness
|Bd|init, then the successful decoding of the video stream can be guaranteed. Note that starting at
fullness|Bd|init is equivalent to start decoding with initial delay∆T init , |Bd|init /R after the first
bit of the video stream enters the decoder buffer. With the specification of the decoding timeτd,1
and the presentation timeτd,1 of the first source units1 and with the DTS and PTS for each source
unit specified in the video stream the decoding time and the presentation time of each subsequent
source unitst is specified as

τd,t = τDTS,it − (τDTS,1 − τd,1), (2.25)

τp,t = τPTS,it − (τPTS,1 − τp,1), (2.26)

respectively. AsτDTS,1 andτPTS,1 are arbitrary number set by the encoder, we can assume without
loss of generality, thatτDTS,1 = τd,1 andτPTS,1 = τp,1.

2.1.5 Video Applications and Services: Requirements and Objectives

Whenever video transmission is discussed it is essential to specify the environment the video will
be used in. It is important to understand that different applications impose different requirements
and focus on different objectives thus requiring differentstrategies in the encoding, transmission,
and decoding process. Basically all applications in common is the necessity forcompression effi-
ciencyimposed by resource and rate constraints on the channel. Forexample, the costs when using
a mobile systems are expected to be proportional to the reserved bit-rate or the number of trans-
mitted bits over the radio link. Also, congestion avoidancealgorithms in shared wired networks
impose rate constraints, and the memory capacity on storagedevices is still limited. However, in
addition to compression efficiency, other objectives and goals have to be addressed. We will focus
on mobile video applications in the following although mostissues discussed also hold for the
transmission of video over wireline networks. For example,major service categories for state–of–
the–art video were identified in the H.264/AVC standardization process [WHS01]. These services
will be briefly presented in the following together with their requirements and objectives and ob-
jectives.

Table 2.2 summarizes some characteristics of different applications. Rough numbers on the
maximum end–to–end delay are provided, the availability and usefulness of different feedback
messages is indicated, the availability of CSI at the transmitter is addressed, and finally it is dis-
tinguished if the video is offline encoded and pre–stored or if online encoding is performed. More
details are discussed in the following.
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Table 2.2: Video Application Characteristics.

maximum VFI EFI online
Application

delay avail. useful avail. useful
CSI

encoding

Download–and–Play not def. no no yes yes yes no
On–demand Streaming 1 − 5 s limited partly yes yes yes no

Live Streaming 0.2 − 5 s yes partly yes yes yes yes
Multicast/Broadcast 1 − 5 s no no no no partly yes/no

Video Telephony 250 ms yes yes partly limited yes yes
Video Conferencing 300 ms no no no no partly yes

Download–and–Play Applications Common download–and–play applications include services
such as video download in the Internet or Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) for mobile
clients [MMS02]. For these applications encoding, transmission, and decoding of the video are
strictly separated. A video sequence is encoded and stored entirely at amultimedia server7 before
it is transmitted , i.e.,τe,Ns

< τx,1. A receiver can request a certain content and downloads it tothe
decoder buffer realized as a local storage device. File downloads are performed via reliable links
which might result in significant channel delays. In addition, both, the encoder buffer delay and
the decoder buffer delay are at least the duration of the video clip. However, as sequence play–
back does not start until the end of the reception of the entire video sequence, i.e.,τx,Ns

< τd,1,
error–free transmission and continuous playback according to (2.22) can be guaranteed as the DTS
and PTS for each data unit are signalled to the decoder.

Streaming Applications In on–demand streaming applications, a streaming serverQs stores
pre–encoded content in form of data unitsP just as in the case of download–and–play applications.
However, instead of separate download and playback, in streaming applications the decoding of
already received data units as well as the display of the contained source units is started while still
downloading other data units. In uni–directional streaming applications, usually a feedback link
from the receiver to server is present which allows to provide the transmitter with VFI, EFI, and
CSI. However, note that this information cannot be used in thevideo encoding process as the video
has been encoded offline.

Assume that the encoder buffer is sufficiently large to storethe entire video, and the transmission
of the video is started after encoding is completed, i.e.,τx,1 ≥ τe,Ns

. The receiver side of Figure 2.4
explains the procedure when streaming off-line encoded video. After the server has received a
request from a client it starts transmitting the first sourceunit s1 at time instantτx,1. The following
source unitsst with t = 2, 3, . . . are equivalently transmitted at time instantsτx,t. By combining
(2.22), (2.20), (2.25), and (2.26), we can conclude that completely successful streaming without
delayed decoding of data units is possible if

∀i τx,i + ∆T (C)
i ≤ τDTS,i, (2.27)

with the assumptionτDTS,1 = τd,1. The equality in (2.22) is achieved by using the decoder bufferBd

for de–jittering and storing the data unit in the receiver buffer for some time∆T (Qd)
i = τDTS,i−τr,i.

Whereas in theTimestamp-Based Streaming (TBS)case the server forwards data unitPn exactly at

7The server can be viewed as the encoder buffer in our model.
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time τx,n to the network, advanced streaming servers allow forAhead-of-Time Streaming (ATS)8.
In this case the sending timeτx,i is a nominal sending reflecting the latest time instant the data
unit should be forwarded to the network. However, the servercan possibly transmit data unitPi
ahead of time, i.e., before nominal sending timeτx,i. According to (2.27), this strategy allows to
compensate longer channel delays∆T (C)

i but also requires that the decoder buffer is sufficiently
large, and that the network and intermediate buffers can support higher instantaneous data rates.

When transmitting pre–encoded content, the sampling curve{Bt} is a priori specified. If the
video stream enters the decoder bufferBd with constant bit-rateR, then the leaky bucket parameters
minimum encoder buffer size|Be|min and initial decoder buffer fullness|Bd|init can be determined
according to Figure 2.4 such that that the encoded video is contained in this leaky bucket, i.e.,
successful play–out without decoder buffer underrun or overflow is possible. For more details we
also refer to [LOR98], [PS01] or [RCCR03].

In case of live streaming, the system according to Figure 2.3is directly applicable. Again, in
one–to–one unidirectional streaming applications, a feedback link from the receiver to server can
be expected enabling the transport of VFI, EFI, and CSI. The timing and delay constraints are
directly explained by Figure 2.4. Withτs,1 = 0 and τDTS,1 = τd,1 as well as sufficiently large
buffers, successful streaming without delayed data units is possible if

∀i τs,i + ∆T (Qe)
i + ∆T (Be)

i + ∆T (C)
i ≤ τDTS,i. (2.28)

The decoder bufferBd is again used for de–jittering. However, in this case the sampling curveBt

is not known a priori. Therefore, the leaky bucket model is completely specified prior to encoding,
transmission, and decoding. The video has to be encoded suchthat the sampling curve{Bt} is
fully contained by the specified leaky bucket.

For many application it is desired to keep the initial delay∆T init or the maximum end–to–
end delay∆Tmax as low as possible, but still maintaining sufficient video quality. Reasons why
this delay should be low are for example: (i) Significant startup delay is annoying to the end
user as and if the video does not playback after a certain timethe end user might even stop the
playback as he assumes that the network is starving. (ii) In interactive applications where the user
desires to react and modify the stream long initial delays are disturbing: For example, if switching
to a different channel takes too long, the user might miss important information. (iii) In time–
critical surveillance applications timely reaction to a certain event might be essential. In general,
in streaming applications sufficient compression efficiency is desired under the constraint that the
the initial delay∆T init is bounded. Typically, the delays should not exceed 1 to 5 seconds.

In multicast and broadcast applications, the same video stream is distributed to several and many
users, respectively. This imposes similar constraints as discussed for live or on–demand streaming.
However, the conditions in (2.27) and (2.28), respectively, have to be fulfilled not just for each
data unit but also for each participating user. Multicast and especially broadcast applications do
not allow feedback messages, and therefore, VFI and EFI messages cannot be expected at the
transmitter.

Conversational Applications Conversational applications are usually characterized by the con-
straint of low end–to–end and roundtrip delay. The roundtrip delay in speech communication
should not exceed about500 ms requiring an end–to–to end delay of at most250 ms [G1196]. As
for sufficient quality video telephony or video conferencing applications lip synchronicity should
be guaranteed the same constraints hold for the video. Therefore, a main objective in the system

8for example nowadays applied by YouTube, see http://www.youtube.com.
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design for conversational applications is the minimization of the delay components encoding de-
lay ∆T (Qe)i, encoder buffer delay∆T (Be)i, and channel delay∆T (C)i. These constraints obviously
limit the application of several algorithms in video encoding process as well as for error protection.
The restrictions usually result in reduced compression efficiency as well as unavoidable transmis-
sion errors imposing interesting challenges. The positiveeffect about bi–directional one–to–one
video telephony is the availability of a fast feedback channel which allows to transport accurate
CSI and timely VFI. These messages can be used in the encoding process as online encoding is
performed in conversational video. In video conferencing systems where the encoded signal is in
general distributed to multiple participants, the availability of feedback information is practically
impossible. However, one might have access to at least some information regarding the channel
characteristics the users experience over a longer range oftime.

2.2 Transmission Environment

2.2.1 Concepts

The preliminaries presented in the previous section provided an abstract description of the trans-
mission environment as system which alters the packet stream P. In the following we will intro-
duce state–of–the–art transmission systems which allow totransmit multimedia data with different
QoS requirements. We will focus on packet–switched transmission in mobile systems, but most
concepts are also applicable to wireline multimedia transmission.

The transmission of multimedia content over different networks to mobile users is an ongoing
challenging task due to the complexity of the application data, the heterogeneity and imperfectness
of physical transport media, and the switching and routing necessary for world–wide delivery. This
has led to a uniquely accepted structuring of this complex task by the introduction ofprotocol
layerswhich on the one hand allow clarifying the concepts and, on the other hand, reduces the
implementation complexity. Thereby, the data on the senderside is processed such that layern
takes blocks of data calledpacketsfrom layern+1, adds aheader, and passes them to layern−1.
The receiver reverts the operations with layern receiving a packet from layern− 1, stripping and
processing the layer–n header, and passing thepayloadto layern+ 1.

Although circuit–switched connection–oriented transmission is still widely spread especially for
voice data, the main distribution network of multimedia content will be the Internet. The Internet
is a global collection of autonomously administered packetnetworks to form one virtual network
which allows all part to communicate with each other via the Internet Protocol [Pos81] (IP). The
Internet layering concept [Sch01] according to Figure 2.5 is aligned with the classical seven–layer
concept according to Open Systems Interconnection [Zim80](OSI) except that presentation and
session layer are not represented in the Internet. Within the Internet architecture, the task of each
layer will be roughly defined in the following. Thephysical layerprovides a point–to–point or
point–to–multipoint bit transport service over wires, optical fires, or the air. Thelink layer pro-
vides a point–to–point or point–to–multipoint packet service possibly including error detection
and retransmission of lost or erroneous packets. Thenetwork layercarries packets end to end
across multiple subnets which are connected byrouters. Routers primarily forward network–layer
packets and connect subnets of the same, but also of different technologies resulting in highly
heterogeneous end–to–end networks. The path of the packet is determined by the routing proto-
col which is in case of the Internet architecture exclusively the IP. Thetransport layeras well as
all layers above basically only operate within the communication end points. The Internet archi-
tecture is based primarily on the User Datagram Protocol [Pos80b] (UDP) for unreliable service
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and the Transmission Control Protocol [Pos80a, SK91] (TCP) supplying reliable byte–stream ser-
vice. Internet applications usually have an additional protocol layer to support a limited set of
applications such as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol [FGM+97] (HTTP) for information retrieval
in the World-Wide Web (WWW), or the File Transfer Protocol [PR85](FTP). More details on
multimedia transmission will be discussed in subsection 2.2.3.
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Figure 2.5: Internet Multimedia Protocol Stack.

2.2.2 Internet Principles and Characteristics

One key to the success of the Internet is the simplicity of thenetwork–layer service model:
each network packet is logically independent of all others –a principle known asdatagramor
connection–lessdelivery. Packets are transmitted on a best–effort basis, i.e., the network provides
no guarantees if or when a packet will arrive at the destination. This minimal service model can
be supported by just any link–layer technology and follows the end–to–end architectural princi-
ple [SRC84]. However, this principle may make better service available from the lower layers
invisible to the Internet applications. This issue will be discussed in more detail in section 2.3.1.

The best–effort principle of the Internet results in two major QoS impairments: packet delays
and packet losses. The end–to–end network delay is the time elapsed between sending and receiv-
ing a particular packet of sizelP and consists of several components. Whereaspropagation delays
for cable and wireless transmission in the range of 3.3-5µs/km are negligible,transmission delays
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can have significant influence on the end–to–end delay. For anuncongested multihop network with
NL links, each link with bit-rateRi, a packet of sizelP experiences a transmission delay

δtrans= lP

NL∑

i=1

1

Ri

. (2.29)

Whereas for fibers and cables even over multiple hops this impairment is again negligible, for
low bit-rate modems or wireless links this can already add significant delays. In addition, some
types of links addalgorithmic delayscaused by interleaving in combination with forward error
correction. In addition to this static delay components, variable delays are caused by resource
contention and link-layer retransmissions. The former results in aqueueing delayif the number of
packets arriving for a particular link temporarily exceedsthe capacity of the outgoing link. Link–
layer retransmissions are common for modem links [Goo99] aswell as many wireless links, more
details will be discussed in section 2.4 and chapter 4. The second major impairment are packet
losses caused by different phenomena. In networks, packetsare dropped when router queues
overflow. In addition, corrupted packets detected by a link–layer or the IP header checksum, are
discarded.

The measurement of performance of the Internet is quite difficult as the characteristics of packet
losses and delays vary significantly over time, location, different access link technologies and con-
nections. Losses are typically in the range of 1-2%, but might go up to 20% [Sch01]. Reliability
in the Internet is achieved by TCP–based transmission. TCP provides retransmission of lost and
erroneous packets and flow control to prevent a fast sender from overrunning a slow receiver.
Therefore, the sender is allowed transmitting a window of data packets before receiving a confir-
mation from the receiver. The window size is dynamically adapted to the receiver buffer space
and the network congestion. TheTCP congestion control mechanism[APS99] is the principal
means of limiting Internet traffic without explicitly configuring the sender application. However,
this mechanism poses problems for real–time multimedia applications. Using TCP, the bit-rate is
controlled by the network, not by the applications resulting in significant variations in available
bit-rate on short time–scales.

Therefore, many real–time applications rely on the unreliable data service of UDP. These ap-
plications have in common a preference for in–time deliveryover reliability. The UDP header of
8 bytes in size contains a checksum over the entire UDP packet, which can be used to detect and
remove packets containing bit errors. Apart from this, UDP offers the same best effort service
as IP does. In contrast to TCP, UDP does not provide a congestion control mechanism. Basi-
cally, applications should implement their own congestioncontrol mechanisms but are not forced
to. However, since UDP traffic volume was small relative to congestion–controlled TCP flows in
former days of the Internet, the network did not break–down.With the growth of real–time appli-
cations on the Internet over recent years the situation is about to change. Therefore, an effort has
been launched within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to design a new protocol under
the acronym Dynamic Congestion Control Protocol [KHF04] (DCCP)that combines unreliable
datagram delivery with built–in congestion control on the transport layer. In the future DCCP may
replace UDP.

2.2.3 Multimedia Transmission over IP

The popularity of IP-based multimedia services over the Internet is growing with, e.g. hundreds of
new subscribers registered daily for video streaming services and thousands of new participants in
Voice-over-IP calls. Many new advances are discussed, but most of the real-time data transmission
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relies on common principles and protocols. Therefore, it isimportant to understand existing solu-
tions, and to exploit the advantages and drawbacks of those before new solutions are introduced. In
the following, we will provide a brief overview on state-of-the-art multimedia transmission using
IP.

To transport continuous media, three types of protocols areused as shown in Figure 2.5: media
transport, QoS related protocols, and signaling protocols. For QoS issues, on the one hand pro-
tocols for measuring the end-to-end performance are available, e.g. Real–Time Control Protocol
(RTCP) as part of Real–Time Transport Protocol [SCFJ03] (RTP).On the other hand, there exist
protocols which allow to prioritize certain flows or certainpackets under the acronymsintegrated
servicesanddifferentiated services, respectively [GS98]. However, the latter approaches are not
very wide–spread due to significant increased complexity inintermediate routers. So for many
applications and most Internet users, the best–effort networks is still the only accessible network
for real-time multimedia transmission.

While media transport and QoS components are the same for continuous–media applications,
signaling differentiates according to the application in use. For media-on-demand and streaming
applications, Real–Time Streaming Protocol [SRL98] (RTSP) provides a control for multimedia
streams. The protocol consists of requests issued by the client and responses returned by the server.
Basically, it acts as a remote control on the media stream providing methods such asplay, pause,
or record. For Internet telephony, Session Initiation Protocol [HSSR99] (SIP) and H.323 [H3298]
have been developed which both provide the ability of one party to signal to one or more parties
the initiation of a new call being an association between a number of participants. The association
between a pair of participants, a so-called connection, only consists of the signaling state at the two
end points, not a physical channel as common for circuit-switched connections. Both protocols,
SIP and H.323, provide means for user location, feature negotiation, call participant management,
and feature changes. While RTSP and SIP are defined for one-on-one sessions, the Session An-
nouncement Protocol [HPW00] (SAP) provides means to announce and join Internet broadcast
sessions. All three applications require a mechanism to describe the streams within a multime-
dia session. The Session Description Protocol [HJ98] (SDP)is the most prominent description
protocol which can be carried in any protocol, e.g. SIP, RTSP, or SAP.

Although essential for appropriate setup and control of multimedia sessions, in the remainder
of the work signaling issues for different multimedia applications are of less importance. It is
assumed that a one-on-one connection is established with appropriate features negotiated. More
interest is put into the transport of real–time flows which iscommonly based on RTP. Some com-
mon requirements of real–time audio and video streams whichdistinguish them from traditional
Internet services are addressed in the RTP specification. For this purpose, this specification defines
among others a fixed header format consisting of twelve bytesand a variable length media pay-
load as shown in Figure 2.6. The RTP header indicates the protocol version (V), a possible header
extension (X), optional padding of the payload (P), and multicast related issues with providing
source identifiers. In addition, RTP addresses the following issues:

Sequencing If packets arrive out-of-order, they are reordered. Additionally, lost packets must be
detected. For this purpose, RTP specifies a 16-bit sequence number.

Synchronization Firstly, the playout or display time of each media packet relatively to the previ-
ous ones has to be specified. Secondly, if different media areused in one session, synchro-
nization must be established among them, e.g. to achieve lip-synchronicity. Therefore, RTP
provides a 32-bit timestamp.

Payload Identification This addresses the possibility to change the encoding for the media on
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0                   1                   2                   3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|V=2|P|X|  CC   |M|     PT      |       sequence number         | RTP

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|                           timestamp                           | Header

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|           synchronization source (SSRC) identifier            |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

:            contributing source (CSRC) identifiers             :

+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+

| Payload Header (variable # of bytes)          |               |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+               | RTP

|                                                               |

|                 Payload (byte aligned)                        | Payload

|                                                               |

|                               +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|                               :...OPTIONAL RTP padding        |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 2.6: RTP header format.

the fly, for example, to adjust bandwidth variations. A 7-bitpayload type indicator field is
provided where static payload types are specified in the RTP profile document [SS03]. For
example, payload type 0 designates theµ-law audio codec. Due to limited space, no further
static payload type assignments are made, but dynamic payload types are between 96 and
127 are negotiated using H.323 or SDP allowing for RTP to be used with any kind of media
codec developed in the future.

Frame Identification Audio and video are sent in logical units, so called frames. The marker bit
(M) allows to signal the end of such a logical unit, if this unit is transported in several RTP
packets.

RTP payload formats have been defined by the Audio/Video Transport (AVT)9 group of the IETF
for, among others, different audio codecs and many video codecs such as Joint Photographic Ex-
pert Group (JPEG) [BFF+98], H.261 [TH96], H.263 [Zhu97], H.263+ [BCD+98], Moving Pic-
tures Expert Group (MPEG)–1 and MPEG–2 [HFGC98], and H.264/Advanced Video Coding
(AVC) [WHS+05]. Furthermore, RTP payload formats are defined to providegeneric services.
For example, one payload format is defined for simple parity FEC to allow recovering lost packets
independently of the codec in use [RS99].

RTP is accompanied by the RTCP providing control and management messages. It is recom-
mended that the fraction of the session overhead added for RTCP be fixed at 5%. Media senders
generatesender reportsdescribing the amount of data sent so far as well as information to enable
synchronization among different media streams. Media receivers sendreceiver reportsincluding
instantaneous and cumulative loss rates as well as delay andjitter information. In addition, each
application can specify application-specific informationto be carried over RTCP. Just recently,
RTCP has been extended [FCC03] with theextended reportpacket type allowing to transport in-
formation about each RTP packet. For example, a run-length coded version indicating the loss
or reception of each RTP packet can be indicated from the receiver to the sender. However, it is
not guaranteed that this feedback is timely feedback that would allow a sender to repair the media

9for details, see http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/avt-charter.html
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stream immediately. Recent efforts within the AVT [OWS+04] will allow providing timely and fast
feedback especially for point-to-point scenarios giving senders new possibilities to react to packet
losses. A small number of general-purpose feedback messages as well as a format for codec and
application-specific feedback information are defined for transmission in the RTCP payloads.

2.3 Multimedia Transmission in Packet-Radio Networks

2.3.1 Background and History

Multimedia transmission in packet–radio networks nowadays relies on data services in existing
wireless systems, a brief overview on these services in the European development is provided in
the following. The history of wireless systems with main focus to data services is shown in Fig-
ure 2.7 together with the North American path based on International Standard (IS)–95. In addition
to voice and fax services, as well as Short Messaging Services (SMSs) the initial Global System
for Mobile Communication (GSM) system supports basic CircuitSwitched Data (CSD) services
up to 9.6 kbit/s10 which allows a user to use their wireless handset as a modem for laptops and other
electronic devices via infrared ports or designated data cables. In this case the mobile user estab-
lishes an end–to–end connection with Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) or Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN) users applying access methods and protocols, such as X.25 or
X.32. The idea is basically the same as for modem links, namely that the data service is on top
of the a voice channel. Then, the resources on the air interface as well as in the access network
are assigned to the user until the connection is terminated,a typical characteristic ofdedicated
channels. The data link provided to the application and characterized by certain properties, e.g.
data rates and delay, as well as QoS attributes, e.g., error rates, is usually referred to asbearer.

The shortcomings of the data services in the initial design of second–generation (2G) wireless
networks with respect to data rates and packet–friendliness started several new initiatives. On the
one hand, the 2G systems were enhanced to support additionalservices and higher data rates for
individual users, on the other hand the idea of the development of third–generation (3G) systems
was created to introduce completely new applications for mobile users. With the GSM phase
2 project the CSD services were enhanced with High–Speed Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD)
services allowing wireless data to be transmitted at4 × 9.6 = 38.4 kbit/s11 in both directions by
allocating up to four radio slots to a single user.

Whereas the introduction of HSCSD was basically possible withsoftware updates in the mobile
system, the enhancements of 2G networks to support packet–radio services required significant
changes: General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) consists of a packet wireless access network pro-
viding peak data rates up to8 × 21.4 = 171.2 kbit/s and an IP–based backbone providing ac-
cess to the public Internet. To accomplish this, the legacy GSM architecture has been extended
with the Serving GPRS support node (SGSN) substituting the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) in
GPRS and the Gateway GPRS support node (GGSN) providing interworking with external packet-
switched networks according to Figure 2.8.

The data transmission plane used in GPRS is shown in Figure 2.9. Between the SGSN and
the mobile station, the Sub-Network Dependent Convergence Protocol (SNDCP) adapts the upper
layer protocols to the functionality of the underlying GPRS layers. The data link layer encompasses
three sublayers: The Logical Link Control (LLC) layer establishes a logical link between mobile

10this was later extended to 14.4 kbit/s
11later4 × 14.4 kbit/s have been made possible
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Figure 2.7: Timeline for European and North American mobile systems with focus on data ser-
vices.

Figure 2.8: GPRS logical architecture[EVB01].
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station and SGSN. The LLC is designed independently of the underlying radio network to simplify
the introduction of alternative GPRS radio solution. Betweenthe Base Station System (BSS)
and the Mobile Station (MS), the Radio Link Control (RLC) protocol provides a reliable link
dependent on the radio solution. For example, the RLC layer performs segmentation of the LLC–
Packet Data Unit (PDU) into short blocks of fixed length according to one out of four Coding
Schemes (CSs). A procedure called link adaptation can be applied to dynamically switch between
the CS after every RLC block. This allows adapting the level of error protection and throughput
to the channel characteristics. A block check sequence is appended, which in combination with
sequence numbering allows the detection of erroneous or lost segments. Furthermore, the RLC
layer provides optional retransmission to achieve a reliable data transfer when needed. Finally, the
Medium Access Control (MAC) controls the access procedure forthe radio channel by performing
multiplexing of user data and signaling information. In contrast to dedicated channels where the
resources are assigned to the user for the life–time of the connection, GPRS relies on the concept
of shared channelsjust as wired Internet transmission. However, in contrast to the multiple access
scenario on wired links, the situation in a wireless environment is more difficult as the users share
power and bandwidth rather than bit-rate and interfere witheach other.

Figure 2.9: GPRS data transmission plane[EVB01].

The introduction of the enhanced GPRS backbone network provided the skeleton for packet–
switched data services in mobile systems. However, the needof increased data rates could not be
satisfied with GPRS, as on the one hand the peak data rates are still very limited, and, most of the
capacity in GSM is already occupied by voice services.

Therefore, the Third–Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) developed evolutionary and rev-
olutionary concepts to enhance data rates in wireless environments as well as to integrate new
services. To enhance the data rates within the 2G systems theEnhanced Data Rates for GSM
and TDMA/136 Evolution (EDGE) concept has been developed. EDGE provides an evolutionary
path from existing 2G standards for services with higher data rate within the already deployed
2G radio resources. EDGE promises fast availability, reuseof existing infrastructure, as well as
support for gradual introduction. EDGE was first proposed asan evolution of GSM at the be-
ginning of 1997 and adopted in January 1998 to provide data rates up to about384 kbit/s. Al-
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though reusing the GSM structure, EDGE can be seen as a generic air interface for efficiently
providing data services with higher bit-rates. In order to increase the gross bit-rate, 8–Phase Shift
Keying (PSK), a linear high-level modulation, is introduced in addition to the binary Gaussian
Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) modulation originally presentin GSM. Both GSM data services,
HSCSD and GPRS have been extended with EDGE to Enhanced CSD (ECSD)(with peak data
rate4× 38.8 = 155.2 kbit/s) and Enhanced GPRS (EGPRS) (with peak data rate8× 59.2 = 473.6
kbit/s), respectively. The selection of one out of nine possible combinations of modulation and
code rate, referred to as Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) isbased on regular measurements
of link quality. The MCS might be adapted to changing channel conditions even during an active
session.

The second path to enhance data rates in mobile environmentswas much more revolutionary
and lead to the specification of 3G wireless systems, in Europe also known as Universal Mobile
Telecommunications Systems (UMTS). The core network in UMTS relies on GPRS technology.
However, in contrast to the evolutionary path for the accessnetwork in EDGE, the air interface for
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) was completelyre–designed to accommodate
new services with data rates up2 MBit/s, having lead, among others, to significant delays in the
introduction of this new technology. UMTS also distinguishes between dedicated channels and
shared channels to accommodate different applications andprovides significant flexibility in terms
of data rates as well as QoS provisions, for details we refer the interested reader to [HT02].

To further increase packet data throughput to mobile terminals in UMTS release 5 a new shared
channel concept under the acronym High–Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) [HT02] has
been introduced. The key new features compared to standard UMTS packet transmission modes
are the use of adaptive modulation and coding to perform linkadaptation instead of fast power
control, fast layer–1 hybrid ARQ with transmission combining, as well as fast scheduling closer
to the air interface on a very short time–scale of2 ms. A complementary concept to HSDPA
in the uplink has been introduced in UMTS release 6 under the acronym Enhanced Uplink
Data CHannel (EUDCH). In addition, for 3GPP release 6, Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Ser-
vice [MBM03, MBM05] (MBMS) has been included. MBMS allows the simultaneous distribution
of data and real–time applications such as live video with reasonable quality to several or even
many receivers within the existing GSM and UMTS infrastructure with just small modifications in
the radio access network. A possible deployment scenario consists of several 10,000 spectators in
a football stadium being able to have access to instantaneous replays of the most important scenes
just using their everyday cell phone. Similar extensions asHSDPA, EUDCH, and MBMS have also
been introduced for CDMA–2000. The migration to 4G wireless networks, mainly considered as
all-IP networks, is an exciting and challenging task in the future, but not explicitly considered in
the following.

2.3.2 Integration of Multimedia Services

The integration of multimedia services in 3G wireless systems has been addressed in different
recommendations of 3GPP, depending on the application as well as the considered protocol stack.
Among others circuit–switched and packet–switched conversational services for video telephony
and conferencing have been discussed in [CCS02] and [PSS02a],respectively. Furthermore, the
integration of live or pre–recorded video Packet–SwitchedStreaming [PSS02a, PSS02b]s (PSSs)
services in [PSS02b] and MMSs in [MMS02] based on a packet–based protocol stack is discussed.
Media formats and codecs in 3GPP are specified in [MMS02] which are almost identical to the
ones considered in the AVT group of the IETF, but possibly with lower complexity modes only.
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We will in the following concentrate on real–time video services. To provide basic video service
in the first release of the 3G wireless systems, the well–established and almost identical baseline
H.263 [H26b] version 1 and the MPEG-4 visual [MPG] Simple Profile have been integrated. The
choice was based on the manageable complexity of the encoding and decoding process as well as
on the maturity and simplicity of the design. However, the now established joint ISO/ITU stan-
dard H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [H2603] promises significant gains interms of compression efficiency.
Therefore, the baseline profile of this new codec is integrated in release 6 of 3GPP for optional
use and will likely be mandatory for future releases. Although in the first roll–out of 3G sys-
tems circuit–switched video transport based on the ITU-T Recommendation H.324M [H3297]12

is still considered, it is likely that IP–based packet–switched communication will dominate mul-
timedia transmission in wireless environments. 3GPP has chosen to use SIP and SDP for call
control [IPM02] and RTP for media transport [PSS02a]. In other words, the IP–based proto-
col stack as presented in subsection 2.2.3 will also be the main vehicle to transport real–time
multimedia transmission in existing, emerging and future wireless systems. Figure 2.10 shows a
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Figure 2.10: Processing of a multimedia data unit through the protocol stack of a wireless system
such as GPRS, EGPRS, UMTS, or CDMA–2000.

typical processing of a multimedia data unit, e.g. a NAL unitin case of H.264, encapsulated in
RTP/UDP/IP [WHS+05] through the protocol stack of a wireless system such as GPRS, EGPRS,
UMTS, or CDMA–2000. We will in the following concentrate on UMTS terminology, the corre-
sponding layers for other systems are shown in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.5. After Robust Header
Compression [HJH+01] (RoHC) this IP/UDP/RTP packet is encapsulated into one Packet Data
Convergence Protocol (PDCP) packet that becomes an RLC-Service Data Unit (SDU). As typi-
cally this SDU has larger size than a RLC–PDU it is segmented into smaller units or link layer
packets of lengthkLLP which serve as the basic units to be transmitted within the wireless system.
The length of these segments depends on the bearer of the wireless system and the CS or MCS
in use. The RLC layer in wireless systems can operate in one of basically two different modes,
Unacknowledged Mode (UM) and Acknowledged Mode (AM). For all RLC modes, sequence
numbering and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) error detection is performed. However, whereas
the UM is unidirectional and data delivery is not guaranteed, in the AM an ARQ mechanism is
used for backward error correction. In the latter mode, usually a persistent ARQ is used, i.e., re-
transmissions of erroneous packets are performed until thelink layer packet is correctly received.

12H.324 [H3295] was primarily established by the ITU-T for lowbit-rate circuit–switched modem links but ex-
tended for error–prone extensions for mobile circuit switched low bit-rate conversational services under the acronym
H.324M. 3GPP adopted H.324M including an error robust multiplexing protocol H.223 Annex B for circuit-switched
video communication. Although H.324 and the RTP/UDP/IP stacks a completely different switching philosophy, the
loss and delay effects on media data when transmitted over wireless dedicated channels are very similar.
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The physical layer generally adds FEC to RLC-PDUs depending on the coding scheme in use such
that a constant length channel–coded block is obtained. This channel–coded block is further pro-
cessed in the physical layer before it is sent to the far end receiver. There, error correction and
detection is performed, possibly retransmissions are requested. In general, the detection of a lost
segment of an IP packet results in the loss of the entire packet.

Latest extensions to wireless systems such as HSDPA, EUDCH, and MBMS basically reuse the
same integration frame work and protocol stack as presentedfor EGPRS, UMTS, and CDMA–
2000, but mainly differ on the processing in the MAC and physical layer. The extensions have
initially been introduced for non real–time services. However, we have shown in [LJSB04] that
real–time streaming services can be integrated in the HSDPAframework. Similarly for MBMS
in which initially also only download–and–play applications are considered, but the performance
of real–time services within MBMS is feasible with appropriate bearer definitions as for example
shown in [JSL04]. Investigations on the feasibility for real–time services within EUDCH still have
to be performed. Although we will not explicitly address HSDPA, EUDCH, and MBMS in the
remainder of this work, it is worth to mention that many concepts developed in this thesis are
applicable to these extensions of mobile systems.

2.4 System Abstractions and Channel Models

2.4.1 Overview

The previous two sections provided insight into the complexity and variety when transmitting
real–time multimedia data over wireless systems. The logical architecture of GPRS as shown in
Figure 2.8 and its protocol plane according to Figure 2.9 provides an overview on the integration
of IP–based traffic into the system. Unfortunately, the implementation of all system components
for the evaluation of different system designs is obviouslyfar too complex and completely infea-
sible, abstractions are necessary. However, we have also observed that a too simplified model as
presented in Figure 2.1 might hide important issues in the system design. In this system model, it
is for example assumed that content generation, multimediacoding, and error protection are per-
formed directly at the radio access, and that information can be easily exchanged between signal
processing units which are located in different layers. An appropriate level of abstraction for the
system is necessary.

Figure 2.11 shows an abstraction of the end–to–end communication system when one of the
participants is a wireless client13. The arrows indicate the flow direction of different protocols,
whereby some protocols are bi–directional with the main stream going into one direction. The
media server or a participant in a video conference is assumed to be connected to the Internet over a
wired Internet connection. The connection takes place overtypical Internet protocols as introduced
in subsection 2.2.3. For the connection to the wireless communication partner, the GGSN serves
as the packet–based entrance to the system which basically can be viewed as a regular Internet
router. The communication between GGSN, SGSN, and BSS is in general performed over over–
provisioned and reliable wired links such that delays and losses can be ignored. Therefore, we
assume that the Internet router is directly placed in the base station of the system as abstracted in
Figure 2.11. The incoming IP packets are then processed as discussed in subsection 2.3.2 and sent
to the wireless receiver over the mobile radio channel.

13We concentrate in the following on the scenario with just a single wireless client and media transmission in the
downlink. The generalization to uplink traffic as well as twoor more wireless participants is obviously possible, but
does not change the presented concepts significantly.
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Figure 2.11: Typical wireless multimedia end–to–end connection: the base station is viewed as a
router with little intelligence.

These leaves the description and characterization of individual links, whereby the link can be
a physical or a virtual connection between any two layers in the system abstraction. The model
hides the characteristics of the underlying layers. The description of transmission characteristics
of the different wireless and mobile links is manifold and heterogeneous. Moreover, to exploit
and compare coding and transmission schemes in the area of source and channel coding as well as
wireless multimedia transmission the application of highly sophisticated channel models would be
tedious, time–consuming, and most likely, still not comprehensive. Therefore, we restrict ourselves
to only a subset of physical and virtual links. In addition, the huge amount of different mobile
channel parameters and characteristics in combination with mobility, multi-user aspects, different
traffic characteristics, and system parameters, etc. makesa comprehensive simulation of mobile
systems completely infeasible. Therefore, only representative case studies – usually reflecting
typical or worst–case situations in terms of transmission conditions, user topology, and applications
– are selected to evaluate the performance. We attempt to define simple, but meaningful models to
evaluate the transmission of video and multimedia data in a mobile environment.

In subsection 2.4.2 characteristics of the mobile radio channel as well as appropriate modelling
assumptions for a single user link are discussed. A discrete–time signalling model with a generic
interface from the channel to the channel decoders as well asvery few additional parameters for a
generic mobile radio channel are introduced in subsection 2.4.3. To address system level aspects it
is common to define link layer models which model the loss and delay process of link layer packets
as shown in Figure 2.10. In subsection 2.4.4 we introduce models for the link layer for EGPRS as
well as for UMTS dedicated channels. Finally, in subsection2.4.5 we will introduce models for
the delay and loss of entire RTP/UDP/IP–packets, referred to as application layer packets, showing
the effects of backbone Internet channels as well as mobile channels on application layer packets.
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2.4.2 The Mobile Radio Channel

The mobile radio channel imposes major challenges for the transmission of data to wireless and
mobile users. In contrast to wire–line transmission, the resources in wireless environments are sig-
nificantly limited and, in addition, the transmission conditions are highly time and location variant.
An example scenario for the propagation effects is shown in Figure 2.12. The electro–magnetic
wave generated by the modulation of an information–bearingsignal with carrier frequencyfc is
radiated from the transmitter antenna and received at the mobile. The received signal at any time
instant is a superposition of a direct path, and additional paths resulting of reflections from plane
objects, refractions at edges, and scattering from rough surfaces. Often, there is no direct path,
also called line–of–sight path, between transmitter and receiver. Then, the receiver must rely on
signal components resulting from diffractions. The mobileradio channel might be viewed as a
linear time–invariant filter for each location, but movement of the receivers, or surrounding objects
finally result in a time–variant behavior. This time–variant behavior of the received signal strength
is in general known asfading. In addition to fading, the transmission on mobile channelsis also
disturbed by the presence of thermal noise in the receiver and interference from adjacent channels
and other users.

Figure 2.12: Mobile radio channel: attenuation, shadowing, and multipath reception.

To be more specific, letx(t) be the equivalent low–pass signal with band–limitationWx such
that the band–bass signal at carrier frequencyfc,

xBP(t) = ℜ{x(t)} cos (2πfct) −ℑ{x(t)} sin (2πfct) ,

occupies a frequency band betweenfc −Wx andfc +Wx. GSM, for example, provides channels
with bandwidth2Wx = 200 kHz at carrier frequencies aroundfc = 900 MHz andfc = 1800 MHz.
In UMTS, the signal bandwidth is5 MHz at fc ≈ 1900 MHz. The signalx(t) is transmitted over
the channel with time–variant channel weighting functionC(t; τ)14. The channel outputy(t) is

14The channel weighting function describes the attenuation/gain of a signal component entering the channel at time
t− τ at timet.
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then given as

y(t) =

∫ ∞

−∞

C(t; τ)x(t− τ) dτ + ν(t) dτ, (2.30)

whereν(t) includes thermal noise as well as possible interference from adjacent channels or other
users. This component can very well be modelled as circular symmetric complex white Gaussian
process with zero mean and power spectral density (psd)N0

15. In addition, the channel weighting
function,C(t; τ), is in general random and depends on the location, the velocity of the user, and
other environmental influences. Therefore, the channel output signaly is also random.

For the description and modelling of the channel weighting functionC(t; τ) one can basically
distinguish long–term fading and short–term fading. Long–term fading origins from propagation
path loss and shadowing. The former basically depends on thedistance between the receiver
and the transmitter, the environment and the carrier frequency of the system [OOKF68, Hat80].
Shadowing describes the deviation from the path loss model caused by the presence or absence of
large objects between the transmitter and the receiver. Thereceiving conditions modelled by long–
term fading are assumed to be constant within the range of a few meters such that for practical
mobile speeds the changes are relatively slow, at least in the range of several seconds.

Short–term fading is caused by multipath propagation as themobile station moves. Depend-
ing on the relative length of each of the multiple signal paths, the sinusoidal wave forms might
superpose constructively, or, in less favorable case, the phases of the arriving signals might be
such that the signal is attenuated or even vanishes. Path length differences being in the range of
10 − 20 cm can already cause deep fades for the typical carrier frequencies used in nowadays mo-
bile systems. The multipath propagation results in time dispersion of a single transmitted impulse
whereby the range of values over which delayed path components arrive at the receiver is called
multipathspreadTmp. The inverse of the delay spread, the so–calledchannel coherence bandwidth
Wcoh , 1/Tmp provides a measure of the width of the frequency band over which the fading is
highly correlated. The value of the delay spread and the channel coherence bandwidth strongly
depends on the environment. In urban areas the maximum delayspread is usually in the range of a
few microseconds, i.e.,Wcoh ≈ 0.5 MHz, but in hilly terrain late echos might cause delay spreads
of up to 20 microseconds. If the bandwidth of the signal is significantly less than the coherence
bandwidth, i.e.,Wx ≪ Wcoh, all signal components at timet experience almost the same attenua-
tion C(t), i.e.,y(t) = C(t)x(t) dτ + ν(t). Such a channel is referred to as frequency–nonselective
or flat fadingchannel, andC(t) is calledchannel gain.

Similarly to the delay spread, the Doppler spreadWDop provides a measure of the rapidness of
changes in the channel weighting functionC(t; τ). The maximum Doppler spread can quite well be
estimated asWDop = fcv/c with v the velocity of the mobile and thec the speed of light. For GSM
at fc ≈ 900 MHz, the Doppler spread results inWDop ≈ v Hz/(km/h) and thereforeWDop ≪ Wx.
The inverse of the Doppler spread, the so–calledcoherence timeTcoh , 1/WDop is a measure for
the rapidness of the fading. Thespread factor, defined asTmpWDop, provides an indication, if
the channel weighting functionC(t; τ) can be easily measured at the receiver in the demodulation
process. To be able to measure the channel, the delay spread should beTmpWDop ≪ 1. Note that
this is in general the case for GSM and UMTS withTmpWDop < 5 · 10−5 · v/(km/h).

For frequency–selectivechannels withWx > Wcoh the channel gains and phase shifts for differ-
ent frequency components of the transmitted signalx(t) are different. WithWx ≫ Wcoh and the
usage of the sampling theorem [Pro95], the received signal might be re–presented by a tapped–

15The complex noise process consists of two independent noisecomponents with psdN0/2 each.
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delay–line model as

y(t) =

⌊TmpWcoh⌋+1
∑

n=1

Cn(t)x
(

t− n

Wx

)

dτ + ν(t), (2.31)

where{Cn(t)} represents complex–valued, time–varying tap coefficientsand are usually mod-
elled as stationary mutually uncorrelated random processes resulting in the Wide–Sense Stationary
Uncorrelated Scattering (WSSUS) channel model. Note that (2.31) also includes the flat–fading
channel withC(t) = C1(t).

This leaves the statistical description and modelling of the channel tap coefficients{Cn(t)} for
which there exist several probability distributions. Provided that the number of paths contributing
to a multipath component{Cn(t)} is high, and, that many of these path contribute to the total
received power for this multipath component, then the central limit theorem leads to a Gaussian
process model [Pap91] for the tap coefficients. If the process is zero–mean, then the amplitude
of this process at any time–instant,αn(t) = |Cn(t)|, is Rayleigh–distributed with mean̄α where
due to stationarity assumption the mean is independent of the timet. The phase follows a uniform
distribution between0 and2π. Note that this distribution is described by a single parameter ᾱn(t)
for each tapn. For the flat–fading channel, the tap–indexn is dropped. Alternative models such
as Nakagami-m or Rice distribution suggest to generalize theRayleigh distribution, whereby the
latter takes into account a line–of–sight component in the communication link and is modelled by
non–zero mean Gaussian process for the tap–coefficients. However, as the Rayleigh distribution
takes into account the worst–case scenario without line–of–sight, and as it can be described by a
single parameter, it is most widely used to model the channeltap coefficients.

To describe and model the correlation of the channel tap coefficient αn(t) it is again assumed
that the signal is a superposition of many significant scatterers with random phase, and, in addition,
with random arrival angle. Then, the power spectrum of the fading process can be described with
the Jakes spectrum [Jak74] showing characteristic peaks atthe maximum Doppler frequencyWDop.
In [Jak74] also a method to model and simulate the statistical process, the probability distribution
of amplitude, phase, and correlation, of channel tap coefficientsC0(t) based on a Monte–Carlo like
methods is proposed.

In the development of a wireless system emulator and demonstrator [LJSB04] for HSDPA a
highly sophisticated wireless system model has been integrated taking into account short–term and
long–term fading effects as well as different interferenceand noise components. For the specific
scenario of a user walking in an urban environment, the received signal power for each time–
instant, compared to the noise and interference, called Signal–to–Noise and Interference Ratio
(SNIR), has been recorded for 10 minutes. Figure 2.13 shows the SNIR over time for an example
user and different time resolutions. The top level shows distance and slow–fading effects for the
moving user; the SNIR results as an average over 2 seconds. Periods of good receiving conditions
vary with bad receiving conditions within 10 to 20 seconds. The maximum difference in the
SNIR is about25 dB. Similar effects are also shown for a shorter time–window – 100 seconds
in the second plot and average SNIR over 0.5 seconds. Finally, plot 3 shows the average SNIR
over 2 ms within 20 seconds: Significant oscillations withinjust less than 1 second are obvious.
The maximum Doppler frequency for this example withfc ≈ 2 MHz andv = 3 km/h is about
WDop ≈ 6 Hz. Observe that within just a few seconds, the SNIR can vary also by about25 dB.
With this figure in mind it is obvious that the performance of real–time multimedia services with
time–constraints strongly depends on the characteristicsof the channel. However, a comprehensive
treatment and modelling of the such channels is not possible. Therefore, we introduce simpler
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Figure 2.13: Receiver SNIR over time for a walking user in an typical UMTS environment without
power control [LJSB04].

channel models which attempt to reflect the variations of thewireless channels on different system
levels.

2.4.3 Signaling and Discrete–Time Models

Modulation

Just as for any other physical transmission medium, the mobile radio channel transmits analog
signals16. For the transmission of digital signals, the modulator at transmitter side and the de-
modulator a receiver side serve as interfaces between the analog and the digital world. In case
of linear modulation schemes, the transmitted equivalent low–pass signal can be expressed as the
superposition of shifted and complex–weighted pulses, i.e.,

x(t) =
∑

i

xiφx (t− iTx) , (2.32)

16”You can not throw bits into the air”, J. Hagenauer, 1998, private communication.
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with Tx being the modulation interval,{xi} a sequence of complex symbols, andφx (t− iTx) any
transmission pulse satisfying the orthonormality condition

1

Tx

∫

φx (t)φ∗
x (t− iTx) dt = 1 {i = 0} ,

where1 {A} defines the indicator function being1 if A is true and0 otherwise. The spectral
characteristics ofx(t) are defined by the transmission pulseφx (t) and the symbol intervalTx. The
most popular pulse shape used in mobile communication is theroot–raised cosine impulse resulting
in a bandwidth of the transmitted signal ofWx = 1+αrc

2T
with 0 ≤ αrc ≤ 1. Therefore, for minimum

αrc = 0, the symbol intervalTx is limited by the bandwidth of the channel toTx ≥ 1/(Wx). As
pulse shape filters withαrc = 0 or close to0 are hard to realize, some bandwidth increase has to
be sacrificed. In UMTS, for example, a root–raised cosine pulse shape filter withαrc = 0.22 has
been chosen. For GSM orthogonality has been sacrificed at theexpense of spectral efficiency with
the introduction of a partial–response modulation scheme GMSK such thatWxTx = 0.3.

Provided perfect synchronization at the receiver, the demodulator decomposes the received sig-
nal y(t) obtained from the transmission over a channel according to (2.30) with input signalx(t)
according to (2.32) using the time–delayed and orthogonal basis functionsφx (t− iTx) to obtain a
sequence{yi} of discrete–time received values as

yi =
1

Tx

∫

y(t)φ∗
x (t− iTx) dt =

∑

n

Cn,ixn−i + νi, (2.33)

where the discrete–time channel coefficients result in

Cn,i =
1

Tx

∫ ∫

φx (t− (i− n)Tx − τ) C(t; τ)dτφ∗
x (t− iTx) dτdt =

1

Tx

∫

Cn(t)φ∗
x (t− iTx) dt,

(2.34)
and the discrete–time noise sample yield

νi =
1

Tx

∫

ν(t)φ∗
x (t− iTx) dt. (2.35)

The noise samplesνi are independent and identically distributed (iid) due to the orthogonality of
the delayed basis functions and the variance of the process is given asσ2 = N0Wx = N0/(2Tx).
Therefore, the probability density function (pdf) of the noise is given as

fν(ν, σ
2) =

1

2πσ2
exp

(

|ν|2
2σ2

)

. (2.36)

The bandwidth extension of the received signal due to Doppler effects can be ignored for practical
systems. Whereas (2.31) presents an equivalent low–pass model only for the mobile radio chan-
nel at any timet, (2.33) now serves as discrete–time equivalent low–pass model which includes
modulation, demodulation, the mobile radio channel, interference, and thermal noise. Note that
multipath propagation causes inter–symbol interference (ISI), i.e., a received symbolyi contains
contributions from more than one transmitted symbolxi.

The discrete–time transmission signalxi can basically be any complex number and the alphabet
Sx for each signal can be infinitely large or even different for each time–instanti. The average
power over the random symbolsxi is usually limited to some valuePx, i.e.,Px = E

{
|xi|2

}
and

therefore, the average energy per transmitted symbol,Es, is defined as

Es = E

{∫

|x(t)|2 dt
}

= PxTx. (2.37)
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Although high–dimensional input alphabetsSx provide advantages especially for high SNRs, in
mobile communications usually input signal alphabets sizes |Sx| are restricted as SNRs are in
general low, and detection is simplified significantly. In UMTS, Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)
is used in the uplink, and Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) in the downlink. Only recently
16–Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) has been introduced for HSDPA. Note, that with
Gray mapping and due to the orthogonality of real and imaginary component in the equivalent
low–pass signal, QPSK can be viewed as the transmission of two independent BPSK signals.

The modulation in GSM can basically also be viewed as BPSK, if differential pre–coding,
GMSK modulation, and de–rotation are modelled as a time–invariant part of the frequency se-
lective channel. For EDGE, a linear 8–PSK modulation schemewith spectral properties equivalent
to the GMSK modulation in GSM is used.

Detection and Diversity

Let us assume that messages are transmitted in blocksx consisting ofNx symbolsxi, i = 1, . . . , Nx

such that all received symbolsyi for this message are independent from any transmitted symbol
of any other message, i.e., no ISI takes place over message boundaries. In practice, this is ac-
complished by the introduction of guard intervals between two messages of sufficient length. For
example, in case of GSM the guard interval is roughly30 µs. In addition, let us assume a coherent
receiver, i.e., the receiver has knowledge of the entire setof channel tap coefficients{Cn,i}, and the
SNR, summarized inC. Based on this channel information and the observed sequencey, maxi-

mum a posteriori detectors minimizing the sequence error probabilityPr
{

X̂ 6= X
}

decide for the

sequencêx which has most likely been transmitted, i.e.,

x̂ = arg max
x∈SNx

x

Pr (X = x |Y = y, C ) (2.38)

= arg max
x∈SNx

x

(Pr (Y = y |X = x, C ) Pr{X = x}) (2.39)

which follows by the application of Bayes’ rule. In case of equally probable input messagesX
(2.38), is identical to the simpler maximum likelihood detector. For the case of Gaussian noise, the
maximum likelihood detector decides for the sequencex̂ with minimum Euclidean distance

x̂ = arg min
x∈SNx

x

Nx∑

i=1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
yi −

∑

n

Cn,ixn−i
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

. (2.40)

A nice property of the maximum–likelihood detector is its independence of the actual SNR. If the
resulting symbols are further processed in the receiver by symbol–based algorithms, e.g., in case
of channel decoders or if the measure of interest is the symbol or bit error probability rather than
the sequence error probability, a symbol–based detector ispreferred which reads as

∀i x̂i = arg max
x∈Sx

Pr (Xi = x |Y = y, C ) . (2.41)

As already mentioned, for further processing of the detected symbols in the receiver, hard–
decisions are usually sub–optimal. In so–calledsoft detectionalgorithms the detector leaves the de-
cision open and forwards the symbol a posteriori probability (APP) valuesPr (Xi = x |Y = y, C )
to the next processing step that can be computed by summing all sequence APP having symbol
x at positioni. In practice, especially for binary transmission schemes,it has proven to be use-
ful [HOP96] to use the log–likelihood ratio (LLR) of a transmission symbolx given the observed
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channel outputy. For BPSK withSx = {±√
Px}, the LLR is defined as17

L (Xi |Y = y, C ) , log

(

Pr
(
Xi = +

√
Px |Y = y, C

)

Pr
(
Xi = −√

Px |Y = y, C
)

)

(2.42)

= ψ (Xi |Y = y, C ) + L (Xi) , (2.43)

whereψ (Xi |Y = y, C ) summarizes the information from the channel, andL (Xi) takes into ac-
count the a priori knowledge about the channel inputXi. So the basic goal of the detector at the
receiver side is the generation of the channel LLR partψ (Xi |Y = y, C ).

In case of multi–path propagation, the a posteriori information or the LLR can be obtained using
for example a symbol–based maximum a posteriori equalizer [Pro95] based on the Bahl–Cocke–
Jelinek–Raviv (BCJR)–algorithm [BCJR74]. The equalizer transfers the received sequencey in
a sequence of symbol APPs{Pr (Xi = x |Y = y, C )}Nx

i=1. In GSM for example, this equalizer
is jointly used to detect the GMSK modulated signal and to combat the multipath channel. In
UMTS, multipath transmission can be eliminated by the use ofdirect–sequence spread–spectrum
signalling in combination with a Rake receiver. There exist many simple or more advanced tech-
niques [Pro95], [BPS98] which avoid or at least limit the influence of ISI.

In addition, the reception of multiple copies of the same signal with independent channel taps
– referred to asdiversity– is very beneficial and one of the key concept in mobile communica-
tions. Receiver can for example exploit diversity by multiple receive antennas: Assume that the
signal is received over multiple independent single–path Rayleigh fading channels denoted asCn
with E {|Cn|2} = 1. Then, with the use of maximum–ratio combining, the multipath channel
can be converted to a flat fading single–path channel with just a single channel coefficientC as
yi =

∑

n |Ci,n|2xi + ν̂i. Diversity can also be introduced by appropriate signalingmethods. For
example, recently many efforts have been made to exploit transmit diversity in systems by the
use of Multiple–Input Multiple–Output (MIMO) antenna systems. Broadband transmission with
Wx ≫ Wcoh provides frequency–diversity due to the reception of multiple independent paths. An-
other form of simple diversity can be obtained by repeatedlytransmitting the same signal over time
whereby the transmission interval is greater than the coherence timeTcoh. For this reason, in sys-
tems with narrowband signaling such GSM methods are introduced to spread the transmitted signal
over several independent channel realizations by the use ofaninterleaver. These realizations might
be correlated, but for GSM they can be viewed as uncorrelatedasfrequency hoppingis commonly
applied. In frequency hopping systems, consecutive transmission blocks modulate carriers with
spacing larger than the coherence bandwidthWcoh resulting in virtually uncorrelated fading in the
blocks. The number of blocks, denoted asF in the following, determines the degree of diversity,
but also influences the decoding delay. From the channel coding point–of–view, transmitting the
same signal over multiple independent paths can be viewed asa repetition code. Obviously, with
the introduction of better codes, efficiency can be increased significantly as discussed in chapter 4.

Channel–State Information

As already discussed in a very general context in subsection2.1.1, the availability of CSI at the
receiver and transmitter is beneficial. In mobile communication systems the measurements of the
channel weighting functionC(t; τ) or its corresponding discrete representationCi,n is possible and
actually performed by the use of pilot symbols. If the distance of the pilot symbols is smaller than
the coherence timeTcoh of the channel, we can assume that the receiver has accurate knowledge

17log is the logarithm to basee in the sequel if not stated otherwise.
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of the channel coefficientsCi,n. Both, GSM and UMTS, provide sufficient pilot information to
assume perfect knowledge of the channel coefficientsCi,n at the receiver; the receiver is referred to
ascoherent.

The scenario is different for the transmitter: Only in case of Time–Division Duplex (TDD) sys-
tems the transmitter can obtain the knowledge by its own measurements. Otherwise, it must rely
on feedback messages from the receiver. In addition, the feedback must be so fast, i.e., within
the coherence timeTcoh, and so accurate, i.e., to contain a sampled version of the entire trans-
mission frequency band with resolutionWcoh, to be useful for the transmission of future symbols.
Both GSM and UMTS are Frequency–Division Duplex (FDD) systems, but power control feed-
back messages are in use. In GSM, an open–loop power control with very few feedback messages
per second is used to compensate long–term fading effects, but short–term fading cannot be com-
pensated. In contrast, UMTS provides a closed–loop power control with high control message
frequency which allows to at least partly compensate short–term fading for low to medium speeds
of the mobile. The concept of CSI available at the transmitteris even enhanced with HSDPA and
EUDCH. With this background the motivation for a separate description of the statistics of long–
term and short–term fading effects is obvious. For this reason we normalize the channel tap–power
asE

{∑

n |Cn|
2} = 1 and describe the long–term effects by the SNR as

SNR=
Px
N0Tx

=
Es
N0

, (2.44)

which describes the average ratio of the received power to the noise power at the receiver. The
channel is completely characterized by its transition probability Pr {Y = y |X = x, C } for a given
input signalx and a given channelC.

Therefore, these long–term effects are usually compensated at least to some degree by the use
of power control, i.e., the transmitter adapts the transmission power of the signalx(t) such that a
certain average receive power can be guaranteed. However, the range of transmit power adapta-
tion is limited by the amplifiers in the transmitter as well asby increased intercell interference in
interference–limited cellular systems such as GSM or UMTS.

Binary Input Block–Fading Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) Channel

In the light of the discussion on the mobile radio channel, signalling, detection, diversity, and CSI,
we will in the following introduce a mobile channel model which definitely includes not all effects,
but is sufficiently general and representative in terms of energetic and timing aspects to be used for
the assessment of mobile video transmission in combinationwith channel coding methods. The
channel is referred to as block–fading AWGN channel [SOW94] and is shown in Figure 2.14. We
restrict ourselves to binary input signals for simplicity,but also as mobile systems usually operate
at low SNRs. As we use binary input signaling we simplify the two–dimensional complex signal
model to a one–dimensional real–valued. We assume that binary messages can be transmitted in
slots denoted by their indicesf = 1, 2, . . .. Within each slot, the propagation channel is assumed
to be slowly time–varying and frequency–flat presuming thatthe coherence timeTcoh is sufficiently
long. In particular, the transmission conditions for each slot are defined by a single parameter, the
channel gainαf ∈ R which is assumed to be constant over the entire slotf and is normalized to
E
{
|αf |2

}
= 1. Each slotf has equal duration and allows the transmission ofNv binary symbols.

Let xf , (xf,1, . . . , xf,Nv
), yf , (yf,1, . . . , yf,Nv

) andνf , (νf,1, . . . , νf,Nv
) be the transmitted

signal, the received signal and the noise during slotf , respectively. Furthermore, assume that
the transmitted symbolxf,v ∈ {±1} has unit power, but is multiplied with

√
Px,f to adjust the
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Figure 2.14: Binary input block–fading AWGN channel [SOW94] with power control.

transmission power, possibly for each slotf . Then, the received symbolyf,v is given as

∀f,v yf,v = αf
√

Px,fxf,v + νf,v, (2.45)

where the noiseνf,v now represents a one–dimensional zero–mean Gaussian random variable vari-
abce psdN0/(2Tx) in the signaling bandwidthWx. Assuming constant transmission power for
each slotf , i.e.,Px,f = Px, the SNR for this particular slot is defined as

hf , |αf |2
2Es
N0

= |αf |2
2Px,fTx
N0

, (2.46)

where the transmission energyEs is defined asEs , PxTx. If the power can be controlled for
each slot independently, and with the definition of a power control factorγf , Px,f/E {Px,f} and
E {γf} = 1, the SNR with power control for this particular slotf is defined as

ĥf , γfhf , (2.47)

whereby in this case the transmission energyEs is now specified as theaveragetransmission power
asEs , E {Px,f} /Tx. In the following we include the power control factorγf in the presentation;
with γf = 1 this simplifies to the case with constant input powerPx,f = Px.

For this particular channel model, the computation of the channel part of the LLRψf,v for
transmitted symbolXf,v according to (2.42) given the product of the channel gain andthe power
control gainαf

√
γf and the average SNREs/N0 simplifies to

ψf,v , ψ
(
Xf,v

∣
∣Y = y, αf

√
γf , Es/N0

)
= 4αf

√
γf

Es
N0

yf,v. (2.48)

Note that for the flat–fading case the channel LLRψf,v only depends on the received symbolyf,v
but not on the entire received vectory as in case of the frequency–selective channel.

According to (2.45) the binary input block–fading AWGN channel according to Figure 2.14 can
equivalently be described as an AWGN channel with binary input signalsx = ±1 and the variance
of the channel noise being constant within one slot as

σ2
f =

1

ĥf
=

1

γfhf
=

N0

(2Es |αf |2 γf )

resulting in the received signaly. The channel LLRψ is then computed according to (2.48).
The actual channel model is completely characterized by only very few parameters according to

Table 2.3. The average SNREs/N0 is assumed to be known at the transmitter and receiver. This
is justified by the use of simple open–loop power control. Different distributions of the channel
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gainα can describe correlated or uncorrelated channels and take into account the availability of
line-of-sight communication. We will mainly focus on the iid Rayleigh case. Note that for the case
of Rayleigh fading without power control, the SNRh is is exponentially distributed with mean
h̄ = 2Es/N0. The power control factorγf is in general set to1 if the channel gainαf is not known
at the transmitter. Only if the channel gain realizationαf is known at the transmitter,γf is adapted.
The product of the number of symbols per slot,Nv, and the Transmission Time Interval (TTI) of
the transmission slots,Tf , determines the maximum transmission bit-rate. The TTI is typically in
the range of20 ms for GSM,10 ms for UMTS and2 ms for HSDPA.

Table 2.3: Parameters for block–fading AWGN channel model.

Parameter Description Range

Es/N0 average SNR 0 . . . 10 dB
pα distribution of channel gain AWGN, iid Rayleigh,. . .
γf power control factor 1, f(αf , Es/N0)
Nv transmission symbols per slot any integer
Tf TTI of transmission slots 2 − 25 ms

2.4.4 Link-Layer Channel Models

Overview

In existing wireless systems, the mobile radio channel as well as the underlying signal processing
such as channel coding, multiple access schemes, modulation schemes, and receiver algorithms,
are usually completely hidden to the upper layer. Instead, as already discussed, wireless systems
provide the transmission of data in link–layer packets, indicated as segments in Figure 2.10. The
transmission process of these link–layer packets can be abstracted by a very simple model, namely
by its sizekLLP, its TTI TTTI, its loss processLLLP, and its constant transmission delayδLLP. In
other words, the wireless system transmits the applicationdata in junks of packets of sizekLLP

everyTTTI seconds. By the use of sufficiently long block check sequencesthe probability of non-
detected errors is extremely low and link layer packets can be assigned one of two different states at
the receiver: they are correctly received or they are lost. The loss processLLLP indicates both, the
loss probability of link layer packets and also the time–correlation of the loss process. Independent
link–layer packet losses can in general not be assumed, but are appropriate for some systems as
discussed in the following. We summarize this model described by the four parameters, of the link
layer of a wireless system model asW, i.e.,W , {kLLP, TTTI,LLLP, δLLP}.

This simplified link layer model can quite well reflect the behavior of the system and mobile
radio channel over a few seconds. Even the loss process can beassumed to be stationary over
this time–period, as the use of transmit power control algorithms can guarantee a certain average
receive power at least to some extent. However, due to mobility with changing receiving con-
ditions, handovers, and random activity of users, the overall receiving conditions change over a
longer time period of time, usually in the range of several seconds. Then, the wireless system can
in general not maintain the same service without sacrificingsignificant performance degradations.
State-of-the-art wireless systems such as GPRS, EGPRS, or HSDPA allow to react to changing
receiving conditions by the use of adaptive coding and modulation schemes, usually resulting in
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a trade–off between the link layerkLLP, and the loss processLLLP. To address this adaptivity, we
define a wireless system not just by a single modelW, but introduce a set ofNW different mod-
elsWi reflecting the combination of typical system parameters settings and receiving conditions.
Furthermore, the different modes of the transmission bearer, UM and AM, have to be considered
by the system model. In AM, also the retransmission delayδRT of retransmission requests has to
be considered which does not influence the throughput behaviour, but the delay characteristics.

An comprehensive discussion of link layer packet modellingcan for example be found in [Lie99]
and [LSB00] as well as references therein. In the following, we present two link layer channel
models in more detail, one for UMTS and one for EGPRS, which will be used in the evaluation
and assessment of video transmission strategies in chapter7 and 9.

3G Dedicated Channel Link Layer Modelling

The modelling of 3G dedicated channels is interesting as they will initially be used for video and
multimedia services in wireless environments. In the standardization for the H.264/AVC video
coding standard, an environment has been proposed which allows appropriate modelling of 3G
systems such as UMTS and CDMA–2000 [RSL+01]. 3G systems are designed to guarantee a
certain QoS. Therefore, it can be assumed, that channel characteristics for the duration of the
transmission are stationary, and the provided network QoS in terms of bit-rate and packet loss rate
is assumed to be nearly constant throughout the session.

To model the radio channel conditions and loss characteristics, bit–error patterns are used, that
were captured in different real or emulated mobile radio channels. The error patterns reflect differ-
ent speeds and different QoS requests on the link layer. The bit–error patterns are captured above
the physical layer and below the link layer layer such that inpractice they act as the physical layer
simulation. As only entire link layer packets of sizekLLP = 640 bit are checked, the bit–error
pattern can be mapped to a loss process of user data of lengthkLLP = 640 bit. The TTI depends on
the supported data rate, for the most common service with bit-rateR = 64 kbit/s the TTI results in
TTTI = 10 ms. The characteristics bit error rate (BER) and LLC error rate(LER) for the different
bit–error patterns, together with the target transmissionmode, are shown in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Characterization of 3G link layer patterns [RSL+01].

Pattern bit-rateR Speed TTTI kLLP BER LER Mode

1 64 kbit/s 3 km/h 10 ms 640 bit 9.3 · 10−3 1.2 · 10−1 AM
2 64 kbit/s 3 km/h 10 ms 640 bit 2.9 · 10−3 3.6 · 10−2 AM
3 64 kbit/s 3 km/h 10 ms 640 bit 5.1 · 10−4 1.1 · 10−2 UM
4 64 kbit/s 50 km/h 10 ms 640 bit 1.7 · 10−4 3.7 · 10−3 UM
5 128 kbit/s 3 km/h 5 ms 640 bit 5.0 · 10−4 1.2 · 10−2 UM
6 128 kbit/s 50 km/h 5 ms 640 bit 2.0 · 10−4 3.5 · 10−3 UM

The bit-errors in the files are statistically dependent, as channel coding and decoding included in
3G systems produces burst errors. Patterns 1 and 2 are mostlysuited to be used in conjunction with
the AM for video streaming applications, LER up to12% are typical. Patterns 3 to 6 are meant
to simulate a more reliable, lower error–rate bearer that isrequired in conversational applications
with LERs around and below1%. Note that with higher speed (50 km/h) the channel tends to
have lower error–rate than in case of the walking user (3 km/h) as the fading process is faster and
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the channel is more ergodic. For the AM, the retransmission delay δRT depends on the system
configuration, but is in general below100 ms.

EDGE Link Layer and System Modelling

In the 3G model used in the standardization process of H.264/AVC, it is assumed that the transmis-
sion conditions are fairly constant for the transmission time of the video. This is a valid assump-
tion to test error resilience features applied to individual frames and short sequences. Still, this
model cannot appropriately describe long–term effects such as location–dependent variations of
the receive power and overall interference scenarios. However, the performance of real–time video
applications in these varying scenarios is of major interest, especially in case of offline encoded
video as for example in case on demand streaming.

Therefore, it is suitable to define appropriate models whichreflect the properties on higher levels
taking into account these long–term effects. We will in the following focus on EGPRS as an ap-
propriate description as well as a modelling is available. However, most of the presented concepts
are applicable to other wireless systems with slight modifications and parameter adjustments.

In order to model time-varying EDGE radio channels in real–time, a model has been developed
and proposed in [CCCQ00, LLC02] which allows to describe and model short–term as well as
long–term effects in the EDGE radio system. The system simulation model basically consists of
three levels which reflect typical physical and system properties. We will modify and generalize
this model slightly to emphasize the important aspects for our scenario.

The top level of the system simulation model considers the overall interference scenario of the
given link, i.e., position of the user in terms of the path loss to the serving base versus the path
losses to interfering bases. For example, in [CCCQ00], users ingood locations, e.g., close to the
base station, are represented by one group with high transmission rates, whereas users with poor
receiving condition, e.g., close to the boundary of the cell, are represented by another group. More
groups are in general possible. As we mainly deal with real–time applications which require a
fixed resource allocation within a certain period of time, weassume that fixed radio resources are
assigned to the user under investigation. Therefore, for our model the top level also considers the
total amount of these available system resources in terms oftime slots available for this specific
user, denoted asnslot = 1, . . . , Nslot with Nslot = 8 for the EGPRS. In [CCCQ00] it is proposed,
that upon entering the radio system, a mobile station is randomly assigned to one of the two groups,
according to the grouping probabilities. After several seconds, in the following denoted asTG, it is
suggested to randomly reassign a certain group. Similarly,the available number of slotsnslot can
be re–assigned at group change instances.

The second level characterizes system configurations such as the applied power control, the
velocity of the user, the interference conditions, and other system dynamics. This is introduced
in the model by states basically corresponding to coding schemes in EGPRS. The characteristics
of each state are further described in the third level. Transitions from one state to another model
the interference dynamics. Transitions are modelled to occur afterNTTI multiples of the TTITTTI.
Finally, the lowest level specifies the transmission condition in a certain state, summarized asW,

Table 2.5: Payload size for applied EGPRS coding schemes.

state W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

payload sizekLLP in bit 220 440 660 880 1100
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Figure 2.15: EDGE link layer channel model as proposed in [CCCQ00]: Two-group, five-state
Markov channel model.

in the same way as already introduced for the 3G model. In EGPRS, each stateWi basically
represents a coding scheme. Thereby, the transmission timeinterval is fixed toTTTI = 20 ms
for all states. The link transmission delayδLLP is in the range of the TTI, but will be ignored in
the following as the influence is negligible. Short–term fading, interference and noise result in
losses of link layer packets. However, due to the frequency hopping applied in EGPRS after each
TTI, the losses of two subsequent link layer packets are welldescribed by statistical independence,
i.e., for the description of the loss processLLLP in each statei it is sufficient to specify the loss
probabilitypLLP,i. The size of the link layer packet,kLLP, depends exclusively on the coding scheme
in EGPRS. Selected payload sizes in EGPRS are shown in Table 2.518. For multislot transmission,
it is observed that the link layer packet losses within one TTI are highly correlated as the coherence
timeTcoh of the channel is in general much higher than one TTI. Therefore, we simplify the model
such that either allnslot link layer packets within one TTI are received correctly or lost. Hence, in
case of multislot transmission withnslot time slots, the size of the link layer packet is multiplied by
the number of slots, i.e.,kLLP → nslotkLLP.

Figure 2.15 describes the radio link model specified by a two-group five-state Markov chain
according to [CCCQ00]. The radio system is completely characterized by the payload size for each
statekLLP, the link layer packet error ratepLLP which is independent of the state, the state transition
probabilitiesµ1, µ2 andµ3, and finally, the group probabilitiespG,1 andpG,2. The parameters
depend on radio system configurations such as frequency reuse pattern, power control usage, the
number of users per sector, etc. An exemplary set of parameters for an EDGE radio system to be
used in this work is presented in Table 2.4.4. For completeness, we also provide the stationary

18Note that EGPRS specifies nine coding schemes rather than fiveand the payload sizes in the standard are slightly
different. However, in [CCCQ00] these parameters values have been proposed.
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state probabilitiesp∞,i as

p∞,i , {p∞,i}5
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. (2.49)

If we further assume to operate in persistent AM, i.e., lost link layer packets are re–transmitted

Table 2.6: Radio system parameters for EGPRS with frequency hopping, frequency reuse 1/3, and
radio aware power control.

users/sector pG,2 µ3 µ1 µ2 pLLP R/nslot

2 0.93 0.3 0.055 0.05 0.11 38.2 kbit/s
8 0.64 0.3 0.094 0.3 0.20 33.7 kbit/s
15 0.28 0.3 0.27 0.59 0.27 24.8 kbit/s

until they correctly received, the channel becomes reliable but with a variable bit-rate whereby the
variations occur in short–time ranges due to re–transmissions of lost link layer packets, as well on
longer ranges due state and group changes. The average supported bit-rate of this channel in case
of single slot transmission is given as

R = nslot

5∑

i=1

kLLP,ip∞,i (1 − pLLP) , (2.50)

and is also provided in Table 2.4.4 for different system settings. For the AM, also the time interval
between the transmission of the primary link layer packet and the retransmission packet,δRT, is of
interest. In general, this value is quite small relatively to application time constraints, especially if
the request for retransmission is immediately sent from thereceiver to transmitter after the receiver
has detected the loss of a link layer packet. Furthermore, the transmitter prioritizes re–transmission
packets over new data and we can assume that retransmissionsare instantaneous. Therefore, we as-
sume in the remainder that for the EDGE model that the roundtrip time for retransmission requests
is negligible, i.e.,δRT = 0.

2.4.5 Application Layer Channel Characteristics and Models

The most relevant parameter for the application when transmitting video over a lossy channel is the
experienced loss or delay of a certain data unitPn on the way from the transmitter to the receiver.
Assuming that application layer data units are directly mapped to RTP/UDP/IP packets as indicated
in Figure 2.10, the application is mainly concerned with theloss and delay characteristics of these
application layer packets. However, the collection of appropriate traces for Internet packets as
well as the modelling of the statistics itself is a challenging task, see e.g. [JS00, KG04]. For this
purpose, in the standardization of video coding algorithmswithin the ITU-T it has been decided
to use relatively simple but still meaningful models based on representative trace files. We will
concentrate on these models in the following.

Internet Backbone Performance

Document Q15-I16 [Wen99] contains four error patterns which were carefully selected out of sev-
eral hundred similar files that were all obtained by experiments on the Internet backbone. These
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collected traces reflect the performance of the backbone rather than a bandwidth–limited, non–
overprovisioned access links as discussed in the previous section. More information on the experi-
ments conducted and an evaluation of the results is also found in [Wen99]. The authors summarize
major observations, namely that neither an obvious relationship between the packet size and the
packet loss rate nor between the bit-rate and the packet lossrate can be observed; packet losses
occur randomly or in short bursts, and packet loss rates depend on the connection. Therefore, for
each of four different connections a trace file is provided which is named by the average error rate
in percent, namely 3, 5, 10, and 20. In Figure 2.16 the probability that the packet delayδ(C) exceeds
some value∆ is plotted for the different error files. For sake of unique presentation, we model the
loss of an application layer packet by an infinite channel delay, i.e.,δ(C) = ∞.
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Figure 2.16: Probability distribution of packet delayδ(C) exceeding some value∆ for different
error files according to [Wen99].

From this graph it is obvious that conversational video overa channel with these properties is
quite challenging. First of all depending on the connectionthe packet loss rate is never zero and
is between approximately3% and goes up to over20% for bad connections. In addition, with the
end–to–end delay∆T in mind for conversational applications of about250 ms and the distribution
of the channel delay, re–transmission are completely infeasible as in any case a constant packet
delay of at least150 − 200 ms is added. Even more difficult is the problem that the channel delay
δ(C) is close or even exceeds the maximum∆T for significant amount of packets. This one the
one hand requires that all other delay components, namely encoding delay, encoder buffer delay,
decoder buffer delay, and decoding delay are kept as low as possible. In addition, an appropriate
handling of delayed packets has to be introduced as a strict use of the presentation time stamps
with a requested end–to–end delay∆T below250 ms would increase the rate of useless packets
to about30% for error file 20 and to20% for error file 10. In this case, it might be preferable to
accept some disturbances in the fluent motion rather than loosing to many packets.
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Performance of IP over 3GPP Dedicated Channel with Unacknowledged Mode

As already outlined in section 2.3.1, 3GPP has agreed on a IP-based protocol stack for packet-
switched 3G mobile services. Figure 2.10 shows typical packetization of data units encapsulated
in RTP/UDP/IP through the 3G user plane protocol stack. UMTScommonly uses RLC–PDUs
of size 80 bytes as specified in Table 2.4 such that segmentation of typically larger IP packets
is necessary. At the receiver, if any of the RLC–PDUs containing data of a certain encapsulated
data unit has not been received correctly, typically the entire data unit is discarded to avoid error
propagation through the network or the protocol stack.

Therefore, we investigate the influence of the length of a data unit, lP , on the loss probability
when transmitting over a 3GPP dedicated link. For this purpose we use the error patterns intro-
duced in subsection 2.4.4 and specified in more detail in Table 2.4. Figure 2.17 shows the average
packet loss rateε over the packet sizelP for different UMTS scenarios as specified in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.17: Average packet loss rateε over the packet sizelP for different UMTS scenarios as
specified in Table 2.4.

Bearers such as represented by (1) and (2) are unrealistic when used in with the UM as an
acceptable quality cannot be achieved with such high error rates without retransmissions even for
very short application layer packets. Bearers (3)-(6), however, are more reliable and are therefore
more suitable using the UM. The loss probability for reasonable packet sizes up tolP = 1000 bytes
is below 5%. This means that typical fixed Internet packet loss probabilities are not exceeded. Note
that with higher speed (50 km/h) the channel tends to be ”moreergodic” than in case of the walking
user (3 km/h). Therefore, the error rates are usually higherfor slowly moving users than for fast
moving users.

Performance of IP over 3GPP Dedicated Channel with Acknowledged Mode

Commonly, data services in mobile systems use reliable bearers with retransmissions. However,
in case of applications with real–time constraints the retransmissions might result in undesired
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latencies. Therefore, we have investigated the channel delay distributions when transmitting real–
time data over a bearer using AM. In contrast to the results for Internet backbones as shown in
figure 2.16 where the delay distribution is basically independent of individual packet sizes and
also the bit-rate, in case of dedicated channels the packet size as well as the bit-rate has significant
influence.

To obtain meaningful results for the AM bearers (1) and (2) inTable 2.4 it is assumed that
application layer packetsPi are generated with packet frequency10 Hz and constant frame size
lP = R/(10s−1) with R chosen appropriately. Figure 2.18(a) shows the probability distribution of
packet delayδ(C) exceeding some valueδ for bearer (1) in table 2.4 for an application bit-rate of
R = 52 kbit/s and different operation modes. In this case time–stamp based transmission is as-
sumed, i.e., if no data is available at sending time the dedicated channel transmits dummy informa-
tion. The minimum delay in this case is about80 ms. In case of no retransmissions, corresponding
to the UM, application layer packets are lost with an unacceptable ratio of30%19. Retransmission
are considered with different retransmission delays, namely δRT = 40 ms andδRT = 100 ms. The
introduction of just one retransmission per RLC-PDU results in a significant decrease of the packet
error rate if some additional delay can be accepted. For instance, if channel delays of250 ms can
be accepted the error rate decreases to about5% whereby the retransmission delay has relatively
little influence. Error–free performance can be achieved using the fully persistent AM for delays
as low as about500 ms. The channel delays for this AM, especially for the non–persistent mode
might allow to use retransmissions even for conversationalapplications. However, these results
only take into account the delays caused by the wireless links. If additional delays are added by
the backbone network, or even by a second wireless link in thecommunication setup, retransmis-
sions are no more feasible for conversational applications. The situation is different for streaming
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Figure 2.18: Probability distribution of packet delayδ(C) for (a) bearer (1) and (3) in table 2.4
for an application bit-rate ofR = 52 kbit/s, timestamp–based transmission and different operation
modes; (b) for bearer (1) and (2) in table 2.4, application bit-rate matching the channel throughput
and ATS.

applications: The results for the persistent AM in Figure 2.18(a) and the typical streaming bearer
(1) are promising as delays in the range of500 ms can be compensated with sufficient receiver
buffers. When using bearer (3), designed for better QoS, one can see that if a channel delay of
about200 ms is acceptable, virtually error–free transmission is possible. This mode might be even
attractive for conversational applications. Timestamp–based transmission requires that even for

19The loss of an application layer packet is again modelled by an infinite channel delay.
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CBR encoded video the bit-rate has to be reduced below the average throughput as there exist
periods where no data is available for transmission.

In contrast, for ATS the video can basically be encoded to fully exploit the channel throughput as
the encoder buffer never underruns. This is shown in Figure 2.18(b) where the probability distribu-
tion of packet delayδ(C) for bearer (1) and (2) in table 2.4 for an application bit-rate matching the
channel throughput is shown. For bearer (1) the applicationbit-rate can be increased by about10%
compared to TBS at the same initial delays of about500 ms to become error–free. The possible
throughput is even higher for bearer (2) with lower error rates. Obviously, the highest application
bit-rate is possible with the UM, but the error rates in this case are not acceptable.

Performance of IP over EGPRS with Acknowledged Mode

In a similar manner as for the 3GPP scenario, we also present delay distributions for the selected
parameters of the EGPRS channel model as introduced in subsection 2.4.5. Again it is assumed
that application layer packetsP are generated with packet frequency10 Hz and constant frame
sizelP = R/(10s−1) with the bit rateR chosen appropriately. Figure 2.19 shows the probability
for the packet delayδ(C) exceeding some valueδ for three combined time–slots. More specifically,
Figure 2.19(a) considers8 users in the cell according to Table 2.4.4 for different application bit-
rates and different streaming operation modes. The averagebit-rate for this EGPRS channel results
in 101.1 kbit/s. However, for TBS only bit-rates up to about68 kbit/s can be supported with
reasonable delays, for higher bit-rates the delays alreadygrow significantly. In contrast, for ATS
bit-rates almost up to the average channel bit-rate can be supported with reasonable delays and very
low error rates. However, with application data rates approaching or exceeding the average bit-rate,
the delays grow and the support of streaming applications cannot be guaranteed. In addition, for
ATS it is obvious that many data units arrive at the receiver long before the their decoding time is
due. In addition to the necessary receiver buffer size it also worth to note that although the average
bit-rate of the channel has to be maintained by the video, theconstant bit-rate for the application
by sending packets of equal size is not essential.

Finally, it also worth to note that although application bit-rates about up to68 kbit/s work well
for timestamp–based transmission and up to100 kbit/s can be supported with ATS, the situation
changes for different system setups, e.g., for the15 users according to Table 2.4.4 as shown in
Figure 2.19(b). The average throughput in this case is74.4 kbit/s. In this case TBS is feasible up
58 kbit/s and ahead–of–time streaming up to about72 kbit/s. The bit-rates supported by the8 user
case result in non-acceptable delays in case of15 users.

2.5 Motivation for the Work

The treatment of an IP-based wireless data bearer just as anyother hop in an IP networks as
indicated in Figure 2.11 hides many properties and the performance of the end-to-end application
will for sure be sub-optimal. This is two-fold: First, especially the wireless link is challenging in
terms of bit-rates, loss rates and delay such that the end-to-end quality will mainly be determined
by the performance of this link. Secondly, wireless links usually can provide a significant amount
of QoS which provides optimization potentials to enhance the end-to-end performance.

For this purpose we adopt some recent research trends by specifically focussing on the entrance
to the wireless system. We assume that the system architecture is extended by a proxy which has
direct access to the wireless transmission system. Figure 2.20 shows the concept of the proposed
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Figure 2.19: Probability distribution of packet delayδ(C) for different application bit-rates,
timestamp–based transmission and ATS; (a)8 users according to Table 2.4.4, (b)15 users ac-
cording to Table 2.4.4.

end–to–end architecture: We assume that the base station contains a proxy with slightly or signifi-
cantly more intelligence than a simple router. Any kind of the abstract information as presented in
Figure 2.1 available at this proxy will allow to improve the end-to-end quality of the multimedia
service. The proxy can be as simple as a router, but it can be aspowerful as providing transcoding
on the application to fully adapt to the underlying system constraints. In addition, the proxy might
contain sufficient memory to for example pre-fetch data froma server such that the appropriate
source data is available in time. In this work, we will discuss different system designs for different
wireless applications possibly taking into account any kind of available information as shown in
Figure 2.1. However, a main contribution of this work is the extraction and definition of in general,
simple cross-layer interfaces to describe the informationsuch that it would be feasible to transfer
this information across layer boundaries as well as betweendifferent entities, i.e., between the
transmitter and the receiver. In general we will neither discuss the measurement nor the specific
syntax of the information flow. However, due to the simplicity of the design, it is straight-forward
to integrate such information in future protocol designs.

Having this information available, we will provide severalimprovements of source coding,
specifically video coding algorithms. We will look at standard-compliant solutions mainly based
on H.264/AVC as well as on extensions providing further potentials. Moreover, we will introduce
adapted error protection schemes which allow easy adaptation to source and channel conditions.
In any case, system optimizations are performed such that the available information is taken into
account in the selection of available options. Despite extensive simulation results have been per-
formed to verify the concepts, it is also essential to understand that in any case the objective of the
work is not the definition of new systems, but to provide insight in the optimization potentials of
video transmission over wireless networks. The concludingremarks will highlight the potentials
for research and development to improve such services in thefuture.
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Figure 2.20: Advanced wireless multimedia end–to–end architecture: the base station contains a
proxy with slightly or significantly more intelligence thana simple router.
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3
Source and Video Coding
Toolbox

3.1 Source Coding Preliminaries

3.1.1 Theoretical Background

We have already introduced some basics on video coding and video transmission in section 2.1.
Video signals, if sampled and preprocessed appropriately,can be decomposed into a sequence
of frames, Macroblocks (MBs), or pixels. For better understanding different video transmission
systems we will discuss source coding based on simplified source and source coder models in
this section before presenting specific video coding tools in greater detail in the remainder of this
chapter. For details on quantization and source coding basics, the interested reader is for example
referred to [GN99].

In practice, a source coder is applied to a sequence of real data. However, in theory the source
can be abstracted as follows. LetS = (S1, . . . , Sκ) be aκ-dimensional random variable with
probability density functionfS supported inRS, a closed bounded subset ofR

κ with nonempty
interior. Without loss of generality we assume the source tohave unit variance. Practical source
coding is commonly based on two principles, removing of redundancy and irrelevancy. If only
the former principle is applied the original and the reconstructed source are identical. However, if
also irrelevancy is removed, the original source data and the reconstructed source data in general
differ. A fidelity criteria can be applied to quantify the difference. As all source coding algorithms
used in this work apply both, redundancy and irrelevancy reduction, we formalize source coding
as follows.

A κ-dimensionalsource coder, also referred to as quantizer, consists of a set of decisionregions
R = {Ri, i ∈ I}, where the index setI is a collection of integers beginning with 1 in our case,
together with a set of reproduction points{qi, i ∈ I}. Then, the source coder can be defined as

Q(S) ,
∑

i∈I

qi1 {Ri ∈ S} . (3.1)

The goodness of a source coder can be measured by comparing the reproduction̂S , Q(S) with
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the originalS. Although subjective cost functions are usually preferable for many applications,
simple computable distortion measures can provide sufficient insight in the performance of source
coders. Therefore, a distortion measured(s, ŝ) is used that quantifies cost or distortion when
reproducings with ŝ = Q(s). The p-th power distortiond(s, ŝ) = |s− ŝ|p and especially the
squared error withp = 2 are the most commonly used distortion measures. Often a single measure
is desired to describe the goodness of a source coderQ for a certain sourceS. For this purpose the
normalized expected distortion

DS(Q) =
1

κ
E {d(S,Q(S))} =

1

κ

∑

i

∫

Ri

d(s,Q(s))fS(s)ds, (3.2)

is applied quite commonly. If the distortion is measured by the squared error, thenDQ(S) becomes
the MSE. However, the source coderQ is not entirely characterized by the expected distortion
as the produced indicesi have to be stored or transmitted. To be more specific, a sourcecoder
basically consists of three components, a lossy source encoderQe : RS → I with RS ⊆ R

κ,
a source decoderQd : I → RŜ whereRŜ ⊆ R

κ and an invertible mappingQm : I → B with
B = {Qm(i), i ∈ I} is a collection of, in general, variable length binary vectors fulfilling the prefix
condition. Then, the instantaneous rate of the source coderQ applied to sources is defined as

rs(Q) ,
1

κ
l {Qm(Qe(s))} , (3.3)

wherel {.} denotes the length in bits of a certain code word. For an important specific case, referred
to as fixed–rate or constant–rate source coder, each index has same lengthr = ⌈log2 (|I|)⌉ for all
binary codewords. Similarly to the distortion, the performance of a source coder, can additionally
be characterized by the normalized expected rate as

RS(Q) =
1

κ
E{r(S)} =

1

κ

∑

i

l {Qm(i)}
∫

Ri

d(s,Q(s))fS(s)ds. (3.4)

Therefore, the performance of every source coderQ for a certain sourceS can be described with
a rate–distortion pair(RS(Q), DS(Q)). In the following we drop the source indexS and write
(R(Q), D(Q)) whenever any ambiguity is excluded.

A major goal of any compression system is to optimize the rate–distortion tradeoff. Assume
for the moment that the we are constrained by the source dimensionκ. Then the tradeoff can be
formalized by finding a source coderQ which minimizes the distortion for a constrained rateR as

I(R) = inf
Q:R(Q)≤R

D(Q). (3.5)

Similarly, a rate-distortion formulation is possible yielding the minimum rate for a constrained
distortion. Recently, also the approach based on an unconstrained optimization using a Lagrangian
approach has been gotten more and more popular. In this case,the weighted distortion–rate func-
tion is defined as

J(λ) = inf
Q

(D(Q) + λR(Q)) , (3.6)

whereλ is a nonnegative number. All these formalizations are essential equivalent, the distortion–
rate and rate–distortion functions are duals and every distortion–rate pair on the convex hull of
these curves corresponds to the unconstrained formulationfor some valueλ.

So far we have considered the dimensionκ of the source coder to be fixed. However, in the
source coding theory as well as in practical applications, the parameterκ might be chosen to
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tradeoff complexity or delay versus performance. Let us denote the operational distortion–rate
function for dimensionκ and rateR asIκ(R). Then, the operational distortion–rate function for
an arbitrary dimension is defined as

I(R) , inf
κ
Iκ(R), (3.7)

being the smallest achievable distortion for any practicalsource coder at rateR. For an i.i.d. source
{Sn} Shannon’s distortion–rate functionD(R) [Sha93a] is defined as the minimum average distor-

tion E

{

d(S, Ŝ)
}

over all conditional distributions of̂S givenS for which the mutual information

I(S; Ŝ) is at most rateR. Shannon showed that for every rateR, I(R) = D(R) holds. This can be
interpreted such as no source coder of any dimensionκ with rateR could yield smaller distortion
thanD(R) and that for some dimensionκ there exists a source coder with rate smaller equalR
and distortionD(R). In addition, it was shown [Gal68, p. 112] that

I(R) = lim
κ→∞

Iκ(R), (3.8)

meaning that with high–dimensional source coders the distortion–rate functionD(R) can be
achieved. Although for some specific scenarios practical source coder with limited dimension
might exist which allow achievingD(R), in general an infinite dimensionκ is necessary for coders
to perform optimally.

A different approach to bound the performance of practical coders uses high–resolution theory.
According to Zador [Zad82], the operational rate–distortion function for aκ–dimensional source
coder can be estimated as

Iκ(R) ≃ ϑκβκ2
−pR, (3.9)

whereby the ”≃” indicates that the rateR has to be sufficiently large. More specifically, large
rate means that the overload distortion is ignored and the density fS might be approximated as
a constant on a small interval. Thereby,ϑκ, usually referred to as Gersho constant, is the least
normalized moment of inertia of aκ-dimensional tessellating polytopes. Gersho is acknowledged
as he made a widely accepted conjecture [Ger79] that when therate is large, most cells ofκ-
dimensional source coder with minimum or close to minimump-th distortion are approximately
congruent to some basicκ-dimensional cell shape, e.g. forκ = 1 to an interval, forκ = 2 to a
regular hexagon and forκ → ∞ to a hyper–ball. For the MSE, i.e.,p = 2, Gersho’s constant is
bounded as

∀κ=1,2,... ϑκ=1 =
1

12
≤ ϑκ ≤

1

2πe
= lim

κ→∞
ϑκ.

The Zador factorβκ basically takes into account that the reconstruction points can be distributed in
a more clever way for higher dimensionsκ. For fixed rate quantizers, the Zador factorβκ depends
on the source coder dimensionκ and the source distributionfS. For variable–rate source coders,
the Zador factor only depends on the differential entropy ofa sequence of random variables with
the dimension being the product of the source dimensionκ and the order of the entropy coding. For
details and more background as well as a more rigorous approach to the high–resolution theory,
we refer the interested reader to [GN99] and references therein.

Interesting enough, that the performance of many source codersQ for memoryless sources be-
haves very similar to the high–resolution bound presented in (3.9), namely

DQ(R) ≃ β̂κ2
−pR, (3.10)
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whereβ̂κ.Q ≥ ϑκβκ basically determines the performance of the source coderQ. We refer to any
source coderQ fulfilling the rate–distortion relationship in (3.10) as ”good” source coder. Exam-
ples for good source coders are scalar quantizers, many lattice quantizers, as well as optimized
vector quantizers [GN99]. In Figure 3.1 the MSE1 of different quantizers over the rate measured
in bit per source component for the Gaussian and the uniform source is shown together with rate–
distortion curve. The following observations are obvious:
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Figure 3.1: MSE of different quantizers over the rate measured in bit per source component for
the uniform (left-hand side) and the Gaussian (right-hand side) source together with rate–distortion
curve.

• For a uniformly distributed source no gains with increasingvector dimension are visible.

• Fork > 1 non-integer rates can be realized.

• For a fixed rate only discrete pointsi/k bit with i any integer are realizable. However,
with time–sharing between two discrete points the intermediate points are realizable. Note
however that the averaging has to be done on the linear MSE domain, not in the logarithmic.
This leads to these rather strange graphs.

• The Entropy Constrained Scalar Quantization (ECSQ) providesexcellence performance
whereby the distance to the optimum rate–distortion curve is as low as about 0.25 bit.

• For a Gaussian distributed source gains with increasing vector dimension are visible which
can be explained by the Zador factorβκ.

3.1.2 Rate and Quality Adaptive Source Coders

In many cases it is desired that a single source coder can operate at different rates or different
qualities. The source coder should allow to adapt varying constraints, for example in terms of the
desired quality, or the rate provided by the storage medium or the transmission link. Adaptivity can

1The performance of different quantizers has been computed using a modified version of the software package
QCCPack [Fow00].
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be accomplished by different means. In a straightforward approach one would design and apply
a completely new source coder for each desired operation point. For example, some very good
source coders for rates at 1 bit per source component have been presented, but they cannot easily
be extended to other rates. Therefore, in practice more flexible source coders are usually preferred.
Many practical source coding algorithm allow trading quality versus rate by just changing one or
several parameters in the encoding process. Ultimately, scalable source coders provide different
operation points within one binary coded representation ofthe source.

Regardless of the approach used we formalize the notation of rate and quality adaptive source
coders in the following. We attempt to have different approximations, so-calledversions, of a
sourceS = (S1, . . . , Sκ) being aκ-dimensional random variable with probability density function
fS supported inRS. We define aκ-dimensional source coder providingM different versions as
a sequence ofκ-dimensional source coders2 Q = {Q(1),Q(2), . . . ,Q(M)}. The source coder for
each versionm consists out of a set of decision regionsR(m) = {Rim , im ∈ Im}, where the index
setIm together with a set of reproduction points{qim , im ∈ Im} forms the source coder for version
m. Then, the source coder for versionm is defined as

Q(m)(S) ,
∑

im∈Im

qim1 {Rim ∈ S} . (3.11)

The reconstructed source is denoted asŜ(m) , Q(m)(S). The reconstruction space for each ver-
sion is a subset of the entire space, i.e.,R(m)

Ŝ
⊆ R

κ, but in general they differ for each version.
According to the previous presentation, the adaptive source coder for each versionm is separated
in three components, an encoderQ(m)

e : Rκ
S → Im, a source decoderQ(m)

d : Im → R(m)

Ŝ
, and

a binary mappingQ(m)
m : Im → Bm. To describe the performance of an adaptive source coder

Q = {Q(1),Q(2), . . . ,Q(M)} we use the distortion–rate pairs

{d(m)(Q) , d(Q(m)), R(m)(Q) , R(Q(m))},

for each versionm. Without loss of generality we can assume that the rates are monotonically
increasing with increasing version number, i.e.,

R(1)(Q) < R(2)(Q) < · · · < R(M)(Q),

and that for any reasonable source coder the expected distortion also are decreases over the layers,
i.e.,

D(1)(Q) < D(2)(Q) < · · · < D(M)(Q).

Note that this behavior is not necessarily the case for a certain realizations, but in average. In addi-
tion, if the squared error distortion is applied as distortion measure, then operational distortion–rate
behavior as well as the performance for any reasonable source coderQ is convex, i.e.,

∀m=1,...,M−1
D(m)(Q)

R(m)(Q)
≥ D(m+1)(Q)

R(m+1)(Q)
. (3.12)

Figure 3.2 shows the MSE over the rate for an entropy–constrained scalar uniform quantizer over
the rate measured in bit per source component for the uniformand the Gaussian source together
with rate–distortion curve. The uniform quantizer is only controlled by the step size, but basically
one and the same encoder can be used for rate adaptivity. Fromthis example it is observed that the

2Although basically the dimension of the source coder might be different for each version, we ignore this general-
ization in the remainder.
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Figure 3.2: MSE of a simple entropy–constrained scalar uniform quantizer over the rate measured
in bit per source component for the uniform (left-hand side)and the Gaussian (right-hand side)
source together with rate–distortion curve.

simple uniform ECSQ can provide consistently good quality even compared to vector quantizers
with just a simple encoder. This result motivates the use of such encoders especially in case of
universal sources, i.e., in case that the source statisticsare a priori unknown, and to obtain a single
encoder which allows trading quality and rate.

3.1.3 Scalable and Progressive Source Coding

Although adaptive source coding allows reacting to different constraints at the transmitter side it
still basically implies that the entire code word is available to the receiver. If just a very tiny part is
missing, due to whatever reasons, a reconstruction is in general not possible. However, for several
applications, it is desired that an improvement in the source reproduction quality can be achieved
by sending only an incremental increase in rate in addition to some initial rate. Obviously, a source
coder designed to operate at several intermediate rates anddistortions with just a single codeword
cannot outperform the source coder designed for the highestrate. Immediately one is interested if
and for what circumstances there is a penalty when introducing scalability, and if yes, what is the
degree of penalty.

Several synonymous or at least similar terms in the area of scalable coding are used.Scalable
Coding usually refers to a source coder which simultaneously provides encodings of the same
data source at different quality levels by extracting a lower quality reconstruction from a single
binary description. Scalable coding can be realized usingembedded bit–streams, i.e., the bit-
stream of a lower resolution is embedded in the bit–stream ofhigher resolution. Depending on the
viewpoint of scalability two variants can be considered.Successive Refinementaddresses the view
that information is added such that the initial reproduction is refined. In this case, the emphasis
is on a good initial reproduction. In contrast,graceful degradationaddresses the viewpoint when
emphasis is on a good final reproduction quality, but at leastan intermediate reconstruction is
possible.

Whereas in general scalable coding only refers to a few quality levels, additionally the terminol-
ogy of Fine–Granular Scalability (FGS)has been introduced to indicate that many quality repro-
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ductions are inherently involved in a single binary description of a source. This FGS characteristic
of is often also referred to asprogressive codingenablingprogressive transmission, especially if the
bit–stream is completely embedded. This means that the storage format or transmission algorithm
treats the source data in such a way that later data continuously adds progressively better quality
to an already decoded reconstruction. Progressive coding is for example useful when an image is
being sent across a slow communications channel as a low-resolution image may be sufficient to
allow the user to decide not to wait for the rest of the file to bereceived.

In the following we generalize our framework to progressivecoding, i.e., the number of layers
can be high. In order to formalize progressive coding withM layers, we basically use the same
notation as for adaptive source coders. However, the main difference to the adaptive source coder
comes from the fact that we attempt to haveM partially decodable approximations of the source

S based on only prefixes of the binary wordQ(M)
m

(

Q(M)
e (S)

)

being available at the receiver. Aκ-

dimensionalprogressive source coder withM layersis a sequence ofκ-dimensional source coders
Q[1:M ] = {Q(1),Q(2), . . . ,Q(M)}. However, in contrast to just a single index for the single layer
coders as presented previously, we emphasize that the codedversion of a higher layer embeds the
lower versions by defining an ordered sequence of indices, i.e.,

im → i[1:m] , i1, . . . , im.

Therefore, after applying an invertible binary mappingQ(m)
m : I[1:m] → B[1:m] on each layer and

concatenating the binary code words, we obtain an embedded binary representation

Q(1)
m (i1),Q(2)

m (i2), . . . ,Q(M)
m (iM).

From the viewpoint of rate–distortion theory, i.e., the source coder dimensionκ is large, the
problem of scalable coding was introduced under the termdivisibility by Koshelev [Kos91], but
Equitz and Cover [EC91] coined the termsuccessive refinement. These first papers where con-
cerned with the conditions under which scalable coding is feasible without sacrificing performance
when compared to rate–distortion performance of a single layer source coder. A system without
loss has been calledsuccessively refinable. For a source{Sn} to be successively refinable it is
sufficient and necessary that there exists a conditional probability p Ŝ(1)Ŝ(2)...Ŝ(M) |S such that for

all m the single layer distortion–rate functionD(R(m)) can be achieved andS, Ŝ(1), Ŝ(2), . . . , Ŝ(m)

form a Markov chain, i.e.,

pS|Ŝ(1)Ŝ(2)...Ŝ(M) = pS|Ŝ(1) pŜ(1)|Ŝ(2) . . . pŜ(M−1)|Ŝ(M) .

Equitz and Cover also provide three examples of successivelyrefinable sources, namely discrete–
alphabet sources with Hamming distortion, Gaussian sources with squared error distortion, and
Laplacian sources with absolute distortion. Also, one counterexample is provided showing that
not all discrete–alphabet sources are successively refinable. Rimoldi [Rim94] generalizes results
for discrete–alphabet sources by providing achievable rate regions for a given set of distortions.
Effros [Eff99] further extends the work by Rimoldi to arbitrary stationary sources for fixed and
variable rate source coders. More recently, Lastras and Berger [LB01] showed that for squared
error distortion the rate loss is bounded by half a bit at eachlayer and provide more bounds on the
performance for graceful degradation, successive refinement, and layered coding. More recently,
Tuncel and Rose [TR03b] introduced a computational approach using an iterative algorithm to
exactly compute the layered rate–distortion function. Most of the distortion–rate results indicate
that the introduction of layered coding does not significantly degrade the performance. However, to
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apply these approaches, both, the source dimensionκ has to be high as well as the rate transmitted
in each step has to be high.

For some practical cases not rate–distortion theory, but high–resolution theory approaches pro-
vide more insight into the performance of scalable and progressive transmission systems. Practical
scalable source codes can be realized using Tree–Structured Vector Quantization (TSVQ) which
was initially introduced to obtain lower complexity sourcecoders [BGGM80]. In its simplest form,
a κ-dimensional TSVQ encoder operating at rateR for the highest resolution makesκR binary
decisions resulting in an embedded code with progressive structure. With this greedy approach
targeting for good performance at low rates the losses compared to the optimalκ-dimensional
source coder at high rates are between0.11 bit and forκ = 2 and0.37 bit for κ → ∞. The
primary weakness of TSVQ lies in shape of decision regions for higher rates being a mixture of
hypercubes, hypercubes cut in half, the latter cut in half and so on. D̈urst [Due97] has analyzed the
disadvantage of progressive coding using binary TSVQ applying congruent polytopes as decision
regions. These self–similar structures are recursively sub–dividable. Although the performance
for the lower layers decreases, for high–rates the loss compared to the optimal source coder for
κ → ∞ is reduced to0.31 bit. TSVQ can be generalized to larger branching factors than two re-
sulting in a less progressive but more scalable coding, but possible better performance, mainly for
the lower layers. A more prominent extension of binary TSVQ relies on unbalanced trees resulting
in a variable rate version of TSVQ [CLG89b]. The performance losses in this case when compared
to the optimal source coder are almost negligible.

In the scalable and progressive source coding approaches considered up to now a tree–structured
coding was inherently assumed. The input signal to the source coderQ(m) is in general the original
source signalS. In contrast, Multi–Stage Vector Quantization (MSVQ) is constrained to just
using a single coder̃Q(m) within each layerm which operates on difference signal between the
reconstructed signal on layerm − 1 and the original signalS. MSVQ results in a significantly
reduced complexity and storage requirements when comparedto TSVQ. MSVQ can be defined
recursively as

∀m=1,...,M Q(m)(S) =
m∑

n=1

Q̃(m)
(
S −Q(n−1)(S)

)
,

and per definitionQ(0) (S) = 0. Distortion–rate bounds for MSVQ have been presented by Tuncel
and Rose [TR03c, TR03a] showing that common and additive successive refinement without any
rate loss is possible for many continuous sources with common distortion measures. However,
they also show counterexamples that there exist sources being successively refinable in a common
sense, but not in additive sense.

High–resolution theory also provides some statements on MSVQ–like source coding schemes
based on the derivation of the probability density of the residual signalS − Q(m)(S) in each
layer [Lee90]. Variable rate extensions to MSVQ have been presented in, e.g. [KSB95]. Another
extension [Lee90] based on the observation that if the first layer in MSVQ has high rate, the
decision regions all have similar shape and the source density is almost constant. Hence, for the
second layer and all residual layer basically only scaling on the residual signal is necessary to
obtain a good low-complexity MSVQ–like source coder performing almost as well as a TSVQ–
like source coder.

In Figure 3.3 the MSE over the rate measured in bit per source component for the uniform
and the Gaussian source together with rate–distortion curve for different MSVQs is shown. The
lower performance of MSVQ compared to regular Vector Quantization (VQ) even for higher di-
mensions can be observed especially for the case of the Gaussian distribution. If looking for a
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low-complexity encoding with good performance the ECSQ is preferred over MSVQ. However,
at least for uniform sources the decay of the MSE with rate is almost constant even for MSVQ.
In summary from the discussion and the provided example results, it can be concluded that the
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Figure 3.3: MSE of MSVQs over the rate measured in bit per source component for the uniform
and the Gaussian source together with rate–distortion curve.

performance of many practical scalable and progressive source coders can be well approximated
as

D(m)(Q) = E
{
|S −Q(m)(S)|p

}
≃ β̂κ,Q2−pR

(m)

. (3.13)

In the following we refer to any progressive quantizer that achieves this exponential rate of decay
with R(m) agood progressive quantizer.

3.1.4 Example: Still Image Progressive Source Coding

An example of a progressive coding scheme is the still image compression algorithm Set Parti-
tioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) [SP96] introduced byPearlman and Said in 1996. This al-
gorithm is an extension of Shapiro’s Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) algorithm [Sha93b] and
provided a significant breakthrough in lossy image compression. It basically also founded the basis
for the standardization of JPEG–2000. All these algorithmsallow for progressive transmission. In
the following we concentrate on the SPIHT algorithm due to its simplicity and its wide usage in
research papers on progressive image transmission. According to Figure 3.4, SPIHT provides sub-
stantially higher compression ratios than prior compression techniques like JPEG [PM93]. This is
in contrast to some of the observations made previously thatfor general sources the introduction
of progressive coding might result in reduced coding efficiency.

Despite of all these positive news images compressed with any of these advanced algorithms
are extremely vulnerable to bit errors or data loss especially in the first part of the frame where
compression is very high. Investigations [MM00] have shownthat the reconstruction quality of
efficient progressive source coding schemes is severely affected by residual errors. Due to the
properties of progressive coding any data after the first decoding error cannot be interpreted any
more. This property is amplified also due to the adaptive arithmetic coding used in SPIHT and
JPEG–2000.
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Figure 3.4: Quality in PSNR versus bit-rate in bit per pixel (bpp) for coding the gray–scale image
’lenna’ (512 × 512 pixel) with SPIHT and JPEG.

3.2 Practical Issues in Video Source Coding

Although theory often can provide many insights in the design of a compression algorithms, prac-
tical issues often limit the applicability of straightforward source coding algorithm which promise
operation close to the distortion–rate bounds, e.g. vectorquantization. The major implications for
practical source coding algorithms are complexity constraints, delay constraints, the goodness of
a single system at many operation points, and the difficulties in the universal characterization of
source and video signals. In addition, having in mind an entire video delivery system, a source cod-
ing algorithm should also be capable to react to constraintsimposed by the transmission system,
such as variable transmission bit-rates, delay jitter, or transmission errors.

3.2.1 Video Source Coding Basics

In the design of practical source coders and especially video coding algorithms usually not only
bit-rate constraints have to be considered, but also complexity and delay constraints under which
the expected quality has to be maximized. As already mentioned video compression is in general
based on redundancy and irrelevancy reduction. In video coding the irrelevancy is removed by ap-
propriately pre–processing the original signal in the spatial and temporal domain, and afterwards
by applying a source coding algorithm which removes irrelevancy on the pre–processed source.
Appropriate pre–processing, especially in the spatial domain, is discussed in more detail in sub-
section 2.1.2. In the following we will focus on the compression of pre–processed video specified
by a certain spatial and temporal resolution.

Instead of applying a straightforward vector quantizationapproach, practically engineered video
coders divide this complex problem into a set of sub–problems, which are optimized separately,
but jointly adapted and improved under the common constraints bit-rate, delay, and complexity.
In this way a practical video coder can be viewed as a system with optimized components and
rich information flow across well-designed components to globally optimize the source coding
algorithm. The statistical properties of video sources arehard to analyze especially over a long–
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time and considering the infinite amount of possible input data. With this respect a universal source
coding approach is much more favorable rather than having different source coders for different
video sequences with different statistics. However, some lower order or local statistics are still
very similar in many video signals. In addition, researchers and engineers working in the field
have gained expertise over the last years to what are typicaleffects present in video sequences.
To accommodate these different effects, more and more components have been added and existing
components have been enhanced to improve the performance ofvideo coding algorithms in the
past.

In Figure 3.5 such a typicalhybrid video encoderwith the most prominent components is shown.
In the following we will provide a short introduction on basic video coding along with some typ-
ical effects in video sequences. For more detail we refer theinterested reader to [SW05] and
references therein. The termhybrid emphasizes that the video coder consists of two basic compo-
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Figure 3.5: Typical video encoder.

nents, namely a prediction part and a refinement part. Although the first image of a sequence as
well as the one of a random access point are coded in Intra, we concentrate on the coding of images
with temporal reference. According to Figure 3.5 the pre–processed video is separated into smaller
blocks according to Figure 3.6, typically into16 × 16 MBs which are independently processed.
When using YUV colorspace with 4:2:0 subsampling then each MBis subdivided in 4 chromi-
nance blocks and one 1 luminance block for each color component of size where each block has
size8 × 8. The encoder controls the decision in the encoding process where the decisions should
be taken such that the resulting rate–distortion performance is optimized. For the prediction part it
can be selected between an intra–prediction mode and a Motion–Compensated Prediction (MCP)
mode. The prediction data, either intra–prediction or motion data, is forwarded to the entropy
process. The coding of the residual signal, the so–called Displaced Frame Difference (DFD),
is accomplished by applying an intra–frame–like coder consisting of a subband–transformation,
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Figure 3.6: Graphical illustration of the coding hierarchy.

commonly Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)–like, and a lossy quantization part. The quantized
coefficients are forwarded to the entropy coding engine which also multiplexes the resulting binary
data together with control and prediction data. A packet format suitable for transmission or storage
is generated.

The encoder itself contains the most decoder operations as prediction needs to be performed on a
signal which is also accessible to the decoder. For this purpose, the residual signal is reconstructed,
added to the prediction signal, and the sum signal is forwarded to a de–blocking filter. This signal
is the output of the decoder and if used for future reference this signal is also forwarded to the
MCP–buffer.

The spatial transform is used to compact the energy to less coefficients. Although the spatial
correlation is significantly reduced due to predictive coding, the de-correlation operation can still
provide coding gains. The transform coefficients are further processed by a simple uniform scalar
quantizer with an adjustable step size∆ which is in general the main source of distortion to the re-
constructed video3. The remaining redundancy is exploited by using Variable Length Code (VLC)
in the form of Huffman codes, Exp-Golomb codes, or arithmetic coding. Usually, the codes have
a universal property such that they can be adapted to actual signal statistics.

The preference of scalar coding in combination with entropycoding over any vector quantiza-
tion techniques acknowledges the extraordinary performance of ECSQ with low complexity and
memory demands. However, the typical buffer problems of entropy constrained coding methods
need to be addressed by rate–control algorithms and by the appropriate design of buffers. The
application of block–based transforms also comes with the drawback that visual blocking artifacts
are introduced in the reconstructed signal. This can partlybe compensated by using smaller block
transforms, e.g.4 × 4, but mainly the usage of a de–blocking filter which removes blocking arti-
facts. If the filter is used before the reconstructed frame isforward to the reference frame buffer, it

3Other sources for distortion are for example the dropping isolated coefficients or the use skip mode for coding
efficiency reasons and the application of filters for subjective viewing enhancements.
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is referred to as in–loop deblocking filter and has also to be applied by the encoder.
A video sequence could basically be viewed as a sequence of many individual pictures and

could therefore be encoded with common still image coders. Actually, this kind of video coding in
combination with the JPEG standard, also referred to as ”Motion-JPEG”, is in common use nowa-
days, especially if random access is more important than compression efficiency. Therefore, what
fundamentally distinguishes video compression from stillimage compression is the exploitation
of temporal correlations using MCP. Evolving video coding standards have mainly enhanced the
temporal prediction by providing more and more accessible coding options to be selected by the
encoder for enhanced compression efficiency. These coding options also reflect different common
characteristics of video sequence.

The observation that many areas are unchanged, e.g. background in video telephony application
with fixed camera position, intra coders have been extended with Conditional Replenishment (CR)
such that an area, usually a MB, can be either coded inIntra or Skipmode. The latter just copies
the area in the previous frame to the current frame. This can be extended by adding the possibility
of a refinement step to address changes such as brightness, camera noise, etc. The coded version
of the difference between the skip mode and the original datais also transmitted. However, this
additional mode can still not compensate the most prominentphenomenon in succeeding video
frames, namely that either the entire frame is shifted in case of camera movements, or, objects
in the image are moving locally relative to the background. Spatial displacementmotion vectors
allow tracking this motion where the encoder searches in themotion estimation process for some
suitable motion vectors. In its basic form, one motion vector is assigned to each MB and motion
vectors have accuracy of full pixel positions. Over the years, MCP has been extended to

• subsample accurate MCP [JJ81, Gir87] providing motion vectors with fractional precision
(typically half–sample and quarter–sample are used) by applying an interpolation of the
reference area; this allows a more precise motion representation and also provides signal
theoretical advantages [Gir93],

• variable block size MCP [GR75] where the encoder can utilize smaller block sizes and more
than one tuple of motion vectors per MB and the motion can be better predicted,

• bi–directional MCP [SB91] allowing averaging of two prediction signals, one from the past
and one from the future; the helps in case of continuous motion,

• multi–frame MCP [WZG99] allowing more than the previously decoded frame to exploit
long–term statistics,

• multi–hypothesis MCP [Gir00] allowing linearly superimposed prediction signals; this gen-
eralizes bi-directional MCP, overlapped block motion compensation [OS94], and sub–
sample accurate MCP.

3.2.2 Video Coding Standards

History

Since the finalization of the first digital video standard H.120 in 1984 [H12], mainly two organi-
zations, namely the ITU-T’s Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG)and International Organiza-
tion for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) MPEG, have been
working on the development on new standards. The main focus is the former group is on video cod-
ing standards for communication applications, namely H.261 [H26a] and H.263 [H26b], whereas
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MPEG originally concentrated on different higher quality applications for storage (MPEG-
1 [MPG93]) and digital video broadcast of television signals within MPEG-2 [MPG94]. It is
worth to mention that the very successful and widely used standard MPEG-2 has been developed
in a joint effort of VCEG and MPEG. After this joint effort the VCEG group worked on im-
provements of the H.263 [H26b], mainly in terms of compression efficiency and error resilience.
ISO/IEC launched a new project within the MPEG–4 framework to specify a very general multi-
media coding standard. Thereby, more emphasis was put on functionalities such as the coding of
video objects with arbitrary shape, sprite coding, and scalability rather than on coding efficiency.

In 1997, the ITU-T’s VCEG started working on a new video codingstandard with the internal
denomination H.26L4. Thereby, a completely new design has been targeted rather than enhancing
existing standards. The lessons learned from the standardization of H.263, namely that extensive
optional modes limit the interoperability, and from MPEG-4, that the most important functionality
of a video coding standard is compression efficiency, were the main driving forces in the stan-
dardization process. In addition, the integration of videocoding standards into networks has been
considered from very beginning. Therefore, most proposalswere checked against the consistency
with the three primary goals, (i) improved coding efficiency, (ii) improved network adaptation, and
(iii) simple syntax specification. In August 1999 a remarkable simple and familiar draft model5

has been adopted and was evolved into a test model long-term (TML) reference design. The draft
model basically only contained features known from previous standards and was enhanced by
adding additional features, especially for advanced MCP. Inaddition, network specific features
have been addressed by a conceptual separation of compression related tools in the VCL and net-
work integration features in the NAL. In late 2001, MPEG and VCEG decided to cooperate within
the Joint Video Team (JVT) in the spirit of the successful MPEG-2 project, and to create a single
technical design for a forthcoming ITU-T Recommendation andfor a new part of the MPEG-4
standard based on the committee draft version of H.26L at this time. Finally, Recommendation
H.264/AVC [H2603] was approved by the ITU-T in May 2003. A similar approval procedure
has taken place within ISO/IEC. The normative part of a video coding standard only consists of
the appropriate definition of the order and the semantics of syntax elements and the decoding of
error-free bit-streams.

Video Codecs in 3GPP Services

Video is an important component in many 3GPP services. Its relevance to the continuous success
of mobile broadband networks is significant, as it allows to exploit the provided bit-rates and it
may be the surplus to existing services. In contrast to speech and audio codecs, like the Adaptive
Multi-Rate (AMR) codec, 3GPP does not specify video codecs forits services, but references
existing general–purpose video codec specifications. Referencing here means that for a specific
service, 3GPP either mandates or at least recommends the support of a video decoder conforming
to a certain profile and level, possibly with some further restrictions or clarifications.

Figure 3.7 provides an overview of selected video services,referenced video specifications,
and protocols. On top of 3GPP radio access bearers, end-to-end multimedia services are sup-
ported. For real-time packet-switched services, 3GPP currently defines Packet–Switched Con-
versational [PSC02] (PSC) services, PSS services, MBMS, and Multimedia Telephony over IP
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [MTS07] (MTSI). Within these service definitions, different appli-
cations are supported, of which a majority includes digitalvideo, for example, in video telephony,

4The ’L’ addressed the idea of a long–term project
5The initial model document only contained less than 30 pagesof description for the entire codec.
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video streaming, or mobile TV applications. However, different applications generally have differ-
ent service constraints, which leads to the selection of different codec settings, delivery protocols,
and radio bearer settings to support the required end-to-end QoS.

Specifically, within Release 7 of 3GPP specifications, only the ITU-Ts H.263 profile 0 and
profile 3, ISO MPEG-4 simple profile, and the baseline profile of the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC codec
are referenced. Each service may and generally does recommend multiple video codecs. The usage
of one or the other codec in a specific session is done through capability exchange and session
establishment procedures. As 3GPP relies on existing multimedia protocols, not only the video
codecs itself are of essence, but also the support of the encapsulation and packetization into service
specific media formats and protocols need to be defined. In this case, 3GPP also almost exclusively
relies on outside work, mainly on specification in IETFs AVT,MMUSIC, and RMT group, ITU-
Ts SG16, and ISO MPEG for file formats (FF). Similarly, the specific profiles and options of
general-purpose specifications are referenced. For audio codecs, 3GPP provides comprehensive

Figure 3.7: Video Codecs in 3G Service Specifications.

specifications of encoder and decoder defined in floating and fixed point implementations, as well
as the error handling. Reference software is provided, and the audio codecs are fully characterized
by a well-established process, which includes subjective performance metrics, typical and worst-
case error conditions, and typical service bit-rates. Especially when compared to speech and audio
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codecs, the specifications of video codecs in 3GPP is quite compact. Encoder settings, e.g. bit-rate
control, error resilience, or motion estimation processes, are generally completely left open and
will be subject of this work.

3.2.3 H.264/AVC Compression Tools

Although the design of the VCL of H.264/AVC basically followsthe design of prior video coding
standards, it contains many new details that enable a significant improvement in terms of com-
pression efficiency. We will briefly highlight those, for more details we refer to [H2603],[SW05],
and [LSW03]. The encoding operation for a picture follows theprinciple as shown in Figure 3.5
and is summarized in the following. After spatial and temporal pre–processing as well as appro-
priate color space conversion each picture of a video sequence is separately processed by the video
encoder. As shown in Figure 3.6 the picture is even further divided into MBs which serve as the
basic building entity of the standard for which the decodingprocess is defined. All luminance
and chrominance of a MB are either spatially or temporally predicted. The availability of certain
prediction types depends on the picture type.

Spatial Prediction

MBs can be coded with non–temporal prediction of the picture representation in a so–called in-
tra mode. The use of prediction within the picture has appeared before in still image and video
coding, e.g in JPEG, H.263 Annex I, or MPEG–4. In H.264/AVC greater efficiency is achieved
by the use of directional prediction in the spatial domain rather than coefficient value prediction
in the transform domain. Three basic modes are distinguished: one allows to code parts with
many details efficiently, another one enables efficient coding for smooth areas, and a simple Pulse
Code Modulation (PCM) mode. Within the first two modes different spatial prediction modes are
allowed, namely nine for the first one and four for the second one.

Temporal Prediction

The temporal prediction in form of MCP process uses many advanced tools listed in subsec-
tion 3.2.1, namely

• variable block–size MCP with as big as16× 16 and as small as4× 4, as well as rectangular
block sizes, resulting in 67 possible partitions for the luminance signal, and up to 16 motion
vectors maybe transmitted for a each MB,

• quarter–pel accurate MCP with a six–tap interpolation filterfor half–pel positions and bilin-
ear interpolation for quarter–pel positions [WM03],

• multi–frame MCP with reference selection possible for blocksizes as small as8 × 8 for the
luminance signal.

• multi–hypothesis MCP generalizing the B–picture concept of previous standards for block
sizes as small as8 × 8 for the luminance signal [FG03].

To support the latter a concept for generalized frame-buffering concept has been adopted allowing
MCP not just from previous frames but also from future frames.For that, a flexible and efficient
signaling method is applied. Still, with appropriate multiple reference frame handling the well-
known functionality of disposable B-pictures known from, e.g. MPEG-2, is supported. In addition,
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motion vectors are differentially encoded using spatial ordirectional prediction. Also, the skip
mode uses motion vector prediction providing more efficiency especially for constant motion areas.

Transform and Quantization

Similarly to prior coding standards H.264/AVC utilizes transform coding of the prediction error
signal. However, the transformation is applied to4 × 4 blocks rather than8 × 8 and instead of
the DCT, a separable integer transformation similar to a4 × 4 DCT is used. Since the inverse
transform is defined by exact integer operations, inverse–transform mismatches are avoided. Ap-
propriate transformations are used to the four DC-coefficients of each chrominance component
(2 × 2 transform) and for the smooth intra mode by repeating the4 × 4 transformation for better
decorrelation of these in general smooth areas.

For the quantization of transform coefficients, H.264/AVC uses scalar quantization. The quan-
tization step size∆, and thus the fidelity of the reconstruction, is determined by the Quantization
Parameter (QP)q as

∆ = 2
q−12

6 , (3.14)

where the QP can take on one out of52 values, i.e.,q = 1, . . . , 52. The definition according to
(3.14) results in an increase of approximately12.5% in the quantization step size when increasing
q by one and an increase of six doubles the quantization step size ∆. The quantized transform
coefficients are generally scanned in a zig-zag fashion and converted into coding symbols by ap-
propriate entropy coding methods. For details and background on transform and quantization the
interested reader is referred to [MHKL03].

Entropy Coding

H.264/AVC supports two method of entropy coding. The first one called Universal Variable Length
Coding (UVLC) uses one single infinite–extend codeword set. The entropy coding takes care of
the binary representation of different syntax elements generated by different processing steps for
each MB such as coding mode decisions, spatial prediction information, motion vector data, and
quantized coefficients for the luminance and chrominance signal. Each syntax element has in gen-
eral different statistics. In H.264/AVC, instead of designing a different VLC table for each syntax
element, only the mapping to the single UVLC table is customized according to the data statistics.
For coding the quantized transform coefficients the UVLC in combination with run–length coding
for zig-zag scanned has been replaced by a more efficient method called Context–Adaptive Vari-
able Length Coding (CAVLC)6. Thereby, a VLC table out of a family of exp-Golomb like VLC
tables is selected depending on previously transmitted symbols [H2603, WSBL03]. The efficiency
of entropy coding is further improved if Context–Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) is
used allowing the assignment of non–integer numbers of bitsto each symbol of an alphabet. Ad-
ditionally, the usage of adaptive codes permits the adjustment to non-stationary symbol statistics
and context modeling allows for exploiting statistical dependencies between symbols. For details
on the algorithms and performance of CABAC the interested reader is referred to [MSW03].

6The replacement of run–length coding was mainly to circumvent intellectual property rights rather than based on
technical decisions.
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De–blocking Filter

For removing block–edge artifacts, H.264/AVC includes an inloop de–blocking filter, i.e., the block
edge filter is applied inside the motion prediction loop. Thefiltering strength is adaptively con-
trolled by the values of several syntax elements. For details we refer to [LJL+03].

3.2.4 H.264/AVC Functionalities

In the following we will briefly present some features in the H.264/AVC standard which have
been introduced not for compression efficiency reasons, butto allow functionalities necessary in
different applications. We will skip specific error resilience features at this point and defer this to
section 3.3.2.

Slices

A slice is a sequence of MBs and provides spatially distinct resynchronization points within the
video data for a single frame. The MBs within a slice are processed in raster–scan order when
Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) is not in use (for details on FMO see subsection 3.3.2). A
picture is therefore a collection of one or more slices. The conceptual idea of slices is that they are
self–contained meaning that the syntax elements can be decoded without knowledge of data from
other slices. However, if this idea is strictly applied, than compression efficiency would suffer
significantly and basically only intra information can be transmitted. For this reason, temporal
prediction over slice boundaries is permitted. Even the deblocking filter might be applied over slice
boundaries. Not allowed is the spatial prediction over slice boundaries, motion vector predictions,
as well as any syntactical dependencies in the entropy coding.

As long as SP pictures are not in use a slice can be coded with one of three different modes. The
mode is signalled in the slice header and restricts the availability of prediction in the MCP process.

• I slice only intra prediction, but no temporal prediction is used.

• P slicein addition to the modes in the I slice, MCP can be used with at most one MCP signal
per prediction block.

• B slice in addition to the modes in I and P slices, MCP with two MCP signals per prediction
block can be used.

Hypothetical Reference Decoder

For a standard it is important that all decoders compliant with the standard are capable to de-
code a compressed stream. Compliancy is mainly achieved by applying the appropriate syntax,
but also memory and other processing constraints need to be taken into account. The Hypotheti-
cal Reference Decoder (HRD) places constraints on compressedstreams (and hence encoders) in
order to enable cost-efficient decoder implementations [IT97, ISO00]. System specifications of
media transmission standards usually discuss and specify the connections between a leaky bucket
(R, |Be|min , |Bd|init) and the sampling curveBt. For the Video Buffer Verifier (VBV) design in
MPEG–2, as well as for the HRD design for H.263, the buffer size|Be|min and the initial buffer
fullness|Bd|init are fixed.|Be|min is either specified in the bit-stream (MPEG–2) or by some con-
straint in the specification of the profile and level.|Bd|init can be fixed by transmitting the value in
the bit–stream (MPEG–2 CBR mode), by filling up the buffer completely (MPEG–2 VBR mode),
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i.e., |Bd|init = |Be|min, or by just using the size of the first frame|Bd|init = B1, i.e., the first frame
is immediately decoded (H.263). The HRD of H.264/AVC is unique as it provides constraints for
the Coded Picture Buffer (CPB)7 and the Decoded Picture Buffer (DPB) which necessary due to
the multiple reference frame concept and the generalized buffer management in H.264/AVC. In
addition, by introducing a multiple-leaky-bucket model flexibility is added in trading buffer size,
decoding delay, and transmission bit-rate when streaming pre-encoded streams. For more details
we refer the interested reader to [RCCR03].

Bit-rate Adaptation

Bit-rate adaptivity is one of the most important features forapplications in wireless systems to
react to the dynamics due to statistical traffic, variable receiving conditions, as well as handovers
and random user activity. Due to the applied error control features these variations mainly result in
varying bit-rates in different time scales. For applications where online encoding is performed and
the encoder has sufficient feedback on the expected bit-rateon the channel by some channel state
or decoder buffer fullness information, rate control for VBRchannels can be applied. H.264/AVC
obviously supports these features, mainly by the possibility of changing QPs dynamically, but also
by the changing temporal resolution. Section 3.2.5 introduces these principles. For streaming
offline encoded video, playout buffering at the receiver under HRD constraints can compensate
bit-rate fluctuations to some extent.

However, these techniques might not be sufficient to compensate larger-scale bit-rate variations
in wireless applications. In this case the bit-rate adaptation has to be performed by modifying the
encoded bitstream. One option is to not transmit less important data units, such that the quality
degrades gracefully. H.264/AVC provides different approaches to support packets with different
importance for bit-rate adaptivity. First, the temporal scalability features [THG05] of H.264/AVC
relying on the reference frame concept can be used. Second, if frame dropping is not sufficient, one
might apply data partitioning (see section 3.3.2) which canbe viewed as a very coarse but efficient
method for SNR scalability. Third, flexible macroblock ordering (also refer to section 3.3.2) may
also be used for prioritization of regions of interest. For example, a background slice group can be
dropped in favour of a more important foreground slice group[HWG04].

For many use cases it is necessary to adapt the bit-rate dynamically within large bit-rate and
time scales, e.g., during a streaming session. In such environments bitstream switching provides a
simple but powerful mean to support bit-rate adaptivity. Inthis case the streaming server stores the
same content encoded with different versions in terms of rate and quality. In addition, each version
provides means to randomly switch into it. IDR pictures provide this feature, but they are gen-
erally costly in terms of com-pression efficiency when they are not associated with scene cuts or
transitions. The SP-frame concept in H.264/AVC can be used to reduce the loss of compression ef-
ficiency in stream switching. More details on stream switching are introduced in subsection 3.3.4.

Profile and Levels

Video coding standards can be applied for many different purposes in many different service and
application environments. The environments might be differentiated in terms of encoder and de-
coder complexity, transport and bit-rate conditions, professional versus private applications, etc.
However, it is obvious that for example high quality applications should not be harmed by the con-
straints of for example handheld video encoders. Therefore, certain compliance points are essential

7The CPB is equivalent to the decoder buffer in Figure 2.3
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such that interoperability between encoders and decoders is guaranteed in certain application sce-
narios. Profile and levels guarantee such conformance points and can be negotiated in the setup.
H.264/AVC version 1 defines three profiles, baseline, main, and extended profile. Profiles have
assigned tools which the decoder must support if it claims tobe compliant to a certain profile. The
assignment of tools to profiles is shown in Figure 3.8. As seenfrom the figure, for wireless appli-
cations baseline and extended profiles are most interestingas they contain all error resilience and
rate adaptivity tools. Furthermore, levels allow specifying some maximum decoder complexity
conformance points in terms of spatial and temporal resolution, reference frame buffer size, etc.
For mobile applications, obviously content is usually encoded for decoders with lower complexity,
e.g. QCIF resolution at 15 fps.
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Figure 3.8: Profiles in H.264/AVC.

3.2.5 Operational Encoder and Rate Control

Motivation

The normative part of a video coding standard only consists of the appropriate definition of the
order and the semantics of syntax elements and the decoding of compressed streams. The appro-
priate selection of encoding parameters, referred to asoperational encoder control, is completely
left over to the encoder implementation. Thereby, the encoder must take into account constraints
imposed by the application in terms of bit-rates, encoding and transmission delays, as well as
buffer sizes [OR98]. To define a rate–distortion performanceof video in classical Shannon sense
is an impossible task: The reason for this is the lack of sufficient statistical models. Therefore,
usually the approach of operational rate–distortion performance is preferred, i.e., the best achiev-
able performance for a given source given a certain coding framework and certain constraints, e.g.,
in terms of complexity or delay. The coding framework might be described by a set of accessible
coding tools such as MCP features, it might described a certain profile and level description of a
standard, etc. In complex system design problems both parts, the encoder and the decoder should
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be optimized, e.g. by using some iterative methods like the Max–Lloyd algorithm or generalized
versions of them [GN99, Eff98]. In contrast, in case of the usage of a standard with a completely
specified decoder, parameters in the encoder should be selected such that a good rate–distortion
performance is achieved. As the encoder is limited by the syntax of the standard, this problem is
referred to assyntax–constrained rate–distortion optimization[OR98]. In case of a video coder
such as H.264/AVC, the encoder must appropriately8 select parameters such as motion vectors, MB
modes, quantization parameters, reference frames, or spatial and temporal resolution as shown in
Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: H.264/AVC video encoder with selectable encoding parameters highlighted.

Additional constraints might be imposed by the system or application: Typically, in real–time
communication the data units have to arrive in time at the decoder. Assuming a CBR channel with
bit-rateR, a data unit of sizelP requires a time of at leastlP/r to get to the decoder. Therefore, the
packet length of source unit might be constrained by the delay. A more formal description based
on the definitions in subsection 2.1.4 will follow.

In the following we concentrate exclusively on coding efficiency, error resilience issues will be
discussed in section 3.3.2. Two simplify matters, we distinguish between two encoder operations:
Whereas theencoder controlperforms local decisions, i.e., the selection of MB modes, reference
frames, or motion vectors on MB level and below, therate controladapts the global parameters
such as quantization parameters, spatial resolution, or the frame rate. Due to the huge amount of
encoding options for each MB in H.264/AVC especially the encoder control is important for good
performance.

Notations

Let us consider a sequence ofNs source units{sn} where each source unit itself can be coded with
one out ofM source coderQ(m). This results inM different operation points for each source unit
{sn}. For convenience, let us define for each source unitsn the pair of ratern,m , R(m)(Q, sn) and
distortiondn,m , D(m)(Q, sn). No further assumptions are made on the rate–distortion pairs. We

8”appropriately” refers to a good quality given rate constraints.
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assume that this data is known by appropriate measurements at the encoder, but also appropriate
modelling might be applied to obtain the parameters.

It is now the task of the encoder to assign an appropriate coding optionm(n) to each source
unit {sn} such that some overall distortion is minimized under the given constraints. For example,
given a total rate constraintRt and if we are interested in finding the minimum average distortion,
the optimal coding option vectorm∗ , {m∗

1, . . . ,m
∗
n} should be chosen as

select m∗ such that
Ns∑

n=1

rn,m∗n
≤ Rt and

Ns∑

n=1

dn,m∗n
→ min . (3.15)

Encoder Control using Lagrangian Techniques

Lagrangian coder control techniques have become the most widely accepted approach on variable
bit-rate source coders. The popularity of this approach is due to its efficiency and simplicity. For
completeness, we briefly review the Lagrangian optimization techniques and their application to
video coding. Consider a rate–distortion pair{rn,m, dn,m} can be measured independently for
each sourcesn. This would for example be the case if we want to select a single quantization
parameter for each frame of a video sequence and the video frames are coded in intra mode only.
Then, the most common solution to the problem in (3.15) is a discrete version of Lagrangian
optimization first introduced by Everett [Eve63]. In sourcecoding, these techniques were first
applied in [SG88, CLG89b, CLG89a] and have been accepted for many source coding and system
design.

Intuitively, in Lagrangian optimization the two cost termsrate and distortion are linearly com-
bined and the mode is selected such that the total cost is minimized withλ ≥ 0 being the Lagrange
parameter for appropriate weighting of rate and distortion. From [Eve63, SG88] the following is
known: If a set of coding optionsm∗ minimizes

Ns∑

n=1

[dn,m∗n
+ λrn,m∗n

] , (3.16)

then it is also the optimal solution to the constrained problem stated in (3.15) ifRt = R(λ) ,
∑Ns

n=1 rn,m∗n
such thatD(λ) ,

∑Ns

n=1 dn,m∗n
is minimal over all possiblem. Since the rate con-

straint is removed and for givenλ, a re–formulation of the constrained optimization problemin
(3.15)is possible with

m∗ = arg min
m

(
Ns∑

n=1

[dn,mn
+ λrn,mn

]

)

=

{

arg min
mn

[dn,mn
+ λrn,mn

]

}Ns

n=1

. (3.17)

The appealing advantage of the problem formulation on the right hand side in (3.17) is obvious.
Rather than having(Ns×M)! possible combinations, the complexity in the search is significantly
reduced toNs×M combinations for a givenλ. Note that the Lagrangian parameterλ corresponds
to the negative slope of the operational rate–distortion curve.

The assumption that coding options can be selected independently is obviously not true for
most compression schemes. Whenever predictive coding is involved, the selection of the coding
option for the predecessor obviously influences the rate–distortion performance for the predicting
source. Usually, tree–like dependencies in encoding process are present and simple search methods
are virtually impossible. To circumvent this problem, usually greedy approachesare applied for
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predictive source coding methods.Greedyrefers to the case that only the rate and the distortion of
the source data to be coded is take into account, still using aLagrangian approach. However, as
the source data is coded in the order of dependencies, greedymethod usually ensure that the most
important components are coded first. So Lagrangian approaches are also widely used even for
predictive source coding.

In Lagrangian encoder control, the appropriateλ for a required total constraintRt needs to be
chosen. Low–complexity approaches have for example been addressed in [SG88], but usually
the selection of the Lagrangian parameter is combined with the global rate control and will be
discussed later. For a detailed discussion and more insightinto this topic the interested reader is
referred to [OR98] and references therein.

Mode Selection in Hybrid Video Coding

The application of Lagrangian techniques to control a hybrid video coder is attractive, but not
straightforward. The temporal and spatial dependencies ofthe rate–distortion costs as well as the
hierarchy in the codec needs an adaptation of the classical Lagrangian principle in (3.17). We will
provide a short introduction aligned to the algorithms in the H.264/AVC test model, more details
are for example presented in [SW98, WLM+96, WSJ+03].

Consider a block–based hybrid video codec such as H.264/AVC. Each framet of the image
sequence is partitioned intoNMB MBs, and for each MBb the associated pixels be given asst,b. In
case of no ambiguity, we drop the frame numbert and writesb. Assuming a P-frame, for each MB,
the encoder can choose one of many coding options from the setO. We can distinguish between
intra coding options categorized inOI and inter coding options in setOP . Each mode itself might
have additional parameters assigned which have to be selected. Especially complex is the good
selection of motion vectors for inter coding modes. Therefore, in the H.264/AVC test model a
widely accepted technique is applied which splits the coding of inter MBs in a motion estimation
procedure and a final mode decision. A greedy approach is applied for the coding and selection of
MB modes in a way that MBs are coded sequentially and the influence of the coding decision on
depending MBs, temporary and spatially, is not taken into account in the mode decision.

First, for each possible inter mode inOP , the optimal motion vectors and reference frames are
found from a setOR using a Lagrangian formulation where the distortion is measured based on
the DFD, and the rate is determined as the number of bits to transmit all motion vectors, and the
reference frame index. The option set for the motion vectorsand the reference frames,OR, is
basically only constrained by the available data in the reference frame buffer. Sub–pel accurate
motion estimation is only optimized locally, i.e., in the neighborhood of good ful–pel positions.
Finally, for each inter mode, the resulting prediction signal is transformed and quantized. There-
fore, for each inter modem ∈ OP in MB b, we obtain a distortiondb,mb

and a associated rate
rb,mb

as well as some parameters assigned by the motion estimationprocess. The SKIP mode is
assigned to the inter mode setOP . Similarly, for each intra modem ∈ OI in MB b, we also
obtain a distortiondb,mb

and a associated raterb,mb
, also with some parameters assigned by the

intra prediction. The distortiondb,mb
usually (at least in H.264/AVC test model) reflects the Sum

of Squared Differences (SSD) between the original MBsb and reconstructed version of the MB
s̃b,m if coded with optionm, i.e.,

db,m =
∑

i

|sb,i − s̃b,m,i|2 , (3.18)

and the ratedb,m is defined by the number of bits necessary to code MBb with optionm. Finally,
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the coding mode for MBb is selected as

∀b m∗
b = arg min

m∈O
(db,m + λOrb,m) . (3.19)

This still leaves the question on how to choose the Lagrangian parameterλO. In [SW98]
and [WG01] it is suggested that if the SSD is applied as distortion measure thenλO should be
directly proportional to the square of the step size∆ of a uniform quantizer applied. With the
rate measured in bits, experimental results in [WG01] then suggest the following relationship for
H.264/AVC encoder control:

λO(q) = 0.85 · 2 q−12
3 . (3.20)

If the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) instead of the SSD isused – as for example the case for
the motion estimation in H.264/AVC test model – then the Lagrange parameter should be changed
to λO(q) →

√

λO(q). Therefore, with the relation in (3.20), the rate–distortion performance of
H.264/AVC test model is equivalently controlled by the selecion of the Lagrangian parameterλO
or by the QPq.

Rate Control

In addition to the local decision, an encoder must take care that some overall rate–constraints are
maintained within a certain time window. Basically, an encoder rate control must take care that
the generated bit–stream is contained by a specified leaky bucket. Thereby, the basic idea is that a
good QP for each MB is selected, and with that, the mode selection according to (3.19) for each
MB is performed. The selection of the QP is task of the rate control. Many research publications
exclusively deal with good rate control algorithms for different applications basically described by
different leaky buckets, e.g. [RCS99], [PS01], and [VK01].

In the H.264/AVC test model rate control has been introducedat a late stage [LGP+03] and is
not considered in this thesis. Therefore, we will in the following restrict ourself to two very simple
rate control schemes.

To obtain a low–delay coding scheme, a CBR rate control is applied. We assume in the following
that the rate–distortion pair for a single video framest is controlled by a single parameter, the QP9

q and is denoted asdt,q andrt,q. Further, we assume a constant bit-rateR and a constant frame rate
fs. Then, the optimal QPq∗t for each framest is selected in a greedy way starting witht = 1 such
that the distortion is minimized and an average bit-rate constraint is fulfilled, i.e.,

∀t=1,...,Ns
q∗t = arg min

q∈Sq

{

dt,q with q such that
t∑

i=1

ri,q ≤ t
R

fs

}

. (3.21)

If equality in the rate constraint in (3.21) can be fulfilled,then this rate control is equivalent to
encoding a bit–stream as is contained by a leaky bucket(R, |Be|min = R

fs
, |Bd|init = R

fs
). Although

equality in this constraint cannot be fulfilled, the additional encoding delay can be neglected. If
no buffering is applied at encoder and decoder and only backward–predictive coding is used, the
end–to–end delay when transmitting over a CBR channelR is therefore only determined by the
sum of the inverse frame rate and some additional channel delay, i.e.,∆T = 1/fs + δ

(C)
v . In the

following, we refer to this rate–control as CBR rate control.
For the H.264/AVC test results, the rate–distortion performance was determined by selecting a

single QP for the entire sequence and computing the overall rate of the encoded sequence. This

9For the the H.264/AVC test model this fixes alsoλO with the relation in (3.20).
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scheme is basically useless if the bit-rate must be controlled such that leaky bucket constraints are
maintained. However, for scenarios where only the average rate is of importance as for example
when transmitting over the Internet or for download–and–play applications, this rate–distortion
performance can also be viewed as a practical rate control scheme. For example, by monitoring
RTCP messages, the QP can be changed over larger time–scales.Therefore, we apply a Variable
Bit–Rate (VBR) rate control, which selects the QP for each frame as

∀t=1,...,Ns
q∗t = arg min

q∈Sq

{
Ns∑

i=1

di,q with q such that
Ns∑

i=1

ri,q ≤ Ns
R

fs

}

. (3.22)

Global Parameter Selection

The framework of operational encoder control and rate control allows to select good coding modes
according to (3.19), and reasonable QPs according to (3.21)or (3.22) based on objective measures
such as the MSE or the PSNR for a specified global parameter setof the video to be encoded,
namely the spatial resolutionNwidth×Nheight, the frame ratefs, and the bit-rateR. The selection of
these three parameters is crucial for the perceived subjective quality. However, as the quantifica-
tion of the perceived quality based on objective measure is basically impossible, we have decided
to set up a subjective test to get an indication on the selection of these parameters for wireless
applications when coded with H.264/AVC baseline profile with rate control according to (3.22)
and operational encoder control according to (3.19). The basic idea of the test as well as the results
important for the remainder of this work are briefly presented in the following, for details on the
test and a complete set of results we refer to [BHS04] and [Bru04].

Assume that the spatial resolution is fixed to QCIF due to the display and level restrictions
of wireless devices. Four test sequences representing a mixof typical messaging clips, partly
professional, partly amateur, have been encoded with only two parameters varied, namely the
QP q and the frame ratefs. The frame rate was selected from the set of frame ratesOfs

=
{3, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 30} fps, the quantizer was chosen fromSq = 1, . . . , 51. Then, for a given bit-rate
R and a given frame ratefs, the quantizer is selected according to (3.22). For a given bit-rateR,
the optimum combination of QP and frame rate, denoted as(q∗, f ∗

s ), is determined based on the
subjective qualityGq,fs

as

(q∗, f ∗
s ) = arg max

q∈Sq ,fs∈Ofs

Gq,fs
with (q, fs) such that

Ns(fs)∑

t=1

rt,q ≤ Ns(fs)
R

fs
, (3.23)

whereNs(fs) denotes the length of the sequence when pre–processed with frame ratefs. The
subjective qualityGq,fs

is determined as the average value of the estimates of all test results,30 in
our case, on the perceived quality on an Absolute Category Rating (ACR) scale [P9196] with six
grades defined as ”1,excellent”,”2, good”, ”3, satisfactory”, ”4, sufficient”, ”5, imperfect” to ”6,
poor”.

The most important conclusions from this experiments are asfollows. For H.264/AVC encoded
video a bit-rate ofR = 64 kbit/s is sufficient to provide at leastgoodquality for all test sequences.
To cover the important range of quality levels, namely from better thangood to imperfectonly
a very limited set of parameter values is necessary: QPs of34 and frame rates of10 fps are
sufficient to provide better thangoodquality for almost all sequences. Sports sequences with high
activity ask for slightly higher frame rate, but still15 fps is sufficient. To providesufficientquality
quantization parameters above40 and frame rates below5 fps should definitely not be used, for
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sports sequences at least7.5 fps, better10 fps should be used. We will use these guidelines for
selection of frame rates in the remainder of this work.

3.3 H.264/AVC in Network Environment

3.3.1 Network Abstraction Layer

For efficient transmission in different environments not only coding efficiency is relevant, but also
the seamless and easy integration of the coded video into allcurrent and possible future protocol
and network architectures. This includes the public Internet with best effort delivery as well as
wireless networks. Therefore, the H.264/AVC design distinguishes between two different concep-
tual layers, the VCL and the NAL as shown in Figure 3.10. Both, the VCL and the NAL are part of
the standard. The NAL concept has been introduced [WS02, SWH02] to address the expectation
that H.264/AVC will be integrated in many applications and transport protocols and that many of
these new transport protocols will be packet–based. The encapsulation as well as the transport in
different transport protocols are not specified in the H.264/AVC standard but by the responsible
standardization bodies for transport protocols such as MPEG-2 systems, RTP/IP, MP4 file format,
or H.32X.

The NAL decoder interface is normatively defined in H.264/AVC coding standard, whereas the
interface between the VCL and the NAL is conceptual and helps in describing and separating the
tasks of the two layers.

H.264 Conceptual Layering

Transport Layer

Network Abstraction
Layer Encoder

Network Abstraction
Layer Decoder

H.264 to
H.320

H.264 to
MPEG-2
Systems

H.264 to
H.324/M

H.264 to
RTP/IP

H.264 to
ISO 

file format

NAL Decoder InterfaceNAL Encoder Interface

Wireless Networks

VCL-NAL Interface

Video Coding Layer
Encoder

Video Coding Layer
Decoder

Wired NetworksBroadcast Networks

Video Coding Layer
Encoder

Video Coding Layer
Decoder

slices

NAL units

Figure 3.10: Layering concept of H.264/AVC and integration in network environments.

NAL units

The NAL encoder encapsulates the slice output of the VCL encoder into NAL units, which are
suitable for the transmission over packet networks or in packet-oriented multiplex environments. In
addition, Annex B of the H.264/AVC specification [H2603] defines an encapsulation and framing
process to transmit such NAL units over byte-stream oriented networks. Each NAL unit consists
of a one–byte header and the payload byte string. The header indicates one out of ten NAL unit
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types with five bits, the potential presence of bit errors or syntax violations in the NAL unit payload
using one bit, and information regarding the relative importance of the NAL unit for the decoding
process using 2 bits. NAL units can be distinguished in

• VCL-NAL unit types containing data that represents the values and samples of video pic-
tures. Four types are specified, namely a single slice packetand data partitions A, B, and
C.

• non VCL–NAL unit types containing associated higher level information. Six typesare
specified for Supplemental Enhancement Information (SEI),Instantaneous Decoder Refresh
(IDR), two parameter sets, picture delimiter, and filler data.

• unspecified NAL unit typeswhich can be used as code points by external protocols. These
code points are for example partly used by the RTP payload specification [WHS+05].

• reserved NAL unit types for future use in new versions in H.264/AVC.

Timing Information

One of the main properties of H.264/AVC is the complete decoupling of the transmission time, the
decoding time, and the sampling or presentation time of slices and pictures. The decoding process
specified in H.264/AVC is unaware of time, and the H.264/AVC syntax does not carry information
such as the number of skipped frames as common in the form of temporal reference in earlier video
compression standards. Also, there are NAL units that are affecting many pictures and are, hence,
inherently time–less.

NAL unit with VCL data encoded
with PS #3 (address in Slice Header)

1 2 12

H.264 encoder H.264 decoder

3 3

Parameter Set #3:

• Picture size
• Entropy coding
• ... 

Reliable Parameter Set Exchange

Figure 3.11: Innovative parameter set concept in H.264/AVC.

Parameter Set Concept

One fundamental new design concept of H.264/AVC is the generation of self-contained pack-
ets [SWH02] according to Figure 3.11. The way that this is achieved is to decouple information
that is relevant to more than one slice from the media stream.This higher layer meta informa-
tion should be sent reliably, asynchronously and in advancefrom the media stream that contains
the VCL–NAL units. Provisions for sending this information in–band are also available for such
applications that do not have an out–of–band transport channel appropriate for the purpose. The
combination of the higher-level parameters is called a parameter set. H.264/AVC includes two
types of parameter sets: Sequence Parameter Set (SPS) and Picture Parameter Set (PPS). An
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active SPS remains unchanged throughout a coded video sequence, and an active PPS remains
unchanged within a coded picture. The parameter set structures contain information such as pic-
ture size, optional coding modes employed, and MB to slice group map. In order to be able to
change picture parameters such as the picture size, withouthaving the need to transmit parameter
set updates synchronously to the slice packet stream, the encoder and decoder can maintain a list
of more than one sequence and picture parameter set. Each slice header contains a code point
that indicates the sequence and picture parameter set to be used for the encapsulated slice. This
mechanism allows to decouple the transmission of parametersets from the packet stream, and to
transmit them by external means, e.g. as a side information of the capability exchange, or through
a reliable or unreliable control protocol. It may even be possible that they are never transmitted but
are fixed by an application design specification.

3.3.2 H.264/AVC VCL in Error-Prone Environments

In addition to the NAL concept, the VCL itself includes several features providing network friend-
liness and error robustness which will be introduced in the following. For some video applications
error resilience features are essential as the network cannot provide sufficient QoS to ensure the
successful delivery of all NAL units. Figure 3.12 presents asimplified yet typical system when
MCP video is transmitted over error–prone channels. For the time being assume that all MBs of
one framest are contained in a single packetPt, i.e., a NAL unit in case of H.264/AVC, and this
packet is transmitted over a channel where correct packets are forwarded to the decoder,Ct = 1,
and corrupted packets are perfectly detected and discardedat the receiver,Ct = 0.
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Figure 3.12: Simplified lossy video transmission system.

In case of successful transmission, the packet is forwardedto the regular decoder operation.
The coded bitstream is converted into motion information and transform coefficients which allow
reconstructing framêst. The frame is forwarded to the display buffer, but also to thereference
frame buffer to be used in the MCP process to reconstruct frameŝt+1. In the less favorable case
that the code representation of the frame is lost, i.e.,Ct = 0 no decoder operation is specified in
the standard, but error concealment is necessary. In the simplest form, the decoder just skips the
decoding operation and the display buffer, i.e., the decoded frameŝt is not updated. The viewer
will immediately recognize the loss as the fluent motion is interrupted. However, this is not the
only problem: As not only the display buffer is not updated, but also the reference frame buffer,
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even in case of successful reception of packetPt+1, frame ŝt+1 will in general be not identical
to the reconstructed framẽst+1 at the encoder. The reason is obvious, as the encoder and the
decoder refer to a different reference signal in the MCP process resulting in a so calledmismatch.
Therefore, also framêst+1 at encoder and decoder will differ resulting again in a mismatch in
reference signal when decodingŝt+1. So it obvious that the loss of a single packets also effects
the quality ofŝt+1, ŝt+2, ŝt+3, . . . . This phenomenon present in any predictive coding scheme is
referred to aserror propagation. If predictive coding is applied in the spatial and temporaldomain,
it is referred to asspatio–temporal error propagation. For MCP video, the reconstructed frame at
the receiver,̂st, not only depends on the actual channel behaviourCt, but on the previous channel
behaviourC[1:t] = {C1, . . . , Ct} and we writêst(C[1:t]). An example for error propagation is shown
in Figure 3.13: the top row presents the sequence with perfect reconstruction, in the bottom row
only packetPt for frame numbert = 21 is lost. Although the remaining packets are again correctly
received the error propagates and is still visible in decoded frameŝt=35.

ts

20 21 22 23 24 35

t̂s

tC

t

1 0 1 1 1 1

Figure 3.13: Example for error propagation in a typical hybrid video coding system.

Therefore, an error–resilient video coding transmission system should provide the following
features:

1. Means which completely avoid transmission errors,

2. features which minimize the visual effect of errors within one frame, and

3. features to limit spatial as well as spatio–temporal error propagation in hybrid video coding.

3.3.3 H.264/AVC Error-Resilience Features

In the following, we briefly present different error-resilience features included in the standard with
respect to their functionality. For more details we refer to[Wen03, SHW03] and references therein.
Most of them are discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.2 with respect to their applicability and
performance in different scenarios.

Compression Efficiency

Although common understanding usually assumes that increased compression efficiency decreases
error resilience, this is typically not the case. Increasedcompression efficiency allows using ad-
ditional bit-rate for error protection means and consequently the loss probability of highly com-
pressed data can be reduced under the assumption of a constant overall bit-rate. All other error
resilience tools listed in the following generally increase the data rate compared to the most ef-
ficient compression and therefore, their application should always be considered very carefully
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to prevent adversely affecting compression efficiency, especially if lower layer error protection is
applicable.

Slice Structured Coding

With the introduction of slices in the encoding spatially distinct resynchronization points within
the video data for a single frame are provided. This is accomplished by introducing a slice header
which contains syntactical and semantical resynchronization information. In addition, intra-frame
prediction as well as motion vector prediction is not allowed over slice boundaries. The reduced
prediction with the increased overhead associated with decreasing slice sizes adversely affect cod-
ing performance and requires additional overhead per slice. The location of the synchronization
points is arbitrary at any MB boundary and can be selected by the encoder.

Within a slice group, the encoder typically can choose between two slice coding options, one
with a constant number of MBs within one slice but arbitrary size, and one with the slice size
bounded to some maximum number in bytes resulting in an arbitrary number of MBs per slice.
Whereas with the former mode, the same slice types as present in H.263 and MPEG-2 can be
formed, the latter is especially useful to introduce some quality-of-service as commonly the slice
size determines the loss probability in wireless systems due to the processing shown in Figure 2.10.
These two different packetizations and the resulting location of the slice boundaries in the bit–
stream are shown in Figure 3.14.

a) Constant number of MB per slice b)  Maximum number of bytes per slice

a)

b)

Figure 3.14: Different packetization modes: a) constant number of MB per slice, variable size of
slices; b) maximum number of bytes per slice, variable number of MBs per slice.

Flexible Macroblock Ordering

Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) allows the specification of MB allocation maps defining the
mapping of MBs to slice groups, where a slice group itself may contain several slices. Therefore,
MBs might be transmitted out of raster scan order in a flexible and efficient way. The efficient
signalling of the MB map is possible using PPSs. Specific MB allocation maps enable the efficient
application of features such as slice interleaving, dispersed MB allocation using checkerboard–like
patterns, one or several foreground slice groups and one left-over background slice groups, or sub-
pictures within a picture [Wen03] as shown in Figure 3.15. Slice interleaving and dispersed MB
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allocation are especially powerful in combination with appropriate error concealment, i.e., when
the samples of a missing slice are surrounded by many samplesof correctly decoded slices.

Slice Group #0

Slice Group #1

Slice Group #2

Slice 
Group #0

Slice Group #1

Slice Group #2

Slice Group #0

Slice Group #1

Figure 3.15: Specific MB allocation maps: foreground slice groups with one left-over background
slice groups, checkerboard–like pattern with two slice groups, and sub–pictures within a picture.

Arbitrary Slice Ordering

Arbitrary Slice Ordering (ASO) allows that the decoding order of slices within a picture may not
follow the constraint that the address of the first MB within aslice is monotonically increasing
within the NAL unit stream for a picture. This permits, for example, to reduce decoding delay in
case of out–of–order delivery of NAL units.

Data Partitioning

In data partitioning mode, each slice can be separated in a header and motion information intra
information, and inter texture information by simply distributing the syntax elements to individual
partitions. Rather than just providing two partitions as in H.263 version 2 [H26b] and MPEG–
4 version 1 [MPG], one for header and motion information, andone for the coded transform
coefficients, H.264/AVC can generate three partitions by separating the second partition in intra
and inter information. Due to this reordering on syntax level, coding efficiency is not reduced, but
obviously the loss of individual partitions still results in error propagation. In addition, the design
is simplified by distributing the syntax elements to partitions, which are encoded in different NAL
unit types [SM01].

Intra Updates

H.264/AVC like most previous standards allows encoding image regions in Intra mode, i.e., with-
out reference to a previously coded frame. In a straightforward way completely Intra coded frames
might be inserted. However, note that H.264/AVC distinguishes IDR frames and ”open GOP” in-
tra frames whereby the latter ones do not provide the random access property as possibly frames
”before” the intra frame are used as reference for ”later” predictively coded frames. In addition,
intra information can be introduced for just parts of a predictively coded image. H.264/AVC al-
lows encoding of single MBs for regions that cannot be predicted efficiently or due to any other
case the encoder decides for non–predictive mode. The intramode can be modified such that intra
prediction from predictively coded MBs is disallowed. The corresponding constraint intra flag is
signaled in the PPS.
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Redundant slices

A redundant coded slice is a coded slice that is a part of a redundant coded picture which itself is
a coded representation of a picture that is not used in the decoding process if the corresponding
primary coded picture is correctly decoded. The redundant slice should be coded such that there is
no noticeable difference between any area of the decoded primary picture and a decoded redundant
picture.

Flexible Reference Frame Concept

H.264/AVC allows selecting reference frames in a flexible way on MB basis, provides the pos-
sibility to use two weighted reference signals for MB inter prediction, allows keeping frames in
short-term and long-term memory buffers for future reference, and finally it provides the possibil-
ity to introduce non-referenced frames. Therefore, the classical I, P, B frame concept is replaced by
a concept which can be exploited by the encoder for differentpurposes, for compression efficiency,
for bit-rate adaptivity, for error resilience, as well as for other features such as ahead-of-time trans-
mission of pre-stored commercials in real-time applications.

3.3.4 Stream Switching with H.264/AVC

Concepts

Bitstream switching provides a simple, yet powerful means tosupport bit-rate adaptivity in wireless
streaming environments. In this case, the transmitter streaming server stores the same content
encoded with different versions in terms of rate and quality. Assume that for each source unit
sn several versionsm = 1, . . . ,M can be generated. The versions are represented by individual
data unitsPn,m. Versions represent the encoding of the same video frame at different quality-rate
levels. The reconstructed version of each source unit is denoted asŝn,m. We restrict ourselves
in the following to the practical case where the spatial and temporal resolution as well as the
frame dependency structure for each version is of identicalstructure. Generalization to different
structures for each version is straightforward.

Figure 3.16 shows the concept of bitstream switching. In Figure 3.16a) the concept of provi-
sioning multiple versions and switching between the two is shown. These two versions result from
encoding of the same original video sequence with for example two different quantization param-
eters or two different target bit-rates. However, it is important that switching cannot take place at
arbitrary pictures as in this case a mismatch between the prediction chain at the encoder and the
decoder would occur as shown in Figure 3.16b). Therefore, each of these versions must include
means to randomly switch into it referred to as switching units. IDR pictures provide this feature as
shown in Figure 3.16c), but they are also costly in terms of compression efficiency (for an analysis
of bitstream switching for streaming, see [XZ05]).

SP-picture concept in H.264/AVC

The Switching–Predictive (SP)-picture concept in H.264/AVC [KK03] addresses the compression
efficiency issue of IDR pictures for the purpose of stream switching. Figure 3.17 shows the concept
for two versions: In this case, the streaming server not onlystores different versions of the same
content, but also Secondary SP (SSP)-pictures as well as Switching–Intra (SI)-pictures. As long
as the bit-rate does not change, efficient primary SP-pictures are transmitted at the pre-selected
possible switching points. If switching becomes necessary, one can rely on SSP or SI pictures.
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Figure 3.16: Bitstream Switching: a) Concept of provisioning two streamsand switching between
the two; b) Mismatch problem when switching arbitrarily; c)IDR frame switching

As SP frames can be identically reproduced by SSP or SI pictures mismatch free decoding for all
following predictive frames is ensured. An extension to more than two versions is straightforward,
but is omitted here for the sake of clarity.

The SP-picture concept allows applying predictive coding even in case of different reference
signals. This is accomplished by performing the MCP process in the transform domain rather
than in the spatial domain. The reference frame is quantizedwith a finer quantizer than the one
for the original frame before it is forwarded to the reference frame buffer. The resulting pri-
mary SP-pictures are placed in the encoded bitstream in regular intervals. Primary SP-pictures
are slightly less compression-efficient than regular P-picture, but significantly more efficient than
regular IDR-pictures. The major benefit results from the fact that the quantized reference signal
can be generated mismatch-free using any other prediction signal.

Note that within the SP picture concept in H.264/AVC, two different quantization parameters
exist: QPSP and QPSP2. The residual error signal, which is inserted in the primary bitstream, is
quantized with QPSP. Hence, the rate-distortion performance of the primary bitstream will greatly
depend on the choice of QPSP. The parameter QPSP2 is used to quantize the reconstructed image
and therefore will have implications on the quality of the prediction signal and the reconstructed
image. The quality of the prediction signal will finally alsoinfluence the residual error signal in
such a way that better prediction signals give smaller residual error signals and therefore require
less bit-rate for entropy coding. To generate the referencesignal without any previous dependen-
cies, SI-pictures can also be used, which are only slightly less inefficient than common I-pictures,
but can also be used for adaptive error resilience purposes.For more details on this unique feature
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Figure 3.17: Bitstream switching with SP- and SI-pictures in H.264/AVC.

within H.264/AVC the interested reader is referred to [KK03].
Also note that some preliminary work on bitstream switchingusing the SP picture concept for

congested links has been presented in [SG05] and [THG05] . The availability of different versions
will be integrated in the formalization in section 3.6 and will be applied also in a streaming system
design in chapter 9.

An Optimized Encoder for SSP/SI-Pictures

An encoder realization for generating primary SP-picturesis already included in the H.264/AVC
test model software. In addition, we have developed an optimized encoder for SSP-pictures, as
well as for SI-pictures. The main features are provided in the following; for details we refer
to [Wal04]. The respective encoder structure for SSP-pictures is shown in Figure 3.18. Here,
lower-case letters, e.g.,l, refer to quantized signals, while capital letters, e.g.,L, refer to non-
quantized signals. Furthermore, signals in the transform domain are indicated by the letter ”l”,
while signals in the pixel domain are indicated by the letter”f”. The individual meaning of a
signal, e.g.,pred for ”predicted”, can be concluded from its index.

According to Figure 3.18, we obtain the SSP-picture for switching from source stream 1 to
target stream 2 by extracting and combining information from the encoding of both versions. The
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encoding process for the secondary representations depends on the signallrec,2 that is generated in
the encoding and decoding process of the target primary SP-picture. We use the decoding process
of target stream 2 for exportinglrec,2 as shown in Figure 3.18. Secondary SP (SSP) picture encoding
also requires the prediction signalLpred,1. In our implementation,Lpred,1 is generated using all
reference framesFref,1, which are available by decoding source stream 1. For SI-pictures the same
concept applies with the only difference that the prediction signal can be computed without any
signals exported from stream 1.

It is also worth to mention that the straight-forward approach to simply use the prediction signal,
motion vectors, and modes from encoding/decoding the primary source stream 1 is not efficient:
The partition modes and the motion vectors chosen for encoding the primary SP pictures do not
necessarily fit well for encoding the SSP and result in a suboptimal prediction signal with a large
prediction errorlerr,1→2. This implies that coding efficiency is low, as the residual has to be encoded
without any further quantization. Hence, a prediction signalLpred,1 is required which minimizes the
residual. Since no restrictions apply onLpred,1, we can optimize it by using all available reference
framesFref,1. Classical operational rate-distortion optimization as used in the H.264/AVC test
model and presented in subsection 3.2.5 is applied. However, the encoded SSP shall be identical
to the primary SP-reconstruction of the target stream. The objective of the motion estimation
and compensation must therefore be to match the reconstructed primary target frameFrec,2, rather
than the original frameForig. With this modified mode selection we save up to10% in bits for
SSP-picture coding compared to the case when we use the prediction signal optimized toForig.
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Figure 3.19: Average frame sizes for switching SP-frames over the quantization parameter QP.

In Figure 3.19 the average frame sizes for switching SP-frames are compared over the quanti-
zation parameter QP of the original signal for a typical testsignal. The dashed curves show the
SSP-frame sizes when the original source picture is used formotion compensated prediction in the
operational rate-distortion optimization, whereas the solid curves were generated using the recon-
structed primary SP-frame as the target picture for prediction. It is observed that savings of SSP
bit-rate from 4% up to almost 10% are possible by applying this optimization. For more details
on additional encoding results as well as the exact encoder implementation we refer to [SG05]
and [Wal04].
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Experimental Results and Guidelines on Quantization Parameter Selection for SP-pictures

Following the brief introduction of the SP-picture concept, some selected performance results as
well as guidelines for the use of SP-pictures are discussed.All coding results are generated for
specifically constructed video sequence consisting of alternating scenes with high and low motion
as well as high and low detail levels. The test sequence is encoded with a GOP size of 30 frames
with the following structure: X1-B3-B4-P2-B6-B7-P5--B28-P26-B29-B30, where the first frame
in each GOP X1 is either a (primary or secondary) SP- or an IDR-frame. In any case, the very first
frame of the sequence is always an IDR-frame.

In a first set of experiments, we compare the rate-distortionperformance of SP-frames encoded
with different settings for the quantization parameters QPSP and QPSP2 to the standard frame
types I and P. The source video sequence is encoded using fourdifferent quantization parameters10

28, 32, 36 and 40. These serve as the main quantizers QP for allI-, P-, and B-frames of the
sequence. For the selection of the SP quantizers, three different rules are applied to illustrate the
impact on primary and secondary SP-frame coding efficiency:

1. QPSP = QP-2 and QPSP2 = QP-3,

2. QPSP = QP and QPSP2 = QP-6,

3. QPSP = QP-4 and QPSP2 = QP-1.

Figure 3.20a) shows the rate distortion performance in terms of PSNR over the average frame
size for the GOP boundary frames X with being either an I-, P-,or primary SP-picture. Note that
the P-picture performance is only shown as a reference case.
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Figure 3.20: PSNR over average frame size in bits for different coding types of the GOP bound-
aries; (a) GOP boundary only (b) entire sequence.

Comparing I and P frames, I frames have significantly worse coding efficiency. However, note
that the quality of I-frames for the same quantization parameter is consistently better by about 1
dB than that of P-frames. For SP-frame coding, especially for rule 2) from above it is obvious that
primary SP frames can approximately achieve P-frame codingefficiency. Setting the quantizer
QPSP2 to even lower values would further improve the coding efficiency of SP-frames but the

10For the applied test model JM3.6 the quantization parameteris 12 higher than for JM1.7 and is identical to the
one of the final standard.
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P-frame performance cannot be exceeded. Therefore, by observation from the graph, it is obvious
that further reductions of QPSP2 will be of little benefits. Using higher values for the QPSP2
according to rule 1) and 3) degrades the SP-frame quality.

However, as the SP-frames are also used for reference, the selection of the QPSP strongly affects
the rate-distortion performance of the entirely encoded sequence. This is shown Figure 3.20b)
where rate distortion performance in terms of PSNR over the average frame size for all frames of
the sequence is shown. One can observe that even though the coding efficiency of quantization rule
2) results in a similar performance of SP-frames and P-frames, such SP-frames are much worse
reference frames and therefore lead to a degradation in coding efficiency for the complete stream.
When applying one of the other two rules this effect is less prominent, they achieve better total
rate-distortion performance and are therefore more suitable.

The performance of SP-frames is relevant for the regular transmission. The performance of the
secondary representations is relevant for the switching case. As the reconstructed picture of pri-
mary and secondary representation is identical, for performance comparison of different schemes
only the frame size of SSP- and SI-frames matter.

Figure 3.21 shows the resulting average frame size in bits ofthe secondary representation
(switching frame) over the main quantization parameter QP of the version that is being switched
to (target version). In Figure 3.21a) the average size of SI-frames using the three different QPSP
and QPSP2-rules is compared and also the I-frame performance is shown. SI frames perform
always worse than I-frames. We also observe that the frame size of the SI-frame is almost exclu-
sively determined by the quantization parameter QPSP2: Higher values of QPSP2 result in smaller
secondary frame sizes.
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Figure 3.21: Average frame size in bits over main quantization parameter for different coding
types of the GOP boundaries

In Figure 3.21b) the average size for SSP-frames is comparedto that of I- and SI-frames. Rule
1) from above is applied for SSP frame quantization. All curves show only three points instead
of four, as SSP-frames are generated for switching to a different version. Most of the aspects
we already mentioned for SI-frames also hold for SSP-framesbut note that SSP frames yield
significantly lower frame sizes than SI-frames. However, with the quantization parameters chosen
according to rule 1), the SSP-frame sizes are bigger than I-frame sizes. Note that rule 3) reduces
the SSP frame sizes by approximately 5% to 10%, whereas applying rule 2) increases the frame
sizes by approximately 20% and is therefore not shown. Also note that generally switching up
from a lower quality to higher quality stream will require more bits than switching down to the
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lower quality stream.
We will briefly summarize the most important results and provide some guidelines for the selec-

tion of the quantization parameters QPSP and QPSP2.

• The primary SP-frame rate-distortion performance is influenced by both QPSP and QPSP2.
The size of a secondary representation is only related to QPSP2.

• SI-frames are always larger than regular I-frames, SSP-frames can potentially be smaller
than I-frames, depending on the choice of quantization parameters and the actual video se-
quence.

• In order to achieve high coding efficiency for regular streams, it is important that the inserted
SP-frames generate high quality reference frames, achieved by low QPSP.

• An estimation of ratio of secondary representations to primary SP-frames in a specific sce-
nario is essential for the appropriate selection of the quantization parameters: If many secon-
daries frames are expected, QPSP2 should be maximized and rule 3) from above is appropri-
ate. In case mainly primary SP-frames are transmitted, the primary stream coding efficiency
should be optimized and rule 1) is more appropriate.

3.4 Scalable Video Coding

3.4.1 Background

As already outlined, scalable source coding refers to a source coder which simultaneously provides
encodings of the same data source at different quality levels in one coded representation. Unlike
for model sources or speech samples with usually only the distortion defining the quality levels, for
video the quality can be changed in basically in three dimensions, namely the spatial resolution,
the temporal resolution or frame rate, and the quantizationdistortion.

A huge amount of research has been conducted in the area of scalable video coding and, re-
cently, new efforts within the Scalable Video Coding (SVC) group of MPEG have been quite far
progressed to come up with a new scalable video coding standard. In the following we concen-
trate on some concepts and standard relevant developments,and introduce a FGS extensions of
a test model version of H.264/AVC to show the potentials of scalable video in network environ-
ments. Motivated by the successes in embedded still image coding pioneered by Shapiro’s EZW
coding algorithm [Sha93b] and Said and Pearlman’s SPIHT coder [SP96] extensions to video
have been introduced. Rate–scalable, embedded video codingwas first proposed by Taubman and
Zakhor [TZ94] using 3–D subband coding. Based on this ground–breaking work, a number of em-
bedded 3–D video coding algorithms such as in [Ohm94, CW99, KXP00, HW00] were proposed
which combine 3–D subband coding with motion compensation.Many of these methods have been
rediscovered and refined, and have been evaluated for SVC within MPEG. A detailed summary
of different technologies is for example presented in [Tau03]. However, surprisingly enough, after
considering many complex methods, the methods finally adopted in SVC are quite similar to those
presented in the PTVC as introduced in 3.4.2.

After some first attempts in MPEG-2 and H.263 to add scalable extensions, in MPEG–4 version
2 scalability has been extended under the acronym FGS [Li01]to allow for a larger number of
layers. To avoid additional complexity and motion drift effects for the error signal between the
original signal and the reconstructed signal in the common MPEG–4 base layer an intra frame
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coding method. Despite its simplicity the resulting low compression efficiency prohibited the use
of the FGS in any practical application. Non–standard compliant extensions have been discussed in
the literature where compression efficiency is increased atthe expense of motion drift effects in the
lower layers, see e.g. [WLZ01] or [vdSR02]. Along these lines we have introduced in [BSM+01b,
SB01, BSM+01a] an extension to an early H.264 test model, namely TML5, which uses the MCP
process of this test model, but a different coding for the texture.

3.4.2 Progressive Texture Video Coding

Scalable video coding basically has a fundamental problem in combination with MCP: The en-
coder incorporates a model of the decoder which assumes thatall encoded information has been
received and properly decoded. If the decoder receives justparts of the encoded bit–stream, the
encoder basically can operate in one of three principles:

• it can apply multiple MCP stages in encoder an decoder resulting in high complexity and
lower compression efficiency,

• the reference signals in the decoder and the decoder in the encoder are allowed to differ to
some extent resulting in mismatches and degraded quality, or

• the enhancement layer ignores temporal redundancy resulting in significantly reduced com-
pression efficiency.

As we opt for reasonable complexity decoders, the proposed PTVC avoids multiple decoding loops
and is based on an efficient mixture of the latter two principles. The goal in the design of the PTVC
is a minimum change of most of the features in H.264 but also toprovide an embedded bit–stream
and good compression efficiency.

The PTVC is based on the H.26L test model TML5.0 which has beenmodified to perform mo-
tion estimation and compensation only, i.e., the coding of transform coefficients has been disabled.
TML5.0 supports only parts of the final H.264/AVC features, namely block based motion compen-
sation with variable vector block sizes for each MB with vector blocks of square or rectangular
shape, MCP with quarter–pel accuracy, backward–predictiononly, and multiple reference frames.

Instead of the regular texture coding in TML5.0 with quantization, run–length coding and UVLC
entropy coding, an embedded bit–plane coding is used to codeI frames and the DFD resulting
from the MCP process. The resulting packet for each frame consists of the combination of the
TML5.0 control and motion information and the progressively coded texture bit–stream. Here,
we only give a brief overview of the codec. For a detailed description of the PTVC we refer
to [Buc00], [BSM+01b] and [BSM+01a]. To simplify the codec description and to focus on the
main features we present a simplified version of the PTVC in the following. We omit the presen-
tation of intra–frame coding, the loop–filter operation, and the prediction from multiple reference
frames although all these features are included in the PTVC.The motion apparatus is identical to
TML5.0 including a block based motion compensation with variable vector block sizes for each
MB and quarter–pel motion vector accuracy.

The simplified encoder is depicted in Figure 3.22. We assume that the input video is pre–
processed such that constant frame ratefs is achieved and, therefore, the discrete time–indext
specifies each frame. Assume that the reference frame buffercontains a video framẽst−1. The
video framest at timet is processed as follows: the PTVC encoder performs motion estimation
for st referencing̃st−1. The resulting motion vectors are used in the MCP process and the motion–
compensated frame is subtracted from the input framest. For each color component the resulting
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Figure 3.22: Simplified open loop PTVC encoder.

DFD is then encoded to obtain an embedded bit–stream for eachframe. For this, the4 × 4 integer
transform from TML5.0 is applied and the coefficients of the entire frame are arranged into 16
subbands, such that, for example, all DC coefficients are arranged in the upper left subband.

The quantization and entropy coding applied to the DFD is similar to techniques used in SPIHT
and JPEG–2000 based on bit-plane and context-based arithmetic coding. For each bit encountered
in the bitplane representation of the absolute values of a given coefficient, a distinction is made
between significance and refinement bits as shown in Figure 3.23. Significance bits are those bits
indicating whether a given coefficient has already become significant, i.e., whether its Most Signif-
icant Bit (MSB) has already shown up in a given bitplane. Everybit below the MSB is interpreted
as a so–called refinement bit. The remaining spatial correlations of the significance information
within a subband are exploited by applying adaptive context–based arithmetic coding. Similar
concepts were applied later in the CABAC entropy coding modesof H.264/AVC [MSW03]. In
contrast to significance bits, refinement bits usually show only weak spatial correlations and could
be considered as uniformly and independently distributed.The bitplane coding process is divided
into three different scans of each bitplane. The first scan operates on non–singular significance
information, that means, in this scan only those bits will becoded, which are significance bits and
which have at least one significant neighbor. For this purpose, the significance coding routine and,
if an MSB is encountered, the sign coding routine are used. Inthe second scan the refinement
bits are coded. The third scan finally collects all remainingbits, which have not been coded, by
either of the two preceding scans using the same coding routines as in the first pass. All bits of
the coefficients are visited and examined in raster scan order within a given subband. The actual
coding, however is performed according to the scan conditions. The processing of the subbands is
performed in global zig-zag scan within each bit plane.

The context formation for encoding of significance bits and sign bits is done by mapping a
neighborhood of the related coefficient to a reduced number of context states. Coding of signif-
icance bits is performed by using a context which depends on the significance state of the local
8-neighborhood. The 256 states are quantized to three final contexts which describe the activity of
the neighbors (no, low, high activity). Sign bits are coded with a context depending on sign and
significance states of the local 4-neighborhood. This routine is only invoked, when a coefficient
indicates its significance for the first time. Refinement bits are coded with one single statistical
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Figure 3.23: Bitplane representation of the absolute values of a coefficient.

model.

The control data and motion vectors are coded with UVLC just as in TML5.0. Data of a single
encoded frame, namely control information, motion vectors, and the independently coded texture
information for each color component are multiplexed as follows: The control and motion vector
data is put in the beginning of the video stream. Then the texture information is added such that
first RY bytes from the Y bitstream, one from U, and one from Y are appended. This is repeated
until all symbols of all color components within the currentframe have been distributed.

This ordering of the bit–stream results in an index sequenceI[1:M ],t and progressive binary rep-
resentationB[1:M ],t for each input framest. B[1:M ],t consists ofM prefixesB[1:m],t which allows
reconstructingst atM different rates. Whereas the first part containing the control and motion
data usually has at least a few hundred bits, the texture partis completely progressive in the sense
that any bit enhances the reconstruction quality. Therefore, all layersm > 1 can be as small as one
bit. This presentation concludes the forward part of the encoder.

Since the decoder is part of the encoder as in any other hybridvideo coding scheme we continue
with presentation of the decoder before presenting the backward path in the encoder. The schematic
decoder is shown in Figure 3.24. Assume that the reference frame buffer contains a video frame
s′t−1 and a certain bit–sequenceB[1:m̆],t is received where the received bit–sequence might be
shorter than the original bit–sequence, i.e.,m̆ ≤ M . The bit–sequence is mapped to a received
index sequencêI[1:m̆],t and is appropriately demultiplexed to obtain control and motion vector data
as well as one progressive bit–stream for each color component. Reconstruction of the texture data
is then performed in reverse order of encoding – arithmetic decoding, bit–plane reconstruction,
subband decomposition and inverse integer transform. Texture decoding results in a reconstructed
DFD at the decoder. The sum of the DFD and the motion compensated reference frame is the
reconstructed video framêst at timet.

In a similar way as the decoder generates the reconstructed frame, the encoder produces the
reference framẽst. However, instead of using the indices of all layersI[1:M ],t, the encoder might
used just parts of it, namely the first̃m ≤ M parts. The sum of the reconstructed DFD and the
motion compensated reference frame result in the new reference framẽst at timet and is forwarded
to the reference frame buffer. The number of layers used for the generation of the reference signal
m̃ are signaled in the bit–stream as part of the control data.
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The new reference frame at the decoders′t is in general not identical to the reconstructed frame
ŝt. If the received number of layers̆m is at least as high as the signalled reference layerm̃, i.e.,
m̃ ≤ m̆, then the reconstruction of the reference frame at the decoder is performed using the first
m̃ parts just as done for the reconstructed and displayed frameŝt. If the number of received layers
m̆ is below the signalled number of̃m, i.e.,m̃ > m̆, then the decoded and displayed frameŝt and
the reference frame at the decoders′t are identical. However, note that in this case the reference
frame in encoder and decoder are different, i.e.,s̃t 6= s′t, which results in a mismatch.

Although the encoder and the decoder have to reconstruct twoframes at each time instantt, the
same motion compensation signal can be used and the bit–plane reconstruction is for the signal
reconstructed with lower number of layer is already included in the one for the higher number of
layer. Therefore, the complexity of the second reconstruction is quite small.

3.4.3 Rate Control and Reference Frame Layer Selection

Similarly to regular video codecs, the PTVC has several options to be selected during the encoding
and transmission process. However, due to the progressive nature of the coded signal, additional
flexibility is given to the encoder. Basically, the encoder has to select the number of transmitted
layers,m̄ ≤ M , and the number of layers used for the reference signal,m̃ ≤ M for each source
framest. Whereas the selection of the transmitted layers can be viewed as a rate control scheme,
the selection of the reference frame layer is crucial for thetrade–off between a high–quality ref-
erence signal (̃m should be as high as possible) and a mismatch in case that the same reference
frame can not be reconstructed at the receiver, i.e.,m̆ < m̃ such that˜̆m 6= m̃ (m̃ should be as low
as possible to allow dropping of refinement information).

We apply consistent notation as introduced in subsection 3.2.5. We consider a sequence of
Ns video framesst coded with the PTVC encoder resultingM layer andM rate–distortion pairs
denoted asrt,m anddt,m, respectively. Again we assume that this data is known by appropriate
measurements at the encoder, and that both, the ratesrt,m are monotonically increasing with the
layer indexm, and the distortionsdt,m are monotonically decreasing with increasing ratert,m, and
layer indexm. Note the latter assumption on the distortions can only be guaranteed on average,
but not for eachst. As all layersm > 1 represent the progressively coded texture, we assume
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bit–granularity for these layers, i.e.,

∀m=2,...,M rt,m = rt,m−1 + 1.

The maximum allowed rate of the control and motion data,rmv, is fixed before the encoding pro-
cess. The encoding process guarantees that the rate of layer, rt,1, which contains control and
motion vector data is belowrmv if rmv is reasonably selected. Usually, we use forrmv a value of
about25% of the expected transmission rate. In the unlikely case thatin a first encoding attempt
rt,1 exceedsrmv, the motion estimation process is repeated by excluding more and more ”bit-rate
costly” MCP modes untilrt,1 ≤ rmv. In case that the first layer cannot be reconstructed, we assume
that previous frame concealment is applied, i.e.,st is reconstructed with̃st−1. s̃0 is assumed to be
an all grey frame. For completeness, we add a rate–distortion pair form = 0 with rt,0 , 0, and
the distortiondt,0 is defined by the distortion when reconstructingst with s̃t−1.

For the selection of the reference frame layer we distinguish two different modes. In a first
mode we assume that the encoder exactly knows the available number of bits for the transmission
of sourcest, specified by some numberrc,t. In this mode, referred to asknown decoding layer
mode, it is obvious that the encoder chooses the reference frame layerm̃t such that reference
signals̃t is as good as possible, i.e.,

∀t m̃t = arg max
m=1,...,M

rt,m such that rt,m ≤ rc,t. (3.24)

Then, the PTVC basically operates like any other single layer coder. The reconstructed and dis-
played frame at the decoder,ŝt, the reference frame at the encoder,s̃t, and the reference frame at
the decoder,s′t, are identical.

In the unknown decoding layermode, the encoder is not aware of the channel raterc,t−1, and
consequently the highest layer the decoder can access is nota priori known to the encoder. There-
fore, the encoder specifies the reference frame layerm̃t to an arbitrary number, possibly taking into
account the tradeoff between high–quality reference frames and reference frame mismatch with re-
sulting drift effects between encoder and decoder. The performance trade–off will be discussed in
further details in subsection 3.5.3.

For common hybrid video coder, as discussed in subsection 3.2.5, the rate is controlled by the
selection of an appropriate QP for each video framest. For the PTVC, like for any other embedded
source coder based on bitplane coding, the rate can directlybe controlled by selecting the rate
rt,m for eachst. To be consistent with the previous notation, the encoder has to select an optimal
transmission layer̄mt. For a low–delay mode, again a CBR rate control is applied. Assuming again
a constant transmission bit-rateR and a constant frame ratefs, the channel rate for each frame is
constant and determined asrc,,R/fs. With the previously discussed assumptionrmv ≤ rc,t, the
optimum transmission layer is determined as

∀t=1,...,Ns
m̄∗
t = arg max

m=1,...,M
rt,m such that rm,t = rc,t. (3.25)

For scenarios as discussed for the VBR rate control in subsection 3.2.5, we are only interested
that some average rate constraint is maintained. Whereas forhybrid video coders the average
rate is controlled by the QP, for the PTVC we propose the direct application of the Lagrangian
formulation according to (3.17) whereby the average rate iscontrolled by the Lagrangian parameter
λPTVC. Therefore, when using a VBR rate control, we select the optimal transmission layer̄m∗

t for
each video framest as

∀t=1,...,Ns
m̄∗
t = arg max

m̄=1,...,M
(dt,m̄ + λPTVCrt,m̄) . (3.26)
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The transmission layer selection according to (3.26) is performed in a greedy way meaning that the
results of encoding process of framest are used for the selection of transmission layer for frame
st+1. In case that the channel transmission rate is unknown at encoding time, e.g. when offline
encoding is performed, then the procedure according to (3.26) is carried out for the selection of the
optimal reference frame layer̃m∗

t during the encoding process.
Note that in case that the encoding including the selection of the reference layer has been per-

formed offline, regardless if the reference layers where chosen arbitrary or with the procedure
according to (3.26), then for the selection of the transmission layer according to (3.26) additional
effort is necessary for optimized performance: Namely, if the transmission layer for a certain video
framest is chosen such that̄m∗

t < m̃t, then the distortion for framest+1, dt+1,m, has to be recom-
puted for allm as the drift has not been considered in the offline distortioncomputation. As the
drift effect propagates, this computation has to be repeated for all si with i > t.

3.4.4 Group-of-Picture Interleaving

For applications with relaxed delay constraints it is desirable to generate a progressive bit–stream
not just for each source framest, but also for a Group-of-Picture (GOP) consisting ofNGOP video
frames. For the PTVC, this is accomplished by interleaving the individual embedded bit–streams
B[1:Mt],t for all t = 1, . . . , NGOP to obtain a single embedded bit–streamB[1:MGOP] with MGOP ,
∑NGOP

t=1 Mt for an entire GOP. In the following we treat a GOP as an independent sequence for
which the first frame is an I frame and the remaining frames arepredictively coded.

For the decoder to be able to reconstruct the individual bit–streamsB[1:m̆t],t we introduce the
interleaving weightwil ,t for each frame in the GOP wherebywil ,t can be any positive integer. The
NGOP and thewil ,t for each frame are transmitted in a UVLC coded form as a small header for each
GOP. With thewil ,t and the received bit–streamB[1:m̆GOP] available, the decoder reconstructs the
bit–stream for each individual frameB[1:m̆t],t by

1. starting with video framet = 1,

2. taking the nextwil ,t bytes fromB[1:m̆GOP],

3. appending these bytes toB[1:m̆t],t,

4. increasing the frame numbert by one unlesst is equal toNGOP, then sett = 1,

5. going back to 2 until the end ofB[1:m̆GOP] is reached.

Basically, the encoder can choose the interleaving weightswil ,t arbitrarily. We define two modes
of operation for the encoder. In a fixed mode the encoder only selects the interleaving weight of
the first frame, the I-frame in our case, whereas the interleaving weights for all other frames are
chosen to 1, i.e.,∀t=2,...,NGOP wil ,t = 1.

In the optimized mode, the encoder first performs the rate control according to (3.26) to obtain
the optimal transmission layer̄m∗

t , then selects an arbitrary interleaving weight for the firstframe,
wil ,1, and finally chooses the interleaving weights for the remaining frames as

∀t=2,...,NGOP wil ,t =

⌈
rt,m̄∗twil ,1

rt,m̄∗1

⌉

. (3.27)

In case of offline encoding with unknown transmission rate atencoding time, the selection of
the interleaving weights is not performed based on the optimal transmission layer̄m∗

t , but on the
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reference frame layer̃mt selected in the encoding process. With this information, the entire GOP
can be interleaved right after encoding and the resulting progressive bit–stream for the entire GOP,
B[1:MGOP], can be stored at the transmitter. In addition, with this predefined bit–stream structure,
the rate–distortion pairs for the entire GOP, denoted asrm anddm with m = 1, . . . ,MGOP, can
be precomputed. Thereby, the drift effects have to be taken into account for all rate–distortion
pairs, for which at least one frame is decoded based on a reference frame which does not match
the reference frame in the encoding process.

3.5 Performance of Video Coders

In the following we will give a brief insight into different coding and encoding technologies. The
focus is less on absolute values but rather in the comparisondifferent technologies. All simulations
are carried out using the QCIF test sequenceForeman(30 Hz, 300 frames,176 × 144 pels) at a
constant frame rate offs = 10 Hz and for an IPPP. . . -coded sequence. Unless stated otherwise,
an intra period ofPI = 100 is applied.

3.5.1 Variable Bit-rate Coding

In this section we compare the performance of the PTVC to well-known standard reference video
codecs. We will use VBR rate control according to (3.22) for the standard codecs and (3.26) for
the PTVC. Figure 3.25 shows the performance in terms of average PSNR over the bit-rateR for
QCIF, Foreman with frame ratefs = 10 fps. Consistently from MPEG-4 simple profile (SP) to
advanced simple profile (ASP) over TML5.0 the quality is increasing to JM1.7 which is almost
identical to the performance of the final standard. Note thatthe performance of JM1.7 is such
that the bit-rate is reduced to less than 60% compared to MPEG-4 SP. The PTVC outperforms all
MPEG-4 codecs but is inferior to TML5.0 due to the modified texture coding. However, overall
the PTVC approach is good enough for further investigations.
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Figure 3.25: Performance of different video coding standards using VBR encoding for QCIF,
Foreman with frame ratefs = 10 fps.
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3.5.2 Low-Delay Constant Bit-rate Coding

In this section we compare the performance of the PTVC to well-known standard reference video
codecs for CBR rate control according to (3.21) for the standard codecs and (3.25) for the PTVC.
Figure 3.26 shows the performance in terms of average PSNR,PSNR, over the bit-rateR for
QCIF, Foreman with frame ratefs = 10 fps compared to the VBR approach. In any case the
losses due to the rate control are obvious. However these losses are more severe for the JM1.7
than for the PTVC. Therefore, for the PTVC the use of the CBR rate control is sufficient. Further
investigations on the improvement of the PTVC VBR rate control are necessary.
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Figure 3.26: Performance of different video coding standards using VBR encoding for QCIF,
Foreman with frame ratefs = 10 fps.

3.5.3 Unknown Transmission Bit-rate

In a third set of experiments we investigate the scenario in which the transmission bit-ratert is not
known prior to encoding. Standard hybrid coders fail to transmit video if the coding rate exceeds
the transmission bit-rate. For the PTVC like for any scalable coder this is different. However, the
encoder has to select the indexm̃ to generate appropriate reference frames. In the sequel we apply
CBR rate control for ease of implementation and due to only marginal loss compared to VBR. We
define a feedback bit-raterf in a sense such that the reference frames are reconstructed by Im̃ with
m̃ = rf/fs. If the transmission bit-rate is identical to the feedback bit-rate, i.e.,rt = rf , we have
the same performance as discussed for CBR rate control (see Figure 3.26). Figure 3.27 shows the
performance in terms of average PSNR,PSNR, over the bit-rateR for QCIF, Foreman with frame
ratefs = 10 fps for different cases including the matching case withrt = rf .

In contrast to the matching case, if the transmission bit-rate exceeds the feedback bit-rate, i.e.,
rt ≥ rf , the decoder generates reference frames according toÎ ˜̆m = Im̃. This case is related to the
successive refinement idea, i.e., a good quality is gradually enhanced. Despite the reference frames
in encoder and decoder are identical, the latter part of the received bit-stream which the decoder
can access for representation, is not used to generate the reference frames such that the reference
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frames are in average of lower quality than the decoded frames. Figure 3.27 forrf = 32 kbit/s over
the transmission bit-ratert shows a typical behaviour. Note that virtually any transmission bit-rate
rt can be supported by this scheme. A very slow increase of quality with increasing transmission
bit-rate is visible. Similar performance is reported by theMPEG-4 FGS approach [Li01] as also
shown in Figure 3.27. Although the base layer has higher quality, the PTVC cannot perform better
for higher bit-rates. The reason is due to the low quality reference frames and the almost ”white”
residuum.

In contrast, if the channel can not support the feedback bit-rate, i.e.,rt < rf , the decoder
generates reference frames according toÎ ˜̆m = Irt/fs

. This case is more related to the graceful
degradation case. Then, the reference frames in encoder anddecoder differ as̃̆m 6= m̃. Therefore,
encoder and decoder predict from different reference frames and drift is introduced into the MCP
process. In Figure 3.27 the performance forrf = {32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128} kbit/s is shown.
Obviously, this drift results in an immediate decrease of the quality even if the transmission bit-
ratert is only slightly below the feedback bit-raterf . In this case only the frequent introduction
of intra frames to completely remove the drift as initially introduced in [BSM+01b] can provide
satisfying quality. This mismatch can only be circumventedby addition intra information.
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Figure 3.27: Performance over transmission bit-rate for the PTVC with different feedback bit-
rates, QCIF, Foreman with frame ratefs = 10 fps.

3.5.4 GOP Transmission Rate

As observed from Figure 3.27, in case of a mismatch and the transmission rate below the feed-
back rate,rt < rf , updates in terms intra frames are necessary. Obviously, the more frequent intra
frames are introduced, the better is the compensation of mismatches, but also the worse is the com-
pression efficiency. Therefore, we we conduct a simulation,for which we allow the modification of
the intra frame frequencyPI . Figure 3.28 shows the performance in terms ofPSNR over transmis-
sion bit-rateR for the PTVC with different feedback bit-rates and different GOP sizesPI , QCIF,
Foreman with frame ratefs = 10 fps. It is observed that the loss of compression efficiency for low
GOP sizes such asNGOP = 5 are in general difficult to compensate and they are only reasonable if
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a high variance of the transmission rate and the feedback rate can be expected. However, in general
relatively high feedback rates with relatively low intra frequencies, e.g.NGOP = 20 andrf = 64 or
rf = 96 kbit/s can provide very good quality over a wide range of transmission bit-rates. A main
conclusions from these is results is also that for the purpose of compensating the mismatch only,
the introduction of entire intra frames limits the performance quite significantly.
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Figure 3.28: Performance over transmission bit-rate for the PTVC with different feedback bit-
rates and different GOP sizes, QCIF, Foreman with frame ratefs = 10 fps.

3.6 Formalization of Pre-Encoded Data

3.6.1 Abstraction of Progressively Coded Sources

Progressively coded sources will be used quite frequently in the remainder of this work. Therefore,
for simplified and general presentation of different algorithms it is reasonable and convenient to
abstract the presentation of a progressively coded source realizations as well as its packetization
to a dependent sequence of packets. Assume that this source realizations has assigned a certain
operational rate–distortion characteristic, or equivalently some generic rate–quality functionQ(R)
whereR denotes the total amount of bits used for representation to obtain qualityQ(R). Although
we will almost exclusively pick the PSNR or the MSE as fidelitycriterion, we continue with the
generic expression. We further assume that for any sources the rate–quality functionQ(R) is
monotonically non–decreasing with increasing rateR11.

Usually, the transmission over realistic channels requires an appropriate packetization of any
sources, specifically of progressively coded source. Therefore, we asssume that before transmis-
sion the source is packetized inM entities, whereby the size (in bits) of each individual layer m is

11This assumption is not necessarily true for any source realization and any good source coder if the set of recon-
struction points for source coder realization of higher rates or equivalently higher layers does not include the set of
reconstruction points of all lower layers, e.g. in case of MSVQ. However, for higher dimensional sources such as still
images or video frames the probability that this happens vanishes.
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denoted askm. For convenience we define the sum up to layerm for all m = 1, . . . ,M as

Km ,

m∑

i=0

km, (3.28)

andK0 , 0 by definition. The packetization might be determined by the underlying packet net-
work or might be an optimization parameter as will be shown insection 5.4. An important pa-
rameter in the optimization of transmission systems is the definition of how important a certain
transport unit or packet is for the reconstruction quality at the receiver. Therefore, we define the
importance,Im, of a certain packetPm containing layerm, as the amount by which the quality at
the receiver increases if this packet is correctly decoded.In case of the packetization of a progres-
sively coded source with rate–quality functionQ(R) the importance for all layerm = 1, . . . ,M is
easily defined as

Im , Q (Km) −Q (Km−1) . (3.29)

Note that with this definition, the qualityQm, achievable by decoding up to layerm is easily
computed as

Qm , Q0 +
m∑

i=1

Im. (3.30)

. For notational convenience we defineI , {I1, . . . , IM}.
Assume now packetized transmission of each layer: The observed channel for layerm at a

receiver is defined asCm , 1 {layerm available}. Hence, combination of a certain observed
channel sequenceC = {C1, . . . , CM}, with (3.29) yields the following expression for the (actual)
received quality:

Q(I,C) , Q0 +
m∑

m=1

ImCm
m∏

m=1

Cm. (3.31)

More important than the actually received quality in (3.31)for system design and optimization is
the expected quality. The channel behavior sequenceĈ , {Ĉ1, . . . , ĈM}, is in general random, with
Ĉm ∈ {0, 1} the random variable indicating whether layerm is received successfully (̂Cm = 1), or
lost (Ĉm = 0). The received quality, denoted asQ(I, Ĉ) is non-deterministic and depends on the
randomness of the channel and the specific realizationĈ. A suited single measure to estimate the
performance of a system is the expected quality defined as

E
{

Q(I, Ĉ)
}

,
∑

C∈{0,1}N

Q(I,C) Pr{Ĉ = C} (3.32)

= Q0 +
M∑

m=1

Im Pr{Ĉm = 1}. (3.33)

Important for several rate allocation algorithms to work well is the assumption of a convex rate–
quality functionQ(R). However, it usually sufficient that the packetized versionof the progres-
sively coded source is convex in the quality–rate function which can be equivalently expressed as
Im ≥ Im+1 for all m = 1, . . . ,M − 1. Monotonicity is expressed that for all layerm = 1, . . . ,M
the importanceIm is non–negative, i.e.,Im ≥ 0.
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3.6.2 General Framework for Transmitting Pre-Encoded Data

Progressive coding allows easy integration of video data into packet networks with varying QoS.
However, also for non-progressive media, a formalized description of packetized media is quite
desirable for different reasons. We introduce a formalizeddescription of the encoding, transmis-
sion and decoding process of a specific source following the definitions in [CM06]. However,
some extensions and modifications are necessary to address all our considered use cases. Despite
we will focus on video transmission in the following, the presented concepts are applicable to any
multimedia data. The formalized description represents anextension of the abstraction for pack-
etized progressively coded sources by additionally introducing timing, partial dependencies, and
different encoded versions of one and the same source signal.

Such formalized descriptions of the encoded multimedia arerequired for efficient media stream-
ing algorithms being able to make good decisions during the transmission process [CM06]. The
description relies on the concept of data units, directed acyclic graphs and dependencies, quality
versions, loss concealment, timing models, and the definition of the importance of data units.

Data Units

Following the presentation in chapter 2,sourceunitssn, n = 1, . . . , N , (i.e., video frames) are en-
coded and mapped one-to-one todata unitsPn (i.e., packets). Any advanced packetization modes,
such as flexible macroblock ordering, slice structured coding, or packet interleaving schemes could
be considered according to [CM06] as any source structure canbe represented as an directed
acyclic graph. However, for the moment we restrict ourselves to video where each video frame
is transported in a separate packet. To specify decoding dependencies among data units, we write
n′ ≺ n if Pn′ is required to decodePn. Furthermore, each source unit (and hence each data unit)
has assigned a DTSτDTS,n representing the latest time instant the data unitPn must be decoded to be
useful. The decoding time is relative toτDTS,1, which is assumed to be 0 without loss of generality.
Data unit indices are ordered with increasing DTSτDTS,n.

3.6.3 Dependencies and Versions

According to [CM06], regardless of how many media objects there are in a multimedia presenta-
tion, and regardless of what algorithms are used for encoding and packetizing those media objects,
the result is a set of data units for the presentation which can be represented as a directed acyclic
graph. Each node of the graph corresponds to a data unit, and each edge of the graph directed
from data unitn′ to data unitn corresponds to a dependence of data unitn on data unitn′. That
is to say, in order for data unitn to be decoded, data unitn′ must also be decoded. This induces
a partial order between data units, for which we writen′ ≺ n if n is an ancestor ofn (or equiva-
lently if n is a descendant ofn′). Thus, if a set of data units is received by the client, only those
data units whose ancestors have all been also received can bedecoded. The symbol≺ is used to
indicate a dependency of a data unit from another. Furthermore, the symbol≺≺ indicates adirect
dependency. Finally, we introduce the operator�. The expressioni � n indicating a dependency
i ≺ n or an equalityi = n. The upper part of Figure 3.29 shows an example of possible frame
dependencies and the corresponding graph.

As an extension to the framework in [CM06], we assume that for each source unitsn several
versionsm = 1, . . . ,M can be generated. The versions are represented by individual data units
Pn,m. Versions represent the encoding of the same video frame at different quality-rate levels.
The reconstructed version of each source unit is denoted asŝn,m. We restrict ourselves in the
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Figure 3.29: Frame dependencies and concealment graph.

following to the practical case where the spatial and temporal resolution as well as the graph for
each version is of identical structure. Again, generalization to different structures for each version
is straightforward. Furthermore, switching data units areintegrated in each version. Switching
data units may be realized by IDR-frames or by the use of SP pictures.

When transmitting a pre-encoded stream to a client, a server may select an appropriate version
vectorm = {mn}Nn=1, with mn the version chosen for eachsn. Hence, with this definition any
arbitrary stream-switching strategy is possible, since different versions may be transmitted for each
successive data unit. However, for our strategy we apply restrictions on version vector elements
to avoid the problem of reference frame mismatches: Since switching is only allowed at I- or
SP-picture positions, versions can only change at these positions as well.

Loss Concealment

Assume now that we operate in an environment where not necessarily all data units are received
at the media decoder, either as data units are lost or the media server decides not transmit them or
the data units are dropped at the receiver due to timing or buffer problems. In this case, conceal-
ment has to be applied for any representation of a missing data unit. In the remainder we apply
the common ”freeze-picture” concealment, i.e., missing data units are represented by the timely
nearest available source unit. In addition, only direct or indirect ancestors can be used concealing
source units. Note, that the Presentation Time Stamp (PTS) of the concealing source unit can be
in the future for example for B-frames in video. The index of the first candidate to conceal source
unit sn is denoted by the concealment indexc (n) and is defined as:

c (n) ,

{

{i ∈ {1, . . . , N}|(i ≺ n) ∧ arg(min
i

(τPTS,n − τPTS,i)} if i exists

0 otherwise
. (3.34)

If there is no preceding source unit, e.g., for IDR-pictures,we assume that the lost source unit is
concealed with a standard representation, e.g., a grey image (denoted asc (n) = 0).

In case of consecutive data unit loss, concealment is applied recursively. Assume thatc (n) = i.
If data unitPi is also lost, the algorithm uses source unitsj to concealsi, i.e.,c (i) = j. To avoid
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any inconvenient recursive notation we simply usej ⊢ n to express the fact that source unitsn is
eventually concealed with unitsj. The resulting concealment dependencies can also be expressed
by a directed graph. The lower part of Figure 3.29 shows an concealment graph corresponding to
the frame dependencies in Figure 3.29a).

Quality

Based on these previous definitions, we can define a quality measureQ(s, ŝ) reflecting the re-
wards/costs when representings by ŝ. The definitions generalize the metrics introduced in section
2.1.2. To be more specific, let us define the reconstruction quality for this source unit

Qm,n , q(sn,Q(m)(sn)) (3.35)

whereq(s, ŝ) measures the rewards/costs when representings by ŝ. The qualityq(.) might be the
PSNR, or the MSE or any other distortion measure. The total average quality up to source unitn
for a sequence of sizeNs is therefore defined as

Qm,n(Ns) ,
1

Ns

n∑

i=1

Qm,n, (3.36)

and the total average quality is defined asQm , Qm,N(N).
Furthermore, these definitions also allow to define the concealment qualityQ (sn,m, ŝi), if source

unit n is represented with source uniti, c (n) as

Q (sn,m, ŝi) , q(sn,Q(m)(si)). (3.37)

Importance Definition

To allow making good decisions at the transmitter, it is essential that some decision making entity
can quantify the importance of a data unit for the overall reception quality. Making use of the
introduced definitions and by the abstraction of the encoding, transmission, and decoding process
the so-calledimportanceof each data unitPn,v may be defined as the amount by which the quality
at the receiver increases if the data unit is correctly decoded. The importance is defined as

In,v ,
1

N




Q (sn, ŝn,v) −Q

(
sn, ŝc(n),v

)
+

N∑

i=n+1
n⊢ i

[
Q (si, ŝn,v) −Q

(
si, ŝc(n),v

)]




 .(3.38)

The importance definition takes into consideration the quality of data unitPn,v, the chosen con-
cealment strategy, as well as the dependency and concealment graph. In other words, the impor-
tance quantifies the improvement in quality, if the source unit contained inPn,v is displayed instead
of the concealment source unitsc(n),m for this unit, as well as for all other source units for which
sn is eventually used for concealment. Note that this definition is quite similar to the importance
definition for different layer in (3.29), but in the earlier case the dependency was inherently given
by the layer structuring.
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Received and Expected Quality

The end–to–end performance of a media transmission system strongly depends on the versions
chosen (expressed by the version vectorm), and the amount and importance of packets not avail-
able at the decoder. To be more specific, we briefly recap the channel definitions: The observed
channel behavior for data unitPn,v at a receiver is defined as asCn , 1 {data unitPn,v available}.
Hence, combination of a certain observed channel sequenceC = {C1, . . . , CN}, with (3.38) and the
concealment strategy as introduced above yields the following expression for the (actual) received
quality:

Q(C,m) = Q0 +
N∑

n=1

In,mn
Cn

n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

Cm. (3.39)

Here,Q0 , 1
N

∑N
n=1Q (sn, ŝ0) denotes the minimum quality, if instead of the original sequence

all pictures are presented as grey. This is obviously only a hypothetical case, but it is necessary to
have a comprehensive framework. For a proof on the derivation of (3.39), we refer to appendix A.1.
Note that in this proof as well as in the further description in this section we drop the version index
m for ease of exposition. In summary, in order to benefit from data unitPn, it is necessary that all
preceding data unitsPm are also available at the receiver.

Within this framework, the importance of each data unit and version is quite easily computed
during the encoding process. As a consequence, (3.39) significantly simplifies the simulation
of video transmission systems, as the achievable quality atthe simulated media clients can be
determined via linear combination of the channel vector andthe importance of the selected versions
of each data unit. Any decoding of erroneous video streams isthus not necessary anymore if a real
decoder would make use of the same error concealment which may lead to significantly more
efficient simulation environments.

However, more important is the practical importance of (3.39) for system optimization: the
importance can be used advantageously at the transmitter for simple computation of the expected
quality (at the receiver). Due to the random channel behavior sequencêC also the received quality,
Q(Ĉ), is a random variable. For certain channel realizations we obtain a good quality, whereas for
others the received quality is much worse.

In many cases one is interested in a single measure to comparethe different transmission strate-

gies. The most obvious and suitable measure is the expected quality E
{

Q(Ĉ)
}

. The following

equation provides a definition of the expected received quality as well as a simplified method to
derive it:

E
{

Q(Ĉ)
}

,
∑

C∈{0,1}N

Q(C) Pr{Ĉ = C}

= Q0 +
N∑

n=1

In Pr{Ĉn = 1
∣
∣
∣∀k≺nĈk = 1}

·
n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

Pr{Ĉm = 1
∣
∣
∣∀k≺mĈk = 1}

= Q0 +
N∑

n=1

In Pr{Ĉn = 1 ∧ ∀k≺nĈk = 1} (3.40)
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Note that the expectation in this case is only over the channel statisticsĈ. For a proof of the various
equalities (3.40), we refer to appendix A.2.

3.6.4 Summary: Abstract Representation of Pre-encoded Video Data

With these preliminaries a beneficial abstraction of streamed media data beyond the concepts in-
troduced in [CM06] is available. For channels which exhibit data unit losses, it is sufficient to
know the number of encoded source versionsV , the initial qualityQ0, and the following metrics
for each data unitn = 1, . . . , N and each versionm = 1, . . . ,M :

• the importanceIn,m,

• the data unit sizeRn,m in bytes,

• the decoding time stampτDTS,n, and

• the dependencies expressed by the index of the directly preceding data unit(s) ofPn.

Furthermore, in case that SP-pictures are used for each versionm, the data unit sizeRn,m→m′ of the
SSP-picture when switching to versionm′, and the SI-picture size are required [Wal04, SLW06].
This abstract description can be used to efficiently simulate video streaming over lossy channels
by the application of (3.39) and is used for generating results in chapter 6. The application for the
optimization of transmission schedules by applying (3.40)is shown 9 as well in [LJSB04].

3.7 Summary

In this chapter source and video coding tools have been introduced. The following observations
and findings are of major importance:

• For the easy integration of source coders in networks, it is desirable that source coders are
rate-adaptive, i.e., can support the generation of different quality-rate levels. Even preferably
is the availability of progressive source coders that generate a bitstream containing several
or many quality-levels.

• For simpleκ-dimensional random variables manygoodprogressive source coders exist, i.e.,
thep-th power distortion decays exponentially with the rateR.

• For video codecs to be applicable in network environments, both compression efficiency and
network integration are of major importance. This chapter introduced the major H.264/AVC
concepts. Several network integration and error resilience features have been developed in
the course of this work and have been adopted as part of the H.264/AVC standard.

• The specifications of video codecs in 3GPP is quite compact, in general only an external
specification with a profile/level compliance point a referenced. This leaves significant flex-
ibility in efficient deployments: Encoder settings, e.g. bit-rate control, error resilience, or
motion estimation processes, are generally completely left open in standardization work and
are therefore investigated in this work.
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• Bit-rate adaptivity is an important feature for the use of video codecs in wireless environ-
ments. For small scale variations, playout buffering or temporal scalability can be used.
However, to adapt to larger scale variations, bitstream switching is a preferable solution. In
particular, the Switching–Predictive (SP)-picture concept of H.264/AVC provides an effi-
cient realization for bitstream switching.

• We have implemented an optimized Switching–Predictive (SP)-picture concept specifically
for bitstream switching. Optimizations for encoding the primary and especially the sec-
ondary representations have been proposed and verified.

• Scalable video coding is even more suitable for easy networkintegration, but the MCP pro-
cess in hybrid video codecs does not allow scalability without sacrificing compression effi-
ciency. Scalable/progressive video codecs are in general not good. However, the designed
and developed PTVC, a scalable extension of an interim version of the H.264 test model, pro-
vides a breakthrough in progressive video coding. By the use of drift-compensating means
progressively coded video streams can be generated for easynetwork integration.

• The rate–distortion performance of video codecs is not onlydetermined by the standard
features, but also by the encoder implementation: for example by the use of VBR encoded
video instead of CBR encoded video, significant benefits can be achieved. These features
have been integrated in the H.264 test model and the PTVC. The performance has been
shown by extensive simulations.

• For the appropriate use of PTVC, it is quite important that thefeedback rate of the MCP
process operates closely to the actually transmission rateof the video. In case there is a
mismatch between the transmission rate and the feedback rate, the compression efficiency is
in general significantly degraded, or the drift is unacceptable. The introduction of I-frames
for drift compensation can overcome the drift problem when transmitting over channels with
unknown transmission bit-rate.

• For the purpose of rate–distortion optimization in networkenvironments, a formalized de-
scription of pre-encoded video is desirable. Therefore, the concept ofimportanceof data
units has been developed in this chapter which describes theimportance of a data unit for
the reconstruction quality of a sequence. The framework canbe applied to progressively
coded sources, scalable coded sources, and sources which can be represented by dependency
graphs. Extensions to multiple versions have been developed. Furthermore, the application
of this framework permits complexity-reduced simulation of packet-lossy video transmis-
sion.
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Reliable Transmission Toolbox

4.1 Error Protection Preliminaries

4.1.1 Theoretical Background

In the following, we consider the block–fading AWGN channel as introduced in subsection 2.4.3
to present conceptual background on error protection schemes for mobile communication systems.
The parameters describing the channel are listed in Table 2.3. We restrict ourselves to binary–
input channels, but we also present bounds for the Gaussian input channel just for comparison
purposes. The presentation basically follows the ideas presented in [SOW94], [BPS98], [Kno97],
and [CT01].

To transmit messages across a channel to the receiver, a channel encoder maps messages on a
sequence of channel symbolsx of lengthn. Codes suitable for transmission in combination with
BPSK modulation are almost exclusively constructed over thebinary fieldF2

1. The elements ofF2

usually are represented by0 and1, but we commonly use the input symbols±1 to emphasize BPSK
modulation as introduced in subsection 2.4.3. The messagesto be transmitted are considered to
be represented by a binary information wordu , {u1, . . . , uk} of lengthk with ut ∈ {+1,−1}.
The encoding ofu is defined as the mapping of this sequence on a channel wordx ∈ C ⊂ Snx of
lengthn whereC is the code book andSx is the transmission alphabet setF2 with elements±1 in
our case. For convenience, we writex(u) to indicate the code word assigned to the information
sequenceu andu(x) to indicate the information sequence assigned to code wordx. The rate of
the code is defined as

r ,
k

n
(4.1)

and is measured in bits per channel use2. The channel symbolsx of lengthn are transmitted over
a channelCH with symbol transition probabilityfY |X,H (y|x, h) depending on an auxiliary random

1Also for other QAM and PSK modulation schemes binary codes are commonly used in practical systems. By the
use of Bit–Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) or multilevel coding binary codes can at least practically provide
the same performance as non–binary codes [CTB96].

2With the one–dimensional signal model, the unit ”bits per channel use” is identical to the unit ”bits per dimension”.
With the BPSK signal model in mind, we will in the sequel assume the code rater to be dimensionless.
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variableh which is viewed as a channel state in the following. In case ofthe block–fading AWGN
channel, the channel state corresponds to the SNR. A decoderat the receiver decides for example
based on a maximum-likelihood rule on the messagex̂ with the detected word being from the set
of transmitted word, i.e.,̂x ∈ Sx̂ = Sx. An inverse mappingu(x̂) of x̂ to the information symbol
space also allows to obtain the decoded information wordû ∈ Skû = Sku .

We consider in the following the case without any channel feedback in a sense that the code
rate r is fixed and no power control is applied, i.e.,γf = 1. Shannon’s channel coding theo-
rem [Sha48] establishes that for any channel code rater less than the capacity of a channel with
channel stateh and the channel stateh known to the transmitter, there exist channel codes whose
probability of decoding error goes to zero as the block length grows to infinity. We concentrate on
the message error probability in the following rather than on the symbol or bit error probability as
most of the investigated applications are packet–based. Assuming maximum likelihood decoding,

Gallager [Gal68] showed that the message error probabilityPB(h, r) = Pr
{

X̂ 6= X|H = h
}

is a

function of the code rater and goes to zero exponentially fast as a function of the channel code
block lengthn and is bounded by

PB(r, h) ≤ 2−nEr,gallager(r,h) (4.2)

with Er,gallager(r, h) being the error exponent defined as

Er,gallager(r, h) , max
0≤ρ≤1

[E0(ρ, h) − ρr] (4.3)

andE0(ρ, h) the Gallager function which is defined for uniformly binary input symbolsx with
channel stateh as

E0(ρ, h) , log2

{
∫

y

[
1

2
fY |X,H (y|x = +1, h)

1
1+ρ +

1

2
fY |X,H (y|x = −1, h)

1
1+ρ

]1+ρ

dy

}

. (4.4)

The Gallager function and consequently the error exponent can only be solved numerically for
binary input channels, but is known to be monotonically decreasing and convex inr. Two points
on the error exponent function are of major interest. The rate r which solvesEr,gallager(r, h) = 0 is
equivalent to the mutual information

RI(h) , I(Y ;X|H = h) =
∂E0(ρ, h)

∂ρ

∣
∣
∣
∣
ρ=0

between the inputX and the outputY conditioned on a particular channel stateh. This intuitively
proves the forward part of the channel coding theorem [Sha48], namely if the code rate is chosen
such thatr < RI(h), according to (4.2) the error probability can be made arbitrarily small for
sufficiently long code wordsn. The second point of interest, thecutoff rate is determined for
uniformly binary input symbolsx with channel stateh as

R0(h) , E0(ρ = 1, h) = 1 − log2

(
1 + e−h

)
. (4.5)

The cutoff rate has less theoretical justification than the mutual information. Still, this value was for
a long time assumed to be the highest rate at which practical coding schemes can operate [VO79].
This has obviously changed with the invention of Turbo codes[BGT93], but for some codes and
decoding schemes this measure is very useful as we will see later.
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Figure 4.1 shows the capacity3 RC , the capacity for BPSK referred to as mutual informationRI

and the cutoff rateR0 for BPSK over the SNRh. The maximum difference at code rater = 0.5
between the cutoff rate and the mutual information is about2.5 dB.
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Figure 4.1: Capacity and Cutoff Rate overh for AWGN channel.

Note that the bound in (4.2) would result in error probabilities greater than1 for r > RI(h) it is
more appropriate to express the upper bound on the error probability in (4.2) as

PB(h, r) ≤ 2−nEr,gallager(r,h)1 {RI(h) ≥ r} + 1 {RI(h) ≤ r} (4.6)

Gallager [Gal68] also showed that a lower bound on the error probabilityPB(h, r) tends exponen-
tially to one with increasingn for all codes with code rateRI (h) ≤ r. With these observations the
error probability can quite well be approximated as

PB(h, r) ≈ 1 {RI(h) ≤ r} . (4.7)

where the≈ gets more and more accurate asn→ ∞.
In packet–radio systems it is often desired to perfectly detect transmission errors to avoid error

propagation through layers which cannot be accomplished bythe use of maximum–likelihood
decoding unless an outer error detection code, e.g., Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) code, is
applied. However, if this is undesired because of decreasedcoding efficiency, other decoding
methods than maximum–likelihood might be applied with built–in error detection capabilities.
This includes, but is not limited to bounded–distance decoding [LJ83] or sequential decoding
algorithms as we will see later. In this case, the alphabet for the decoded information is extended
by the erasure elementε indicating a decoding failure, i.e.,Skû = Sku ∪ ε. In [CT01] the authors
show that in the limit thatn → ∞ the probability of undetected errors can be made arbitrarily
small.

3With the term capacity we refer in the following to the Shannon capacity which maximizes the mutual information
by selecting an input distribution which satisfies the powerconstraintE{x2} ≤ 1. For the AWGN or fading channel
with CSIh known to the receiver this is achieved by the Gaussian input distribution.
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The performance of codes and decoding schemes can be summarized, in a sense that forn→ ∞
there exist binary input codes which fulfill

Pr (error| r < RI(h)) = 0,

Pr (error| r ≥ RI(h)) = 1,

Pr (undetected error) = 0. (4.8)

We refer to codesC fulfilling this property asasymptoticallyoptimal.
An important observation for the performance of coding in mobile communications comes from

the fact that both measures, the mutual informationRI(H) and the cutoff rateR0(H), are random
variables as the they depend on the random variableH. This means, that for a fixed code rater that
the mutual information4 RI(H) is below this code rate. Therefore, the main source for the error
probability in mobile communications is not due to the limited block–length according to (4.2),
but by the random nature of the channel stateH, i.e., the probability that the mutual information is
below the chosen code rater. With the outage probability

Pout(r,H) , Pr{RI(H) < r} (4.9)

the average message error probabilityP̄e(r,H) for a certain code with code rater results in

P̄e(r,H) = EH {PB(r,H)} ≈ Pout(r,H), (4.10)

where the≈ is equivalently interpreted as in (4.7). However, it is alsoimportant that the code has
also to be good for any stateh such thatRI(h) > r. The existence of such codes was also shown
in [CT01].

Let us now consider a system in which the channel code wordx is spread not just over a single
radio slot, but overF slots, each of lengthNv. The code word size results inn = NvF . Assuming
the block–fading AWGN channel with statistically independent channel statesHf for the slotsf ,
the total mutual information is the average overF radio slots, i.e.,

RI(HF ) ,
1

F

F∑

f=1

RI(Hf ). (4.11)

Note that the mutual informationRI(HF ) still has random behavior. However, if the set of channel
realizations is an ergodic sequence then in the limitF → ∞, the mutual information is determin-
istic and equivalent to the conditional mutual information, i.e.,

RI(H) , lim
F→∞

RI(HF ) = EH {RI(H)} = I(Y ;X|H). (4.12)

The result in (4.12) is equivalent to the capacity of a perfectly interleaved fading channel as initially
introduced in [Eri70]. The error and outage probabilities compute equivalently to (4.10) as

P̄e (r,HF ) = EH {PB (r,HF )} ≈ Pout (r,HF ) = Pr{RI (HF ) < r}. (4.13)

Similar arguments are made for the cutoff rate when replacingRI byR0 in (4.7), (4.11), and (4.12).
The capacity for Gaussian input, the mutual informationRI(H), and the cutoff rateR0(H) for iid
Rayleigh fading channel is also shown in Figure 4.1.

4We continue with the discussion using the mutual information, but most of the arguments also hold for the cutoff
rate.
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Figure 4.2: Outage ProbabilityPout over code rater for average SNRE {H} = 4 dB, different
number of slotsF , forF → ∞ and for AWGN channel based on the mutual information (left–hand
side) and the cutoff rate (right–hand side).

Similar to the single rate–distortion pairs and operational rate–distortion curves in source coding,
the bounds on the performance of channel coding for a specificchannel can be summarized by the
pair of channel code rater and error probabilitȳPe(r,H). Figure 4.2 shows the outage probability
Pout over the code rater for average SNRE {H} = 4 dB for different number of slotsF as well
as forF → ∞ based on the mutual information (left–hand side) and the cutoff rate (right–hand
side). The effects of channel coding with code rater and diversityF based on the cutoff rate
bounds over different numbers of radio slots are obvious: For the channel with only a single slot
F = 1 and channel coding rater = 0.5, the outage probabilityPout is about0.3, whereas for
increased number of radio slotsF = 4 andF = 16, the variance of the channel can be reduced
and the outage probability decreases. However, this usually comes at the expense of additional
delay and has therefore to be considered carefully for delay–critical applications. Current systems
typically apply for exampleF = 4 as a compromise between diversity and delay resulting in a still
significantly varying outage probability over the applied channel coding rater. Since the channel
coding rater is directly proportional to the maximum supported application bit-rate, a trade–off
between outage probability and bit-rate is necessary. Thiswill be discussed in detail in chapter 8.

4.1.2 Rate-Compatible Punctured Channel Coding

In subsection 3.1.2 the benefits of a single source coder operating at different rates has been dis-
cussed. Similarly, for practical systems it is desired to use a single channel coding scheme which
can operate at several or many rates without sacrificing significant performance losses in terms
of error probabilityP̄e(r,H). The channel coder should allow to adapt to varying conditions, for
example to the actual channel state, or to some specific source rate. In [CT01], Caire and Tunetti
present a framework on coding, decoding, and error detection for a specific scenario, namely to
assess the throughput of ARQ protocols over the Gaussian collision channel. However, the frame-
work presented is much more general and applies to scenariosinvestigated in this work. The
authors also mention the analogy of the Gaussian collision channel and the block–fading AWGN
channel.

A large variety of rates can be supported by rate–compatiblepuncturing. The binary information
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wordu of lengthk is encoded by mapping this sequence on a channel wordx ∈ C of lengthn; C

is the code book. LetCw for w = 1, . . . , Nw denote the punctured code of lengthnw obtained by
deleting the lastn− nw symbols fromx. The code rate of the sub–codeCw is defined as

rw ,
k

nw
.

Let us further assume without loss of generality that the individual codes are ordered such that
∀w = 1, . . . , Nw the codeCw is constructed such that it contains only code words which are binary
extensions of the code words inCw resulting in ordered code ratesrw > rw−1.

Assume that transmitter and receiver have agreed to operateon channel codeCw. The transmitter
transmits the firstnw symbols fromx denoted asx(0:nw]. The decoder receivesy(0:nw] and together
with channel state information it generates the channel LLRfor each symbol to obtainψ(1:nw]. As
the decoder operates on codeC rather thanCw expecting channel LLRs forn positions the receiver
must fill upψ(nw+1:n] with dummy symbols independent of the received signal. Withthe use of the
LLR ψ as the generic decoder input and as the receiver has no information from the channel about
these dummy positions, it is optimal to set these unknown positions to zero, i.e.,ψ(nw+1:n] = 0.

Bounds on the performance of punctured codes have been presented in [CT01]. Lemma 1, 2, and
3 confirm that there exist rate–compatible punctured codes being as good as non–punctured codes
as long as the difference between the length between any two subsequent sub–codesnw+1 − nw
is sufficiently large. Under this regime it shown that for allsub–codesCw, the conditions in (4.8)
can be fulfilled. Punctured codes fulfilling this property are referred toasymptotically optimal
rate–compatible punctured codes.

The interesting consequence from these results for the transmission over a block–fading channel
has also been discussed in [CT01]. The existence of these asymptotically optimal rate–compatible
punctured codes together with (4.11) shows, that the error probability as well as outage probability
in (4.13) is not just an average error probability over an ensemble of individual codesC with dif-
ferent rates, where each code fulfills (4.8), but it can be approached by the use of an asymptotically
optimal rate–compatible punctured code. In this case, sub–codes are designed such that they have
integer multiple length of the transmission slot of the block–fading channel, i.e.,nw = wNv. Note
that specific symbol interleaving is not necessary but is integrated in the design of the code.

4.1.3 Unequal Error Protection

The single–user mobile channel with varying channel statesmodelled by the block–fading AWGN
channel as introduced subsection 2.4.3 has some information–theoretic equivalence to the broad-
cast channel [Cov72] especially in case of delay restrictions. Whereas in the broadcast scenario
the same information is transmitted to several users with different receiving conditions within the
same bandwidth and a common power, in the block–fading AWGN the different channel states
result from fading. Obviously, the single–user fading channel allows more methods to compen-
sate the fading by the use of feedback and interleaving overF channel states. However, without
the availability of feedback andF < ∞, the different channel states can be viewed as different
receiving conditions.

For broadcast or multi–user channels in general, the channel is not described by a single mea-
sure such as the capacity, but by a capacity region describing the supportable rate combinations
for all users with certain receiving conditions specified bythe SNR. The capacity region for gen-
eral broadcast channels is still unknown, but it is known that for almost all cases the simultaneous
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transmission of users in frequency and time exceeds time–sharing5 and that for special cases su-
perposition approaches with stripping receivers are optimal [CT91]. Still, time–sharing is most
attractive due to its simplicity and its almost optimal performance compared to optimal, but com-
plex superposition approaches. Therefore, we will exclusively use time–sharing in the following.

Let us defineM different ”users”, referred to aslevels in the following. Each levelm gets
assigned a fractionωm of code word symbolsnm = ωmn. In our case of time–sharing, the sum of
code word fractions must not exceed one, i.e.,

∑M
m=1 ωm ≤ 1. Then, each levelm can apply its

individual code raterm. With that, the number of binary symbolskm transported by a certain level
m is given askm = rmnm.

With the broadcast background, it might be decided that for example two levels should be sup-
ported, one which supports reception in1 − Pout,1 = 50 % of the time, and another one which
supports reception in1−Pout,2 = 90 % of the time. With a given channel state distribution, for ex-
ample according to Figure 4.2, a certain number of availabletransmission slotsF , and the channel
coding rates asymptotically achievable are given as

⋃

0≤ω≤1

{r1 ≤ ωRI(h(Pout,1)) ∧ (r2 ≤ (1 − ω)RI(h(Pout,2)))} , (4.14)

whereh(Pout) represents the minimum SNR necessary to support an outage probability belowPout,
i.e., h(P ) , min{h : P ≤ Pout(h)}. Again, the usage of the mutual informationRI in (4.14)
is arbitrary and might be replaced by any other measure whichdescribes the performance of a
single–user code on this particular channel. If applied over multiple slotsF , this scheme requires
a specific interleaving, namely that the channel symbols foreach level are distributed uniformly
over allF slots proportionally to the fractionωm. A practical realization for block–fading channels
andωm = 1/M is discussed in subsection 4.3.1.

Figure 4.3 shows the time–sharing rate region for two levelsM = 2, average SNRE {H} =
4 dB, and different number of slotsF , based on the mutual informationRI . Different rate assign-
ments for different transmission fractionsω are shown. Without going into detail, it is worth to
mention that only for highly variant channels, i.e.,F ≤ 4 it seems to be interesting to use different
protection for different levels. For example, forF = 16 andω = 0.5 the supported rate does
not differ significantly meaning that with only sacrificing asmall amount of bit-rate the outage
probability is reduced significantly.

As the transmitter generally selects different code rates for each of theM different portions
of the original data block, this approach is usually known under the acronym Unequal Error
Protection (UEP). The availability of rate–compatible punctured codes6 allows a huge flexibil-
ity in the selection of the rates at the transmitter, namely the number of levelsM , as well as for
each individual levelm the number of code symbolsnm, or equivalently the fractionsωm, and
the individual number of information bitskm, or equivalently the code ratesrm. Note that if the
sum rate is to be maximized, in general UEP approaches do not yield any gains, but Equal Error
Protection (EEP) is suggested to be used which is equivalentto a single levelM = 1.

Unequal Error Protection for Delay–Limited Progressively Coded Sources Several re-
searchers, e.g. [SZ98] and [CF99], have recognized the appropriateness of UEP when transmitting
progressively coded sources over fading channels, usuallyin combination with a specific channel

5Time–sharing acts as a synonym for any orthogonal channel sharing, but it matches the defined channel model.
6Rate–compatibility is not necessary to support UEP. Still,we exclusively use rate–compatible puncturing in the

following as the theoretical performance loss is zero, the loss in practical schemes negligible, and we have a unique
code for different applications.
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Figure 4.3: Rate region for two levelsM = 2, SNRE {H} = 4 dB, different number of slotsF ,
based on the mutual informationRI and rate assignments for different transmission fractionsω.

coding method in mind. Replacing a specific channel code by asymptotically optimal channel
code operating at capacity, mutual information, or cutoff rate allows to estimate the expected qual-
ity when transmitting a progressively coded source over a channel with unknown channel stateH
distributed according to some probability distributionPH . The message is divided intoM levels.
Each levelm, m = 1, . . . ,M gets assignedkm data symbols andnm redundancy symbols. The
channel symbols are distributed equally such that all layers observe the same channel state7 h.

Assuming asymptotically optimally codes operating at the mutual informationRI , the entire
layerm can be decoded as long as the experienced channel stateh is such that the corresponding
mutual information,RI(h), is larger equal than the code raterm assigned to the corresponding UEP
level8. Therefore, at the decoder all layers which have sufficient redundancy can be reconstructed.

If we are interested in an expected quality for this progressively coded source as specified
in (3.33) we need to obtain an appropriate expression for theprobability that a certain layerm
can contribute to the overall quality at the receiver,Pm , Pr{Ĉm = 1 ∧ ∀i≺m Ĉi = 1}. Assuming
a progressively coded source in a sense that after packetization the data in layerm can only be
decoded if all data in the previous layers1, . . . ,m− 1 are decoded, this probability results in

Pm = min
i=1,...,m

(1 − Pout(H, ri)) =

(

1 − Pout(H, max
i=1,...,m

ri)

)

. (4.15)

By combining (3.29) and (4.15) in (3.40) the expected received quality for a source with rate–
quality functionQ(R), a packetization of the source resulting in a vectork = {k1, . . . , kM}, and a

7We restrict ourselves to the notation with a single channel state for ease of exposition. However, theF = 1 case
is easily generalized by replacing the channel stateh by a sequence of channel states,h.

8Although layer is assigned to source coding and level to channel coding, in the combination of layered coding and
UEPwe use the terms ”level” and ”layer” synonymously.
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code rate vectorr computes as

E

{

Q̂(k, r)
}

=
M∑

m=1

(Q (Km) −Q (Km−1))

(

1 − Pout(H, max
i=1,...,m

ri)

)

. (4.16)

with Km the accumulated bit-rate up to layerm as defined in (3.28). Appropriate selection of
bit-rate allocationsKm and code ratesrm for each layer based on the expected quality in (4.16) is
subject of the rate-distortion optimization algorithms inchapter 5.

4.1.4 Channel State Information and Power Control

Until now, we have completely ignored that the mobile systems under investigation usually pro-
vide feedback messages. On the physical layer, informationis commonly exchanged to adapt the
transmit power adapted to the current channel state. Fast power control and physical layer feed-
back in general has gained significant importance in 3G systems and the literature on this topic
is extensive, on both theoretical and practical issues. We only restrict ourselves on a relatively
simple, but meaningful example to exploit video transmission in this environment. In [GV97] and
[CTB99], power allocation schemes for fading channels have been presented which exactly fit into
the framework of the mobile channel model based on the block–fading AWGN channel. We will
briefly summarize the main results for a specific scenario.

In contrast to the previous cases we now assume that the transmitter has perfect knowledge on
the channel gainαf and therefore of the channel statehf for the upcoming transmission slotf .
We distinguish two scenarios: In the constant–power transmission mode the transmission power
for each slot is fixed, i.e.,γf = 1, but the code raterf can be adapted to compensate the channel,
i.e., rf = RI(hf ). In this case the average rate supported by this channel is also given by the av-
erage mutual information according to (4.12). Therefore, the feedback and the channel knowledge
cannot enhance the average mutual information of this system. However, in delay–limited systems
this measure is less important, we are more interested on theperformance if only a limited amount
of channel state realizations are available, i.e.,F < ∞. Whereas in case of no CSI, the trans-
mission with a certain rate results in an outage, in case of the availability of the CSI, the channel
coding rate is selected such that the transmission is reliable. This has the obvious advantage that
the transmitter can assure with high probability that this information is correctly received at the
receiver. Therefore, the outage probabilityPout according to (4.13) has not the meaning of a data
loss probability, but1 − Pout represents the average cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the
supported rate for a certain channel overF channel slots.

In the second scenario investigated in this work, we again assume that the transmitter is aware of
the channel gainαf for the next transmission slot, but only a long–term power constraint has to be
fulfilled by E {γf} = 1. In addition, we assume that the distributionpα of the channel gainα is iid
and that the transmitter has knowledge of the this distribution, or equivalently of the distribution
of the SNRh. The maximum average rate with optimal power control is obtained by

R
(pc)
I (H) = max

γ
EH {RI(Hγ)} , (4.17)

whereby the maximization is over the power allocation function γ = γ(H) such thatE {γ} = 1. In
general, withR′

I(h) , (∂RI(h))/(∂h) an unconstrained solution for the power allocation function
results in9 γ(h, λ) = [{γ ∈ R : R′

I(γh) = λ/h}]+, whereλ is the solution to the constrained

9[x]+ , max(x, 0)
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equationEH {γ(H,λ)} = 1. Again, the mutual information can be replaced by any other measure
which describes the code performance. For the Shannon capacity RC the power allocation results
in the well–known water–filling solutionγ(h, λ) = [1/λ− 1/h]+ [CT91], for binary input symbols
the power allocation functionγ(h, λ) cannot be not explicitly given. However, for binary input
symbols and maximizing the cutoff rate, the optimal power allocation yields

γ(h, λ) =

[
1

h
log

(
h

λ log(2)
− 1

)]

+

. (4.18)

Figure 4.4 shows the capacity, the mutual information, and the cutoff rate for perfect channel
state information at the transmitter and applying power control according to (4.17). Significant
gains are obtained compared to the system without power control for the block–fading AWGN
channel as the available power is only distributed to good channel realizations, one ”rides on the
peaks”. Then, in case of a good channel realization higher data rate can be supported which
increases the overall system performance. However, note that due to the resulting VBR channel,
applications requiring CBR and/or relying on deadlines mightsuffer from this strategies. For
progressive source transmission over such systems, outagecan be completely avoided but the
amount of transmitted information within the delay–budgetmay be small due to adverse channel
conditions. The integration of real–time video transmission in a power-controlled environment is
discussed in more detail in chapter 8.
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Figure 4.4: Capacity, mutual information and cutoff rate for perfect channel state information at
the transmitter and applying power control according to (4.17).

4.1.5 Automatic Repeat Request Schemes

Feedback on the physical layer allows to provide the transmitter with CSI. The improvements in the
supported rates for the block–fading AWGN channel have been shown in Figure 4.4. However, the
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availability of CSI in form of the channel gain in future transmission slots at the transmitter requires
some specific system properties as discussed in subsection 2.4.3 and is not feasible for many system
designs. However, feedback on the link layer is widely exploited by the use of retransmission
protocols, usually combined with FEC. These combined errorprotection protocols are usually
referred to ashybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ)protocols. In the following we assume a
simple stop–and–wait retransmission protocol with a binary feedback for each transmitted slot,
namely positive ACKnowledgement (ACK) and Negative AcKnowledgement (NAK). We ignore
any implementation details like sequence numbering or erroneous feedback links as this low–rate
feedback information is assumed to be perfectly received atthe transmitter.

We will briefly describe three hybrid ARQ schemes which basically can be distinguished by
their simplicity–performance tradeoff. The protocols areembedded in the block–fading AWGN
framework with transmission slots denoted asf where each slot can transportNv channel symbols.
Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the case that retransmissions must also useNv symbols. As we
mainly deal with real–time transmission in this work, we restrict the maximum amount of available
transmission slots for each source messageu to a fixed numberF to bound the maximum delay.

The simplest form of a hybrid ARQ scheme – referred to asARQI in the remainder – provides
F transmission attempts for one and the same messageu of lengthk. Assume that this message is
encoded to a channel symbol vectorx ∈ C of lengthn = Nv and transmitted on radio slotf = 1
to the receiver. The receiver determines an estimate of the transmitted information messageu by
processing the channel LLRψ1 of the received signaly based on codeC. If decoding is successful,
the receiver sends an ACK to the transmitter on the feedback channel and the transmission of
this message stops. In contrast, if the receiver detects an error, a NAK is sent. In this case, the
transmitter repeats the same code wordx on slotf = 2 and decoding is based on the channel LLR
of the received signalψ2. The process continues until either the code word is correctly received
or the number of slots for this particular slot is consumed, i.e., f = F . If transmission stops
after exactly thef -th transmission attempt, the effective code rate for the current code word is
r = k/(fNv). If successful decoding does not occur withinF slots then this message becomes
useless and is declared as an outage.

The same protocol with only receiver modifications leads to amore powerful system, denoted
asARQI+ in the following. Instead of ignoring the received signals of the previous transmission
attemptsψ1, . . . ,ψf−1 in the f -th decoding attempt, maximum ratio combining of all received
signals is performed. The receiver decodes the codeC using the sum of the channel LLR

ψ+
f ,

f
∑

i=1

ψi,

which results in an optimum diversity effect by the application of maximum–ratio combination of
all previously received transmission slots. The additional complexity in the system comes from
the fact that the receiver must store the sum LLRψ+.

From the channel coding point–of–view, ARQI type retransmission schemes can be viewed as a
repetition code. Obviously, with the introduction of better codes, efficiency can be increased sig-
nificantly. In so called ARQ type 2 protocols – referred to asARQII in the following – incremental
redundancy is exploited. For this purpose, we use rate–compatible punctured codes as introduced
in subsection 4.1.2. Assume that the messageu of lengthk bit is encoded to a channel code vector
x ∈ C of lengthn = NwNv whereNw is a given integer. The codeword is divided intoNw sub–
codes, each of lengthNv, such that it can be modulated and transmitted in a separate radio slot.
The code bookCw, w = 1, . . . , Nw denotes the punctured code of lengthNwNv obtained fromC

by deleting the last(Nw − w)Nv symbols. Assume that this code word is stored at the transmitter.
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On the first slotf = 1 the firstNv symbols are transmitted to the receiver. The receiver decodes
the codeC1 by processing the channel LLR of the received signalψ1. If decoding is successful,
an ACK is fed back to the transmitter and transmission for thismessage stops. In case of a failure
and the reception of a NAK at the transmitter, not the same code word as in case of ARQI is sent
on slotf = 2 but the remainingNv symbols ofC2. Now the receiver decodes codeC2 by using the
channel LLR of the received signal blocks{ψ1,ψ2}. The process continues until either the code
word is correctly received or the number of slots for this particular slot is consumed, i.e.,f = F .
It is assumed that sufficient sub–codes are available, i.e.,Nw ≥ F . The code rate after exactly the
f -th attempt is again given asr = k/(fNv).

For the analysis of these ARQ schemes we assume in the following asymptotically optimal
codes according to (4.8), and for the protocols ARQII we specifically use asymptotically optimal
rate–compatible punctured codes. The presentation is again based on the mutual informationRI

but can be replaced by any other measure describing the code performance. We are interested in
the throughputη of the different ARQ protocols which depends on the applied code rater and the
number of available transmission slotsF for each message as

η(F )(r) ,
r

F̄
, (4.19)

whereF̄ specifies the average amount of slots necessary to transmit amessage with code rater
over a channel with iid channel statesH having available a maximum ofF transmission slots for
each message. The throughput according to (4.19) is measured in terms of number of bits per
channel symbol and transmission slot.

We continue with the derivation of the denominator for different ARQ protocols. In [CT01] it
was shown that the probabilityp(f)

d (r) of successfully decoding a message coded with rater after
exactlyf transmitted slots is given by

p
(f)
d (r) = p(f−1)

o (r) − p(f)
o (r) , (4.20)

wherep(f)
o (r) denotes the probability that a message with code rater cannot be decoded when

transmitted overf radio slots. This probability obviously not only depends onthe code rater and
the number of radio slotsf , but also on the ARQ protocol in use as

p(f)
o (r) =







(Pr {RI(H) ≤ r})f for ARQI,

Pr
{

RI

(
∑f

i=1Hi

)

≤ r
}

for ARQI+,

Pr
{
∑f

i=1RI(Hi) ≤ r
}

for ARQII,

(4.21)

with the definitionp(0)
o (r) , 1. Interestingly,p(f)

o (r) serves again as an information outage prob-
ability. For the ARQII case with the application of appropriate rate–compatible punctured codes,
the outage probability is equivalent to the outage probability as defined in (4.13). However, for
the ARQI type protocols, instead of using optimal codes, low–performance repetition coding is
applied.

We can basically distinguish two different operation modes. In persistent acknowledged mode
the transmission of a single messageu is performed until it is correctly received at the receiver,
i.e.,F → ∞. In this case the residual error probability obviously goesto zero and the throughput
η∞(r) results in

η∞(r) = lim
F→∞

η(F )(r) =
r

∑∞
f=1 fp

(f)
d (r)

=
r

∑∞
f=0 p

(f)
o (r)

. (4.22)
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Note that the average delay measured in radio slots results is equivalent to the average number of
radio slots necessary to transmit a message coded with code rater as

∑∞
f=0 p

(f)
o (r). In addition,

for ARQII it is possible and also useful to have initial code ratesr, i.e., the code rate for the first
transmission attempt, being greater than1. This is as with the code combination after receiving a
certain amountf of radio slots we obtain a code with overall code raterf = r/f being below1
which possibly allows decoding of the transmitted message.

Figure 4.5 shows different results assuming asymptotically optimal codes operating at the cutoff
rateR0 for fully persistent transmission. Figure 4.5(a) shows thethroughputη∞(r) over the initial
code rater for different protocols as well as different average SNRE {H}. For ARQI and ARQI+
a clear global optimum forr < 1 is obvious where the gains using ARQI+ are observed in terms of
higher throughput. For the ARQII no initial code rater ∈ [0; 1] exists which globally maximizes
the overall throughput is found, butr → ∞ maximizes the overall throughput. The optimization
suggests to transmit a single code word with infinite block lengthk overF → ∞ transmission slots
and the code rate corresponds toR0(H), the cutoff rate of the fully interleaved Rayleigh fading
channel. Depending on the average SNR a local maximumr < 1 for initial code ratesr ∈ [0; 1]
might exist.
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Figure 4.5: Performance of asymptotically optimal codes operating atthe cutoff rateR0 for fully
persistent transmission and different protocols: (a) Throughputη∞(r) over the initial code rater
for different average SNRE {H}. (b) Throughputη∞(r) over average SNRE {H} for optimal
initial code ratesr ∈ [0; 1] andr → ∞ for ARQII.

Figure 4.5(b) compares the throughputη∞(r) over the average SNRE {H} for optimal initial
code ratesr ∈ [0; 1]. In addition, the performance for ARQII withr → ∞ is shown which
corresponds to the cutoff rate of the fully interleaved Rayleigh fading channel. The advantages of
ARQI+ compared to ARQI can be signficant, ARQII with initial coderatesr ∈ [0; 1] still provides
gains, but less significant. However, the restriction to initial code ratesr ∈ [0; 1] degrades the
performance of ARQII significantly, but obviously keeps the delay within reasonable ranges. For
all protocols and for average SNR greater than0 dB the average delay does not exceed2.5 radio
slots.

The transmission of individual messages may still take a long time, and therefore, the persistent
mode is not suited for real–time applications with delay limits. In case of delay constraints we as-
sume the message transmission is stopped afterF <∞ radio slots regardless whether the message
was received successfully or not. In the latter case, if the transmission of the message failed this
results in an error. Then again for a particular channelH and a maximum amount of slotsF avail-
able for the transmission of a certain message, the performance of the ARQ protocol is specified
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by an error–rate pair where in this case the code rate is not explicitly given, but parameterizes the
throughput10 η(F )(r) and the residual error probabilitȳPe(r,H). Both, the throughput and the error
probability depend on the ARQ scheme in use. The residual error probability is directly obtained
asP̄e(r,H) = p

(F )
o (r). The computation of the throughput according to (4.19) results in

η(F )(r) =
r

∑F
f=1 fp

(f)
d (r) +

∑∞
f=F+1 p

(f)
d (r)

=
r

∑F−1
f=0 p

(f)
o (r)

. (4.23)

Figure 4.6 shows the outage probabilityp(F )
o (r) over the normalized code rater/F for different

ARQ protocols and different number of maximum transmission slot F assuming asymptotically
good codes operating at the cutoff rate for average SNRE {H} = 4 dB. Obviously, forF = 1 all
protocols behave identical to conventional FEC and the outage probability corresponds toF = 1 in
Figure 4.2. With the possibility to use more than one slot fora single message coded with code rate
r the performance changes depending on the protocol in use. For ARQI and ARQI+ the code rate
obviously cannot exceed1 such that only for normalized code rate below1/F reliable transmission
is possible. For all cases ARQI+ outperforms ARQI, the difference can be quite significant. For
low initial code rates or low number of slots, the performance of ARQII does not yield significant
gains when compared to ARQI+, only for the less practical casewith initial code ratesr > 1 and
significant amount of independent channel realizations, i.e.,F > 4, ARQII outperforms ARQI+.
Note also that the ARQII protocol performance when plotted over the normalized code rater/F is
identical to the performance in Figure 4.2 with FEC only overcode rater. From this perspective,
the use of more complicated ARQ protocols is not immediately justifiable.

Figure 4.7 gives insight into this behaviour showing the outage probabilityp(F )
o (r) over the

throughputη(F )(r) for FEC, different ARQ protocols and different number of maximum trans-
mission slotF assuming asymptotically good codes operating at the cutoffrate for average SNR
E {H} = 4 dB. ForF = 1 the performance is independent of the protocol in use. However, with
the use of more slots, in this case shown forF = 4 the differences are obvious. Whereas in case of
FEC the throughput is constant as the same message is always transmitted in exactlyF radio slots,
in case of using an ARQ protocol the transmission of this message can be terminated earlier and a
new message can be transmitted. Therefore, the throughput of the system depends not only on the
probability that the message can be decoded afterF radio slots but also after anyf < F radio slots.
The performance for different ARQ protocols reveals the superiority of ARQII over ARQI+ which
itself outperforms ARQI. The importance of the selection of an appropriate initial code rater is
again obvious. For example, different initial code rates might result in the same throughput, but in
different outage probabilities. Again, for low outage probabilities the performance of ARQI+ and
ARQII is only slightly different whereas ARQI performs significantly worse. More details of how
to exploit ARQ protocols for delay–limited applications will be discussed and shown in chapter 8.

4.2 Channel Coding and Decoding Methods

4.2.1 Overview

The performance bounds presented in section 4.1 are based onrandom coding arguments. Based
on this arguments it can be concluded that there exist at least one code which is as good as the

10The term ”throughput” might be misleading at this point as itdoes not distinguish whether the data received is
correct or erroneous. Still, we stick with the terminology,but the indexF indicates that only a limited amount of
retransmissions, namelyF − 1, can be applied.
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Figure 4.6: Outage probabilityp(F )
o (r) over the normalized code rater/F for different ARQ

protocols and different number of maximum transmission slot F assuming asymptotically good
codes operating at the cutoff rate for average SNRE {H} = 4 dB.
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average code. The problem therefore is not in finding good codes, many codes are good, but in the
implementation of the encoder and the decoder for a particular code. Assuming information words
u of lengthk and code wordsx lengthn a random binary code would require storage capacity
for a mapping table in encoder and decoder with2k entries storing, each entry requiring,k + n
bits. In addition, when using a maximum–likelihood decision rule, the metric would have to be
computed for2k code words, whereby each of it requiresn individual metric computations for
received channel symbol. Asn should be as large as possible for good performance according to
(4.2) and for reasonable code rates, e.g, withr = 1/2, it is immediately obvious that implementing
a random coding is completely infeasible11. Hence, in practical systems codes which possess a
certain structure are required to obtain feasible complexity in the encoding and decoding process.

All practical codes represent a subspace ofF
n
2 and are linear such that linear algebra methods

might be applied in the encoding and decoding process. For practical linear codesC, the union
bound provides a good measure [VO79, Pro95] on the message error probability depending on the
channel stateh as

PB(C, h) = Pr
{

X̂ 6= X
}

≤
∞∑

d=dfree

ad · Pd(h). (4.24)

with dfree the free distance of the code,{ad}∞d=dfree
the distance spectrum of the code, andPd(h) the

pairwise error probability of two code words at Hamming distanced.
Note that the free distancedfree and the distance spectrum{ad} only depend on the channel code

C. Without power control, i.e.,γ = 1, Pd exclusively depends on the Hamming distancedf on
each slot and the channel stateHf according to (2.46) at each of the different code word symbolas
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(4.25)

Note that ”Rayleigh” refers to the case that the fading amplitudes affecting thed different symbols
are iid Rayleigh with unit mean. For the block–fading AWGN channel the error probability also
decreases exponentially similar to the iid Rayleigh fading case, but the Hamming distance is not
symbol–based, but block–based [BPS98], i.e., it decreases with the amount of different blocks
irrespective of the number of different symbols in each block. Note that for good channels, the
error probability is dominated by the free distance of the code, but for worse channels also the
distance spectrumad at lowd is of relevance.

4.2.2 Convolutional Codes

Overview

The well–known benefits of convolutional codes – a time–invariant trellis structure that facilitates
decoding – has led to an extensive use of trellis-based coding and decoding techniques in modern
communication systems. A brief introduction is provided – for more details we refer to, e.g. [LJ83].
In what follows we describe a rate1/c convolutional encoder as a device which generates thec–
tuplext = (x1,t, . . . , xc,t) of code bits at timet given the information bit sequenceu1, . . . , ut where

11For example, a random code with rate1/2 andn = 500 as the minimum typical block length in wireless commu-
nications would require about10350 computations for each code word about the same number of storage capacity in
bits. Mind that the number of atoms in the universe is estimated to be of order1080.
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xi,t, ut ∈ F2, t ≥ 0. Associating a particular sequence{ut}∞t=1 the series

u(D) =
∞∑

t=1

utD
t−1,

the code sequence{xt}∞t=1 for time instantt results as the coefficients of the series

xi(D) = u(D)gi(D) (4.26)

with gi(D) denoting the generator polynomials inF2 and all arithmetic operations performed in
F2. The memory of the codeµ is defined asµ , maxi deg gi(D) such that any information bitut
at timet influencesµ + 1 output tuples, namely{xt, . . . ,xt+µ}. The encoding using polynomial
generators can be implemented by the use of feed–forward encoders. The same code–words but a
different mapping can be obtained by for example using rational generators

ĝi(D) ,
gi(D)

g1(D)
,

which result in a systematic code, but require a recursive implementation of the encoders. In gen-
eral, systematic convolutional codes with comparable highfree distance require rational generator
functions. However, feed–forward systematic codes might also be generated by lettingg1(D) = 1
and using polynomial functions forg2(D), . . . , gc(D).

Block structure withk < ∞ rather than the initially provided desired semi–infinite structure
is desired for most packet–based systems. In case that we want to obtain a block consisting of
k information bits there exist basically three different techniques to obtain block structure for
convolutional codes: (i) stopping the generation of code symbols afterk information symbols, (ii)
appendingµ deterministic bits to thek information bits referred to astermination, or (iii) using
tail–biting structure by appending the firstµ bits of u as termination sequence. For (i) and (iii)
the number of transmission symbols per information messageu of lengthk results in resulting
in Nx = ck. The first choice (i) results lower protection of the last information bits inu, which
is avoided by (iii), but results in the necessity of up to2µ more complex decoder structures and
gets infeasible especially with increasingµ [Wei04]. In most practical systems block structure is
achieved by termination which results in balanced protection, but slightly increased effective code
rate as

rterm =
k

Nx

with Nx = (k + µ)c− µ1 {systematic feedforward code} . (4.27)

If the memory is much smaller than the number of information bits, i.e.,µ ≪ k, the effective rate
is almost identical to1/c, for other cases the ineffectiveness due to termination canbe significant.
For systematic feedforward encoders the deterministic bits appended tou need not be transmitted.

Due to extensive use of convolutional codes in different systems, there exist many optimal and
sub–optimal decoding algorithms which can be differentiated with respect to their performance–
complexity tradeoff. One of the reasons for the popularity of convolutional codes is the existence
of manageable maximum–likelihood and sequence Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decoding algo-
rithms based on the Viterbi algorithm [Vit67]. In addition,the performance of convolutional codes
for maximum likelihood decoding has been studied in [Vit67]and extended in [VO79]. Despite
the possible representation of block codes with the use of termination, the performance of con-
volutional codes is not appropriately described by the block error probability according to (4.2),
especially the the exponential decrease of the error probability with the block lengthn is not valid.
To describe the performance of convolutional codes, Viterbi and Omura [VO79] used theevent
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error probability Pe which is defined as the probability that any another path has higher metric
than the correct one. Employing the union bound and given that there aread incorrect paths at
Hamming distanced from the correct path over an unmerged segment, the event error probability
is upper–bounded as

Pe ≤
∞∑

d=dfree

ad · Pd, (4.28)

with Pd the pairwise error probability according to (4.25). Similarly to block codes, the perfor-
mance of convolutional codes mainly depends on the free distance of the code, and to some extent
on the multiplicity of error events at low distances. Heller[Hel68] introduced an upper bound on
the minimum free distance of a rate1/c convolutional code as

dfree ≤ min
i≥1

⌊
2i−1

2i
(µ+ i)c

⌋

. (4.29)

Good codes are found by computer search over all possible generators with a certain memoryµ and
a certain number of output symbolsc. For tables and details see [Pro95] and references therein.It
is obvious that the free distance and the code performance increases with increased number output
symbolsc, but the influence of the memoryµ in the code performance is not immediately obvious.
For a certain channel given by itsh and withr = 1/c, 0 ≤ r ≤ R0, it is shown [VO79] that the
event error probability strongly depends on the memory of the code as

Pe ≤
2−(µ+1)cR0

1 − 21−cR0
. (4.30)

Even tighter bounds have been provided by in [VO79] using theerror exponent according to (4.3).
The importance of the memory on the event error probability for convolutional codes is obvious
from (4.29) as well as from (4.30): The free distance basically increases linearly with the memory
and the event error probability decreases exponentially with the memory of the code.

Representations of Convolutional Codes

There exist basically three different methods to describe convolutional codes, namely a state di-
agram, a tree diagram, and a trellis diagram. Especially thelatter two are used in decoding al-
gorithms and will therefore be introduced briefly in the following. For sake of clarity we restrict
ourselves to rate1/c convolutional codes with encoder havingµ memory elements though the
extension to generalk/c codes is not significantly different. In a straight–forwardmanner a con-
volutional code is represented as atree diagram. For binary input symbols from each nodeN
there originate2 branches ending in2 successor nodes. The tree diagram of a convolutional code
with (c = 2, k = 1, µ = 2) is shown in Figure 4.8. Each nodeN at deptht depends on the
first t bits u(0:t] of input sequenceu such that we expressN (u(0:t]). The number of nodes grows
exponentially with the depth of the treet.

For convolutional codes it is observed that a certain structure in the tree repeats itself afterµ
stages. This redundancy is removed by merging all nodes at a certain tree deptht with the same
properties to a single stateπt ∈ {1, . . . , 2µ} expressing the state of the convolutional encoder.
For convenience, let us define the stateπ(u(0:t]) as the state of the convolutional encoder after
encoding the information sequenceu up to information symbolut. For completeness we include
the initial stateπ(u(0:0]) , π0 with π0 representing the initial state of the encoder prior to encoding
u1. In case of termination the information sequence is extended with µ known bits such that
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Figure 4.8: Tree representation of(c = 2, k = 1, µ = 2) convolutional code.

without loss of generalityπterm , π(u(0:k+µ]) = π0. Depending on the stateπ(u(0:t−1]) and the
information bit at positiont, ut, we obtain the state at positiont, π(u(0:t]), as well as the output tuple
xt(u) = x(π(u(0:t−1]), π(u(0:t])) according to (4.26). The encoding of an information sequenceu

results in a state sequence{πt(u)}k+µt=0 . The encoder can be interpreted as a finite state machine
with 2µ states and a description is obtained by atrellis diagram. The trellis representation of a
convolutional code with(c = 2, k = 1, µ = 2) is shown in Figure 4.9. Note that only depending on
the stateπt−1(u) and the information bit at positiont, ut, we obtain the successor state at position
t, πt(u) = πs(πt−1(u), ut), as well as as the output tuplext(u) , x(πt−1(u), ut) according to
(4.26). Also obvious from this representation is that the state sequence is uniquely defined in the
reverse directionπt(u) = πp(πt+1(u), ut+1).

Optimal Sequence–Based Decoding Algorithms for Convolutional Codes

As already mentioned there exist several decoding algorithms for convolutional codes. Maximum
likelihood, sequence MAP and symbol–based MAP decoding is commonly implemented by the
exploitation the trellis structure of convolutional codes. Based on the observed channel outputy,
the sequence MAP decoder according to (2.38)12 searches for the sequence fulfilling

û = arg max
u∈Sk

u

Pr (X = x(u) |Y = y ) .

Assuming statistically independent information symbolsut,t = 1, . . . , k, a discrete memoryless
channel, and a terminated convolutional code such thatu is extended byµ information symbols,

12We ignore the dependency on the channel realizationh in the following.
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and the a priori probability for the symbols returning into the terminating stateπk+µ is one1
for all information symbolsut : ∀t = k + 1, . . . , k + µ, then the sequence MAP decision can be
expressed as

û = arg max
u∈Sk

u

[
Nx∑

i=1

log Pr {yi|xi(u)} + log Pr {X = x(u)}
]

= arg max
u∈Sk

u

[
k+µ
∑

t=1

(
c∑

i=1

log (Pr {yt,i|xt,i(u)}) + log (Pr {ut})
)]

= arg max
u∈Sk

u

[
k+µ
∑

t=1

λ (ψt,xt(u), Lt, u)

]

(4.31)

where the metric increment is in general a function of the channel LLRψ, a transmitted vectorx,
an a priori LLRL, and the bitu. For sequence MAP decoding the metricλMAP can be computed
as

λMAP(ψ,x, L, u) ,

c∑

i=1

ψi · xi + L · u, (4.32)

andL specifies the a priori knowledge on bitu. With the assumption of equiprobable input sym-
bolsu we haveL = 0 and the sequence MAP decoding becomes a maximum–likelihooddecoding
strategy with metric incrementλML (ψ,x) = λMAP(ψ,x, 0, u). For completeness we continue with
a general metricλ being replaced byλMAP or λML for sequence MAP or maximum–likelihood
decoding, respectively. A straight–forward brute force decoder would basically determine all cu-
mulative metrics for all possibleu ∈ Sku and select the one with the highest metric. Note that this
decoding is not restricted to convolutional codes, but can be applied to any code.

In the following we will present the Viterbi algorithm as a specific realization of a dynamic
programming problem. The possibly complicated presentation is motivated as we will use a very
similar algorithm for other purposes in section 5.3 and section 5.4. The analogy of this algorithm
with the Viterbi algorithm will be obvious.
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Let us define a cumulative metricΛt(u) for each information symbol positiont as

Λt(u) ,

t∑

j=1

λ(ψj,xt(u), Lj, uj) (4.33)

Then, the problem in (4.31) of finding the optimal decoded sequenceĉu reduces to

û = arg max
u∈Sk

u

Λt(u) (4.34)

with t = k + µ. We introduce a recursive presentation for the metricΛt(u) as well as for the
encoder stateπt(u) as

Λt(u) = Λt(u) + λ(ψt,x(πt−1(u), ut), Lt, ut),

πt(u) = πs(πt−1(u), ut), (4.35)

with Λ0(u) , 0 and π0(u) , π0. Note, that for anyu, Λt(u) and πt(u) do not depend on
u(t:k+µ]. With that, we can solve (4.31) as follows. Letû(0:t],π be the solution for the minimization
problem in (4.34) and letΛ∗

t,π with π = πt(û) denote the optimal value of the objective function
in (4.34). Therefore,̂u(0:t],π is the sequence of decoded bits fulfilling the MAP or maximum–
likelihood criterion in (4.34) for an information bit length t and a termination stateπ. Then the
following holds.

1. Λ∗
t,π satisfies the dynamic programming equation

Λ∗
t,π = max

u∈{±1}

(

Λ∗
t−1,πp(u) + λ(ψt,x(πp(π, u), u), L, u)

)

. (4.36)

2. The information bit̂ut(π) denotes the source bit achieving the minimum in (4.36).

3. The subsequencêu(0:t] solves (4.34) for positiont and termination stateπ.

This is obvious with the recursions in (4.35) and as for anyu, Λt(u) andπt(u) only depends
on u(0:t]. The key observation in (4.36) is that to obtain the optimum solution for û in terms of
maximizing the a posteriori probability it is sufficient foreach staget and each possible stateπ
to only look at the optimum subsequenceû(0:t],π. The operation in (4.36) is usually referred to
as add–compare–selectoperation. To find the optimum decoded sequenceû it is sufficient to
computeΛ∗

t,π recursively for each positiont and each stateπ based on the trellis representation.
However, this still requires2µ add–compare–select operations for each information bit meaning
that the complexity of the decoding algorithm grows exponentially with the memoryµ of the code.
The same holds for the storage requirements of the code.

Rate–Compatible Convolutional Codes

With regular1/c–convolutional codes only a very restricted set of code rates at or below1/2 can
be supported. However, it has already been discussed that for different purposes, higher rate codes
and flexibility by the use of rate–compatible codes is desired. Rate–compatible puncturing for con-
volutional codes has been introduced in [Hag88] with the so–called Rate–Compatible Punctured
Convolutional (RCPC) codes. In this case, for each group ofωp information bits only those code
bits of the original encoder are transmitted that correspond to a1 in thec × ωp binary puncturing
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matrixPi with i = 1, . . . , cωp [Hag88].Pi containsni , ωp + i 1s such that the rate of the code
is r = ωp/ni if we ignore termination overhead for the moment. With the definition of appropriate
puncturing matricesPi, i = 1, . . . , (c− 1)ωp in completeωp(c− 1) different channel coding rates
are available by this punctured code. Note thati = 0 corresponds to uncoded transmission if we
assume systematic convolutional codes. For convenience wedefine the discrete set of available
code rates for a practical convolutional code asSr.

Assuming maximum–likelihood decoding and employing the union bound similar to (4.28) for
regular1/c–convolutional codes and generalizingad as the number of incorrect paths forωp suc-
cessive nodes, i.e., inside one puncturing period, we obtain a generalization on the upper bound
for the event error probability as

PB(C, h) ≤ 1

ωp

∞∑

d=dfree

ad · Pd. (4.37)

Good non–systematic RCPC codes with highdfree and also low multiplicityad have been presented
in [Hag88]. We have extended this work to systematic recursive convolutional codes in [HS99].

4.2.3 Sequential Decoding of Convolutional Codes

The optimal algorithms minimizing the sequence and symbol error probability, the Viterbi and the
BCJR algorithms both have exponential complexity and storageconstraints with the memoryµ
of the code making them impracticable for convolutional codes with high memory. However, as
indicated in (4.29) and (4.30), the performance of the convolutional code increases significantly
with higher memory resulting in an obvious contradiction. Even prior to the invention of the Viterbi
algorithm, Wozencraft [WR61] and Fano [Fan63b] introduced a sequential decoding algorithm
which searches for the most probable path through a tree by examining only one path at a time.
In [Mas72] Massey showed that the decoding of variable length codes and the sequential decoding
of convolutional codes are two instances of the same underlying problem. In both cases the decoder
operates on a tree with paths of different lengths. In case ofthe variable length decoder this tree
represents the codewords of the variable length code, whilein case of the sequential decoder the
tree represents the partially explored code tree. The goal of both decoders is to find the path through
the tree which given the observed sequencey was most likely transmitted. Using this analogy
Massey proved that the Fano metric proposed by Fano on intuitive grounds is exactly the metric
that minimizes error probability and, therefore, should beused for path selection with sequential
decoding [Mas72]. The main difference between the Viterbi algorithm and the sequential decoding
algorithms is that paths of different length have to be compared which required a metric adaptation
in (4.32). We will briefly introduce the background of the Fano metric as it is used to derive a
reliability vector for the decoded path of a sequential decoder in section 4.4.

Decoding of Variable–Length Codes and the Fano Metric

Let us assume a set of messagesU denoted by integersu = 1, 2, . . . . Each messageu ∈ U is
mapped to a variable length code wordx(u) = {x1(u), x2(u), . . . , xl{x(u)}(u)} of lengthl {x(u)}.
The code symbolsxt(u) , t = 1, . . . , Nu, belong to some alphabetSx13 and the maximum code-
word length is denoted byNU , i.e.,NU = maxu∈U l {x(u)}. The setTx = {x(u) |u ∈ U } of all
codewords defines a VLC characterized by prefix–free code words and can be represented by a
tree.

13In the sequel we will again restrict ourselves to binary codewords withSx = F2
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Assume now that the code words are transmitted over a discrete memoryless channel. Based on
the observed channel output sequencey = y(0:NU ], the goal of the VLC decoder is the estimation
of the transmitted variable length codewordx(u) and its assigned messageu in such a way that the
error probability is minimized. This results in a MAP decision rule as

û = arg

(

max
u∈U

Pr{u,y}
)

. (4.38)

Massey showed in [Mas72] by the use of random tail extension of shorter code words that the
probabilityPr(u,y) yields

Pr(u,y) = C(y) Pr{u} · exp





l{x(u)}
∑

t=1

λFan(yt, xt(u))



 , (4.39)

with C(y) being a constant which only depends only on the received sequencey andPr{u} the a
priori probability of messageu. The metric incrementλFan(y, x) is given by

λFan(y, x) = log

(
Pr{Y = y|X = x}

Pr{y}

)

. (4.40)

For information messagesu with Pr{u} ∝ exp (−l {x(u)}), (4.39) is referred to asFano metricas
it was first proposed by Fano [Fan63b] to be used for sequential decoding of convolutional codes.
The application will be discussed in the following.

Consider an information sequenceu, with u = (u1, . . . , uk) and the corresponding code word,
encoded with a convolutional code with mother code rate1/c and termination, is denoted asx(u).
Note that after encoding, all code wordsx(u) have the same lengthNx. The transmission over a
discrete memoryless channel with transition probabilityPr{Y = y|X = x} results in a received
sequencey, being represented by the channel LLRψ in the following.

In contrast to maximum–likelihood or MAP decoding algorithms sequential decoding algo-
rithms do not take into account all code words with full length. Instead, the decoding is based on
the construction of a VLC tree which decides for the most likely code word in the tree. The recur-
sive generation of the VLC treeT is discussed later, it basically distinguishes different sequential
decoding algorithms. For a given tree, the decision on the most likely code word is equivalent to
the decoding of a VLC. Consider for the moment that we have given any information bit sub–tree
U , Tu ⊆ {±1}k containing any number of subsequencesu in form of a VLC. The length of
an information word is denoted asl {u}. By encoding all sequences inU with a convolutional
encoder we obtain a code symbol symbol treeTx ⊆ SNx

x . Note thatU andTx are equivalent and
can be transformed into each other by the encoding prescription according to (4.26).

Then, the joint probability for a sequencey and any VLC information sequenceu ∈ U based
on the information symbolU results in a similar expression as the sequence MAP decisionrule
according to (4.31), namely

û = arg max
u∈U

Pr{u,y |U }

= arg max
u∈U





l{u}
∑

t=1

λVLC (ψt,xt(u), Lt, ut)



 , (4.41)

where the metric incrementλVLC is in general a function of the channel LLRψ, the code symbol
vectorx, an a priori LLRL, and the information bitu itself. In [WRH96] it was shown that the
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metric incrementλVLC for a convolutional code with code rate1/c is expressed as

λVLC (ψ,x, L, u) = c log(2) −
c∑

i=1

log (1 + exp (−ψixi)) − log (1 + exp (−L · u)) . (4.42)

Again, equivalently to (4.33), we introduce a cumulative metric Λt(u) for each information symbol
positiont as

Λt(u) ,

t∑

j=1

λVLC(ψj,xj(u), Lj, uj) (4.43)

Then, the problem in (4.41) of finding the optimal VLC codeword û reduces to

û = arg max
u∈U

Λt(u) (4.44)

with t = l {u}. For convenience, we drop the length informationl {u} in case that the metric of
the entire code word is the measure of interest, i.e.,Λ(u) , Λl{u}(u). It is worth to note that for
code words of equal length the decision in (4.44) is equivalent to the sequence MAP decision in
(4.34). For details on the transformation steps we refer to [Don99]. In addition, let us emphasize
the joint probabilityPr{u,y} is expressed as

Pr{u,y} = C(y) · exp (Λ(u)) . (4.45)

Finally, a recursive presentation for the metricΛt(u) in (4.43) as well as for the encoder stateπt(u)
is given by replacingλ with λVLC in (4.35).

In what follows, we briefly review the theory of sequential decoding algorithms. The task of
every algorithm for decoding convolutional codes consistsin searching the code tree for the path
that was most likely transmitted given the received sequence. The principle idea of all sequential
decoding algorithms is to restrict this search and to explore only a selection of all paths — the
most promising paths — in the decoding process. This selection is based on a suitable metric and
is justified intuitively by the argument, that if a path seemsnot to be promising at a certain node
in the code tree, all of the paths stemming from it can be discarded without any essential loss in
comparison to maximum likelihood decoding.

Since at any time instant typically only the most promising path is extended, a sub–tree of the en-
tire code tree is explored during the decoding process requiring a metric that enables us to compare
paths of different lengths. The procedure as defined in (4.41) fulfills these requirements. The most
prominent sequential decoding algorithms are thestackand theFano algorithms, for a detailed
description of these algorithms we refer to [LJ83]. However, we will introduce the algorithms
briefly in the following as the algorithms developed in section 4.4 rely on sequential decoding. All
sequential decoding algorithms operate in a similar way: ineach step they recursively generate a
decoding VLC treeU and also recursively compute the cumulative metricΛt(u) for the new tree
according to (4.43).

Stack Algorithm

The stack algorithm derives its name from the fact that its decoding process is based on an ordered
list of partially extended paths and corresponding metrics. The treeUi is extended in each step by
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appending±1 to the code word with the highest metricûi, i.e., for eachi = 1, 2, . . .

Λ({ûi−1,±1}) = Λ(ûi−1) + λVLC(ψl{ûi−1}+1,x(πl{ûi−1}(ûi−1),±1), Ll{ûi−1}+1,±1),

Ui = (Ui−1 ∩ ûi−1) ∪ {ûi−1,±1} ,
ûi = arg max

u∈Ui

Λ(u), (4.46)

with initial treeU0 = ∅, û0 = {}, andΛ(û0) = 0. After this initialization, the stack decoder
carries out repeatedly the operation in (4.46). The operations are accomplished by removing the
top patĥui−1 of an ordered list, computing the metric of the two new code words, inserting the two
new code words{ûi−1,±1} into the ordered list according to the derived metricsΛ({ûi−1,±1})
such that finally the paths with the highest metric,ûi, appears at the top of the list. Note that the
repeated operation according to (4.46) is very similar to the add–compare–selectoperation of the
Viterbi algorithm consisting of two additions and comparison operations. For convolutional codes,
this procedure repeats until the top path has reached the endof the code tree unless the decoding is
stopped by an external interrupt before. For details on an efficient implementation using a linked
list and efficient sorting algorithms we refer to [Don99]. Ina practical system the stack size is
naturally limited. Hence, when all stack entries are already filled, the paths with the lowest metric
value that cannot be accommodated in the stack are simply dropped and, therefore, lost in the
decoding process.

Fano Algorithm

For good performance, the Stack decoder requires a significant amount of storage capacity to keep
track of the ordered list of paths. In contrast, the Fano algorithm [Fan63b] considers only one
distinct pathû at any time instant such that basically only memory for a single path is required.
Therefore, it is sufficient to specify the position of the Fano decoder by a single indext = l {û}.
The Fano decoder explores a sequence of nodes in the code tree, moving from the current node
Nt , N (û) to one of its successorsN (u)

t , N ({û, u}) with u = ±1 or its direct predecessor
Nt−1 , N (û(0:l{û}−1]), but never jumps. The decision, whether the decoder moves forward or
backward in the code tree is based on the comparison of the metric of the current best path,Λt ,

Λ(û) with a threshold valueTFan. Essentially, all pathsu with metricΛ(u) better thanTFan, i.e.,
Λ(u) > TFan, have to be examined. Therefore, in order to minimize the number of the paths
necessary to be examined, the threshold is updated in discrete steps±∆Fan.

Figure 4.10 sketches a flow chart of the Fano algorithm14. After initialization (̂u = {}, t = 0
Λt = 0, TFan = 0) or during the decoding process the decoder is in a certain nodeNt. The metrics
Λ

(u)
t with u = ±1 are computed according to (4.46) identically as for the Stack algorithm, andu∗

is chosen asu∗ = arg maxu=±1 Λ
(u)
t . If Λ

(u∗)
t ≥ TFan the decoder operates just as the stack decoder,

namely moves forward by updating the decoded vector asû = {û, u∗}. Otherwise, it is checked
if continuing with the other information bit−u∗ or even moving backward is appropriate, or if the
threshold has to be lowered. Backward moving, i.e.,û = û(0:t−1], is selected if the thresholdTFan

is lowered that much that it is below the metric of the previous node,Λt−1. Backward moving is
continued as long as on the way backward all paths forward have been checked and the metric of
the previous node is greater equal than the current threshold TFan. If on the way backwards other
forward directions have not yet been checked, forward moving into this direction is attempted.
If threshold loosening is chosen, i.e.,TFan = TFan− ∆Fan, a regular forward operation according

14We ignore for the moment the shaded boxes which describe the modifications for computing path reliability as
discussed in section 4.4.
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Figure 4.10: Flow chart of the Fano algorithm.

to (4.46) with metric computation and selection of best paths in forward direction based on the
current valueŝu andTFan is invoked. Again, only thisadd–compare–selectoperation is of major
interest for the computational costs of a Fano decoder, all other operations basically only result
in simple comparisons and threshold adaptations. Again, onthe way forward it is checked if the
end of the code tree is reached and onlyadd–compare–selectoperations according to (4.46) are
counted. The residual operations necessary in the decodingalgorithm basically only consist of
very few comparisons, a trade–off between storage and number of operations is possible. On the
way forward, threshold tightening is applied, i.e., the thresholdTFan is increased by the largest
possible positive integer multiple of∆Fan such thatTFan does not exceedΛt. However, to prevent
the decoder to be stuck in a dead–lock, this threshold tightening is only allowed if this nodeNt is
visited the first time [LJ83]. This event is detected by comparing the metric of the current path,
Λt, with the actual threshold,TFan asΛt < TFan + ∆Fan. To detect a first–time visit,∆Fan must be
selected such that it is greater than the maximum increment,i.e.,

∆Fan> max
ψ

λVLC(ψ,1, |L|, 1) = c log(2) − log (1 + exp (−|L|)) .

For 1/n–codes and equiprobable input symbols with|L| = 0 we obtain∆Fan > (c − 1) log(2),
whereby equality is sufficient in practical systems. Therefore, we define the minimum increment
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as∆Fan,min = (c− 1) log(2). For more details on the Fano algorithm we refer to [LJ83, AM91], an
optimized implementation of the Fano algorithm is presented in [Don99].

Computational Complexity

In contrast to maximum–likelihood Viterbi decoding with a constant number ofadd–compare–
selectoperationNop = 2µ per information bit, for sequential decoding algorithms the number of
computations to decode a certain information wordu is a random variable.

In [LJ83, Sav66, JB67, Jel69, VO79], it shown that the average15 number of path extensions per
information bit,Nop, equivalent to theadd–compare–selectoperation in (4.46), is approximately
Pareto distributed for sufficiently high number of operations16, i.e.,

Pr{Nop > η} ≈ Aseqη
−ρ, 0 < ρ <∞, (4.47)

whereAseqis a constant depending on the applied sequential decoding algorithm, and the Pareto ex-
ponentρ is related to the Gallager function according to (4.4) and the code rater asρ , E0(ρ, h)/r.
An important observation from (4.47) is that the probability distributionPr{Nop > η} is indepen-
dent of the code memoryµ. Hence, the computational behavior in terms ofadd–compare–select
operations is independent of the code memory. The expected number of operations results in

E {Nop} = Aseq lim
η→∞

ρ

1 − ρ

(
η1−ρ − 1

)
, (4.48)

and for the expected number to be finite, i.e.,E {Nop} <∞, we require thatρ > 1. From (4.4) and
the definition ofρ, it is obvious thatρ→ ∞ asr → 0 andρ→ 0 asr → RI . For a bounded mean
of the number ofadd–compare–selectoperations according to (4.48)ρ > 1 and therefore a code
rater < E0(1, h) is necessary. Note that according to (4.5), the left hand side is equivalent to the
cutoff rateR0 which therefore provides a practical bound for convolutional codes with sequential
decoding. For code ratesR0 ≤ r ≤ RC , sequential decoding becomes impractical. The asymptotic
behavior of probability distribution for the number of operations,Pr{Nop > η}, for differentρ as
well as the practical decoding range is shown in Figure 4.11.In [VO79] it is shown, thatR0 is not
only a practical bound for sequential decoding, but also formany other decoding schemes.

We will verify this workload behavior for practical codes. For this purpose, the probability dis-
tribution for the number of operations,Pr{Nop > η}, has been measured for a specific systematic
feedforward1/2–convolutional code withµ = 96 and information block lengthk = 512 and
appropriate termination. The code rater is computed according to (4.27) and simulations are per-
formed at the SNR, such that the cutoff rateR0(h) according to (4.5) results in the code rater, i.e.,
R0(h) = r andh = − log (21−r − 1) ≡ −1.06 dB. Figure 4.12 shows the the probability distribu-
tion Pr{Nop > η} averaged over all information bit positions for the stack algorithm as well as for
the Fano algorithm with different threshold increments∆Fan. The best computational distribution
is obtained by the stack algorithm. For the Fano algorithms,a threshold increment∆Fan of about
five times the minimum threshold increment∆Fan,min provides the best computational distribution.
Furthermore, it is obvious that for sufficiently largeη the distribution decreases exponentially with
ρ = 1 meaning that practical codes with sufficiently large memorybehave as predicted by random
coding arguments according to (4.47). In real–time applications, the computational resources per
information bit,Nop, in decoders are in general limited to someNop,max if a certain bit-rate has to
be supported. Therefore, for a given number of maximum operationsNop,max, it might happen with

15this means that averaging is performed over the ensemble of all convolutional codes.
16more precisely, it is shown thatlimη→∞ (Pr{Nop > η} · η−ρ) = Aseq.
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Figure 4.11: Asymptotic behavior of probability distribution for the number of operations,
Pr{Nop > η}, for differentρ together with practical decoding range.

probabilityPr{Nop > Nop,max} for sequential decoders that the decoding process can not befinal-
ized in time. Commonly, this information block is then declared as an erasure. From figure 4.11
for example, it can be observed that if we restrict the total amount of operations per information
bit toNop,max = 64, the erasure probabilityε for the stack decoder is about0.022, whereas for the
optimum Fano the erasure probability is about0.038.

Performance Comparison of Codes and Decoding Algorithms

Convolutional codes with moderate memory in the range ofµ = 4, . . . , 8 are widely used in mo-
bile communications systems, usually in combination with maximum–likelihood decoding based
on the Viterbi algorithm. Sequential decoding algorithms have been ignored in practical systems
mainly as the Viterbi algorithm can provide better performance at the reasonable complexity for
these moderate–memory codes. In addition, non–systematiccodes are used due to their superior
performance compared to systematic feedforward codes. Figure 4.13(a) for example shows the
block error probability for systematic feedforward and non–systematic convolutional codes, both
with memoryµ = 5 and code rater = 1/2 over the SNR per information bit,h/rterm. This pre-
sentation has been selected to compensate small differences in the termination overhead for the
information block of sizek = 512. The nonsystematic code outperforms significantly the sys-
tematic code, regardless of the decoding algorithms. In terms of decoding algorithms, the Viterbi
algorithm outperforms the stack algorithm which itself is better than the Fano algorithms. Both,
stack and Fano algorithms operate withNop,max = 25 such that it compares to the Viterbi add–
compare-select operations necessary for decoding aµ = 5 code. Whereas in case of maximum–
likelihood decoding the decoding process is always terminated, in case of sequential decoding an
erasure might occur due the excess of the necessary operation. The presentation treats both errors
equivalently by summing the error rate,PB, and the erasure rate,ε, in the presentation in fig-
ure 4.13(a). Whereasε is zero in case of maximum–likelihood decoding, for sequential decoding
the percentage of detected errors,ε/(PB + ε), is not necessarily zero as shown in figure 4.13(b).
For the moderate memory codes withµ = 5, the detection probability is very high for low SNR,
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Figure 4.12: Probability distributionPr{Nop > η} averaged over all information bit positions for
the stack algorithm as well as for the Fano algorithm with different threshold increments∆Fan.

but almost vanishes for higher SNR. Also shown in figure 4.13(a) is the bound for asymptotically
optimal rate1/2–codes operating at the cutoff rateR0 and the mutual informationRI . All memory
µ = 5 codes, regardless of the applied decoding, have non–negligible error rates at this bound.

The whole situation changes when increasing the memory of the convolutional codes. Fig-
ure 4.13(a) and (b) also show the performance of rate1/2 convolutional codes with memory
µ = 23, 31, and96. All three codes have systematic feedforward generators, but cannot be de-
coded with maximum–likelihood decoders due to the exponential complexity with the memory.
However, sequential decoding of these higher memory withNop,max = 25 outperforms the best
memory–µ = 5 performance. In any case, the stack algorithm performs slightly better than the
Fano algorithm. With increasing memory, the performance interms of error rates increases, but
somehow saturates fromµ = 31 to µ = 96. However, when looking at figure 4.13(b), the advan-
tage of the memoryµ = 96 code is immediately obvious as the percentage of undetectederrors
is 0 for all channel states whereas for theµ = 31 code as well as theµ = 23 code the decoder
still decides on wrong paths, the free distance of these codeis not sufficient to guarantee virtually
error–free performance. In addition, the memoryµ = 96 code has block erasure rate below1% for
SNR above the cutoff rate. Still, if the channel state is below the one proposed by the cutoff rate,
the error rate increases relatively fast. Therefore, we have shown that thisµ = 96 code with code
rate1/2 approximately performs like an asymptotically optimal code operating at the cutoff rate
as defined in (4.8).

In the next experiment we are interested in the extension of this code performance to obtain
practical rate–compatible convolutional codes which alsoperform asymptotically optimal at the
cutoff rate. For this purpose a memoryµ = 96 code with code rate1/3 has been used to generate
a family of rates. Although the literature provide many goodhigh–memory codes for sequential
decoding, good puncturing tables for higher memories are not known, only memories up toµ = 6
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Figure 4.13: Detected and undetected block error rates for convolutional codes with different
memoryµ, systematic and non–systematic generator matrices, and different decoding strategies
over the SNR per information bit: (a) Sum of detected and undetected block error probability, (b)
Percentage of detected errors.

as for example provided in [Hag88]. The criteria of finding good codes is not completely obvious17.
Therefore, we have decided to use regular puncturing matrices for high–memory convolutional
codes, in our case exclusively memoryµ = 96 codes.Regularmeans, that in case of adding or
removing a bit from the puncturing table to obtain a lower or higher rate, respectively, the position
is chosen such that the distance between two non–punctured positions is minimized. In case of
ambiguity, the position is chosen randomly. Regular puncturing can be well justified as long as the
puncturing periodωp is significantly smaller than the memory of the code, i.e.,ωp ≪ µ [Den98].

Figure 4.14 shows the performance in terms of erasure rateε over SNRh of a rate–compatible
punctured convolutional code with memoryµ = 96 and mother code rate1/3. The information
block is again fixed tok = 512. Also shown for each code is the SNR necessary to operate at the
cutoff rate assuming rater (long line) andrterm (short line). It is observed that these punctured con-
volutional codes provide different error protection for different channel states. It is also observed
that the undetected error probabilityPB is virtually zero for all code rates greater equal8/10. In
addition, one can see that the performance of the punctured codes is very similar to the results in
Figure 4.13 for the Fano decoder with memory96. The error rate at an SNR corresponding to the
cutoff rater is about2 − 3%, at the effective code raterterm it is higher at about10%. Again, if
the channel state is below the one proposed by the cutoff rate, the error rate increases relatively
fast. Therefore, we can conclude that also punctured convolutional codes with high memory such
asµ = 96 and code rates belowr = 0.8 performs like an asymptotically optimal code operating
at the cutoff rate as defined in (4.8). We will use this performance approximation in the course of
this work to simplify rate allocation procedures.

17Good sequential codes are found based on good distance profiles, i.e., on a path forward the distance increases
as fast as possible. However, in case of puncturing one has totake into consideration the code properties for different
starting points in the puncturing table. For the criteria according to (4.37) the error probability is the measure of
interest and averaging over all positions in the puncturingmatrix is valid. However, in case of sequential decoding,
one has to relate the specific code properties to a distribution of the computational effort. There also exist bounds
that relate parameters of specific codes to the performance with sequential decoding [CC78b]. However, neither the
computation of these bounds is trivial nor averaging over all starting points in the puncturing matrix does necessarily
provide an appropriate measure.
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Figure 4.14: Total error ratePB + ε and detected error rateε over SNRh of a rate–compatible
punctured convolutional code with memoryµ = 96, mother code rate1/3, information block size
k = 512 and different code ratesr generated by puncturing; also shown for each code the SNR
necessary to operate at the cutoff rate assuming rater (longer line) andrterm (short line).

4.3 Convolutional Codes in Systems with Fading

4.3.1 System Design and Radio Access for Block Fading Channels

Convolutional codes are widely used in nowadays mobile systems. We have seen that the outage
probability especially for block–fading channels can be decreased significantly at least theoreti-
cally by the use of more than one transmission slotF when transmitting over a block–fading as
long as the delay is acceptable. However, the bounds do not provide any guidelines on how to
distribute the channel symbolsn among theF transmission slots. For good performance, neigh-
boring code symbols of convolutional codes should experience some diversity, the trellis structure
of convolutional codes wants to avoid that code bits contributing to pathes with small distances
observe the same fading realization [Kno97]. In order to avoid this, the channel code wordn is not
transmitted directly over the channel but rather distributed over theF radio slots by a so–called
interleaver.

We have developed an optimized combined puncturing and interleaving scheme for low-memory
convolutional codes when applied over block-fading and erasure channels [Ohl98]. This was rec-
ognized [HSX00] in the standardization process for the channel coding of the Adaptive Multi–
Rate (AMR) when used in GSM, that the mapping can be optimized for block–fading channels.
The basic idea is that the interleaving of radio slots is optimized such that by the erasure of a
whole slot, the remaining code is still as good as possible. For further details we refer to [Ohl98]
and [HSX00].

However, in this work we focus on high-memory codes and in this case the optimized puncturing
is neither of advantage nor can the optimization be applied in a straight–forward manner. A large
variety of rates are supported by rate-compatible puncturing. In a punctured convolutional codes
for each group ofωp information bits only those code bits of the original encoder are transmitted
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that correspond to a1 in thec×ωp binary puncturing matrixPi with i = 0, . . . , (c−1)ωp [Hag88].
Pi containsni , ωp+ i 1s such that the rate of the code isr = ωp/ni. With the definition of appro-
priate puncturing matricesPi, i = 1, . . . , (c− 1)ωp in completeωp(c− 1) different channel coding
rates are available by this punctured code. Note thati = 0 corresponds to uncoded transmission as
we use systematic CCs. We define the set of available code rates asSr.

In order to incorporate sufficient interleaving in the system the channel code wordz is not
transmitted directly over the channel but rather distributed over several radio slots.Π(·,P) defines
the mapping of index pair(i, t), with t = 1, . . . , b andi = 1, . . . , c, either to the radio slot index
pair (f, v), with f = 1, . . . , F andv = 1, . . . , Nv, or to a punctured code bit depending on the
puncturing matrixP. With this mapping, we define the LLR corresponding to the transmitted
channel symbolz(i)

t as

ψ
(i)
t ,

{
ψ(yf,v) = 4αf

Es

N0
yf,v if P(i, t mod ωp) = 1

0 if P(i, t mod ωp) = 0
. (4.49)

In the remainder of this work we assume a simple mapping from(i, t) to (f, v) as follows. We
introduce a mappingΠ1 from (i, t) to a one-dimensional sequencej = 1, . . . , NvF such that∀t1 =
1, . . . , b ,∀i1 = 1, . . . , c with P(i1, t1) = 1 and∀t2 = 1, . . . , b ,∀i2 = 1, . . . , c with P(i2, t2) = 1
we haveΠ1(i1, t1) < Π1(i2, t2) if t1 < t2 or if t1 = t2 andi1 < i2. If P(i, t) = 0 the code symbol
z

(i)
t is punctured. The mapping fromΠ1(·) to the symbol pair(f, v) is defined asf = Π1(i, t)

mod F andv = ⌈Π1(i, t)/F ⌉.
Figure 4.15 summarizes the channel coding and radio access scheme considered in the remainder

of the work. The information messageu of lengthk is encoded by the1/c convolutional encoder
to obtain channel code vectorz. Then, by appropriate puncturing and interleaving withΠ(·,P)
as well as by proper signal mapping,z is mapped on the transmitted signalx, which is spread
and transmitted over theF radio slots. The received signaly is de-interleaved, de-punctured and
processed such that we obtain the LLR of the received signalψ, which is passed to the chan-
nel decoder. In case of ARQ type 2 schemes, exactly the same procedure is applied except that
transmission can be stopped, if the message is correctly received before allF radio slots are used.

4.3.2 Outage Probabilities for FEC

Convolutional codes are used in wireless systems for simple forward error correction. Obviously,
we cannot provide a comprehensive discussion on the performance of all different codes. However,
we discuss at least the influence of different code and systemparameters for a specific example.
Figure 4.16 shows the combined block error and erasure ratePB + ε over the SNR per information
bit, h/rterm for different convolutional codes with memoryµ = 4 andµ = 96, mother code
rate1/2, information block sizek = 512, different interleaving schemes and different number of
independent radio slots,F . In addition, also for each number of slots the outage probability for
asymptotically optimal codes operating at the cutoff rateRI is shown.

For any code in use the performance obviously increases withincreasing number of radio slots,
diversity gains are apparent. All codes result in similar slope as the SNR grows which mainly
depends on the diversity degree, i.e., on the number of slotsF , not on the code itself. In any
case, theµ = 4 codes perform worse than the cutoff rate bound. ForF = 1 andF = 2 the
optimized interleaving is identical to the regular interleaving. Only forF = 4 andF = 8 the
optimized interleaving according to [Ohl98] and [HSX00] provides gains between0.2 and0.5 dB.
Although the gains are not impressive, it is worth to note that they come for free. However, one
can also observe that with the use of higher memory codes, theobserved gains for the AWGN
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Figure 4.16: Combined block error and erasure ratePB + ε over the SNR per information bit,
h/rterm for different convolutional codes with memoryµ = 4 andµ = 96, mother code rate1/2, in-
formation block sizek = 512, different interleaving schemes and different number of independent
radio slots,F ; also shown for each number of slots is the outage probability for asymptotically
optimal codes operating at the cutoff rateRI .

channel are also present when transmitting over a block–fading AWGN channel. For the high
memory codes, only regular interleaving has been applied. The high memory codes withµ = 96
and Fano decoding withNop = 16 operations comparable to Viterbi decoding of memoryµ = 4
codes results in performance gains of0.5 − 1.5 dB depending on the number of slotsF . In any
case, the performance of the higher-memory codes outperforms the cutoff rate bound. Due to the
good performance and the manageable complexity of high–memory codes and sequential decoding
algorithms we will concentrate on these codes in the following and will use asymptotically optimal
codes at the cutoff rate for performance estimations.

4.4 Regressive UEP and the Far End Error Decoder

4.4.1 System Overview

Motivation and Problem Formulation

In subsection 3.1.3 the extension from scalable source coding to progressive source coding has
been presented as a major breakthrough to simplify the design of multimedia communication sys-
tems. In this case, virtually each additional bit received from the progressively coded bit–stream
can enhance the quality. Investigations for example in [MM00] have shown that the reconstruction
quality of efficient progressive source coding schemes suchas SPIHT is severely affected by resid-
ual errors. Due to the properties of progressive coding any data after the first decoding error cannot
be interpreted any more. In fact, even if the data following the decoding error is correct, usually the
reconstruction quality decreases due to effects like synchronization loss and wrong interpretation
of the entropy coded data. Thus, it is vital in progressive coding to deliver only error–free data
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to the source decoder, i.e., todetectand localize the first error in the decoded block. Hence, it
is obvious that for highly efficient progressive source coding algorithms no longer the average bit
error probability is the most important parameter. Insteadit is essential to delay the first decoding
error as far to the end of the block as possible, i.e., to maximize the error–free part of the decoded
data block.

Conventional UEP schemes, e.g. in [Hag88, SZ98], apply blockcoding or convolutional coding
with termination. In addition, as error detection is essential as indicated in [MM00] an outer error
detection code – usually a CRC of lengthNCRC – is applied to each individual levelm. Hence, in
conventional schemes, e.g. [SZ98] only all error–free levels until the first erroneous level have been
detected are delivered to the source decoder. Low error probability as well as low detection failure
probability are desired, i.e., the reliability of the delivered data should be as high as possible.
This requires on the one hand codes with low error probability directly asking for codes with
memoryµ as high as possible. In addition, for high reliability of thedelivered data, the size of
the error detection code,µ +NCRC, should be as high as possible. Unfortunately, terminationand
error detection adversely affect efficiency as an overhead of µ + NCRC information bits for each
individual level is necessary.

Assuming that we apply the same code rater to each level and usingk/M bits for each level,
the effective code rate is decreased due to this overhead as

rUEP

r
=

1

1 + (µ+NCRC)
M
k

.

i.e., for the same amount of channel symbols available onlykrUEP/r bits compared tok for single
layer approach without termination and error detection canbe transmitted.

Therefore, conventional UEP schemes with individual coding of levels can be viewed as the
channel–coding pendant to scalable source coding with a limited amount of layers, the equiva-
lence to progressive source coding in the channel coding area is not obvious. For this purpose
we introduce a coding scheme referred to asRegressive Unequal Error Protection (UEP)which
includes an UEP scheme with many different rate–scales based on convolutional codes. Thereby,
rather than using termination and error detection for individual level, we apply a single convo-
lutional code over the entire levels, support UEP by puncturing with regressive redundancy, and
provide decoding algorithms which are suited for this specific encoding. We define the objective
of the decoding algorithm and discuss an optimum trellis–based decoding algorithm. Finally, we
present in detail a low–complexity decoding algorithm based on sequential decoding, the so–called
Far End Error Decoding (FEED) algorithm.

To formalize this idea, we introduce a system concept based on punctured convolutional codes
for regressive UEP together with an innovative decoding concept in a sense that the decoder

1. estimates the most likely transmitted sequence based on the channel observations and a priori
information as discussed in section 4.2,

2. computes a reliability of all information subsequences of this most likely sequence where
each sub–path starts at the first symbol,

3. decides based on these reliabilities the error–free partof the decoded data block.
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Encoding Principle

The encoding principle basically relies on convolutional codes with UEP where the code rate
increases over the information sequence block18. Assume that an information sequenceu of length
k bit is encoded with a rate1/c–convolutional code, termination is applied optionally. Aregressive
redundancy profile is implemented applying puncturing withpuncturing periodωp to the encoded
block before transmitting it. Therefore, we divide the information sequenceu in M = k/ωp level
with km = ωp. We define a channel code vectorn = {n1, n2, . . . , nM} which denotes the amount
of channel symbols assigned to each level. The code rate of levelm is therefore defined as

rm = ωp/nm.

For notational convenience we define the channel code vectorup to levelm as

nm , {n1, n2, . . . , nm}

and the sum over all components of vectornm as

Nm ,

m∑

i=1

ni

andN0 , 0.
In the following we assume that the receiver has perfect knowledge of the channel coding vector

n. After transmitting the code symbols for this information sequenceu, puncturing is reverted at
the receiver by inserting0’s in the channel LLR for all positions which have been punctured at
transmitter side. Therefore, we assume in the following decoding process that we operate on1/c
convolutional codes.

Decoding Principle

A crucial role in the determination of error–free part of thedata block plays the reliabilityR of
a subsequenceu(0:t] of an information wordu where0 ≤ t ≤ k. The reliability expresses the
probability that this information subsequenceu(0:t] is correct, i.e., all symbols in this information
subsequence are correct, taking into account the entire received sequencey. To be more specific,
we denote byS(u(t:t′]) the set of all information wordsu that share a common subsequenceu(t:t′]

with 0 ≤ t < t′ ≤ k, i.e.,S(u(t:t′]) , {u′ ∈ S|∀t < τ ≤ t′ uτ = u′τ}. The reliability is defined as
the probability of this sub–pathu(0:t] given the entire received vectory, or equivalently the channel
LLR ψ for this data block, i.e.

Rψ(u(0:t]) , Pr{u(0:t]|ψ} =
∑

u′∈S(u(0:t])
Pr{u′|ψ}. (4.50)

For convenience, we define the reliability vector of all possible subblocks inu as

Ru ,
{
Rψ(u(0:0]),Rψ(u(0:1]), . . . ,Rψ(u(0:k])

}
. (4.51)

18Note that in general any other principle to support a decrease of the average channel information in terms ofψ
might be applied to support some unequal protection. For example, the transmit power of the transmitted signals might
be reduced for later symbols in the encoded block. We have investigated another approach where the average SNR
towards the end of the block is achieved by multilevel coding[Sch00].
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As the setS(u(0:t′]) is a subset of theS(u(0:t]) for t < t′ and with the definition of the reliabil-
ity according to (4.51), it is obvious that the reliability vector is monotonically increasing with
decreasing subblock length, i.e.,

∀t < t′ Rψ(u(0:t]) ≥ Rψ(u(0:t′]).

With the provision of this reliability for the maximum–likelihood sequencêu, an intermediate sim-
ple interface between the channel decoder and the progressive source decoder uses this reliability
vectorRψ(û) to provide the source decoder with this a shortened information sequenceu∗ that
is error-free with some specified reliabilityR0. This interface is formalized by the definition of a
shortening functionFs(u,Ru,R0) for a bit sequenceu, the corresponding reliability vectorRu

and the reliability thresholdR0 as

Fs(u,Ru,R0) , u(0:t′] with t′ = max
0≤t≤k

{
u(0:t]

∣
∣Rψ(u(0:t]) ≥ R0

}
, (4.52)

i.e., the longest subblock ofu with Rψ(u(0:t]) ≥ R0. The first step, the estimation of an appro-
priate sequencêu, has been discussed in detail in subsection 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.The third step, the
shortening function, is trivial and completely defined by (4.52). This leaves the computation of
the path reliability. We will in the following focus exclusively on 1/c–convolutional codes, for
general discussion of the detection of a Markov source we refer to [WSH01]. We present two al-
gorithms to compute the reliability, one based on a trellis representation equivalently to the BCJR
algorithm [BCJR74] and one based on sequential decoding algorithms. For the latter we discuss
extensions of both prominent sequential decoding algorithms, the stack algorithm and the Fano
algorithm.

4.4.2 Optimum Trellis-Based Solution

The computation of the path reliabilityRψ(u(0:t]) for any t according to (4.50) is closely related
to symbol–by–symbol APP algorithm. The APP algorithm is also referred to as BCJR algorithm
acknowledging the authors having proposed this algorithmsin [BCJR74] for decoding of convolu-
tional codes. In [BCJR74] the algorithm is proposed for estimating the APP for a Markov source
observed through a Discrete Memoryless Channel (DMC). This general problem is then special-
ized to the symbol–by–symbol APP estimation by trellis–based decoding of convolutional codes.
In [WSH01] we have also presented the generalized algorithm for computing the path reliability of
a Markov source. In here, we exclusively concentrate on the computation for convolutional codes.

Consider an information sequenceu, with u = (u1, . . . , uk) and the corresponding code word,
encoded with a convolutional code with mother code rate1/c denoted asx and lengthNx. Assume
that the decoder operates on the trellis as defined in subsection 4.2.2 withNπ states, state transitions
πt(u) = πs(πt−1(u), ut), corresponding output tuplext(u) , x(πt−1(u), ut), and state transitions
in the reverse direction asπt(u) = πp(πt+1(u), ut+1). Further assume that encoding starts inπ0,
generates a code sequencex and ends in a single stateπterm in case of terminated code sequences,
or in a set of states for unterminated encoding. In any case wedenote the information bit length
ask, but in case of terminated sequences, the information word includesµ known information bits
for termination.

The symbolsx are transmitted over a discrete memoryless channel with transition probability
Pr{Y = y|X = x,H = h} with h representing the channel state. Therefore, given an information
subsequenceu(0:t] and a corresponding encoded sequencex(0:t] = {x1, . . . ,xt} with xt ≡ xt(u),
the DMC produces an output sequencey(0:t] = {y1, . . . ,yt} based on the transmission of each
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single symbolxt,i to obtainyt,i. Note that the received symbolsyt,i can directly be represented by
the channel LLRψ according to (2.48). Puncturing might be applied, but can becompensated by
the insertion zeros for the channel LLR at appropriate positions and we restrict ourselves to1/c
convolutional codes. The goal of the reliability estimatoris the estimation of the path reliability
Rψ(u(0:t]) for the decoded sub–pathu(0:t], 1 ≤ t ≤ u, assuming the knowledge of the entire
received sequenceψ.

In the following we derive a recursive algorithm for computingR(u) that is closely related to the
BCJR algorithm. Similar to [BCJR74], we define the probability of trellis stateπ for the backward
recursion as

βt(π) , Pr{y(t:k]|πt = π} (4.53)

and the joint probability of an observed sequencey and a transmitted sequencex as

γ(y,x) , Pr{y,x}. (4.54)

The definitions in (4.53) and (4.54) are general for any Markov source. For1/c convolutional
codes we replacey byψ and the definition in (4.54) is related to a branch metric defined as

γ(ψ,x, L, u) ,

c∏

i=1

Pr{ψi|xi} · Pr{u}

= const · exp

(
1

2

(∑c

i=1
ψi · yi + L · u

))

. (4.55)

whereconst is constant for all possible combinations. From [BCJR74] we obtain a backward–
recursive representation for the computation ofβt(π) for all t = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1 as

βt(π(u(0:t])) =
∑

u=±1

γ(ψt,x(π(u(0:t]), u), Lt, u) · βt+1(πs(πt(u(0:t]), u)) (4.56)

with the boundary conditionsβk(πterm) = 1 andβk(π′) = 0 if π′ 6= πterm for terminated convolu-
tional encoding, or∀π βk(π) = 1/Nπ for unterminated encoding. Then, the following proposition
allows to compute the reliability according to (4.50).

Proposition 1 The reliability for any information sub–sequenceu(0:t], t = 0, 1, . . . , k given the
entire observed channel sequenceψ = ψ(0:k] is given as

Rψ(u(0:t]) =
βt(π(u(0:t]))

∏t
τ=1 γ(ψτ ,xτ , Lτ , uτ )

β0(π0)
, (4.57)

with βt(π) according to (4.53),β0(π0) = Pr{y} the probability of the received sequence, and
γ(ψ,xτ , Lτ , uτ ) according to (4.55).

Outline of proof. With (4.53) and (4.54) the joint probability ofu(0:t] andψ can be expressed as

Pr{u(0:t],ψ} = Pr{ψ(t:k]|π(u(0:t])} · Pr{u(0:t],ψ(0:t]}
= βt(π(u(0:t]))

∏t

τ=1
γτ
(
π(u(0:τ ]), π(u(0:τ−1])

)
.

The conditional probabilityPr{u(0:t]|ψ} = Pr{u(0:t],ψ}/Pr{ψ} can be derived by observing
thatPr{ψ} =

∑Nπ

π=1 Pr{ψ(0:k], π0 = π} = β0(π0) where the last equality follows from the fact
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that encoding is started in the initial stateπ0. Thus, usingβ0(π0) obtained byk recursions of
(4.56), the reliability of a specific information sub–sequenceu(0:t] is exactly the expression given
in Proposition 1. �

Therefore, we can formulate an algorithm to compute the reliability vectorRu as follows:

1. Initialize the recursion: for terminated convolutionalencoding,βk(πterm) = 1 andβk(π′) = 0
if π′ 6= πterm, and for unterminated encoding∀π βk(π) = 1/Nπ.

2. for all π = 1, . . . , Nπ and allt = 1, . . . , k, recursively computeβt(π) according to (4.56)
setting the constantconst = 1.

3. With the recursion completed, we obtainβ0(π0).

4. Then, for allt = 0, 1, . . . , k compute the path reliabilityRψ(u(0:t]) according to (4.57).

In general, the reliability vector is computed for the maximum–likelihood patĥu according to
(4.31). Then, the reliability vectorRû is computed and shortening is applied according to (4.52).
The major complexity in the algorithm comes from the computation of all βt(π) in step 2, i.e.,
the complexity is proportional to the number of statesNπ = 2µ. Therefore, for higher memories,
this algorithm becomes impracticable and reduced complexity algorithms are required and will be
presented in the following.

4.4.3 Complexity-Reduced Computation of Reliability

The algorithm in subsection 4.4.2 to compute the path reliability is subject to the same principle
constraints as the BCJR algorithm, namely the computational complexity and the memory require-
ments increase exponentially with the memoryµ of the convolutional code. Still, it is desired to
have codes with as high memory as possible as the free distance of the code decreases linearly
and the event error probability decreases exponentially with the memory of the code according
the discussion in subsection 4.2.2. However, in this case other than maximum–likelihood or MAP
decoding algorithms have to be applied. Again we focus on sequential decoding algorithms. In
this section we show how we can employ suboptimal decoding strategies and obtain a reliability
vectorRû for the decoded patĥu.

Path Reliability for Variable Length Codes

Recall the VLC detection principle as introduced in subsection 4.2.3: Each messageu ∈ U is
mapped to a variable length code wordx(u) of variable lengthl {x(u)}. The code symbolsxt(u) ,
t = 1, . . . , Nu, belong to some alphabetSx and the maximum codeword length is denoted byNU .
The setTx = {x(u) |u ∈ U } of all codewords defines a VLC. The code words are transmitted
over a discrete memoryless channel and we observe the channel output sequencey = y(0:NU ]. The
VLC decoder according to (4.41) estimates the transmitted variable length codewordx(û) and its
assigned messagêu in such a way that the error probability is minimized. Equivalently to the
definition of the path reliability in (4.50) we obtain the reliability Ry,U(x′) for any subsequencex′

with x′ a prefix of a valid code word in the VLC code treeTx as

Ry,U(x′) , Pr{x′|y,U} (4.58)

where the condition onU denotes the VLC structure of the code. To be more specific, letus
defineU(x′) as a subset ofU which contains all messagesu with the same prefixx′, i.e.,U(x′) ,
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{
u ∈ U

∣
∣∀0<t≤l{x′} xt(u) = x′t

}
. Then, with (4.39), the reliability of this specific sequencex′ is

computed as

Ry,U(x′) =

∑

u∈U(x′)

Pr{u,y}
∑

u∈U

Pr{u,y} =

∑

u∈U(x′)

exp(Λ(u))

∑

u∈U

exp(Λ(u))
(4.59)

with Λ(u) =
∑l{x(u)}

t=1 λFan(yt, xt(u)) andλFan(yt, xt(u)) according to (4.40). Assume that we
target to compute the path reliability vector for anyRy,U(x(u)) for any code wordx(u) given the
metricΛ(u) for each code wordx(u). The following proposition is helpful for this purpose.

Proposition 2 The reliabilityRy,U(x(u)) for any code wordx(u) is recursively computed as

Ry,U(x(0:t]) = Ry,U({x(0:t],+1}) + Ry,U({x(0:t],−1}), (4.60)

with boundary conditions according to (4.59) for all code wordsx(u).

The proof is obvious from (4.59). Therefore, given the metric Λ(u) for each code wordx(u), we
can formulate the following algorithm to compute the path reliability vectorRy,U(x(u)) for any
code wordx(u).

1. Compute the denominator of (4.59) by summing the exponentials of all codeword metrics
Λ(u).

2. Compute the reliabilityRy,U(x(u)) for all code wordsx(u) by dividing the exponentials of
the corresponding metrics by the denominator of step 1.

3. Compute the reliabilities for each prefix usingx(u) for eacht recursively according to (4.60).

Note that with the provision of the code word metricsΛ(u) the computation of the path reliability
is a pure post–processing step without modifications in the computation of the code word metric.

Reliability for Incomplete Sequential Decoding of Convolutional Codes

This principle of path reliabilities will now be exploited to generate useful cross–layer information
for the case that any sequential decoding algorithm was not able to finalize the decoding process
within a certain amount of provided computational resources. Consider an information sequenceu

of lengthk is encoded with a1/c convolutional code resulting in a code wordx(u). The transmis-
sion over a discrete memoryless channel with transition probability Pr{Y = y|X = x} results in
a received sequencey, being represented by the channel LLRψ. Sequential decoders repeatedly
carry outadd–compare–selectoperations and tree extensions according to (4.46). As discussed
in subsection 4.2.3 in case of limited resources for the decoder – in our case in the following ex-
pressed by the maximum number ofadd–compare–selectoperations per information bit,Nop,max

resulting inkNop,max operations per information block – decoding might not be successful and re-
sults in an erasure. Despite incomplete the decoding process terminated afterkNop,max operations
provides a partially explored VLC code treeU = UkNop,max, a metricΛ(u) for all u ∈ U , and a
most promising information subsequenceû = ûNkop,max

according to (4.46). Note that in general
the length of this sequencêu is lower than the initial information sequence length, i.e., l {û} < k
as otherwise the decoding algorithm would have terminated regularly.

In case of incomplete decoding, the computation of the path reliability can basically be added to
sequential decoding algorithms. This is due to the fact thatthe metrics required to compute the path
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reliability are already computed in the decoding process ofany sequential decoder. The reliability
computation is a post–processing operation performed in case of incomplete decoding. Equiva-
lently to VLC case, we are interested in the reliabilityRψ,U(u′) for any subsequenceu′ with u′

being a prefix of any information sequenceu ∈ U . For that, we defineU(u′) as a subset ofU which
contains all messagesu with the same prefixu′, i.e., U(u′) ,

{
u ∈ U

∣
∣∀0<t≤l{u′} ut = u′t

}
.

Then, the reliabilityRψ,U(u′) is obtained as

Rψ,U(u′) =

∑

u∈U(u′)

exp(Λ(u))

∑

u∈U

exp(Λ(u))
(4.61)

=

common information subsequence
︷ ︸︸ ︷

exp





l{u′}
∑

t=1

λVLC(ψt,x(π(u′
(0:t−1]), u

′
t), Lt, u

′
t)



 ·

·

∑

u∈U(u′)

exp

(
l{u}∑

t=l{u′}+1

λVLC(ψt,x(π(u(0:t−1]), ut), Lt, ut)

)

∑

u∈U

exp

(
l{u}∑

t=1

λVLC(ψt,x(π(u(0:t−1]), ut), Lt, ut)

) , (4.62)

with π(u(0:0]) = π0 the initial encoder state. Then, the reliability vectorRu,U for a certain code
wordu ∈ U computes as

Ru,U ,
{
Rψ,U(u(0:1]),Rψ,U(u(0:2]), . . . ,Rψ,U(u(0:l{u}])

}
.

Hence, if all the metrics of terminal nodes that have been visited during the sequential decoding
process are saved, the path reliability for any of these paths is easily calculated by the procedure
outlined previously. In the following we shall show that, inprinciple, for the most prominent
sequential decoding algorithms – the Stack and the Fano algorithm – these metrics are stored
during the decoding process or can be saved without any essential increase in storage consumption
or computational complexity. We restrict ourselves to the computation of the reliability vector of
the most promising patĥu at the time the decoding process is stopped.

To simplify or enable the computation of the reliability vector, let us introduce an abbreviation
for the numerator in (4.62) as

BU(u′) ,
∑

u∈U(u′)

exp





l{u}
∑

t=l{u′}+1

λVLC(ψt,x(π(u(0:t−1]), ut), Lt, ut)



 . (4.63)

Note thatBU(u′) is very similar to the backward recursion valueβt(π) defined in (4.53) except
that it does not consider all code words of the convolutionalcode, but only those investigated in
the sequential decoding process contained inU . We refer toBU(u′) in the following as cumulative
backward value. With this definition and with (4.43) the computation of the reliabilityRψ,U(u′)
can be rewritten as

Rψ,U(u′) = exp (Λ(u′)) · BU(u′)

BU

,

with BU , BU({}) the cumulative backward value for the empty vector. Note that the cumulative
backward for any code wordu ∈ U results inBU(u) = 1 which is obvious from the definition of
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BU(u) in (4.63). In a similar manner as for the reliability according to (4.60) and the backward
recursionβt(π) in (4.56), the cumulative backward valueBU(u′) can also be computed recursively
as follows.

Proposition 3 For any subsequenceu′ being a prefix of any information sequenceu ∈ U , the
cumulative backward valueBU(u′) defined in (4.63) is recursively computed as

BU(u′) = BU({u′,+1}) exp
(
λVLC(ψl{u′}+1,x(π(u′),+1), Ll{u′}+1,+1)

)

+ BU({u′,−1}) exp
(
λVLC(ψl{u′}+1,x(π(u′),−1), Ll{u′}+1,−1)

)
. (4.64)

Proof. To ease the exposition let us define some auxiliary value

λ̂(u) , λVLC(ψl{u},x(π(u)), Ll{u}, ul{u}). (4.65)

Then, the definition ofBU(u′) in (4.63) can be rewritten as follows

BU(u′) =
∑

u∈U(u′)

exp





l{u}
∑

t=l{u′}+1

λ̂(u(0:t])





=
∑

u∈U(u′)

exp



λ̂(u(0:l{u′}+1]) +

l{u}
∑

t=l{u′}+2

λ̂(u(0:t])





=
∑

u∈U(u′)

exp
(

λ̂(u(0:l{u′}+1])
)

· exp





l{u}
∑

t=l{u′}+2

λ̂(u(0:t])





=
∑

u∈U({u′,+1})

exp
(

λ̂(u(0:l{u′}+1])
)

· exp





l{u}
∑

t=l{u′}+2

λ̂(u(0:t])





+
∑

u∈U({u′,−1})

exp
(

λ̂(u(0:l{u′}+1])
)

· exp





l{u}
∑

t=l{u′}+2

λ̂(u(0:t])





= exp
(

λ̂({u′,+1})
)

·
∑

u∈U({u′,+1})

exp





l{u}
∑

t=l{u′}+2

λ̂(u(0:t])





+ exp
(

λ̂({u′,−1})
)

·
∑

u∈U({u′,−1})

exp





l{u}
∑

t=l{u′}+2

λ̂(u(0:t])





= exp
(

λ̂({u′,+1})
)

BU({u′,+1}) + exp
(

λ̂({u′,−1})
)

BU({u′,−1}), (4.66)

which proves (4.64) using the definitions in (4.63) and (4.65). �

Reliability Computation for Stack Algorithm

For the stack algorithm as presented in subsection 4.2.3 thecomputation of the reliability vector is
trivial as the metricΛ(u) for all paths in the stacks is directly known. Therefore, thealgorithm in
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subsection 4.4.3 in combination with proposition 2 can directly be applied in this context by just
replacingx(u) with u. After the completion of the stack algorithms we have accessto a partially
explored VLC code treeU , a metricΛ(u) for all u ∈ U , and a most promising information
subsequencêu. To compute the reliability vectorRû,U , we propose the following post–processing
algorithm.

1. sett = l {û}.

2. setu′ = û(0:t].

3. compute the numerator of (4.61) by summing the exponential metricsΛ(u) for all u ∈ U(u′)
and write inΛ(u′). Delete all code wordsu ∈ U(u′) from the stack to obtain a new code
treeU , i.e.,

Λ(u′) =
∑

u∈U(u′)

exp(Λ(u))

U = (U ∩ U(u′)) ∪ u′

(4.67)

4. store this metric in some auxiliary value, i.e.,At = Λ(u′).

5. sett = t− 1.

6. if t ≥ 0 go to 2.

7. for all information sub–sequences ofû, compute the reliabilityRψ,U(û(0:t]) by dividing the
stored valuesA(u′) from 4 with the auxiliary valueA({}) for the root node, i.e.,

∀t = 0, . . . , l {u} Rψ,U(û(0:t]) =
At

A0

.

Note that the exact solution can only be obtained in case thatthe stack size is sufficiently large to
store all investigated paths. Otherwise, some of the paths that are explored during the decoding
process are dropped and not considered in the reliability computation. Still, as we are interested
in the decoding of the path that was most likely transmitted,in a reasonably well designed system
this path should not drop from the stack. By the same argument the paths that are the most likely
alternatives to the actually decoded path should also not drop from the stack. Therefore, paths that
are lost during the decoding process do not contribute significantly to the outcome of the reliability
computation.

Reliability Computation for Fano Algorithm

In the following we shall demonstrate how the Fano algorithmcan be supplemented with the
computation of the reliability vector, although by its decoding principle it only stores the metric of
a single path. The actual algorithm for computing these reliabilities is somewhat more intricate in
comparison to the stack algorithm as it requires some additional effort already during the decoding
operation of the Fano algorithm. On the other hand, as we shall see, this ensures that every terminal
node visited anytime during the decoding process will be considered and, hence, leads to the
optimum reliability result considering the available information. For this purpose we will use
the result from proposition 3. In the decoding algorithm, the quantityBU(u′) has a very natural
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interpretation, it collects the metric increments of all paths that leave nodeN (u′) and have already
been explored during the decoding process.

It is important to mention that in contrast to the trellis–based reliability computation as well
as for the solution based on the stack algorithm, the reliability for the Fano solution can only be
determined for the most likely patĥu at the time the decoding operation is terminated. This is
as the Fano algorithm only stores one path at any time instant. However, the computation of this
reliability vector for this specific vector comes at almost no additional computational cost. We
extend the conventional Fano algorithm as already presented in subsection 4.2.3 and by the shaded
boxes in figure 4.10.

For each nodeN (û(0:t]) with t = 0, . . . , l {û} in the tree it is not sufficient to store justBU(û(0:t]),
but the backward recursive value of both extended paths,BU({û(0:t],±1}). For this purpose we

define two additional auxiliary values,A(u)
t with u = ±1, for each deptht of the currently most

promising patĥu containing the cumulative backward value for the common information subse-
quencêu(0:t] extended byu = +1 andu = +1, i.e.

∀u=±1 A(u)
t , BU({û(0:t], u}). (4.68)

While going forward in the decoding tree, these two auxiliaryvalues are initiated when comput-
ing the metrics for the successor nodes in (4.46) for the actual best patĥui−1 as

∀u=±1 A(u)
t+1 = λVLC(ψl{ûi−1}+1,x(πl{ûi−1}(ûi−1), u). (4.69)

The most important extension is introduced when going backward in the tree as the already com-
puted backward recursive values for all paths in the currentsubset have to be stored. When re-
turning from t to t − 1 we apply proposition 3 to preserve all information that is necessary to
compute the reliability vector. Therefore, we weight and sum up both auxiliary valuesA(u)

t of the
succeeding node and store it in the corresponding auxiliaryvalue of the current node, i.e.

A(u)
t−1 = A(+1)

t exp
(
λVLC(ψt,x(π(û(0:t−1]),+1), Lt,+1)

)

+ A(−1)
t exp

(
λVLC(ψt,x(π(û(0:t−1]),−1), Lt,−1)

)
. (4.70)

Due to the nature of the Fano algorithm, it is obvious that these auxiliary values are deleted just
as the metricsΛt when going backward and then again forward. When decoding is terminated as
the number of operationsi exceed the maximum number of operationsNop,max the auxiliary values
A(u)
t in the decoded information subsequenceû include all information to compute the reliability

for each node in the decoded path. For this purpose, (4.70) iscarried out recursively starting at node
N (û) until the root nodeN ({}) is reached. From the definition ofA(u)

t in (4.68) it is obvious that
the sum of the two auxiliary values results in the denominator of (4.64), i.e.,BU = A(+1)

0 +A(−1)
0 .

Therefore, after summing all auxiliary values in the backward recursion, the reliability vectorRû

finally computes as

∀t = 0, . . . , l {û} Rψ,U(û(0:t]) = exp (Λt) ·
A(+1)
t + A(−1)

t

A(+1)
0 + A(−1)

0

. (4.71)

The implementation in the logarithmic domain is straightforward when applying the rules for addi-
tions and multiplications according to [RVH95] and is recommended to be used to avoid numerical
problems and to save complexity.
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4.4.4 Performance Comparison for Progressively Coded Sources

To assess and measure the performance of different systems for our considered scenario stan-
dard evaluation metrics such as bit or block error probability are not applicable. For this purpose
we have chosen a very specific scenario which compares CRC–basedsystems with the optimum
trellis–based FEED solution as well as suboptimal sequential algorithms under similar complexity
constraints. Note that in case the FEED principle is implemented based on the sequential decoding,
the number of operations performed per decoded bit can be chosen arbitrarily, leading to a scalable
computational complexity in contrast to the predefined complexity of the trellis–based approach.

Consider the following exemplary system for performance comparison, the parameters are
shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.17. We assume that a progressively encoded source message
of lengthk is to be encoded and transmitted over channel with a priori unknown statistics. In the
experiments we assume BPSK modulated signals over an AWGN channel specified by the SNR
h. For the FEED–based system – indicated as (1) in table 4.1 – aninformation sequenceu of
lengthk = 512 bit is encoded such that the channel coding vector results inN = 2k = 1024,
i.e., the effective overall code rate is1/2. For this purpose, a1/3–convolutional code is applied,
once a systematic recursive code withµ = 4, once with a systematic code with memoryµ = 96.
Termination is not applied for both cases. A regressive redundancy profile is implemented ap-
plying rate–compatible puncturing with puncturing periodωp = 8 to the encoded block before
transmitting it. Therefore, we divide the information sequenceu in M = k/ωp = 64 layer with
km = ωp. Note that this layer definition for the level only applies for the encoder, not necessarily
for the decoder, where basically each bit represents a separate layer. The channel coding vectorn

is monotonically decreasing.

(2) w/o CRC and termination
(2) w CRC and termination
(1)

b

1 r

5004003002001000
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Figure 4.17: Redundancy profile1/r over information sizek for FEED–based systems (1), RCPC
and CRC based system withM = 13 (2). The redundancy including CRC and termination as well
as excluding them is shown.

In a first experiment we are interested in the quality of the reliability produced by the FEED–
based decoder. For this purpose the following experiment has been conducted. For different chan-
nel SNRs and different FEED decoding algorithms we decode thereceived signalψ to obtain a
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decoded vector̂u according to the algorithms presented in subsection 4.4.2 and section 4.4, com-
pute the reliability vectorRû of the decoded vector̂u and shorten the decoded path to obtain a
certain requested reliabilityRmin. Then, we compare the obtained vector theFs(û,Rû,Rmin) and
the equivalent subsequence of the transmitted informationsequence,Fs(u,Rû,Rmin) and deter-
mine the probabilityPc(Rmin) that a subsequence shortened to provide reliabilityRmin is correct
as

Pc(Rmin) , Pr{Fs(û,Rû,Rmin) = Fs(u,Rû,Rmin)}.

Table 4.1: Code Parameters for different regressive UEP schemes.

Index M k km = k/M n NCRC

(1) 64 64 8 see Figure 4.17 0
(2) 416 13 32 see Figure 4.17 4
(3) 416 8 52 {8/23, 8/21, 8/19, 8/17, 8/15, 8/13, 8/11, 8/9} 8
(4) 416 8 56 {8/23, 8/21, 8/19, 8/17, 8/15, 8/13, 8/11, 8/9} 4
(5) 512 8 64 {8/19, 8/18, 8/16, 8/15, 8/14, 8/12, 8/11, 8/9} 4
(6) 500 5 100 {8/20, 8/17, 8/14, 8/12, 8/10} 8

Figure 4.18 shows the simulation result for this probability Pc(Rmin) over the requested mini-
mum reliabilityRmin for different FEED–based decoding algorithm and SNRh of −2.5 dB andh
of −0.5 dB. For the trellis–based decoding algorithm (TBF), it is apparent, thatPc(Rmin) ≈ Rmin

which justifies the appropriateness of the reliability definition according to (4.50). Similarly im-
portant, the trellis–based decoding algorithm provides anaccurate information on the correctness
of shortened subsequences. For the FEED algorithms based onsequential decodingNop = 16
add–compare–select operations have been used to be similarto the complexity of the trellis–based
decoding algorithm withNop ≈ 2µ|µ=4. Although the reliability produced by the sequential algo-
rithms does not provide the same accurateness as for the optimum solution, the information is still
quite accurate. The stack–based FEED (SBF) algorithm is slightly too optimistic in the assessment
of the decoded and shortened path. In contrast, the Fano–based FEED (FBF) is too pessimistic in
the assessment. However, the deviation is less than a factorof 3 and therefore, the computation of
the reliability for sequential decoding algorithms as presented in section 4.4 is also justified. The
benefits of sacrificing accurateness and using codes with higher memories will be made obvious by
evaluating the amount of reliable data using different coding and decoding algorithms. Therefore,
we define the average decoded information length for specificrequested minimum reliabilityRmin

as
k (Rmin) , E {l {Fs(û,Rû,Rmin)}} .

For comparison purpose, we have also specified several conventional systems which are based
on an outer CRC code of lengthNCRC = 4 or 8 as well as an inner RCPC code with memory
µ = 4 according to [HS99]. The specifications of five different systems are shown in Table 4.1 and
partly also in Figure 4.17. Due to the overhead of the CRC and thetermination, one has to sacrifice
either some later part of the information sequence to obtaina similar redundancy profile (compare
e.g. in (2), (3), (4), and (6)), or on has to reduce the code rate of the individual levels (compare
(5)). The performance of a specific RCPC+CRC has been determined bysimulation. For each
code specified by a certain lengthk, a certain code rater, a certain CRC lengthNCRC, as well as
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SBFµ = 96, h = 0.5 dB
SBFµ = 96, h = −2.5 dB
FBFµ = 96, h = −0.5 dB
FBFµ = 96, h = −2.5 dB
TBF µ = 4, h = −0.5 dB
TBF µ = 4, h = −2.5 dB
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Figure 4.18: Simulated approximation of probabilityPc(Rmin) over the requested minimum
reliability Rmin for different FEED–based decoding algorithm and SNRh = −2.5 dB and
h = −0.5 dB.

a certain channel stateh, the detected error probabilitypd(k, r,NCRC, h) and the undetected error
probabilitypu(k, r,NCRC, h) has been determined.

In case that the decoding process did not detect any error up to levelm,

1. the probabilityPc,m that the subsequencêu(0:mk/M ] is correct is derived as

Pc,m =
m∏

i=1

1 − pd(ki, ri, NCRC, h) − pu(ki, ri, NCRC, h)

1 − pd(ki, ri, NCRC, h)
,

and

2. if maximally decoding up to levelm, the average accepted amount of data yields

km =
m∑

i=1

kiPc,i.

Note that the last term is equivalent to the performance estimation when transmitting a progres-
sively coded source with UEP and using a quality functionQ(R) = R, i.e., the average amount of
decoded bits is measured.

With these preliminaries, we can directly compare the FEED–based systems with systems rely-
ing on conventional RCPC codes together with error detection based on CRC. Assuming that we
request a certain probability of correctnessPc for a subsequence to be accepted and forwarded to
source decoder. Then we are interested on the average decoded amount of the initial information
wordk which can least be transmitted and decoded with this reliability. For the FEED–based sys-
tem, the computation of the reliability and the applicationof the shortening function is applied.
Thereby, the decoder can use the connections shown in figure 4.18 to obtain a mapping of the
decoder reliabilityRmin and the actualPc(Rmin) which is general at least approximately a one–
to–one mapping. For the conventional systems, however, thedecoder can only accept those levels
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without any error detected by the CRC and, in addition, which provide sufficient reliability even if
no CRC errors are detected, i.e.,Pc,m ≥ Pc.

In general, we are interested in a relatively high reliability Pc > 90% of the decoded subse-
quence, but obviously the exact value depends on the application. Thus, figure 4.19 shows the
probability of an incorrect subsequence,1 − Pc, over the average decoded information,k for dif-
ferent systems and decoding schemes for SNRh of −2.5 dB and SNRh of −0.5 dB. Note that
the two parametersPc andk are connected either by the reliabilityRmin or the level indexm.
Therefore, for the conventional systems based on RCPC codes and CRC only the dots in figure are
realizable whereas for the FEED–based systems basically any point on the line is a valid decoder
operation point. All systems are scalable in a sense that with better channel more information can
be decoded in average when requesting the same reliability.For the CRC–based system one has to
decide already in the encoder design whether reliability orthe amount of decoded information part
is more important. In case of reliability being important, one should chose higher CRC–lengths,
otherwise lower CRC–lengthsNCRC are preferable. However, withNCRC = 4 sufficient reliability
is hardly achieved for low SNR such that usuallyNCRC = 8 is preferable. In addition, the benefits
of finer granularity (compare (6) withM = 5 to (3) withM = 8) is usually advantageous, but also
depends on the SNR of the block to be decoded.

When comparing the conventional system with the trellis–based FEED algorithms, the only
obvious advantage is the finer granularity. However, if a system goes without CRC and instead
only relies on the distance properties of the code to obtain areliability measure, the system gen-
erally performs worse than conventional systems as seen from figure 4.19. The by far best results
are obtained by a high–memory convolutional code together with sequential decoding algorithms.
Compared to the other schemes at least twice the amount of average data can be decoded at the
same reliability of the data for the low SNR. For better channels the difference is still remarkable.
It is also worth to note that the stack–based FEED algorithm outperforms the Fano–based algo-
rithm. However, considering the low complexity and storagerequirement of the Fano algorithm
the performance is still extraordinary. In addition, the figures show the virtual bound based on
redundancy profile (1) assuming that only rates below the cutoff rateR0(h) can be decoded. The
bound is exceeded significantly as long as the requested reliability is below very high values.

4.5 Forward Error Correction for Packet-Lossy Channels

4.5.1 Introduction and Framework

In many practical situations one has to deal with channels which loose entire link layer or appli-
cation layer packets rather than having access to the physical layer for appropriate error protection
schemes. Scenarios have been discussed and appropriate channel models have been introduced in
subsection 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, respectively. For most scenarios the retransmission of lost packets is
the method of choice. However, there exist situations when this is not applicable, for example if
back channels are not available or retransmissions cannot be performed due to delay constraints
of the application. One can hope that the application provides sufficient error resilience or for-
ward error protection can be introduced. Although almost completely ignored for a long time,
it is well known that packet erasure channels can be made reliable by the introduction of for-
ward error correction. For real–time transmission within the Internet community the only existing
methods rely on RFC2733 [RS99]. However, with the idea of multicasting and broadcasting in-
formation over the Internet as well as within existing wireless systems [JSL04] this research area
has been revitalized, many concepts have been rediscovered, and new ideas have been introduced
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Figure 4.19: Probability of an incorrect subsequence,1 − Pc, over the average decoded informa-
tion, k for different systems and decoding schemes for SNRh of −2.5 dB and SNRh of −0.5 dB.
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in [LMSS01, LVG+02, LWSS07].

As the bits or symbols within one packet are all lost or correctly received, the application of bit-
error correction FEC is obviously not appropriate. All concepts introducing FEC for packet lossy
channels rely on the application of binary or symbol–based codes over individual bits or symbols,
respectively, in a sequence ofk consecutive packets. This concept can also be viewed as a block
interleaver over successive link or application layer packets.

Assume the following framework: A sequence ofk consecutive packets, each of lengthlP bits
or symbols, is expanded byn − k parity packets such that in total we haven packets to transmit
a message oflPk symbols. The parity packets are formed by binary or symbol-based codes by
applying the same channel code to the same position over allk information packets. In case of a
linear code, the performance is exclusively determined by the binary or symbol–based code. With
this background in mind we use the term symbol and packet erasure synonymously in the sequel.

From the Singleton bound [LJ83] we know that reconstructionof a length–k sequence of erased
symbols is not feasible if the number of erased symbols,ĥ, exceeds the redundancy of the code,
n − k. However, there exist so–called Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes which allow
to reconstruct allk information packets if anyk of the n packets are received. Reed-Solomon
(RS) codes for instance are MDS codes, but are limited to blocklengthsn ≤ 2ns − 1, with ns the
symbol size of the code. Since usually the symbol size is selected tons = 8 bits corresponding
to one byte, the maximum block length is restricted ton ≤ 255. Furthermore, RS codes have
significant encoding and decoding complexity. Recently, other codes operating with arbitrary long
block lengthsk → ∞ and providing low encoding and decoding complexity have been intro-
duced [Lub02, Sho06, LWSS07]. These practical codes allow encoding for arbitrary block lengths
but do not meet the Singleton bound [LMSS01]. However, the inefficiency – defined by ratio of
the average number of parity bits necessary to be received toreconstruct allk information symbols
– is below1.1 for these low–complexity codes [Lub02, Sho06]. Although werestrict ourselves in
the remainder on RS codes and assume MDS, the framework is applicable for practical codes as
well.

With the existence of codes withn → ∞ fulfilling the Singleton bound it is obvious that the
capacity of erasure channels with symbol or bit erasure probability ε is given asRC = 1 − ε.
However, usually infinite block lengths are not feasible, especially in packet transmission. Com-
monly, the amount of combined packets is significantly restricted due to delay constraints which
restricts the code lengthn. Similar to Gallager bound (4.2) for binary input channels,the limited
block lengthn of codes when applied to packet or symbol erasure channels also results in an out-
age probabilityPout which depends on the code block lengthn, the information lengthk, and the
statistics of the erasure channel. The statistics of the channel are most suitably expressed by the

block erasure probabilitypn
(

ĥ
)

expressing the probability that exactlyĥ out of n symbols are

erased where0 ≤ ĥ ≤ n. Note that
∑n

ĥ=0 pn

(

ĥ
)

= 1. For example for a memoryless erasure

channel with packet loss probabilityε the block erasure probability computes as

pn

(

ĥ
)

=

(
n

ĥ

)

εĥ(1 − ε)n−ĥ. (4.72)

If the channel is not memoryless, the computation is more difficult; for details we refer to [Lie99]
and references therein.
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4.5.2 Code Performance

Assume that we apply a code with MDS properties and code parameters(n, k) to a channel with

block erasure probability distributionpn
(

ĥ
)

. Then, the outage probability for this code,Pn (k),

computes as the sum of the probability of all events which cannot be decoded by this specific code,
i.e.

Pn (k) =
n∑

ĥ=k+1

pn

(

ĥ
)

. (4.73)

Similarly to the description for the performance for the block–fading AWGN channel by a pair of
a channelr and an outage probabilityPout(r,H) we obtain for the packet erasure channel and the
application of an MDS code descriptionPn (k) for a specific erasure channel.

Figure 4.20 shows the outage probabilityPn (k) over the code rater = k/n for an MDS code
with different code lengthn and different channels. Each diagram shows the performanceof a
statistically independent packet erasure channel with different erasure probabilityε = 3, 5, 10, 20%
as well as the performance when applied over one of the Internet error patterns (3,5,10,20) as
introduced in subsection 2.4.5.
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Figure 4.20: Outage probabilityPn (k) over the code rater = k/n for an MDS code with different
code lengthn and different channels. Each diagram shows the performanceof a statistically inde-
pendent packet erasure channel with different erasure probability ε = 3, 5, 10, 20% (thick lines) as
well as the performance when applied over one of the Interneterror patterns 3, 5, 10, and 20 (thin
lines).

The outage probability over the code rate shows similar behavior as for good codes applied to
the block–fading AWGN channel. The outage probabilityPn (k) decreases with decreasing code
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rater = k/n. An important parameter on the performance of the system is the code symbol length
n which has an equivalent interpretation as the number of slotsF in case of the AWGN channel:
Better performance for increasing block lengthn can be traded with higher delay just as in case of
the block–fading AWGN channel. The results also reflect that in some cases the loss process on
the Internet is very close to statistically independent packet losses and FEC can be applied even
for reasonable delays, see, e.g., pattern 3 and 20. Error pattern 10 already shows some bursty error
behavior and requires longer block lengths to obtain outageprobabilities below1%. In case of
error pattern 5, the application of FEC is almost useless unless we have codes withn ≈ 1000.

A simple generic FEC scheme for packet losses has been standardized in RFC2733 [RS99]. It
provides means to generate parity packets from a sequence ofk information packets which can
basically be of different length. All relevant informationof missing RTP packets can be recovered.
In addition, RFC2733 provides a simple decoding scheme based on XOR connections, for details
we refer to the standard text. However, RFC2733 is limited to binary codes with code length
n ≤ 24 can be supported. For details the interested reader is referred to [RS99] or [Tse03].
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Figure 4.21: Outage probabilityPn (k) over the error file for different codes applying RFC 2733
as well as the MDS bounds for these code parameters.

To evaluate the performance of simple binary FEC for packet–lossy channels we have applied
different codes to the transmission of an RTP stream over theInternet error patterns. Figure 4.21
shows the outage probabilityPn (k) over different error file labels for different codes applying
RFC 2733. Also shown are the MDS bounds for the corresponding code parameters. The parity
check codes withk = n − 1 are MDS codes and therefore, the performance is identical with the
bounds. For all other binary codes19 like the Hamming codes withn = 7, k = 4 andn = 15,
k = 11 as well the extended Golay code withn = 24, k = 12, the code performs slightly worse
than the MDS bounds. For error pattern 3, almost all codes, even very simple, can reduce the
error rate significantly. For error pattern 10 and 20, paritycheck codes are not sufficient but the
Hamming code withn = 7, k = 4 and the Golay code perform well to obtain residual error rate
below1%, but require about50% redundancy. Note that some codes even worsen the performance,

19For more details on good binary codes the interested reader is for example referred to [LJ83].
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the residual error ratePn (k) is above the original error rateε. Finally, error pattern 5 shows the
limitation of FEC in case of burst errors. Even relatively strong codes can only remove small
amount of errors. The error bursts result in a high residual loss rate.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter error protection tools suitable for the transmission over wireless and packet-lossy
channels have been introduced. The following observationsand findings are of major importance:

• The existence of asymptoticallygood forward error correction codes providing also flex-
ibility in terms of block lengths and code rates provide the option to apply forward error
correction schemes in different system designs in an optimized manner. In addition, the
performance can quite well be estimated by the use of theoretical bounds such as channel
capacity or cutoff rate. This knowledge provides a powerfultoolkit for system analysis,
design and optimizations.

• The concepts of unequal error protection, automatic repeatrequest schemes, as well as power
control and channel adaptation in combination with forwarderror correction provide a com-
prehensive toolkit for different error protection schemes. Whereas in case of infinite delay,
the performance of the different schemes is quite similar and of less interest, we have shown
in the initial part of this chapter that for delay-limited environments, the use of suitable
schemes may have significant benefits.

• Specific forward error correction schemes have been introduced and discussed in greater de-
tail. Special focus was on rate–compatible punctured convolutional codes, including those
with high-memory. The performance of the codes has been analyzed. Furthermore, appro-
priate mobile radio access schemes and interleavers have been proposed.

• Different decoding methods for convolutional codes have been introduced and analyzed,
with special focus on sequential decoding schemes based on stack and Fano algorithm. The
performance of high-memory convolutional codes together with sequential decoding at the
cutoff rate has been verified.

• By the observation that for progressive multimedia codecs any data after the first decoding
error cannot be interpreted any more, a new error protectionscheme has been introduced,
namely regressive UEP together with path shortening at the receiver. In this case only the
initial reliable information of a source block is deliveredto the media decoder.

• Specifically, the Far End Error Decoding (FEED) has been developed in this work. FEED is
an extension to conventional convolutional decoding algorithms in a sense that it allows to
determine a path reliability. This path reliability is usedto determine the useful and reliable
initial part of a progressively coded source.

• An optimal path reliability based on a trellis solution has been developed. However, due
to the complexity especially for higher memory convolutional codes, a major contribution
of this chapter is the derivation of a path reliability computation based on stack and Fano
sequential decoding. Performance results and comparisonshave been provided.
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• Finally, this chapter also introduces erasure protection schemes for the use over link layer or
application layer lossy channels. Promising performance results for IP packet-loss channels
have been obtained.

• In summary, this chapter provides the tools for error protection schemes in mobile and
packet-loss environments. In combination with the system design tools, the application of
these schemes and the optimization together with media dataand service requirements will
allow to provide suitable and well-designed video communication systems. Some specific
realizations will be discussed in the next chapters.



5
Progressive Source Coding and
Unequal Error Protection

5.1 System Overview

In the following, we will consider a system consisting of a scalable or progressive source coder
in combination with an Unequal Error Protection (UEP) channel coding scheme. To be more
specific, the source coder is realized by aκ–dimensional progressive source coder as specified in
subsection 3.1.3 producingM decodable approximations of the sourceS. The generated index
sequencei[1:m] = i1, . . . , im is mapped to an embedded binary representation of lengthkm for each
layerm.

Before transmitting these binary code words over a noisy channel, an individual channel code is
applied to each layer with code raterm = km/nm with nm representing the total number of binary
channel coded symbols available for layerm. As in general different code rates are allocated to
each individual layer this results in an UEP scheme. We assume that the total number of channel
symbols,n ,

∑M
m=1 nm, is constrained. Therefore, we can equivalently express the fraction of

channel symbols available for layerm divided by the total amount of channel symbols asωm =
nm/n. Note that we can normalize the overall rate constraint,n, for a source coder with dimension
κ by an constraint on the the overall transmission rateR = n/κwith unit bits per source dimension.

Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of the system under consideration. After transmitting over a
channel with channel stateh each individual layer is channel decoded separately at the receiver.
The channel decoding may result in a reconstructed index forthe layerjm or it may just report
that the decoding was not successful. Based on the reconstructed layer indicesjm a source is
reconstructed based on the received sequence of layersŝj1,j2,...,jM .

As already discussed for the UEP scheme in subsection 4.4.4,it is neither straightforward nor
trivial to determine appropriate system parameters. Amongothers an appropriate selection of
source and channel coding rates depends on the application,the performance measure, the source
characteristics, the channel characteristics, the receiver structure as well other practical constraints.
To be more specific we are interested in the following question: Given certain channel character-
istics, e.g., by some channel states or channel state distributions, as well resource constraints, e.g.,
by the total amount of channel symbols,n, or a total transmission rateR, what is an appropriate
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Figure 5.1: Multi-layer Coding and Transmission System.

number of layersM and what are appropriate channel coding ratesrm for a progressively coded
source. This question cannot be answered generically, so werestrict ourselves in the following
to some representative scenarios which either provide theoretical background or have significant
practical use cases.

5.2 Information-Theoretic Considerations

5.2.1 Problem Formulation

Assume that we like to transmit a source, for example an image, over a noisy channel, for example
an AWGN channel. We insist that this source is decodable at different intermediate rates. This
might be targeted as someone likes to decode a partial glimpse earlier for example to stop the
transmission of an undesired image when browsing a data base. We ask ourselves what is the
performance penalty with respect to the full resolution when providing this feature. Although this
metric might not be suitable for all questions it allows us toinvestigate another application with
exactly the same system setup and evaluation tools: We consider using multiple layers for the
source coder and UEP to partially decode the source receivedover a noisy channel. This addresses
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the need that the lower layers in a progressively coded source have higher significance than the
higher layers.

To be more specific, letS be aκ–dimensional random variable with probability density function
fS overRS, a closed bounded subset ofR

κ with nonempty interior. The source produces aκ–
dimensional vectors which is encoded using a progressive vector quantizer according to (3.11)
such that for eachm = 1, . . . ,M , the quantizerQe outputs a bit indexim of lengthkm = κωmrmR.
Each indexim is channel encoded, sent over a binary symmetric input channel, channel decoded
and received as an indexjm of the same sizekm. The set of the received indicesJm is assumed
to be identical to the transmitted index setIm for eachm. Note that due to maximum–likelihood
channel decoding and no other means for error detection an erasure symbol is excluded from all
Jm for the discussions in this section.

We assume that the encoder and the channel decoder are aware of the channel state. The source
decoder simply reconstructs the reproduction valueqjm of the decoded indexjm. Therefore, after
transmission and channel decoding we reconstruct the received index sequencej[1:M ] to obtain a
reconstruction̂S(M) , qj[1:M ]

.
Note that the decoded layer indicesjm are in general not deterministic, but they strongly depend

on the observed channel as well as on the applied channel coding raterm. Therefore, we address
the randomness of the decoded layer indices by writingJm. As we fully decode the entire source
regardless whether errors have occured or not, the measure of interest in our case is the expected
p-th power distortion at the receiver defined as

D = ES,J[1:M ]

{∥
∥
∥S − qJ[1:M ]

∥
∥
∥

p}

, (5.1)

where the expectation is taken over both the sourceS and the channel expressed by the random
channel indicesJ[1:M ]. Depending on the overall rate per source component,R, we are interested
in

• a bounded expression of the distortion for a given assignment of code rates{rm}Mm=1 and a
distribution of the fraction of code symbols assigned to each layer,{ωm}Mm=1;

• in code rates{r∗m}Mm=1 minimizing this distortion for a given number of layerM given the
fractions of code symbols assigned to each layer,{ωm}Mm=1;

• in a gain or penalty when introducing layered coding in termsof distortion and/or rate.

To obtain a reasonable expression for the measure interestD according to (5.1) depending onR,
{rm}Mm=1, as well as{ωm}Mm=1, we introduce some further reasonable assumptions on the source
and channel coding schemes. We will concentrate on the main results in here rather than going
into too many details. For a comprehensive discussion with proofs on inner and outer bounds or a
single layer scheme, i.e.,M = 1, we refer to [ZM94] and [HZ97]. For details on the multi-layer
scheme, i.e.M > 1, we refer to [Sto01, SZ01, SZ04].

5.2.2 Assumptions

According to (3.10) thep-th power distortion of optimal vector quantizers as well aspractical
source decoders decays to zero asβ̂κ2

−pR for some constant̂βκ that depends on the source and
the vector dimension. With (3.13) we even know that for progressive coding we have the same
decay rate. The only distortion penalty paid for progressive coding is in the constant̂βκ, not the
decay rate2−pR. Obviously, this only holds asR is sufficiently large which is in the following
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indicated by ’≃’1. Therefore, we assume in the remainder when only decoding the first layerm
representations we obtain a noiseless distortion according to (3.13) repeated in the following as

D(m)(Q) = E
{
|S −Q(m)(S)|p

}
≃ 2−pR

(m)+O(1).

TheM individual channel encoders addnm − km bits of redundancy to the original quantization
index of sizekm, respectively. At the receiver side we assume that maximum–likelihood decoding
is performed. According to (4.2) it is known that an upper bound on the minimum probability of
decoding errorPB goes to zero exponentially fast as a function of the channel code block lengthn.
Similarly, Gallager [Gal68] also showed that a lower bound on the minimum error probabilityPB
tends exponentially to zero. Therefore, we define areliability functionof a binary input channel
with channel code rater as

Er(r) = lim sup
n→∞

− log2 PB
n

, (5.2)

wherePB is the minimum probability of decoding error taken over all channel codes with a given
block lengthn and rater. We equivalently write (5.2) asPB ≃ 2−nEr(r). The reliability function
Er(r) cannot be explicitly determined. However, there exist upper and lower bounds,Er(r) and
Er(r), respectively such that for anyr we haveEr(r) ≤ Er(r) ≤ Er(r). For example, the error
exponent,Er,gallager(r, h) defined in (4.3) represents a lower bound on the reliability function. For
any binary symmetric input channel, uniquely specified by

δbsic =

∫

y

√

fY |X,H (y|x = −1, h) fY |X,H (y|x = +1, h),

there exist even tighter upper and lower bounds than the one presented by Gallager [Gal68]. For
further details the interested reader is for example referred to McEliece and Omura [MO77], Viterbi
and Omura [VO79], or Litsyn [Lit99].

Figure 5.2 shows different bounds on the error exponent for abinary symmetric channel with
crossover probabilityε = 0.02 and resultingδbsic = 2

√

ε(1 − ε) = 0.14. Note that zero–rate
exponent computes asE0 = 1/2 log (1/δ) and the cutoff rate is generalized toR0 = 1 − log(1 +
δbsic) which conforms to (4.5) for the AWGNδbsic with δbsic = e−h.

To prove the lower bound on the distortion we further have to assume random index assign-
ment on each layerm as initially introduced in [HZ97] forM = 1. Furthermore, as each index

im is actually a function of the rateR, the diameters for the decision regionsdiam
(

Ri[1:m]

)

are

also functions ofR. AsR increases one would expect these cell diameters to shrink tozero, and
also to shrink relative to cells from previous layers. We assume that the ration of the diameter

diam
(

Ri[1:m]

)

at them-th stage and the diameter at the(m − 1)-th stage,diam
(

Ri[1:m−1]

)

, de-

crease at least exponentially fast in terms of the excess rate at them-th stage, i.e.,

diam
(

Ri[1:m]

)

diam
(

Ri[1:m−1]

) <
∼ 2−ωmrmR (5.3)

where<∼ expresses that this relationship only holds asR is sufficiently large.
Finally, the probability of an incorrectly decoded index onlayerm, pe,m, is directly obtained as

pe,m , Pr{Jm 6= im|Im = im} ≃ 2−ωmκREr(rm). (5.4)

1if one wants to be more accurate,D ≃ 2−αR+O(1) would have to be expressed aslimR→∞D · 2αR = const and
O(1) expresses that this term is independent fromR.
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Figure 5.2: Upper and lower bounds on the error exponentEr(r) over the channel coding rater
for a binary symmetric channel with crossover probabilityε = 0.02.

5.2.3 Distortion for Fixed Channel Coding Rates

With these preliminaries and assumptions the averagep-th power distortion,D (rM), of anM -
layer,κ-dimensional progressive vector quantization system withωM = {ωm}Mm=1, channel code
ratesrM = {rm}Mm=1, channel reliability functionEr(r), and transmission rateR, is determined as

D (rM) ≃ 2−pR
PM

m=1 ωmrm+O(1) +
M∑

m=1

2−R(ωmκEr(rm)+p
Pm−1

i=1 ωiri)+O(1), (5.5)

whereO(1) is independent of the overall rateR.
We briefly outline the idea of proof for (5.5), for more details we refer to [HZ97] and [SZ04].

Basically, one can show that an upper bound of the distortion is equivalent to (5.5) except that
the error exponent,Er, is replaced by any lower bound of the error exponent,Er. In addition,
the assumption (5.3) is used. In a similar manner, an upper bound on the distortion can be found
with the only difference that the error exponent,Er, is replaced by any upper bound of the error
exponent,Er. For this to accomplish, random index assignment [HZ97] is assumed. In addition,
there are basically two proof techniques. In a first approachwe assume that all errors can be
detected at the receiver. A consequence of this assumption is that the output of the channel decoder
is either the correct symbol or we know that an error occurred. If an error occurred we only use the
error–free information for reconstruction and it is assumed that the perfect error detection system
provides a lower–bound to the distortion. However, the lastassumption is only a conjecture, a proof
is not obvious. Nevertheless, this approach seems very reasonable for many practical systems. A
different approach follows the idea in [HZ97] for proving the lower bound can show that full
decoding with random index assignment is in the range of the source distortion of the last non–
erroneous layer and it is greater equal than this distortion. With the upper and lower bounds on
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the distortions which only differ in the different terms forthe error exponent, (5.5) is immediately
obvious.

5.2.4 Optimized Channel Coding Rates

With (5.5) we obtain the averagep-th power distortionD (rM) for a fixed set of channel code rates
rM . Obviously, we are interested in channel coding ratesr∗M which minimize the distortion in
(5.5), i.e.,

r∗M = arg min
rM

D (rM) . (5.6)

A characterization of the optimal set of channel code rates is given in the following. The channel
code ratesr∗1, . . . , r

∗
M minimize the averagep-th power distortion of anM -layer,κ–dimensional

progressive vector quantization system with transmissionrate fractionsω1, . . . , ωM , and transmis-
sion rateR, if and only if

Er (r∗m) =
p

κωm

M∑

i=m

ωir
∗
i , for m = 1, . . . ,M, (5.7)

if the overall rate per source dimension,R, is sufficiently large, i.e.,R → ∞. With this result, the
minimum averagep-th power distortionDmin of a progressive coding system results in

Dmin ≃ 2−pR
PM

m=1 ωmr∗m+O(1). (5.8)

We provide an outline of the proof for (5.7) and (5.8) in the following.

Outline of proof. Let us assume that the rate is sufficiently large, i.e.,R → ∞, such that ’≃’ in
(5.5) can be replaced by an equality and we ignore the constant O(1) independent ofR. Then, let
D∗ be the distortion in (5.5), minimized by choosingri = r∗i for all i. Then by inserting (5.7) in
(5.5), we obtain

D∗ · 2pR
Pm−1

n=1 ωnr∗n = 2−pr
PM

n=m ωnr∗n + 2−RκωmEr(r∗m) +
M∑

j=m+1

2−R[ωjκEr(r∗j )+p
Pj−1

n=m ωnr∗n]

+
m−1∑

j=1

2−R[ωjκEr(r∗j )−p
Pm−1

i=j ωir
∗
i ]. (5.9)

The last summation in (5.9) does not depend onr∗m. Thus, for allm, changing the value ofr∗m
alone cannot reduce the value of the first term in (5.9)

2−pR
PM

n=m ωnr∗n + 2−κRωmEr(r∗m) +
M∑

j=m+1

2−R[ωjκEr(r∗j )+p
Pj−1

n=m ωnr∗n]. (5.10)

Then we use induction onm. First, supposem = M . Then, by (5.10), changingr∗M cannot reduce

2−pRωMr∗M + 2−κRωMEr(r∗M ). (5.11)
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SinceEr is monotone decreasing, this minimality is achieved by equating the two exponents in
(5.11), which forces the same decay rate, asR → ∞ [HZ97]. Thus, the optimized channel code
rater∗M satisfies

pr∗M = κEr(r
∗
M) (5.12)

which establishes (5.7) for casem = M . Now assume (5.7) is true forM,M − 1, . . . ,m+ 1. The
induction hypothesis gives

ωjκEr(r
∗
j ) = p

M∑

i=j

ωir
∗
i for all j ≥ m+ 1 (5.13)

and therefore for allj ≥ m+ 1,

ωjκEr(r
∗
j ) + p

j−1
∑

i=m

ωir
∗
i = p

M∑

i=m

ωir
∗
i . (5.14)

Thus, combining (5.13) and (5.14) implies that, asR → ∞, changing the value ofr∗m cannot
reduce the value of

(M −m+ 1)2−pR
PM

n=m ωnr∗n + 2−κRωmEr(r∗m). (5.15)

This minimality is achieved by equating the two exponents in(5.15), which yields

p
M∑

n=m

ωnr
∗
n = κωmEr(r

∗
m) (5.16)

and establishes (5.7) and therefore concludes the induction argument.
To obtain the result in (5.8) the optimized channel coding ratesr∗M as obtained in (5.7) are

inserted in (5.5) and the minimum distortion is

D∗ = D (r∗M)

= 2−pR
PM

m=1 ωmr∗m+O(1) +
M∑

m=1

2−R(ωmκEr(r∗m)+p
Pm−1

i=1 ωir
∗
i )+O(1)

= 2−pR
PM

m=1 ωmr∗m+O(1) +
M∑

m=1

2−R(ωmκ
p

κωm

PM
i=m ωir

∗
i +p

Pm−1
i=1 ωir

∗
i )+O(1)

= 2−pR
PM

m=1 ωmr∗m+O(1) +
M∑

m=1

2−pR
PM

m=1 ωmr∗m+O(1)

= (M + 1)2−pR
PM

m=1 ωmr∗m+O(1) (5.17)

= 2−pR
PM

m=1 ωmr∗m+O(1). (5.18)

�

The inherent formulation in (5.7) implies a method of computing the optimal channel code rates
of a progressive source coder in the presence of channel noise, by recursively solving the following
equations:

Er (r∗M) =
p

κ
r∗M

Er (r∗m) =
ωm+1

ωm
Er
(
r∗m+1

)
+
p

κ
r∗m for m = M − 1, . . . , 1. (5.19)
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This recursive solution approach is sketched in Figure 5.3a). SinceEr is monotonically decreasing,
a solution to (5.19) exists if

Er (r∗m) − ωm+1

ωm
Er
(
r∗m+1

)
− p

κ
r∗m,

is positive atr∗m = 0 for eachm, that is if ωm+1

ωm
≤ E0

Er(r∗m+1)
. SinceEr(r∗m+1) ≤ E0 for all m, a

sufficient condition for a solution to (5.19) to exist is thatωm+1 ≤ ωm for all m.
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Figure 5.3: Implicit Solution to optimal channel coding rates: (a) Fixed transmission block sizes
κωmR for each layer; (b) Equal information part lengthk/M for each layer.

5.2.5 Equal Transmission Block Size

Let us focus on a specific but practically interesting case, namely that the transmission block size
for each individual layer is equal, i.e.,nm = n/M for all m = 1, . . . ,M . This is equivalently
expressed asωm = 1/M , and therefore, it is obvious that a solution to (5.19) exists. The recursive
solution in (5.19) also implies that the optimized channel code ratesr∗m increase inmmeaning that
low resolution layers in the progressive source coder use more redundancy than higher resolution
layers. This is also obvious from Figure 5.3a). The distortion in this case results in

D∗ ≃ 2−
pR
M

PM
m=1 r

∗
m+O(1). (5.20)

Tight upper and lower bounds and exact expressions on the error exponentEr(r) are only known
for specific code rates. Therefore, an exact solution on the optimized code rates in (5.7) as well
as the minimum distortion is in general infeasible. However, to get an idea on the code rates, one
can use the upper and lower bounds as shown in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.4 shows the channel coding
rates using upper and lower bounds of the error exponent instead of the exact error exponent in
(5.7) over layer indexm for a binary symmetric channel different bit error ratesε as well asp = 2,
κ = 20,R = 20, and any2 M ≤ 50.

From Figure 5.4 it is obvious that an UEP scheme with decreasing redundancy over layers should
be applied. The optimized channel coding rates obviously depend on the crossover probability of
the binary symmetric channelε. Note that the optimized channel coding ratesr∗m minimizing (5.7)
with the exact error exponentEr do not necessarily lie in between the channel coding rates mini-
mizing the upper bound and the channel coding rates minimizing the lower bounds.

2The presentation withM −m on the x-axis allows the use of Figure 5.4 for anyM .
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Figure 5.4: Optimized channel coding rates using upper and lower bounds on the error exponent
over generalized layer indexM −m for a binary symmetric channel different bit error ratesε as
well asp = 2, κ = 20,R = 20, and anyM ≤ 50.

In [SZ04] the performance for a high number of layers is also discussed, i.e.,M → ∞, for this
specific caseωm = 1/M . For the result to be reasonable it has also to be assumed thatthe rate is
significantly higher than the number of layers,R ≫M , such that high resolution in each layer can
be assumed. For this case the minimum distortion approximately results in

D∗ ≈ 2−
κR
M
E0 = δ

pR
2M

bsic. (5.21)

This result can basically be shown by using (5.20) and the relatively loose analytic lower and
upper bound on the error exponent shown in Figure 5.2. It is worth to note that for the binary
symmetric channel with crossover probabilityε the minimum distortion according to (5.21) results
in D∗ ≈ εpR/M . This means that the distortion increases by introducing more layersM for the
same rate constraintsR.

5.2.6 Equal Information Part Length

In a second specific scenario not the numbers of channel symbols are equal for each layerm, but
the number of source bits in each layer,km. We assume that the entire information word of length
k is equally divided such thatkm = k/M . Therefore, we obtain the optimized channel coding
rates by specifyingωm = k

Rκr∗mM
and inserting this value in (5.7). Thus, the implicit solution for

the optimized channel coding rates results in

Er (r∗m) =
p

κ
r∗m(M −m+ 1) for m = 1, . . . ,M. (5.22)

This construction principle is sketched in Figure 5.3b), which is no more recursive. The opti-
mized channel coding rates can be computed independently for each layerm. As expected, the
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optimized channel code ratesr∗m again increase withm resulting in better protection for the lower
layers. The corresponding minimum distortion yields

D∗ ≃ 2
− pR

PM
m=1

1
r∗m

+O(1)

. (5.23)

An interesting insight is obtained if we determine the totaloverall rateRM necessary to support
the same expected distortionD∗ as would be necessary for a noiseless transmissionk/κ, i.e.,

κRM

k
=

∑M
m=1

1
r∗m

M
. (5.24)

Figure 5.5 shows the rate increaseκRM

k
for protecting with one or multiple layers for a binary-

symmetric channel with bit error rate3 ε = 0.0024. The upper and lower bounds of the error
exponent are used to obtain the optimal channel coding ratesaccording to (5.22). It is immediately
observed that the rate increase when introducing layered transmission may be significant. Com-
pared to a single layer caseM = 1 the rate increased for layered transmission is significant.For
example,M = 10 would already require between 3 to 4 times of the source rate which is about
1.5 to factor2 compared to the case for single layer transmission. Therefore, for constant rateR
and even optimized rate allocation, progressive transmission and unequal error protection does not
come for free.
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Figure 5.5: Rate Increase compared to source rateκRM
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5.2.7 One Practical Example

To investigate the relevance of the theory derived in the section, we have performed a simulation
experiment, for which the optimized rate allocation according to (5.22) has been used. Again a
binary-symmetric channel with bit error rateε = 0.0024 has been used. To realize a practical

3This corresponds to a binary input AWGN with hard decision at SNR of 6 dB.
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UEP scheme, punctured convolutional codes with memoryµ = 4 have been used. In addition, a
uniformly distributed source was quantized using a multistage vector quantizer of dimensionκ =
4. A total rate ofR = 20 bit per dimension had been applied. Two schemes have been assessed,
one referred to as Equal Error Protection (EEP), one referred to as Unequal Error Protection (UEP).
For the EEP case, the layer is set toM = 1 and the number of source bits,km, is 44. For the UEP
case, the layer is set toM = 4 and the number of source bits,km, is 8. Maximum-Likelihood
decoding has been used for channel decoding.

Table 5.1: Average distortion for EEP and UEP cases based on simulations and bounds.

ε = 0.0024 dB EEPM = 1 UEPM = 4
simulation Dsim = 2.1 · 10−6 Dsim = 4.7 · 10−6

upper bound D = 2.4 · 10−7 D = 1.1 · 10−5

lower bound D = 2.4 · 10−7 D = 8.3 · 10−6

The results of this experiment are shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.6. From Table 5.1, it is
observed that for UEP the simulated distortion,Dsim is between the upper and lower bounds,D
andD, respectively. For EEP, upper and lower bounds are identical and the real distortion is much
worse. The EEP system has better average distortion than theUEP system. Furthermore, Figure
5.6 shows the distribution of the distortion for each decoding event. Due to the higher source
rate that is available for EEP compared to UEP (44 bit instead of24 bit), lower distortions can be
achieved more often. The only advantage for UEP is that very high distortions are less frequent.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of distortiond for EEP and UEP case.

5.2.8 Discussion

We will in the following discuss some conclusions when designing progressive transmission sys-
tems. In addition, although the results presented in this section are based on specific assumptions
and restrictions as introduced in 5.2.2, they also include very general system design principles
which have previously been shown with less restrictive assumptions.
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• From (5.5) it is obvious that for a given set of channel codingrates, the overall distortion is
the sum of the quantization distortion,2−pR

PM
m=1 ωmrm+O(1) and the influence of the channel,

the number of layers,M , the fraction assigned to each layer,ωM , as well as on the applied
channel coding ratesrM . The distortion is basically determined by the lowest decrease factor
in the exponent, i.e.,

min
m

(

ωmκEr (rm) + p
m−1∑

i=1

ωiri

)

.

• The minimum distortion according to (5.8) shows that there is a distortion penalty: The expo-
nential distortion decrease is lower than in case of noiseless transmission. Whereas for noise-
less transmission the exponent decreases with the distortion power factorp with the overall
rateR, for noisy and layered transmission the exponent is smaller, namelyp

∑M
m=1 ωmr

∗
m.

This quantity basically corresponds to the mean of the optimal channel coding ratesrm
weighted by the fraction of channel symbolsωm on each layer.

• The results obtained in [ZM94] and [HZ97] for single layer transmission basically corre-
spond to the results in (5.8) and (5.7) when insertingM = 1 andω1 = 1. Therefore,
from (5.7) as well from the illustration in Figure 5.3 it is obvious that for a transmission
scheme with multiple layersM , only the optimum code rate for the highest layer,r∗M is
identical to the code rate of the single layer transmission.For all other layers, the chan-
nel code rates are lower. Therefore, the penalty term

∑M
m=1 ωmr

∗
m is always lower or equal

when compared to the term for single layer transmission,r∗M=1. Hence, at the same over-
all rateR, optimized transmission with multiple layers, is always inferior than single layer
transmission under the assumptions in subsection 5.2.2. These results can also be verified
for the specific cases as presented in subsection 5.2.5 and subsection 5.2.6 as well as for the
practical example in subsection 5.2.7.

• Regardless of the number of layers in use, the best performance is terms of minimum dis-
tortion for a constant overall rateR is achieved when the optimum code rates are as high
as possible. The highest possible code rate, the mutual informationRI is only achieved, if
the slope of the lines in Figure 5.3 goes to zero. In this case,the crossing point results in
a selection of a code rate such thatEr(r

∗) = 0. However, this slope only tends to zero, if
the dimension of the source goes to infinity, i.e.,κ → ∞. Therefore, for a given overall
rateR the best performance in terms of minimum distortion can be achieved by using an in-
finitely large dimension in the source coding algorithm, as well as an infinitely long channel
code length. In this case the distortion decreases exponentially with the overall rateR mul-
tiplied byRI and all layers are basically protected by the same channel coding rates. This
result can be viewed as a special case of the famous and well–knownseparation principle
first manifested by Shannon [Sha48, Sha93a]: It states that asource signal can be optimally
transmitted over a noisy channel by first applying source coding at the rate–distortion bound.
Then, this coded version is channel coded with code rate corresponding to the capacity of
the channel. It is also appealing that with this principle source coding and channel coding
can be designed independently: the source coding algorithmis only adapted to the source
signal, where as the channel coding algorithm matches the channel properties.

In summary, we conclude that a penalty for layered or progressive transmission has to be ac-
cepted in the overall rate–distortion performance. The analysis in this section mainly dealt with
the distortion sacrifice due to channel coding with reduced block length. The penalty for layered
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source coding was not addressed as it basically is less severe only affecting some constant term.
Note that the parameter on the source dimensionκ is of negligible influence on the source coding
performance as the overall rate grows to infinity. The parameterκ mainly determines the length of
the channel coding vectors. We obtain equivalent performance bounds by quantizingκ consecutive
source samples, each with a scalar quantizer with raterR, but grouping the resultingrRκ bits to
form the information part of a single channel code word.

However, we also know that for practical source coding schemes there exists an additional per-
formance loss for layered source coding, especially when considering video transmission. There-
fore, under these initial assumptions and with the measure of interest according to (5.1), a pro-
gressive transmission system comprising of layered or progressive source coding combined with
optimized unequal error protection is not useful.

However, especially the assumption that the channel state for the transmission of each individual
message is ergodic does not hold for delay–constraint applications when transmitted over mobile
channels with non–perfect power control. Even with sufficiently large block lengthnm for each
layerm the transmitter cannot expect that the message can be transmitted with arbitrarily low error
probability due to unpredictable channel states. Other system constraints which do for example
not allow online encoding of each individual message to the actual transmission conditions also
can benefit from progressive and layered source coding as will be shown in chapter 8 and 9.

5.3 Unequal Erasure Protection

5.3.1 Framework and Definitions

The equivalence of channel coding applied to packet erasurechannels and the mobile chan-
nel modelled by the block–fading AWGN channels immediately asks to apply Unequal Error
Protection (UEP) approaches as introduced in subsection 4.1.3 also to packet erasure channels. As
not errors are considered, but packet erasures, we refer to this coding scheme as Unequal Erasure
Protection (UXP). Ground–breaking work in the field has beenpresented in [ABE+96] under the
acronym Priority Encoded Transmission (PET). The combination of UXP with progressive source
coders has been introduced in [MRL00] for the transmission ofSPIHT coded images which is
slightly different to the PET approach as it allows a fragmentation of the total message at any
symbol boundary. This framework serves also for the basis ofthe UXP consideration [LWPW04]
within the AVT and will be briefly introduced in the following. The application to PTVC coded
video is discussed in section 6.3.2.

Figure 5.7 shows the coding and decoding framework. The message is divided intoM levels
such that each layer includes one symbol of lengthns bits of each of then transmission packets.
The length of each transmission packet results inNH +M symbols. Each levelm,m = 1, . . . ,M
gets assignedkm data symbols andn−km redundancy symbols. In packet–switched networks it is
also common that each packet requires some header information of lengthNH symbols. Assuming
a total rate–constraint ofNtotal, the parameters are restricted as

nns(M +NH) ≤ Ntotal. (5.25)

The transmission framework can also be viewed as block interleaver which is a commonly ap-
plied tool to spread burst errors. Assuming MDS codes, the entire layer can be decoded as long
as the number of lost packets is less or equal ton − km. At the decoder all layers which have
sufficient redundancy can be reconstructed.
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Figure 5.7: Coding and decoding framework for unequal erasure protection of progressively
coded messages.

If we are interested in the expected quality for this progressively coded source as specified
in (3.33) we need to obtain an appropriate expression for theprobability that a certain layerm can
contribute to the overall quality at the receiver,Pm , Pr{Ĉm = 1 ∧ ∀i≺mĈi = 1}. Assuming
a progressively coded source in a sense that after packetization the data in layerm can only be
decoded if all data in the previous layers1, . . . ,m − 1 can be decoded, i.e.,Pm ≺ Pm−1 for all
m = 2, . . . ,M , this probability results in

Pm = min
i=1,...,m

Pn (ki) = Pn

(

min
i=1,...,m

ki

)

. (5.26)

By combining (3.29) and (5.26) in (3.40) the expected qualityat the receiver,E
{

Q̂(k)
}

, for a

source with rate–quality functionQ(R) and a packetization of the source resulting in a vector
k = {k1, . . . , kM} is given by

E

{

Q̂(k)
}

=
M∑

m=1

(Q (Km) −Q (Km−1))Pn

(

min
i=1,...,m

ki

)

. (5.27)

Note that if we apply systematic channel codes we might be able to reconstruct some additional
symbols in the first layer which does not satisfy the PET condition anymore. This is also illustrated
in Figure 5.7. However, as the contribution to the expected quality is in general very low, we
neglect this part in the computation of the expectation for sake of clarity.

It is worth to note that from a different perspective this combined source–channel coding system
can also be viewed as multiple description coding [WWZ80]. Multiple description coding provides
a framework for the transmission of packetized source data over a channel where each packet ob-
serves the same loss statistics. In fact, progressive source coding together with UXP is considered
as the most practical and efficient multiple description approach if the number of descriptionsM
is larger than4 − 5.
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5.3.2 Optimized Rate Allocation

Given a certain quality–rate functionQ(R) the expected quality in (5.27) is mainly determined by
the number of levels as well as the selected source coding vector k under the rate constraint (5.25).
In the following we assume that the number of levels,M , as well as the packet length,n, are fixed
due to some transmission constraints. Then, we are interested in a channel symbol vector which

maximizes some expected received qualityQ(k) , E

{

Q̂(k)
}

, i.e.,

k∗ = arg max
k∈SM

k

Q(k). (5.28)

Although the execution of (5.28) seems to be rather trivial,for reasonably smallM as well as a
reasonable amount of source bits, a brute force search over all possible combinations gets pro-
hibitively complex as|Sk|M combinations of source vectors have to be evaluated.

An overview of approaches to lower complexity solution has been provided by Dumitrescu et
al. [DWW04]. In this work, different approaches [MRL00, PR99, SHX02] are summarized with
respect to their complexity as well as their generality. Among others, it was shown in [DWW04]
that our approach as initially presented in [SB01] provides an optimal solution with minimum
complexity, if the quality–rate functionQ(R) is convex. Therefore, we will briefly introduce the
algorithm, for further details we refer to [SB01] and [DWW04].

From [SB01, Lemma 2] it is derived that the optimal source coding vectork∗ maximizing the
expected quality in (5.28) is monotonically increasing, i.e.,

k∗m ≥ k∗m−1 ∀m = 2, . . . ,M.

In the following we will present the optimized rate allocation as an analogy to the Viterbi al-
gorithm. Therefore, equivalently to the cumulative metricin (4.33), we introduce a cumulative
expected quality up to layerm as

Qm(k) , Q0 +
m∑

i=1

(Q (Ki) −Q (Ki−1))Pn (ki) . (5.29)

and a cumulative representation of the source coding rate asKm(k) ,
∑m

i=1 ki. Note that the term
Q (Ki) −Q (Ki−1) corresponds to the importanceIi of layeri, such that we can write

Qm(k) , Q0 +
m∑

i=1

IiPn (ki) , (5.30)

Assume for the moment that the total source rate is constrained toKtot, i.e.,KM(k) = Ktot.
Then, withQ(R) being convex, result of Lemma 3 in [SB01], and the definition ofthe cumulative
expected quality in (5.29), we can reduce the problem definedin (5.28) with source rate constraint
Ktot to

max
k

Qm(k) subject to Km(k) = K, (5.31)

with m = M andK = Ktot.
Similar to the recursions in (4.35) for the Viterbi decoder,we specify form = 1, . . . ,M

Qm(k) = Qm−1(k) + ImPn (km)

Km(k) = Km−1(k) + km, (5.32)
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with Q0(k) = Q0 andk0(k) = 0.
Similar for the metrics for the Viterbi decoder, neither thesource coding vectork norQm(k) nor

Km(k) do depend onkm+1, . . . , kM . Therefore, the solution of the minimization problem in (5.31)
needs to be determined only over a subsequence of source coding vectorskm , {k1, . . . , km}.

With these preliminaries we are able to determine an optimized rate allocation. Letk∗
m be

the solution for the optimization problem in (5.31) and letQ∗

m,K with K =
∑m

i=1 k
∗
i denote the

optimum value of the objective function in (5.31). Then,k∗
m is the subsequence of source code

vectors achieving the maximum in (5.31) for a layer indexm and a rate constraintK. Then the
following results are observed.

1. Q∗

m,K satisfies the dynamic programming equation

Q∗

m,K = max
k:1≤k≤n

(

Q∗

m,N−k + ImPn (km)
)

. (5.33)

2. The source code vectork∗m,K achieves the maximum in (5.33).

3. The subsequencek∗
m+1 solves (5.31) for layer indexm + 1 and channel coding constraint

K + k∗m,K .

4. With the optimal source code vector being monotonically increasing and convex distortion
the number of possible channel symbols can be further reduced as

Q∗

m,K = max
k:1≤k≤n∧ k≥k∗m−1(K−k)

(

Q∗

m,N−k + (Q (Km) −Q (Km−1))Pn (km)
)

. (5.34)

wherek∗m−1,K−k is the optimal source code for the previous layer wherebyK∗
0,0 = 0.

5. The unconstrained optimization is solved by

Qmax = max
N :M≤K≤Mn

Q∗

m,K . (5.35)

6. Finally, the optimal source code vectork is the vector achievingQmax in (5.35).

For the performance of this algorithm in comparison to otheralgorithms for progressive image
transmission we refer the interested reader to [DWW04]. We will apply this algorithm for the
transmission of PTVC coded video over packet–lossy channels in section 6.3.2.

5.4 Progressive Image Transmission over Fading Channels

5.4.1 System Description

In the following, we apply a regressive redundancy system with a FEED–based decoding algo-
rithm to transmit progressively coded sources with an assigned quality–rate functionQ(R) over
a channel with a priori unknown channel state. The system setup has already been used for the
performance evaluation in subsection 4.4.4. We assume thatthe source message is packetized into
packets, each of lengthk = ωp with ωp the puncturing period of the convolutional code in use.

Figure 5.8 shows the considered system: An image sources is encoded using the progressive
image encode SPIHT. This results in an encoded bit streamu and an importanceIm for each virtual
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layerm. Using a rate allocation (see subsection 5.4.2) an optimized channel symbol vectorn∗ is
obtained. This vector is used to encode the source messageu with a high-memory convolutional
code together with the application of UEP according to the principles introduced in section 4.4.
After transmission, the FEED decoder generates an estimateof the received sequence,û as well
as a reliability vector for this message,Rψ,U(û). By use of a shortening functionFs(û,R,R0)
according to (4.52) with minimum reliabilityR0 we obtain shortened reliable vectorû(0:τ ], which
is then forwarded to the SPIHT decoder to reconstruct sourceat the receiver,̂s.

n
∗

Allocation
RateSPIHT

Encoder Punctured CC
UEP by

Error Decoder
Far EndSPIHT

Decoder

Image
Source

Image
Sink Fs(û,R,R0)

Shortening

u
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Wireless
Channel

x

ψ

∀mIm
s

ŝ

Rψ,U (û)

û

u

û(0:τ ]

Figure 5.8: Progressive image transmission system using UEP and FEED.

The regressive redundancy profile is implemented by applying puncturing to a rate1/c convo-
lutional code such that we have access to a set of code rates inSr , {ωp/(ωp + i)}ωp(c−1)

i=0 with
minimum code ratermin = ωp/nmax = ωp/(ωpc) and maximum code ratermax = ωp/nmin =
ωp/ωp = 1. The channel coding symbol can be selected from the setSn = {ωp, ωp + 1, . . . , cωp}.
We possibly includen = 0 in the set to indicate that a certain message/layer is not transmitted at
all. With a fixed packetization of equal lengthk for each layerm the rate allocation on each level
is determined by the channel symbol vectorn. For notational convenience we define the channel
coding vector up to layerm asnm = {n1, . . . , nm} and the sum over all components of vectornM
asNm(nM) ,

∑m
i=1 ni with m = 1, . . . ,M andN0(nM) = 0 by definition.

5.4.2 Optimized Rate Allocation

We are in the following interested in finding an appropriate channel symbol vector given a certain
quality–rate functionQ(R), or equivalently the importanceIm = Q(mk) − Q((m − 1)k) for
each layerm = 1, . . . ,M given a total amount of channel symbolsNtot. To be more specific, we
are interested in a channel symbol vector which maximizes the expected received qualityQ(n) ,

EH

{

Q̂(n)
}

, i.e.,

n∗ = arg max
n∈SM

n

Q(n), (5.36)

subject toNM(n∗) ≤ Ntot. In [CF99] for example, an appropriate rate allocation has been dis-
cussed for a given set of error probabilitiespd(k, r) for RCPC codes assuming a sufficiently long
CRC and perfect error detection. The channel state was assumedto be constant, but losses occur
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due to the imperfectness of the code. In our approach [SW01] aswe apply high–memory convo-
lutional codes and FEED decoding. Therefore, we assume asymptotically perfect channel codes
operating at the cutoff rate, but losses occur due to the variable channel states and we use the ex-
pression in (4.15). The decoding probability when applyinga channel symbol vectorn is defined
as

pd(n) , EH

{

1

{

R0(H) <
k

n

}}

. (5.37)

Therefore, for the expected qualityQ(n) we can use a slightly modified version of (4.16) as

Q(n) = Q0 +
M∑

m=1

Impd
(

min
i=1,...,m

ni

)

. (5.38)

Although the evalution of the equation (5.38) seems to be rather simple for reasonably small
k = ωp as well as a reasonable amount of source bits,Mk, a brute force search over all possi-
ble combinations is again complex as|Sr|M combinations of channel symbol vectors have to be
evaluated.

Fortunately, if the quality–rate functionQ(R) or at least the packetized version expressed by
the importanceIm is monotonically increasing and convex it can be shown that the maximiza-
tion problem in (5.36) can be solved exactly by a framework based on dynamic programming as
already introduced in subsection 4.2.2 for maximum likelihood decoding of convolutional codes
and in subsection 5.3.2 for the UXP case. Furthermore, as thedetected error probabilitypd (n)
is monotonically decreasing inn, the search can be simplified: It is easily shown by exchange
arguments that the optimal channel code vectorn∗ which maximizes the expected quality in (5.38)
is monotonically decreasing, i.e.,

∀m=2,...,M n∗
m ≤ n∗

m−1. (5.39)

In the following we will present the optimized rate allocation as an analogy to the Viterbi al-
gorithm. Therefore, equivalently to the cumulative metricin (4.33), we introduce a cumulative
expected quality up to layerm

Qm(n) , Q0 +
m∑

i=1

Iipd (ni) . (5.40)

Then, together with the monotonicity ofpd in (5.39), the problem in (5.36) subject to the total rate
constraint is reduced to

max
n

Qm(n) subject to Nm(n) ≤ N, (5.41)

for m = M andN = Ntot. Similar to the recursions in (4.35) for the Viterbi decoder, we define
for m = 1, . . . ,M

Qm(nM) , Qm−1(nM) + Impd(nm), (5.42)

Nm(n) , Nm−1(n) + nm, (5.43)

with Q0(nM) = Q0 andN0(nM) = 0. Again aligned to the metrics for the Viterbi decoder, neither
the channel code vectorn norQm(nM) norNm(n) do depend onnm+1, . . . , nM . Therefore, the
solution of the minimization problem in (5.41) needs to be determined only over a subsequence of
channel coding symbolsnm.
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With these preliminaries we are able to determine an optimized rate allocation. Letn∗
m be

the solution for the optimization problem in (5.41) and letQ∗

m,N with N =
∑m

i=1 n
∗
i denote the

optimum value of the objective function in (5.41). Therefore, n∗
m is the subsequence of channel

codes achieving the maximum in (5.41) for a layer indexm and a rate constraintN . Then the
following results are observed.

1. Q∗

m,N satisfies the dynamic programming equation

Q∗

m,N = max
n∈Sn

(

Q∗

m,N−n + Impd(n)
)

. (5.44)

2. The channel symboln∗
m,N achieves the maximum in (5.44).

3. The subsequencen∗
m+1 solves (5.41) for layer indexm + 1 and channel coding constraint

N + n∗
m,N .

4. With the optimal channel symbol vector being monotonically increasing we can further re-
duce the number of possible channel symbols as

Q∗

m,N = min
n∈Sn∧n∧n≤n∗m−1,N−n

(

Q∗

m,N−n + Impd(n)
)

, (5.45)

wheren∗
m−1,N−n is the optimal channel code for the previous layer andn∗

0,0 = nmax.

5. Finally the maximum expected quality is found by asQmax = Q∗

M,N and the optimal channel
symbol vectorn∗ is the vector achievingQmax.

Modifications of this algorithms are easily possible to obtain for example a minimum overall dis-
tortion or a maximum average rate. Furthermore, the algorithm can be modified such that source
rate allocation is included or excluded in the optimizationprocess. If the channel symboln = 0
is excluded from setSn, then all layersm = 1, . . . ,M are transmitted. We refer to this opti-
mization aschannel–optimized rate allocation. In case of inclusion ofn = 0, the number of
transmitted layers,̄M , {arg maxm=1,...,M nm ∧ nm 6= 0} might be different toM . The basic idea
is to letM be as large as possible, in our caseM = Ntot/k and leave the selection of the num-
ber of transmitted layers to the rate allocation process. Werefer to this optimization assource–
channel–optimized rate allocation. In recent years several researchers have focussed on optimized
rate allocation algorithms for the same or similar purposesrelying on the principles introduced
in [CF99, SAR00, SW01], overviews and further reduction on complexity sacrifying some amount
of suboptimalty are presented for example in [DWW04] and [SHX04a].

5.4.3 Selected Experimental Results

In [SZ98] a product code is presented for the protection of SPIHT coded images transmitted over
a channel with memory. A similar approach has been proposed in [SAR00]. Both systems use
an embedded source code and a product channel code. The row code of the product code is a
concatenation of an outer CRC code and an inner RCPC code, while its column code is a systematic
Reed–Solomon (RS) code. Both systems use equal error protection along the rows and unequal
error protection along the columns. Optimized rate allocation schemes for these scenarios have
been presented, among others, in [DWW04, SHX04a, SHX04b] as well as references therein.
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In the following, we concentrate on the simulation scenarioas proposed in [SZ98]. Simula-
tions were performed for BPSK transmission over a flat–fadingRayleigh channel with a one–
dimensional signal–model. The channel is characterized bythe average SNR ofE {H} of 10 dB
and the normalized Doppler spread ofWDop = 10−5. For the modelling of the correlated fading
the method as described in [Jak74] is used. At the decoder, hard–decision decoding is assumed.
SPIHT coded images (512 × 512, grey-scale) were transmitted with a total bit budget of0.25 bit
per pixel (bpp) which results in a total amount of bitsNtot = 65536 for source and channel coding.
In the simulations at leastNC = 3000 independent experiments have been carried out, each with
test image ’Lenna’. Several coding schemes have been investigated and the best performance was
achieved by a product code with UEP. Additionally, results for a product code with EEP have been
reported.

We compare ourselves to the system by using the same source, the same source coder, the
same number of total transmission bits,Ntot, and the same channel model. We replace the error
protection scheme by a FEED–based system with a systematic convolutional code with memory
µ = 96, mother code ratec = 1/7, and puncturing periodωp = 32. In addition, as the product code
used in [SZ98] includes an inherent interleaver to combat the deep fades, we have added for the
same purpose a quadratic block interleaverΠ of dimension256 to spread the generated sequence
of encoded layers similar to the radio access scheme presented in Figure 4.15.

The decoding in [SZ98] relies on a hard–decision decoding, so for fair comparison we also adopt
this scheme. The signal model according to (2.45) is slightly modified such that

yf,Π(v) = 1 − 2 · 1
{(
αf,vxf,Π(v) + νf,v

)
≤ 0
}
,

with αf,v the correlated fading amplitudes with normalized powerE
{
|αf |2

}
= 1 and noise sam-

ples νf,v with varianceN0

2Es
. One could assume that the decoder has at least knowledge on the

average bit error rate

E {ε} = Eα

{

1

2
erfc

(√

α2Es
N0

)}

.

Then, the unique interface to any channel decoder is maintained by computing the channel LLR
as for this average bit error probabilityE {ε} [HOP96] as

ψf,v = log2

E {ε}
1 − E {ε}yf,v. (5.46)

Note that the performance of some channel decoders such as sequential decoders or maximum a
posteriori decoders could be enhanced adapting the channelLLR to the expected bit error rate of
each slotεf . However, as this knowledge is unnecessary for Viterbi decoding in [SZ98] we also
dispense with this additional information. For our specificcase withE {H} of 10 dB, the expected
bit error rate results inE {ε} = 0.023.

In the following, we use two performance measures as defined in subsection 2.1.2 for video
transmission, but asNs = 1 we skip the index for the frame numbert. We use the expected
PSNR,PSNR = EĈ

{
PSNRĈ

}
, as defined in (2.12) as well as the PSNR of the expected MSE,

PSNRmse = PSNR
(

EĈ

{

d
(

Ĉ
)})

. Both measures are used as objective function in the rate

allocation procedure as well as to report the results. FEED–based decoding is performed using
the Fano algorithm with different amount of operations per information bit,Nop. Shortening on
the output of the FEED decoder is applied with the reliability thresholdR0 = 0.1. Although this
threshold is rather low, it was observed that this value provides the best overall performance.
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Rate Allocation

For the rate allocation we have to solve the problem stated in(5.41). With the knowledge of the
individual importanceIm as well as the constraints on the channel coding rates withnmax = 224
we require an appropriate modelling on the probabilitiespd(n) as defined in (5.37). More precisely,
the modelling in (5.37) requires a distribution of the channel states. In combination with the block
interleaver, the correlated fading channel can be viewed asa block fading channel not with varying
SNR but with varying bit error rateεf for the transmission of each individual imagef . We are
interested in the distribution of the bit error probabilityε for this specific channel assuming a block
length ofNtot = 65536. This distribution – obtained by simulations [HSWD00] – is used together
with the cutoff rate for the binary symmetric channel,R0(ε) = 1 − log2(1 + 2

√

ε(1 − ε)) to
compute the probabilitypd(n) in (5.37). With these preliminaries we perform the rate allocation
according to subsection 5.4.1.

D: PSNR andM̄ optimized
C: PSNRmseandM̄ optimized

B: PSNRmseoptimized,M̄ = M
A: PSNR optimized,M̄ = M
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Figure 5.9: Rate allocation for different scenarios assuming progressive transmission of SPIHT
coded ’Lenna’ image over a channel with SNRE {H} = 10 dB, Doppler frequencyWDop = 10−5,
hard–decision decoding and assuming FEED–based decoding.

Figure 5.9 shows results of the rate allocation procedure for four different scenarios. The inverse
code ratenm/k is shown over the source ratemk. For scenario A and B the source bit-ratemk
has been fixed such that it is equal to the product code (PC) withUEP in [SZ98] and error–free
transmission for both systems results in identical quality. This is accomplished by disallowing
n = 0 in the rate allocation and restrictingM such that the same source rateMk is obtained as for
rate allocation. The optimization in case A is based on the maximization ofPSNR. For scenario
B, the optimization is based on minimizing the average distortion. Similarly, in scenario C and D
the optimization is based on the average PSNR and the expected distortion, respectively. However,
here the total number of transmitted layersM̄ and therefore the overall source ratēMk can be
adjusted by addingn = 0 in the rate allocation. In general, the optimization based on the expected
distortion tends to protect the earlier bits better than theone based on the average PSNR. This is
obvious as for the expected distortion the decoding of a low bit-rate image contributes much more
to the overall degradation than in the case of the average PSNR.
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Simulation Results

Simulations have been carried out for all rate allocation schemes in Figure 5.9. Additionally, the
receiver complexity was varied by providing a different amount of operations per information bit,
Nop, for the FEED–based channel coder. The complexity for the product code was assumed to be
mainly determined by the Viterbi decoder for the convolutional code with memoryµ = 6.

Table 5.2: Performance results for different coding schemes and workloads compared to bounds
and existing solutions [SZ98].

Scheme Nop PSNR PSNRmse

PC EEP [SZ98],M = 19648 > 64 28.23 dB 28.05 dB
PC UEP [SZ98],M = 16928 > 64 28.19 dB 28.15 dB

FEED AkM̄ = 16928 bound 28.37 dB 28.16 dB
PSNRmseoptimized 16 27.85 dB 27.53 dB

FEED BkM̄ = 16928 bound 28.38 dB 28.14 dB
PSNR optimized 16 27.82 dB 27.41 dB

bound 29.25 dB 28.70 dB
FEED CkM̄ = 23808 4 28.78 dB 28.25 dB
PSNRmseoptimized 16 28.84 dB 28.34 dB

64 28.87 dB 28.37 dB
bound 29.54 dB 28.11 dB

FEED D,kM̄ = 28512 4 29.25 dB 28.59 dB
PSNR optimized 16 29.32 dB 28.61 dB

64 29.36 dB 28.76 dB

The results for the average PSNR,PSNR, and the PSNR of the average distortion,PSNRmse,
are shown in Table 5.2. Also included are the results for the product code as presented in [SZ98]
for EEP and UEP4. For fixed source rate the PC UEP outperforms the FEED approach by about
0.2− 0.6 dB for both measures. This is because the sequential decoder ismore sensitive to a burst
of bit errors than the product code. This behavior is explained in more detail in [HSWD00].

For the adapted source rate schemes C and D we can see significant gains of the proposed system
when compared to the product code. For equal complexity, gains up to1.2 dB are possible. An
additional effect is the complexity scalability of our receiver. If we reduce the number of operations
per information bit to about10 % of the product code, the gain to the high complexity receiver is
reduced by at most0.2 dB. This means that the proposed FEED system is capable to tradereceiver
complexity and decoded quality. This novel property is veryinteresting for applications where
different types of receivers are present in the system. Further discussion and detailed results are
presented in [HSWD00].

4In [SZ98] only the average PSNR is given. However, the average PSNR was computed different as a different
Q0 has been used. In [SZ98] the failure of a transmission was more penalized by settingQ0 = 0 whereas in our case
concealment with a grey image has been assumed resulting inQ0 = 14.2 dB. We have adjusted the results in [SZ98]
to obtain comparable measures.
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5.5 Summary

In this chapter several schemes which combine progressively coded source and unequal error pro-
tection have been introduced. The following observations and findings are of major importance:

• A transmission system incorporating a progressively codedsource together with unequal
error protection has been introduced. The transmission is flexible in a sense that the number
of layers,M , the source bits for each layerkm, and the channel coding rate for each layer
rm can be chosen independently.

• The transmission system also includes a single layer case with equal error protection by
usingM = 1. It also includes practical cases for which the amount of source bits for each
layer is equal, or that the number of channel symbolsnm are the same for each layer.

• Information-theoretic considerations have been used to assess such a system when applied
on a binary-input symmetric channel, e.g. a binary symmetric channel or an AWGN channel
with BPSK modulation. A progressive vector quantizer according to (3.11) is combined
with channel codes with error probability performing at theGallager bound according to
(4.2). By applying high-resolution assumptions and techniques (see [ZM94] and [HZ97] for
the usage in single layer systems only), a distortion function for a multi-layer system with
M layers with fixed channel coding ratesrM has been derived in (5.5).

• The optimized code ratesr∗M minimizing the distortion in (5.5) have been derived in (5.7)
and the corresponding minimum distortion is provided in (5.8).

• For the specific case with equal transmission block lengthnm = n/M for each layer a
recursive method to derive the optimal code rates has been proposed. From this it is obvious
that for a multi-layer system unequal error protection withincreasing code rates minimizes
the end-to-end distortion. However, it was also shown in (5.20) and (5.21) that for identical
overall transmission rate there is a penalty introducing layered transmission. To obtain the
same end-to-end distortion, the rate for a layered system withM layers needs to be increased
roughly by a factorM to obtain the same performance as for the single layer case.

• For the specific case with equal source block lengthkm = k/M for each layer the optimal
code rates can be determined directly by (5.22). In (5.24) and Figure 5.5, the rate increase to
obtain the same end-to-end distortion when introducing layers has been shown. The results
on the penalty when using multistage transmission and unequal error protection are also
supported by a simple practical experiment. A more detaileddiscussion on the findings is
provided in subsection 5.2.8.

• In section 5.3 a framework for Unequal Erasure Protection (UXP) in combination with pro-
gressively coded sources based on Reed-Solomon codes has been introduced. In combi-
nation with progressively coded sources, this combined source–channel coding system can
also be viewed as a multiple description coding system [WWZ80].

• Given a certain quality–rate functionQ(R), the expected quality for such a system taking
into account the packet loss rate of the channel has been derived in (5.27). The quality is
mainly determined by the number of levels as well as the selected source coding vectork
under some rate constraint (5.25).
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• In subsection 5.3.2, an optimized source coding vectork∗ minimizing the distortion in (5.27)
is derived. Under some non-restrictive assumptions, it canbe shown that this optimization
can be solved by a dynamic programming approach in (5.33).

• The constrained optimization for a fixed number of layers canbe extended by an uncon-
strained optimization according to (5.35). In this case notonly the code rates of each layer
are determined, but also the optimum number of layers is selected.

• In section 5.4 a system for progressive image transmission over fading systems is introduced.
The system uses the Far End Error Decoding (FEED) decoding algorithm as proposed in
section 4.4 together with unequal error protection and shortening.

• For appropriate configuration of the redundancy profile, a rate allocation is formulated in
(5.36) that searches for the appropriate code rate, or equivalently the number of channel
symbolsnm for each layer by the application of puncturing. Note that each layer corresponds
to a fixed size puncturing period.

• The optimized channel symbol vectorn∗ minimizing the distortion in (5.38) is derived. Un-
der some non-restrictive assumptions, it can be shown that this optimization can again be
solved by a dynamic programming approach in (5.44).

• Again, this algorithm can be modified to include source rate allocation by the inclusion of
the channel symboln = 0 to the setSn. We refer to this optimization assource–channel–
optimized rate allocationwhereas for the case for whichn = 0 is excluded from setSn, the
only the channel coding rates are optimized. This is referred to aschannel–optimized rate
allocation.

• To verify the performance of the FEED algorithm as well as theoptimized rate allocation,
a progressive image transmission system including SPIHT has been setup. The exact same
conditions as proposed in [SZ98] have been used. For fixed source rate the reference system
based on a product code UEP slightly outperforms the FEED approach. However, by the
use of source–channel–optimized rate allocation the FEED-based algorithm outperforms the
reference system significantly at the same decoding complexity.

• In the same set of experiments it is also shown that if we reduce decoder complexity to
about10 % of reference system, the FEED is still significantly betterthan the reference sys-
tem. This means that the proposed FEED system is capable to trade receiver complexity
and decoded quality. This novel property is very interesting for applications where differ-
ent types of receivers are present in the system, for examplefor broadcast systems with a
heterogeneous receiver population.



6
Video Transmission in
Packet-Lossy Environment

In this chapter we will discuss video transmission in packet–lossy environment mainly over generic
or Internet channels. Nevertheless the methods introducedhere are applicable to mobile scenarios
as well and the most promising features will be used in some system designs for mobile video
transport in chapters 7, 8 and 9. Specific focus is on the use ofH.264/AVC and the PTVC.

6.1 H.264/AVC-Compliant End-to-End Systems

6.1.1 Formalization of H.264/AVC Packetized Video

By the use of slices and slice groups as introduced in subsection 3.3.2, H.264/AVC provides a
flexible and efficient syntax to map theNMB MBs of each framet of the image sequence to individ-
ual NAL units. According to the RTP payload specification [WHS+05] each NAL unit is carried
in a single RTP packet1. The encoding ofst results in one or several RTP packets again being
abstracted by a data unitPi with sequence numberi. Therefore, each macroblockb = 1, . . . , NMB

of source unitst is assigned to a certain data unitPi specified by the mappingMb,t = i. We
recall the definition of the greatest indexi corresponding to sourcest asit. The considered video
transmission system is shown in Figure 6.1. Assume that the data unitsPi are transmitted over
a channel which either delivers the data unitPi correctly, indicated asCi = 1, or the data unit
is lost, i.e.,Ci = 0. A data unit is also assumed to be lost, if it is received afterits DTS has
expired, i.e.,Ci = 1 {τr,i ≤ τDTS,i}. We do not consider highly complex concepts with multiple
deadlines [Gha96, KRG03] in which late data units are processed by the decoder to at least update
the reference buffer resulting in reduced long–term error propagation.

1Additionally, [WHS+05] also specifies Single–Time Aggregation Units (STAPs) and Multiple–Time Aggregation
Units (MTAPs) to allow the aggregation of individual NAL units of the same frame or even different frames, respec-
tively, into a single RTP packet. Furthermore, Fragmentation Units (FUs) are defined which allow to fragment an NAL
unit into multiple RTP packets. Whereas MTAPs are unacceptable in low–delay applications, STAPs and FUs only
provide hooks for network friendliness and are basically included in the presented framework.
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Figure 6.1: Video transmission system in packet loss environment.

At the receiver, due to the coding restriction of slices and slice groups as well as with the infor-
mation in RTP and slice headers, the decoder is able to reconstruct the information of each correctly
received NAL unit and its encapsulated slice. The decoded MBsare then distributed according to
the mappingM in the frame. For all MBs positions, for which no data has been received, ap-
propriate error concealment has to be invoked before the frame is forwarded to the reference and
the display buffer. The decoded sourceŝt obviously depends on the channel behaviour affecting
data unitsPit−1+1, . . . ,Pit corresponding the current framest, but due to the predictive coding and
error propagation in general also on the channel behaviour all previous data units,Ct , C[1:it]. This
dependency is expressed asŝt(Ct).

Due to the bi–directional nature of conversational applications a low–delay, low bit-rate, error–
free feedback channel from the receiver to the transmitter can be assumed as indicated in Fig-
ure 6.1. This feedback link allows sending some back channelmessagesB(Ct). In our framework
we model the feedback link as error–free, but the feedback message delay is normalized to the
frame rate such thatB(Ct−δ) expresses aδ frames delayed version ofB(Ct) with δ = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
The exploitation of this feedback link by using different messages types is discussed later in this
section.

6.1.2 Error Concealment

Error concealment is anon–normativefeature in any video decoder. There exists a vast litera-
ture dealing with different levels of error concealment, some of them very simple, some of them
very complex. The basic idea is that the decoder should generate a representation for the lost area
which matches perceptually as well as possible the lost information without knowing the lost in-
formation itself. For this, the surrounding area in the spatial and temporal domain is exploited.
Usually, macroblock based error concealment is used starting from reliable neighbours and recur-
sively concealing more and more macroblocks by also using already concealed macroblocks. In
the H.264/AVC test model software two types of error concealment algorithms have been intro-
duced [VHW01, WHV+02, SHW03], one exploiting spatial information only suitable mainly for
intra frames and one exploiting temporal information. Both algorithms provide good performance
with manageable complexity.

The spatial concealment method is based on weighted pixel value averaging [SSD98]: In this
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case each pixel value in a macroblock is concealed by the weighted sum of the closest boundary
pixels of the available adjacent macroblocks with the weight being relative to the inverse distance
between the pixel to be concealed and the boundary pixel. Thetemporal concealment uses tempo-
rally and spatially surrounding motion vectors to perform motion compensation [CCW97]. The se-
lection of the appropriate motion vectors is based on the boundary–matching techniques [LRL93].
Especially for reasonably good subjective quality, it has been recognized [Zha04a], that it is impor-
tant to select the appropriate error concealment technique, spatial or temporal. We have extended
the error concealment in the test model software by using themacroblock mode information of the
reliable neighbours and concealed neighbors to decide whether spatial error concealment or tem-
poral error concealment is more suitable. We refer to this error concealment as Adaptive temporal
and spatial Error Concealment (AEC) in the remainder.

Figure 6.2 shows the performance of different error concealment algorithms. From left to right,
an example frame is shown when using Previous Frame Concealment (PFC), spatial only, tempo-
ral only, and AEC. PFC replaces the missing information by the information at the same location
in the temporally preceding frame. Hence, it shows artifacts in the global motion part of the
background as well as in the foreground. Spatial error concealment based on weighted pixel aver-
aging smoothes the erroneously decoded image and removes strange block artifacts, but also many
details. Temporal concealment relying on motion vector reconstruction with boundary–matching–
based techniques keeps details, but results in strange artifacts in uncovered areas. Finally, the AEC
keeps many details but also avoids strange block artifacts and is therefore very appropriate with
feasible complexity. In the remainder of this work we will use either simple PFC or AEC.

PFC Spatial only Temporal only AEC

Figure 6.2: Performance of different error concealment strategies: PFC, spatial concealment only,
temporal concealment only, AEC.

6.1.3 Performance of Basic Error Resilience Tools

The error resilience tools in H.264/AVC have already been introduced in section 3.3.2. In the
following we will briefly discuss the performance of basic error resilience tools. In order to assess
error resilience tools and to acknowledged the importance of video transmission over packet–lossy
channels the H.264/AVC standardization process has adopted a set of common test conditions
for IP based transmission [Wen01]. Anchor video sequences,appropriate bit-rates and evaluation
criteria are specified. Initially, we will restrict ourselves to a small but representative selection of
the common Internet test conditions. We use almost exclusively the QCIF test sequenceforeman.
The first 10 seconds are encoded at a frame rate offs = 7.5 fps. The video is encoded with VBR
rate control according to (3.22) by applying a single quantization parameter2 q = 12, 14, . . . , 30

2In the remainder of this section we make use of test model JM1.7 that uses QP value mappings of 12 lower than
the final standard.
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to the entire sequence. The resulting total bit rateR includes a 40 byte IP/UDP/RTP header for
each transmitted data unit. As performance measure the average luminance PSNR,PSNR, is
chosen as suggested in [Wen01] where the average is taken over all encoded frames. For all
experiments at least 6000 frames have been transmitted resulting in atNC = 80 channel realizations
to obtain sufficient statistics. This is much more as suggested in [Wen01]. Initially we concentrate
exclusively on channel error pattern10 as introduced in subsection 2.4.5.

In the presence of errors it has been recognized that the introduction of more frequent non–
predictively coded image parts is of major importance. In early work on the latter subject,
e.g., [ZK99, HM92, LV96], it has been proposed to introduce intra–coded MBs, regularly, ran-
domly or preferably in a certain pseudo–random update pattern. Figure 6.3a) shows the perfor-
mance of regular intra updates as well as pseudo–random withdifferent update ratios in for test er-
ror pattern 10, test sequenceforemanandhall monitor, and slice packetization withNMB/DU = 33.
From the results for different intra update ratios it is obvious that removing error propagation is
essential in error–prone video transmission. An appropriate intra–update ratio can increase the
overall quality significantly. Also the placement of intra updates is important, pseudo–random pat-
terns perform better than regular patterns. Also immediately apparent is that the optimal update
ratio depends on different parameters, namely the sequencecharacteristics and the transmission
bit-rate as seen from Figure 6.3a), but obviously also on thechannel characteristics. Simple adap-
tive schemes are presented for example in [LV96], but rate–distortion optimized intra updates are
introduced in subsection 6.1.4.

In addition, the objective performance of different error concealment strategies are assessed: the
results show that already for moderate movement as present in foremana significant gain for AEC
compared to the PFC is visible in terms of objective quality as already indicated subjectively in
Figure 6.2. A second class of common error resilience tools proposes the introduction of slices,
and the concept has been extended by FMO in H.264/AVC to provide the possibility of mapping
MBs to data units in an arbitrary manner. In the following, whenever we refer to FMO we exclu-
sively use checkerboard patterns. Then, for the same test scenario – test sequenceforeman, error
pattern 10, AEC – Figure 6.3b) shows the average PSNR,PSNR, over the bit-rate for different
packetization schemes without applying any other error resilience features, i.e., no intra updates.
The overall performance is very low. However, whereas for slice structured coding no benefits
compared to the system without slice structuring are noticeable, the benefits of FMO are obvious.
Note that a higher number of slice groups – 5 compared to 3 slice groups – does not provide higher
quality as more packetization overhead is required and lessprediction options are accessible. The
same set of curves are shown in Figure 6.3c) except that the pseudo–random intra update ratio is
set to the best value of Figure 6.3a), namely 50%. First of allit is noticed that all schemes provide
significantly better performance than schemes without any intra updates. However, in contrast the
scheme without other error resilience, any packetization performs worse than the scheme without
packetization. Two reasons can be given for this behaviour:First of all, the coding without slices
provide better compression efficiency3. The second and more severe reason results from the fact
that as the same packet loss rate is observed for each scheme,regardless of the packet size and
packet frequency, it is more likely that a frame is corruptedthan for the case without packetization
where the loss of a data unit loss results in the loss of an entire frame. However, without packe-
tization also many more frames with good reconstruction quality are present, especially if a high
intra update ratio is used. Note that these objective results also match quite well the subjective
observations as the rare loss of entire frames is most of the time less disturbing than more frequent

3This behaviour can be observed from the graph as each curve shows the dots for the same quantizers. For the
scheme without packetization the dots are further left thanthe ones with packetization.
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Figure 6.3: PSNR over bit-rate performance of different error resilience tools in H.264/AVC for
test error pattern 10 for QCIF test sequenceforemanat a frame rate offs = 7.5 fps (a) average
PSNR,PSNR,for different update modes, different intra update ratios, and different error con-
cealment strategies compared to test sequenceHall Monitor at fs = 15 fps with slice structured
coding andNMB/DU = 33, (b) average PSNR,PSNR,for different packetization schemes and no
additional intra updates. (c) average PSNR,PSNR,for different packetization schemes and 50%
pseudo–random intra updates. (d) PSNR of average MSE,PSNRmse for different packetization
schemes and 50% random intra updates.

slightly distorted frames with block artifacts. Nevertheless, for the same set of curves as shown
in Figure 6.3c) we also present the results based on the PSNR of the average MSE,PSNRmse, in
Figure 6.3c). This measure takes into account more appropriately the problems of single highly
distorted frames. In this case any kind of packetization is superior to the case where a single frame
represents an entire data unit with FMO outperforming regular slice structured coding. The opti-
mum number of slice groups depends on the bit-rate. An appropriate selection of tools such as intra
updates as well as packetization is necessary, depending onthe application quality measure, the
sequence characteristics, the channel characteristics and possibly other constraints. Some method
for appropriate selections are discussed in the following.
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6.1.4 Operational Encoder Control in Error–Prone Environment

Framework and Mode Selection Process

The tools for increased error resilience in H.264/AVC just as in any other hybrid video coding,
in particular those to limit error propagation, do not significantly differ from the ones used for
compression efficiency. Features like multi–frame prediction or intra coding of individual MBs are
not primarily error resilience tools. They are mainly used to increase coding efficiency in error–
free environments providing a design freedom left to the video encoder. This also means that bad
decisions at the encoder can lead to poor results in coding efficiency or error resiliency or both.
For compression efficiency operational encoder control based on Lagrangian multiplier techniques
has been proposed in (3.19) to select motion vectors, reference frames, and macroblock modes.
Obviously, it is contradictory, if the same decision criteria are used to obtain good selections for
compression efficiency and error resilience.

Therefore, it has been proposed [ZRR00, CSK00, WFSG00] to modifythe selection of the
coding modes according to (3.19) to take into account the influence of the lossy channel. When
encoding macroblockb with a certain coding modemb, it is suggested to replace the encoding
distortiondb,m by thep–th power decoder distortion4

d̃b,m(Ct) , ||sb,t − ŝb,t(Ct,m)||p , (6.1)

which obviously depends on the reconstructed pixel valuesŝt(Ct,m) and therefore also on the
channel behaviourCt and the selected coding modem.

In general, the channel behaviour is not deterministic and the realization,Ct, observed by the
decoder is unknown to the encoder which does not allow to determine the decoder distortion in
(6.1) at the encoder. However, we can assume that the encodermight at least have some knowledge
on the statistics of the random channel behaviour, denoted as Ĉt. In an RTP environment, RTCP
for example uses this channel to send receiver reports on theexperienced loss and delay statistics
which allows the encoder to incorporate this statistics in the encoding process. Assume that the
statistics on loss process are perfectly known to encoder, i.e.,B(Ct) = Ĉt and the loss process is
stationary such that it is independent of the delay. Then, the encoder is at least able to compute the
expected distortion

db,m , EĈt

{

d̃b,m(Ĉt)
}

= EĈt

{∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣sb,t − ŝb,t(Ĉt,m)

∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣

p}

. (6.2)

It is suggested that for the selection of the macroblock modeusing the MSE withp = 2 the
expected distortion in (6.2) is applied as distortion measure instead of the encoding distortion, i.e.

∀b m∗
b = arg min

m∈O

(
db,m + λ′O,brb,m

)
, (6.3)

where the option setO is not altered compared to 3.19. In [SWK02] a modification of the mode
selection is suggested as follows. Assume that the considered macroblockb has expected loss
probabilitypMB,b. Then, with similar techniques as used in [WG01] to obtain an indication on the
selection of the Lagrangian parameter for error–free transmission, it is shown that the Lagrangian
parameter for error–prone transmission should be selectedas

λ′O,b = (1 − pMB,b)α(Ĉt−1)λO,

4Generalization to other distortion measures is easily possible.
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with α(Ĉt−1) ≤ 1 some value depending on the channel statistics of the previous frame and equal
to 1 for error–free transmission. Data units usually include entire slices that are independently
encoded. Furthermore, the error concealment for the current MB is independent of the mode
selection for the current MB. In addition, assuming that the error concealment is independent of
the mode selection of previously coded MBs in this frame5, then the mode selection in (6.3) for
macroblockb is equivalent to

m∗
b = arg min

m∈O

(

(1 − pMB,b)d1,b,m(Ĉt−1) + pMB,bd0,b(Ĉt−1) + (1 − pMB,b)α(Ĉt−1)λOrb,m

)

= arg min
m∈O

(

(1 − pMB,b)d1,b,m(Ĉt−1) + (1 − pMB,b)α(Ĉt−1)λOrb,m

)

= arg min
m∈O

(

d1,b,m(Ĉt−1) + α(Ĉt−1)λOrb,m

)

, (6.4)

whered1,b,m(Ĉt−1) expresses the expected distortion if this MBb is correctly received and the dis-
tortiondb(Ĉt−1) if this MB is lost. db(Ĉt−1) is independent of the selected mode as the concealment
algorithm is obviously independent of the mode decision. In[SWK02] we further showed that
the Lagrange parameter could be adapted by selectingα(Ĉt−1) depending on the channel statistics
and mode decisions in previous frames. However, the benefitsare neglible and for simplicity we
proposeα(Ĉt−1) such that the macroblock mode for macroblockb is selected as

m∗
b = arg min

m∈O

(

d1,b,m(Ĉt−1) + λOrb,m

)

. (6.5)

The computation of the expected distortiondb,m(Ĉt) andd1,b,m(Ĉt−1) at the encoder is discussed
later in this subsection.

A similar procedure might be applied also for the decision onreference frames and motion
vectors. The selection of motion vectors based on the expected distortion has been proposed
in [YR03]. However, the gains applying this procedure are marginal if it is combined with er-
ror resilient MB selection. Therefore, in the remainder we exclusively apply a scheme in which
motion vectors and reference frames are obtained based on the encoding distortion. In addition, in
case of using multiple reference frames we have proposed a restriction on the reference frames in
combination with error–resilient intra macroblock updates [SWK02]. In this case, the area in the
reference frames in the rate–distortion optimized reference frame and motion vector selection is
restricted such that no pixels are used for prediction whichhave been intra refreshed due to error
resilience reasons in later frames. This restriction can beused in combination with any intra update
mode and avoids the anewed appearance of already disappeared erroneous areas. For details of this
algorithm and performance results, we refer to [SWK02].

Estimation of Expected Decoder Pixel Distortion

The expected decoder distortion in (6.2) computes as the sumof the individual expected pixel dis-
tortions6 EĈt

{|s− s̃ (Ct)|p}. The estimate of the squared expected pixel distortion, i.e., p = 2, in
packet loss environment has been addressed in several contributions. For example, in [CSK00],
[KKK02] and [WFSG00] methods to estimate the distortion introduced due the transmission er-
rors and the resulting error propagation have been proposed. In all these proposals the quantization

5This restriction can be removed if also the channel statistics of previous data units of the same frame are con-
sidered. However, we neglect this as the implementation is simplified and the error concealment can be applied as
post–processing.

6For notational convenience we drop the indices on the position of the pixel.
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noise and the distortion introduced by the transmission errors, the so–called drift noise, are linearly
combined. As the encoder needs to keep track of an estimated pixel distortion, additional com-
plexity and memory is required in the encoder – dependent on the actual method chosen. The
addition is approximately one–time the decoder complexityas for each pixel the drift noise has to
be computed and stored.

The most recognized method, the so–called Recursive Optimalper–Pixel Estimate (ROPE) algo-
rithm [ZRR00], however, provides an accurate estimation for baseline H.263 and MPEG–4 simple
profile in combination with simple temporal error concealment by keeping track of the first and
second moment of the decoded pixel values̃ (Ct), E {s̃ (Ct)} andE {s̃2 (Ct)}, respectively. As two
moments for each pixel have to be tracked in the encoder the additional complexity of ROPE is ap-
proximately twice the complexity of the decoder. However, the extension of the ROPE algorithm to
H.264/AVC is not straight–forward. Especially deblockingfilter, quarter–pel motion accuracy, and
multiple reference frames but also the AEC require taking into account expectations of products of
pixels at different positions to obtain an accurate estimation which makes the ROPE infeasible or
at least prohibitively complex in this case.

Therefore, a powerful and generic yet complex method has been introduced into the JVT test
model to estimate the expected decoder distortion [SWK02]. We have chosen to apply a Monte
Carlo like method as discussed in subsection 2.1.2. Similar to (2.14), an estimate of the decoder
distortion,db,m, in (6.2) is obtained as

d
(NC)

b,m ,
1

NC

NC∑

n=1

d̃b,m(Cn,t) =
1

NC

NC∑

n=1

||sb,t − ŝb,t(Cn,t,m)||p . (6.6)

with Cn,t, n = 1, . . . , NC representingNC independent realizations of the random channelĈn,t.
An interpretation of (6.6) leads to a simple solution to estimate the expected pixel distortiondb,m.
More details on the implementation and the performance of this algorithm, referred to as Multiple–
Decoder Distortion Estimation (MDDE), are discussed in thefollowing.

Implementation of Mode Selection Algorithm based on MDDE

For the modified mode decision according to (6.5) an estimation of d1,b,m(Ĉt−1) rather than
db,m(Ĉt) is necessary. In the encoderNC independent copiesCn,t of the random channel as
well as of the decoder are operated, each with individual reference frameŝsn,t. The following
implementation of the encoding process including the mode selection for packet lossy channels is
proposed:

for each framet = 1, . . . ,

• for each MBb = 1, . . . ,

– for each coding modem ∈ O,

∗ encode MBb with coding modem,

∗ for each channel–decoder pairn = 1, . . . , NC,

· Decode this MB based on possibly erroneous reference framesŝn,t−1, . . . ,
ŝn,t−Nref to obtain̂sn,b,t(m),

· compute
d̃1,b,m(Cn,t) , ||sb,t − ŝn,b,t(m)||2 ,
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∗ compute the expected distortion for this modem as

d
(NC)

1,b,m ,
1

NC

NC∑

n=1

d̃1,b,m(Cn,t),

– select the optimized modem∗
b equivalently to (6.5) as

m∗
b = arg min

m∈O

(

d
(NC)

1,b,m + λOrb,m

)

, (6.7)

– encode macroblockb in framet with modem∗
b,

• generate the appropriate data units for this frame,Pit−1+1, . . . ,Pit ,

• for each channel–decoder pairn = 1, . . . , NC

– draw a channel realizationCn,it−1+1, . . . , Cn,it for this specific pairn,

– apply this channel realization to all data unitsPit−1+1, . . . ,Pit ,
– decode this frame and apply error concealment based on reference frameŝsn,t−1, . . . ,

ŝn,t−Nref to generate new reference frameŝn,t.

Obviously, the most complex part of the encoding is the repeated decoding in the mode selection
process as well as the storage for the reference frames of each individual channel-decoder pair.
The additional complexity compared to mode selection without taking into account the channel
statistics is approximatelyNC–times the decoder complexity in the encoder. Further complexity
reductions are possible, but out-of-scope of this work.

Performance Results

In a first set of experiments we are interested in the quality of the expected decoder distortiond
in the encoder when using different strategies for the computation within JM1.7 test model. To
make ROPE feasible we only use the nearest full–pel motion vector and we ignore the loop filter
operation for the recursive estimation of first and second order of the pixel expectation. For more
details on the ROPE implementation for H.264/AVC we refer to[Xu02]. Furthermore, the ap-
proach proposed in [KKK02] measuring the expected distortion as the sum of quantization noise
and drift noise is evaluated. We selected the presentation in Figure 6.4: Together with the error–
free PSNR, the PSNR of expected distortion for each frame,PSNRmse, over frame numbert for
ROPE [ZRR00, Xu02], drift noise [KKK02], and MDDE withNC = 500, for test sequencefore-
manwith QPq = 20 and PFC. The mode selection is applied according to the MDDE approach
with NC = 500 which is an accurate estimation of the actual distortion. However, note that this
strategy might hide effects caused by the propagation of thedeviation to the actual distortion, but
we neglect these effects in the following. Also shown for MDDE approach are the90% reliability
ranges of thePSNRmse for NC = 1, 10, 100, 1000 from light grey to darker grey. The reliability
is computed according to the bounds introduced in (2.19) which assumes a Gaussian process of
the resulting distortions and therefore provides a worst case assumption. Different parameters are
selected for the different sub-figures (a)-(f), namely the number of MBs per data unitNMB/DU,
the expected loss̃ε assuming statistically independent packet losses, and thenumber of reference
framesNref.

It is observed that for higher expected error ratesε̃ ≥ 0.1 and single reference frames the full–
pel ROPE and the drift noise approach provide quite accurateestimates of the actual distortion.
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(b)NMB/DU = 33, (e)NMB/DU = 33,
ε̃ = 0.1,Nref = 1, ε̃ = 0.1,Nref = 5,
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(c)NMB/DU = 99, (f) NMB/DU = 99,
ε̃ = 0.1,Nref = 1, ε̃ = 0.2,Nref = 1.

Figure 6.4: Error–free PSNR and PSNR of expected distortion for each frame,PSNRmse, over
frame numbert for ROPE [ZRR00, Xu02], drift noise [KKK02], and MDDE withNC = 500,
different parameters number of macroblock per data unitNMB/DU, expected loss̃ε, and number of
reference framesNref for test sequenceforemanwith QPq = 20 and PFC. Also shown for MDDE
are the90% reliability ranges of the PSNR of the averagePSNRmseforNC = 1, 10, 100, 1000 from
light grey to darker grey.
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However, for some frame numbers the estimation is very inaccurate especially for the last frames
where sub–pixel accurrate global motion dominates the sequence activity. Whereas ROPE tends
to overestimate the distortion, the drift noise approach usually underestimates the real distortion.
For low error rates, e.g.̃ε = 0.01 in Figure 6.4d), and for multiple reference frames, e.g.Nref = 5
in Figure 6.4e), the estimation for ROPE and drift noise is very inaccurate. Therefore, to obtain
a reasonably good quality of the expected distortion, consistent over a wide parameter range, we
apply the MDDE approach in the remainder of this work.

To obtain an indication of the MDDE performance, we compute the variance of the expected
distortion for each frame in the encoder forNC = 500 channel–decoder pairs in the encoder. Then,
with the boundsPSNR

(NC)
mse,l,β,t andPSNR

(NC)
mse,u,β,t introduced in (2.19), we can provide a range in

which at least 90% of the realizations for the actual estimated distortion falls, depending on the
number of channel–decoder pairs,NC = 500. For each set of parameters in Figure 6.4 the 90%
reliability range, i.e.,β = 0.9, is shown forNC = 1, 10, 100, 1000 from light grey to darker grey.
In any case, the upper bound,PSNR

(NC)
mse,u,β,t, is limited to the error–free distortion. Obviously,

the reliability range decreases with increasing number of channel–decoder pairs, but it adversely
affects the complexity of the encoder. The results are more accurate if packets are smaller, e.g.
NMB/DU = 11, especially when compared to the case where the entire frameis transported in a
single data unit. However, note that this does not mean that we advocate for smaller packet sizes
for better rate–distortion performance. In terms of performance–complexity tradeoff,NC = 100
seems to be a good compromise and is chosen in the remainder ofthis work whenever we attempt
to estimate the decoder distortion in the encoder.

Although these results provide an indication that MDDE withNC = 100 outperforms ROPE and
drift noise, we are also interested in the rate–distortion performance when using different algo-
rithms for intra updates. Figure 6.5 compares the optimizedMDDE approach to other methods for
different parameter settings for the same parameter settings as used for the results in Figure 6.3,
i.e., QCIF test sequenceforemanencoded at frame ratefs = 7.5 fps with VBR rate control, trans-
mitted over test error pattern 10, and with AEC in the decoder. For the estimation of the expected
decoder distortion we assume statistically independent packet losses with̃ε = 10% as well as PFC
in the decoder. Although this is not consistent with the actual decoder error concealment, an en-
coder can in general not rely that AEC is used in the decoder such that we apply PFC as worst–case
assumption. For MDDE, we applyNC = 100 independent channel–decoder pairs.

Figure 6.5a) shows the averagePSNR over the bit-rate for different MB mode selection strate-
gies forNMB/DU = 33. For theforemansequence is observed that the channel and content–adaptive
mode selection modes MDDE and ROPE outperform the best regular and pseudo–random intra
update strategies, drift noise approach performs slightlyworse than optimized pseudo–random up-
dates. It is also observed that the quality of the estimated decoder distortion significantly influences
the rate distortion performance. The gains of the MDDE compared the best regular intra updates
are in the range of1 − 2.5 dB, depending on the bit-rate. The gains can also be expressed that for
the same quality the bit-rate can be decreased by about30%. Our ROPE implementation generally
overestimates the decoder distortion as loop filter and fractional–pel MCP are ignored. Therefore,
compared to MDDE for the same QP bit-rate and average PSNR arehigher, but the tradeoff is not
optimal. The drift noise estimation method generates similar bit-rates as MDDE for the same QP,
but the average PSNR is lower. Therefore, we conjecture thatthe placement of intra macroblocks
is sub–optimal. The results indicate that an adaptation of the ROPE algorithm to H.264/AVC is a
promising way to obtain similar results as with the MDDE for future practical implementations, but
for our research we stick with MDDE. It is also observed that although for theforemansequence
the random intra updates with50% still perform reasonably well, for the sequenceHall Monitor
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the performance is significantly degraded compared to the optimized solution: The required bit
rate for pseudo–random updates is about three times as high as for the optimized case at the same
quality.
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Figure 6.5: PSNR over bit-rate performance of optimized mode selection schemes forforeman
and error pattern10: (a) AveragePSNR for different MB mode selection strategies, rate–distortion
optimized with distortion estimation according to MDDE, ROPE, and drift noise, as well as regular
and pseudo–random updated with ratio50% for NMB/DU = 33; (b) Average PSNR,PSNR, for
MDDE and different expected loss rates,ε̃, andNMB/DU = 33.

For the results in Figure 6.5a) we assumed that the channel statistics or at least the average
packet loss rateε is known at the encoder and is used in the estimation process,i.e., ε̃ = ε.
However, in general one can not guarantee that the loss rate is known in the encoder exactly as
feedback messages might be delayed, statistics might not besufficient, etc. The influence of the
accurateness of this expected loss rate is investigated, the results are presented in Figure 6.5b)
showing the averagePSNR for MDDE and different expected loss rates,ε̃, andNMB/DU = 33.
Estimation errors in the loss probability result in negligible performance loss as long as they are
in the range of half or double the real loss rates. Optimalityis achieved with expected loss rates
slightly lower than the actual loss rate. This is due to correlation in the loss process, application of
AEC in the real decoder, as well as greedy approach in the modeselection process. However, the
exact loss rate in the encoder provides a sufficiently good performance such that we usẽε = ε in
the remainder.

Finally, we investigate the combination of optimized macroblock mode selection and different
packetization schemes in Figure 6.5c) and d) with the same parameters as for pseudo–random intra
updates with ratio50% in Figure 6.3c) and d), respectively. For comparison, the corresponding
results for pseudo–random intra updates are also shown in Figure 6.5a) and b). Figure 6.5a) shows
the averagePSNR over the bit-rate. It is observed that for any packetizationschemes, the MDDE
approach outperforms the pseudo–random intra updates. Theresults based on the average PSNR
propose to omit any advanced packetization schemes, the reasons are identical to those discussed
for pseudo–random intra updates. In addition, it is observed that for the same number of packets
per frame, slice structured coding outperforms FMO. A closer investigation reveals that the average
PSNR for both packetization schemes are almost identical, but the bit-rate for FMO is higher. This
comes from the fact that in case of FMO less prediction withinone frame is possible compared to
slice structured coding as less MBs in the neighborhood can beused for prediction.
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Figure 6.6: PSNR over bit-rate performance of optimized mode selection schemes forforeman
and error pattern10: (a) averagePSNR for different packetization schemes and optimized intra
updates with MDDE; (b) PSNR of average MSE,PSNRmse, for different packetization schemes
and optimized intra updates with MDDE .

Similarly to Figure 6.3d), we also show the PSNR of the average MSE,PSNRmse, for optimized
intra compared to pseudo–random intra updates in Figure 6.5b). The results are surprising, but
explained in the following: First of all it is observed that the performance for different packetization
schemes does not differ significantly if optimized mode selection is applied. Depending on the bit-
rate, either no slice structuring or FMO with a higher numberof slice groups – 5 in our case –
performs best. However, it also observed that for bit-rateshigher than about80 kbit/s, FMO with
pseudo–random intra updates is superior than optimized intra updates. A closer look reveals that
for the same quantization parameter, both, the bit-rate andthe PSNR,PSNRmse, are in favour
of the pseudo–random intra updates which is explained as follows: The higher bit-rates indicate
that for optimized intra more intra information is insertedthan for pseudo–random with50%. In
general, more intra updates are favorable in terms of PSNR asthey remove error propagation,
which initially contradicts the result of Figure 6.5d). However, for high bit-rates the contribution
of the quantization noise to the overall MSE vanishes, the performance is exclusively determined
by instantaneous losses and error propagation. The latter contribution is also of less relevance as
for both cases error propagation is usually stopped immediately due to the high amount of intra
information. Therefore, the contribution of instantaneous losses, mainly determined by the error
concealment algorithm, has major influence on the performance. For both intra update modes, the
same error concealment algorithm, namely AEC, is applied. However, whereas in case of pseudo–
random intra updates the AEC still can perform temporal error concealment as at least some of
the neighbors are coded in inter mode, in case of optimized intra almost exclusively spatial error
concealment has to be used which results in significantly higher distortion though subjectively still
acceptable. This effect is also confirmed in Figure 6.5d) as for PFC, optimized intra outperforms
random intra updates significantly. This results also show the potential and the necessity of good
error concealment in combination with FMO.

In summary, from the results it is obvious that error resilience tools – if applied appropriately –
can significantly increase the performance of packet–lossyvideo transmission. Improvements are
achieved by the introduction of packetized video, in particular FMO, as well as by the use of AEC,
especially if the measure of interest is the average MSE. However, most important is the limitation
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of error propagation by the use of intra updates which is mostpowerful if combined with optimized
mode selection schemes.

6.1.5 Interactive Error Control

Background

Removing and limiting drift and error propagation is the key for operating video in packet-lossy
environments. In the following we will introduce methods which completely eliminate error prop-
agation by the use of feedback channels.

The availability of the fast feedback channel in RTP connections especially for conversational
applications has led to different standardization activities, e.g. [OWS+04], and research activities
in recent years. Assume that in contrast to the previous scenario where only the statistics of the
channel process,̂Ct, are known to the encoder, that in case of timely feedback we can even assume
that aδ–frame delayed versionCt−δ of the loss process experienced at the receiver is known at the
encoder. This characteristic can be conveyed from the decoder to the encoder by acknowledging
correctly received data units, sending not–acknowledge messages for missing slices or both types
of messages.

In less time–critical applications such as streaming or download, one could obviously decide to
retransmit lost data units if the transmitter has stored thedata units using TCP or as for example
proposed in [RLM+04] in RTP environments. In low–delay applications the retransmitted data
units, especially in end–to–end connections, would however arrive too late to be useful at the
decoder as discussed in chapter 2. For the case of online encoding this is different: The observed
and possibly delayed receiver channel realization,Ct−δ, can still be useful to the encoder though
the erroneous frame has already been decoded and concealed at the decoder. The basic goal of
these approaches is to reduce, limit, or even completely avoid error propagation by integrating the
information in the encoding process.

The exploitation of the observed channel at the encoder has been introduced in [SFG97]
and [GF99] under the acronymError Tracking for standards such as MPEG-2, H.261 or H.263
version 1, but has been limited by the reduced syntax capabilities of these video standards. When
receiving the information that as certain data unit has not been received correctly at the decoder
(typically including the coded representation of several or all macroblocks of a certain framest−δ),
the encoder attempts to track the error to obtain an estimateof the decoded framêst−1 serving as
reference for the frame to be encoded,st. Appropriate actions after having tracked the error are for
example presented in [WFSG00, SFG97, GF99, Wad89, WZ98]. However, all these concepts is in
common that error propagation in frameŝt is only removed if frameŝst−δ+1, . . . , ŝt−1 have been
received at the decoder without any error.

This promising performance when exploiting decoder state information at the encoder has
been recognized by standardization bodies, and the problemof continuing error propagation has
been addressed by extending the syntax of existing standards. In MPEG-4 [MPG, version 2] a
tool to stop temporal error propagation has been introducedunder the acronym New Prediction
(NEWPRED) [NT96, FNI96, TKI97]. Similarly, in H.263+ Annex N [H26b, Annex N] Refer-
ence Picture Selection (RPS) for each Group-of-Blocks (GOB) is specified. If combined with slice
structured mode as specified in H.263+ Annex K [H26b, Annex K]as well as Independent Seg-
ment Decoding (ISD) as specified in H.263+ Annex R [H26b, Annex R] the same NEWPRED
techniques can be applied within the H.263 codec family.

NEWPRED obviously relies on rather quick feedback messages and online encoding, but also
on the possibility that the encoder can choose other reference frames than the timely preceding.
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NEWPRED allows to completely eliminate error propagation in frameŝt even if additional errors
have occurred for the transmission of framesŝt−δ+1, . . . , ŝt−1. Different encoder operation modes
have been discussed in the literature [FNI96]. Basically twomodes can be distinguished: In one
mode only acknowledged areas are used as reference and in another mode the operation is only
altered when the encoder receives information that the decoder misses some data units.

Framework within H.264/AVC

Whereas the initial NEWPRED approaches have been introduced exclusively for error resilience,
in H.263++ Annex U [H26b, Annex U] and especially in H.264/AVC the extended syntax allowing
to select MB modes and reference frames on MB or even sub–MB basis permits incorporating
methods for reduced or limited error propagation in a straight–forward manner [WFSG00]. We
introduce different operation modes when incorporating decoder state information in the encoding
process.

Assume that at the encoder each generated data unitPi is assigned a decoder stateCenc,i ∈
{ACK,NAK,OAK} wherebyCenc,n = ACK refers to the case that data unitPi is known to be
correctly received at the decoder,Cenc,i = NAK reflects that data unitPi is known to be missing at
the decoder, andCenc,i = OAK reflects that for data unitPi the acknowledgement message is still
outstanding and it is not known whether this data unit will bereceived correctly.

With feedback messages conveying the observed channel state at the receiver, i.e.,B(Ct) = Ct,
and a back channel which delays the back channel messages byδ frames, i.e., we assume in the
remainder that for the encoding of framest, the encoder is aware of the following information:

Cenc,i =







ACK if τPTS,i ≤ τs,t−δ andCi = 1,
NAK if τPTS,i ≤ τs,t−δ andCi = 0,
OAK otherwise.

(6.8)

This is equivalent that received data units are acknowledged with delayδ, missing data units are
reported with delayδ, and for data units sent just recently no decoder status information is available
yet.

The information about the decoder stateCenc,i can be integrated in a modified rate–distortion
optimized operational encoder control similar as what has been discussed in subsection 6.1.4. In
this case the MB modem∗

b is selected from a modified set of options,Ô, with a modified distortion
d̂b,m for each selected optionm as

∀b m∗
b = arg min

m∈Ô

(

d̂b,m + λOrb,m

)

. (6.9)

We distinguished four different operation modes which differ only by the set of coding options
available to the encoder in the encoding process,Ô, and the applied distortion metric,̂db,m. The
encoder’s reaction to delayed ACK and NAK messages for three different feedback modes is shown
in Figure 6.7 assuming that frame (d) is lost and the feedbackdelay isδ = 2.

Feedback Mode 1: Acknowledged Reference Area Only Figure 6.7a) shows this operation
mode: Only the decoded representation of data unitsPi which have been positively acknowledged
at the encoder, i.e.,Cenc,i = ACK, are allowed to be referenced in the encoding process. In the
context of operational encoder control this is formalized by applying the encoding distortion in
(6.9), i.e.,d̂b,m = db,m, as well as a set of encoding options which is restricted to acknowledged
areas only, i.e.,̂O = OACK,t. Note that the restricted option setOACK,t depends on the frame to be
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Figure 6.7: Operation of different feedback modes.

encoded and is applied to both, the motion estimation as wellas in the reference frame selection.
Obviously, if no reference area is available, the option setis restricted to intra modes only, or if no
satisfying match is found in the accessible reference area,intra coding is applied.

This mode does not prevent the appearance of an error within asingle frame but error propaga-
tion and reference frame mismatch between encoder is completely avoided. This is even indepen-
dent of the decoder’s error concealment as long as correctlydecoded pixels are not altered by the
error concealment algorithm at the receiver. However, exactly this problem is present in the test
model JM1.7 used in this work as the deblocking filter operation in the motion compensation loop
is applied over slice boundaries. To guarantee complete removal of encoder and decoder mismatch
one has either to restrict the reference area significantly,or the deblocking filter must have the
capability to be disabled at slice boundaries. Due to this problem, the adaptive deblocking filter
mode had been introduced in the final standard of H.264/AVC.
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Figure 6.8: PSNR over bit-rate performance for feedback mode 1 with different feedback delays
compared to optimized mode selection scheme forforeman, error pattern10, AEC, andNMB/DU =
33: (a) Average PSNR,PSNR,; (b) PSNR of average MSE,PSNRmse.

Figure 6.8 shows the performance in terms of averagePSNR in (a) and PSNR of average MSE,
PSNRmsein (b) for feedback mode 1 with different feedback delaysδ compared to optimized mode
selection scheme forforeman, error pattern10, AEC, andNMB/DU = 33. The number of reference
frames isNref = 5, except forδ = 8 with Nref = 10. If not stated otherwise, the in–loop deblock-
ing filter is used and the mismatch is accepted. The results show that for any delay this system
with feedback outperforms the best system without any feedback. For small feedback delays, the
gains are significant and for the same average PSNR the bit-rate is less than 50% compared to the
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forward only mode. With increasing delay the gains are reduced, but compared with the highly
complex mode decision without feedback this method is stillvery attractive. Obviously, the high-
delay results are strongly sequence dependent but for othersequences similar results have been
verified. The performance advantages are also verified when using the average MSE as the mea-
sure of interest. The figure also shows that the influence of loop filter mismatch (”no deblock”) is
less significant than the loss of coding efficiency when turning off the loop filter for the entire se-
quence. As a consequence, disabling the the loop filter in thefinal standard of H.264/AVC should
be considered very carefully when operated in such environments.

Feedback Mode 2: Synchronized Reference FramesThe loop–filter problem is avoided if the
encoder synchronizes its reference frames to the referenceframes of the decoder. This is accom-
plished by using exactly the same decoding process for the generation of the reference frames in
the encoder and the decoder. The reference frames are synchronized as shown in Figure 6.7b). The
important difference is that not only positively acknowledged data units are allowed to be refer-
enced, but also a concealed version of data units with decoder stateCenc,i = NAK. The reference
frame buffer is updated by a decoder with delayed channel observationCt−δ. This is formalized by
again applying the encoding distortion in (6.9), i.e.,d̂b,m = db,m but the restricted reference area
and the option set in this case also include concealed image parts,Ô = ONAK,t.

The critical operation in this mode is the error concealmentas it is a non–normative feature in
H.264/AVC. Therefore, only if the encoder is exactly aware ofthe decoder’s error concealment,
this mode can provide benefits compared to feedback mode 1, otherwise is is not expected that
encoder and decoder reference frame mismatches can be avoided.
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Figure 6.9: PSNR over bit-rate performance for feedback mode 2 with different feedback delays
compared to optimized mode selection scheme and feedback mode 1 forforeman, error pattern10,
AEC, andNMB/DU = 33: (a) Average PSNR,PSNR,; (b) PSNR of average MSE,PSNRmse.

Figure 6.9 shows the performance in terms of averagePSNR in (a) and PSNR of average MSE
in (b) for feedback mode 2 with different feedback delaysδ compared to optimized mode selection
scheme and feedback mode 1 forforeman, error pattern10, AEC, andNMB/DU = 33. Again,
the number of reference frames isNref = 5, except forδ = 8 with Nref = 10. The results for
feedback mode 2 show similar results as for feedback mode 1, the performance for increasing
delay decreases in a similar way as it does for the feedback mode 1 only. For low bit-rates and
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delaysδ < Nref−1, the gains are only visible when using feedback mode 2 instead feedback mode
1 for lower bit-rates as referencing concealed areas is preferred over intra coding by the rate–
distortion optimization. For higher bit-rates this advantage vanishes as the intra mode is preferred
anyways over the selection of ”bad” reference areas. For delay δ = 4 with Nref = 5, i.e., only a
single reference frame is available at the encoder, the gains of feedback mode 2 are more obvious
as in case of feedback mode 1 in case of a lost slice the encoderbasically is forced to use intra
coding. However, in summary well-designed systems withδ < Nref − 1, the gains combined with
the disadvantage of necessary normative error concealmentfor feedback mode 2 makes the use of
feedback mode 1 the preferred one in practicable systems. Still due to implementation advantages
we prefer to use feedback mode 2 in the remainder of this work.The differences to feedback mode
1 are negligible.

Feedback Mode 3: Regular Prediction with Limited Error Propagation Feedback mode 1
and 2 are mainly suitable in case of higher error rates. However, if the error rates are low or
even negligible, the performance is significantly restricted by the longer prediction chains due to
the feedback delay. Therefore, in feedback mode 3 as shown inFigure 6.7c) it is proposed to only
alter the prediction in the encoder in case of the reception to a NAK. Again, the encoding distortion
in (6.9) is applied, i.e.,̂db,m = db,m but the reference area and the option set in this case are altered
only in case of the reaction of a NAK to already acknowledged image parts, i.e.,̂O = O′

NAK,t, or,

as applied in our case to acknowledged and concealed image parts, Ô = O′
NAK,t. Reference areas

which are possibly corrupted by error propagation are also excluded for future reference frames.
This mode obviously performs well in case of lower error rates. However, for higher error rates
error propagation still occurs quite frequently.
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Figure 6.10: PSNR over bit-rate performance for feedback mode 2 with different feedback delays
compared to optimized mode selection scheme and feedback mode 1 forforeman, error pattern10,
AEC, andNMB/DU = 33: (a) Average PSNR,PSNR,; (b) PSNR of average MSE,PSNRmse.

Figure 6.10 shows the performance in terms of average PSNRPSNR in (a) and PSNR of average
MSE in (b) for feedback mode 3 with different feedback delaysδ compared to optimized mode
selection scheme and feedback mode 2 forforeman, error pattern10, AEC, andNMB/DU = 33.
Again, the number of reference frames isNref = 5, except forδ = 8 with Nref = 10. Note that
feedback mode 2 and feedback mode 3 are identical for zero feedback delay. However, surprisingly
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for increasing delay feedback mode 3 performs significantlyworse than feedback mode 2 for both
quality measures, but especially for the average MSE. The error propagation degrades the overall
quality much more significantly and can not compensate the gains for compression efficiency.
Obviously, the performance depends on the sequence characteristics and especially on the error
rates. For lower error rate it is will shown later, that the differences between feedback mode 2 and
3 are less significant but in general feedback mode 2 is preferable over feedback mode 3 also from
the subjective performance point-of-view.

Feedback Mode 4: Unrestricted Reference Areas with Expected Distortion Update For
completeness we present an even more powerful feedback mode, which extends feedback mode
3 to address the error propagation with increased amount of intra updates. We also discuss its
drawbacks and justify why it is not used in the remainder of this work. In [WFSG00] and [ZRR00]
techniques have been proposed which combine the error–resilient mode selection with available
decoder state information in the encoder. In this case the set of encoding options is not altered,
i.e., Ô = O, but only the computation of the distortion is altered. Onlyfor all data units with
outstanding acknowledgement at the encoder, i.e.,Cenc,i = OAK, the randomness of the observed
channel state is considered, for all other data units the observed channel state is no more random.
The expected distortion in this case computes as

d̂b,m = E{∀{i|Cenc,i=OAK} Ĉi}

{

d̃b,m

(

∀{i|Cenc,i 6=OAK} Ci,∀{i|Cenc,i=OAK} Ĉi
)}

. (6.10)

Compared to feedback mode 1 and 2, this method is especially beneficial, if the feedback is signif-
icantly delayed. Compared to feedback mode 3, it reduces the unsatisfying performance in case of
error propagation. Note that forδ → ∞ this mode turns into the mode selection without feedback
at all, and forδ = 0 this mode is identical to feedback mode 2 and feedback mode 3.However,
whenever the encoder gets information on the state of a certain data unit at the decoder, in case of
MDDE method all reference frames in the encoder’s decoders,and in case of ROPE the first and
second order moments have to be re–computed. Thus, the computational, storage, and implemen-
tation complexity is significantly increased [ZRR00] which isthe reason why we omit this method
in the remainder and almost exclusively concentrate on feedback mode 2.

6.1.6 Performance Results for Test Conditions

To verify the findings of the previous results also for other error rates, bit-rates, and test sequences
we have applied selected error resilience tools to the test cases as suggested in [Wen01]. We extend
the previous performance evaluation to zero loss probability as well as four error patterns 3, 5, 10,
and 20 as introduced in subsection 2.4.5 as well as to the CIF test sequenceparisencoded at frame
ratefs = 15 fps.

We exclusively use the averagePSNR to report the results as suggested in [Wen01]. VBR rate
control according to (3.22) is applied, i.e., we select onlya single parameter for the entire sequence,
the bit-rate is not exactly matched. We apply weighted time–sharing between the quantizer for
which the resulting bit-rateR just exceeds the target bit-rateR, q, and the quantizer,q, for which
the resulting bit-rate,R, falls just below the target bit-rate,R. The average PSNR of the two
experiments are denoted asPSNR andPSNR, respectively. The time-sharing idea justifies that for
the performance measure the weighted average PSNR,

PSNR =
PSNR − PSNR

R−R

(
R−R

)
+ PSNR,
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is applied.
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Figure 6.11: AveragePSNR over packet error rate forforeman, QCIF, with frame ratefs =
7.5 fps andparis, CIF, with frame ratefs = 15 fps both for different bit-rates and different
error resilience tools in H.264/AVC compared to MPEG–4 withoptimized random intra updates.
H.264/AVC uses no error resilience and channel optimized intra updates without slice structuring
as well as with FMO checkerboard pattern with 2 packets per frame, and feedback mode 2 with
δ = 2.

Figure 6.11 shows the averagePSNR over packet error rate7 for foremanandparis for different
bit-rates and different error resilience tools in H.264/AVC compared to MPEG–4 simple profile
with optimized ratio of random intra updates. The results are consistent for both sequences and all
bit-rates, and also verify the results previously presented for foremanand error pattern 10 only. The
significance of the difference between different schemes ismainly explained by different sequence
characteristics. It is observed that for error–free transmission omitting any error resilience tools
obviously results in best performance. The performance gains in terms of compression efficiency
of H.264/AVC over MPEG-4 simple profile is also visible. If feedback mode 2, in our case with
feedback delayδ = 2, we have to sacrifice some compression efficiency as the prediction signal is
in general worse as it is further in the past. This does not apply for feedback mode 3.

7The labels on the abscissa specify the corresponding error pattern rather than the exact packet loss rates. Note that
the 5% error file is burstier than the others resulting in somewhat unexpected results.
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However, the performance in error–free transmission environment is less relevant for our in-
vestigations. With increasing error rates it is obvious that any kind of error resilience feature in
general improves the performance. Thereby, it is again recognized that means reducing the er-
ror propagation are much more important than packetizationmodes such as FMO, in our case
with checkerboard pattern and two packets per frame. Again,with the average PSNR as the mea-
sure of interest, the best performance without any feedbackis obtained using channel–adapted
rate–distortion optimized mode selection according to (6.4) with each packet containing an entire
source frame. Additional significant performance improvements can be achieved by the introduc-
tion of decoder feedback information. Thereby, for lower error rates feedback mode 3 outperforms
feedback mode 2, but feedback mode 2 provides very consistent results over a large range of error
rates.

From the results as well as subjective observations it can beconcluded that avoiding error prop-
agation is the most important issue in error–prone video transmission. If no feedback is available,
an increased percentage of intra macroblocks, selected by channel–adapted optimization schemes
perform best. Whenever feedback is available, it is suggested that only those areas are used for
prediction for which the encoder is sure that the decoder hasexactly the same reference area.

6.2 End-to-End Forward Error Correction for Low-Delay Ap-
plications

The use of FEC schemes for packet erasure channels has already been introduced in section 4.5. In
the following we will discuss the application of end–to–endforward correction schemes for low–
delay conversational applications over packet lossy channels. The use of generic end–to–end FEC
based on RFC2733 [RS99] in the considered video transmission scheme is shown Figure 6.12.
The channel code is applied overn RTP packets which are reconstructed at the receiver if channel
decoding is successful.
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Figure 6.12: Video transmission system in packet loss environment.

The encoder generally has to awaitk RTP packets before then− k parity packets can be gener-
ated. At the receiver, alln RTP packets have to be received before decoding is started. However,
as shown in section 4.5, the performance of the code stronglydepends on the block length of the
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code,n: The block length should be as large as possible resulting ina delay of in generaln RTP
packets.

Three different modes to generate and combinek = 3 information packets are shown in Fig-
ure 6.13. Figure 6.13a) proposes to apply the channel code over several source units whereby each
source unit is contained in a single data unit. However, the drawback of this approach is obvious
as possibly one has to wait for the parity packets resulting in intolerable delay for conversational
applications. Therefore, other means to generate more thanone data unit from a single source unit
are required. Figure 6.13b) proposes to introduce slice structured coding to obtain several data
units for each source unit. The drawback of this mode is also obvious as the coding efficiency
with the introduction of slices decreases significantly. Inaddition, in both modes the data units
generally do not have the same length resulting in additional overhead when applying RFC2733.
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Figure 6.13: Modes to generate and combinek = 3 information packets for generic FEC: (a)
multiple frames, (b) multiple slices, (c) fragmentation units.

Therefore, we have introduced an advanced packetization mode in the RTP payload specification
for H.264 [WHS+05] which allows fragmentation of NAL units to several RTP packets. The
principle is shown in Figure 6.13c): Each source unit can be divided into k fragmentation units
of basically equal length with at most one byte difference. Then, generic FEC as introduced in
section 4.5 is applied based on RFC2733. The compression efficiency is not restricted as we
abandon any slice structured coding and solely can rely on the FEC. Obviously, any other error
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resilience features such as rate–distortion optimized mode selection or the exploitation of feedback
can be combined with FEC. Selected performance results are presented in the following.

Figure 6.14 shows the PSNR over bit-rate performance for different codes and optimized mode
selection scheme indicated as(n, k, ε̃) for foreman, error pattern 10, AEC, andNMB/DU = 99. All
the overhead for fragmentation units, IP overhead, etc. is taken into account. It is observed that
for the averagePSNR the system without FEC performs best except for very high bit-rates. The
performance of the simple Hamming code withn = 7 is rather good. For larger block sizesn, the
performance of the code is mainly limited by the header overhead, especially when applying the
Golay code withn = 24 is used.

However, with the average MSE as the measure of interest, theperformance of FEC is signif-
icantly superior than systems not using FEC. Due to the reduced error rates, the percentage of
lost frames decreases significantly. The best performance is achieved by the Hamming code with
n = 7. A similar performance is achieved by the Golay code, but with the advantage that one can
omit any other error resilience tools.
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Figure 6.14: PSNR over bit-rate performance for different codes and optimized mode selection
scheme indicated as(n, k, ε̃) for foreman, error pattern 10, AEC, andNMB/DU = 99: (a) Average
PSNR; (b) PSNR of average MSE,PSNRmse.

The performance of the combination of FEC and feedback mode 2for different channel codes is
shown in Figure 6.15 compared to several other modes presented previously. Again it is observed
that the introduction of feedback provides significant performance gains. For the average PSNR
again no FEC or very high–rate codes perform best, but the difference of the different mode is not
that significant. For the average MSE and higher bit-rates itis again suggested to use a stronger
FEC even if combined with feedback information.

It is concluded that for higher error rates the application of even simple end–to–end forward error
correction schemes can improve the performance significantly even for low–delay applications.
The increased amount of overhead due to headers as well as parity packets is compensated by
significantly lower error rates for the video application. It is also suggested that one could basically
omit any error resilience tools in the application and mainly rely on end–to–end forward error
correction. Beyond this, even more flexible frame–wise adaptive error correction schemes may
be applied. This is not discussed in further detail for packet–lossy channels but in chapter 8 we
introduce such advanced schemes relying on very similar principles for the transmission of video
over wireless channels.
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6.3 FEC for Moderate-Delay Applications

6.3.1 Forward Error Correction with H.264/AVC

Up to now we have only investigated the transmission of low–delay video over error–prone chan-
nel. This obviously limits the application of source and channel coding methods that add addi-
tional delay, especially FEC schemes. For less time–critical applications such as video streaming
or multimedia broadcast applications additional delay canbe tolerated without sacrificing user per-
ception. There exist a huge amount of possibilities to exploit delay in end–to–end video streaming
applications such as FEC, selective retransmissions, video streaming over TCP, etc. For details,
references, and optimization we refer the interested reader for example to [CM06].

Figure 6.16: Video transmission system for moderate–delay applications over a packet–lossy
channel applying H.264, frame aggregation, fragmentationand generic FEC.

In following we will introduce a very simple yet powerful system based on generic FEC ac-
cording to [RS99]. The system shows the potential of FEC in packet-lossy environments and
also serves as a benchmark for the more advanced system introduced in subsection 6.3.2. An
overview of the system is shown in Figure 6.16: A standard–compliant H.264/AVC encoder is
used which allows to add error resilience features, namely distortion–optimized mode selection.
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Each frame is packetized into a single NAL unit. However, rather than transmitting each frame
separately in an RTP packet, we apply MTAP rules according tothe RTP payload specification for
H.264 [WHS+05] for the aggregation of up toNGroup frames to form a group–of–frames. The size
of the entire group–of–frames,BGroup, is determined by the size of each single NAL unit,bn, and
some overheadHMTAP to form the MTAP. The resulting single packet is then furtherprocessed
by applying fragmentation according to the RTP payload specification as already introduced in
section 6.2 for a single NAL unit8. The fragmentation is again applied such the the generated RTP
packets do have almost equal size. The output of the fragmentation unit is a sequence ofk RTP
packets to be forwarded to the generic FEC function which itself producesn− k parity packets to
form a binary(n, k) code. In case that the not all packets can be recovered it is assumed that the
entireNGrouppackets are dropped. The delay of the system is mainly determined by the algorithmic
delay of the aggregation ofNGroup frames resulting in an encoding delay of∆T (Qe) = NGroup/fs.
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Figure 6.17: Average PSNR,PSNR,as well as the PSNR of the average MSE over packet error
rate forforeman, QCIF, with frame ratefs = 7.5 fps for different bit-rates for simple generic FEC
with different group–of–frame sizes,NGroup, optimized mode selection compared to good other
different error resilience tools (dashed lines).

8This mode is disallowed in the current draft of the RTP payload specification, but might be reconsidered in future
updates or extensions.
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The following simulation results are again based on the testconditions [Wen01], we exclusively
use QCIF test sequenceforeman. Figure 6.17 shows the performance in terms of averagePSNR
as well as the PSNR of the average MSE over packet error rate for foreman, QCIF, with frame
ratefs = 7.5 fps for different bit-rates and simple generic FEC with different group–of–frame
sizes,NGroup. No additional error resilience tools are applied. Basically, the system streams a pre–
encoded video which has been produced for compression efficiency only. The parameters,NGroup

andn have been selected such that the amount of RTP packets per video frame is2 except for
NGroup = 15 wheren = 24 is selected as this is virtually the highest value supportedby RFC27339.
Different channel codes have been selected at code rater = k/n = 1/2 or slightly higher. The code
(n = 2, k = 1) obviously only repeats the packets, the(n = 6, k = 3) and(n = 10, k = 6) are
reconstructed by shortening the Hamming codes(n = 7, k = 4) (n = 15, k = 11), respectively.

The relatively low code rates of around0.5 obviously significantly reduce the coding efficiency
as seen for error rate0 in Figure 6.17 for all bit-rates and performance measures. For error–
prone transmission, let us first consider the case with the average PSNR as the measure of interest
according to Figure 6.17a) and (b). With increasing error rates we observe that the performance of
the generic FEC schemes increases significantly compared topreviously presented error resilience
tools. For lower error rates as well as for low delays, i.e., lown, the performance still cannot exceed
the performance of conventional error resilience schemes for the codes withr = 0.5. The higher
rate(n = 10, k = 6)–code performs well also for low error rates, but its performance degrades
for higher error rates as the case for any other schemes except for the extended Golay code with
(n = 24, k = 12). With NGroup = 15, i.e., an encoding delay of2 seconds, the performance of
the scheme is almost independent for the considered code rates and even outperforms feedback
mode 2 for higher error rates. Note that even the simple repetition code(n = 2, k = 1) performs
surprisingly well and outperforms FMO.

If the PSNR is replaced the average MSE as measure of interest(see Figure 6.17 c) and d)),
the advantages of applying FEC over conventional error resilience is even more apparent. For
all bit-rates and all error patterns, the reduction of the packet loss probability results in the phe-
nomenon that all FEC schemes with code rates at about0.5 outperform other error resilience tools
including feedback modes. Only for the more bursty error pattern, we observe the drawbacks of
an FEC-based solution. This effect had already been observed in Figure 4.20c). To summarize,
the avoidance of transmission errors provides constant quality and avoids artifacts from packet
losses. Therefore, from this result it is obvious that one should use FEC even in packet–loss net-
works, especially if the applications allows at least moderate delay, artifacts from packet–loss are
unacceptable, and pre-encoded streams are distributed.

6.3.2 PTVC with Unequal Erasure Protection

From the previous results we have seen that FEC schemes can improve the performance of
moderate–delay application significantly. However, the simple setup in subsection 6.3.1 has two
disadvantages. First, channel adaptivity has not been considered, i.e., the channel code rate is se-
lected to match the expected loss rate. This effect has been observed as codes with different code
rates perform differently for different error rates. Secondly, the system suffers from the fact that in
case of the failure of recovery usually an entire group of video frames is lost, and error propagation
occurs in the presented system. Therefore, we will in the following address the problem of channel
adaptivity and graceful degradation in case of losses.

9For simplicity, the group–of–frame sizeNGroup has been chosen as a multiple of75 since the sequence encoded
sequence consists of 75 frames. This restriction can obviously be removed in practical systems.
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Theoretically, the problem of graceful degradation or successive refinement with the loss
or reception of equally important packets has been introduced as multiple description cod-
ing [WWZ80]. However, the approaches taken within multiple description coding are not directly
applicable for modern video codecs with highly complex prediction mechanisms resulting in catas-
trophic error propagation in case of packet losses. A well known practical approach for Multiple
Description Coding (MDC) video relies on progressive coding combined with UXP as introduced
in section 5.3. Early work on this subject for video transmission has for example been introduced
by McCanne et al. [MVJ97] as well as by Horn et al. [HSLG99]. We extend this work based
on the already introduced PTVC together with an UXP approachas presented in section 5.3 for
transmitting pre–encoded video over packet–lossy channels with low to moderate delays.

Figure 6.18 shows an overview of the proposed system. The video sequence is encoded with
the PTVC with fixed GOP sizeNGOP and GOP interleaving as introduced in subsection 3.4.4. To-
gether with the interleaved GOPs we also generate a quality–rate functionQ(R) for the embedded
bitstream for each GOP. We provide both, the average PSNR as well as the PSNR of the averaged
MSE. The algorithmic encoding delay results in∆T (Qe) = NGOP/fs.

At the time the decoder requests the streaming of the specificsequence, or a multicast/broadcast
session is initiated, UXP based on RS codes is applied to the embedded bit–stream as introduced in
subsection 5.3. Optimized rate allocation is performed fora given transmission bit-rateR whereby
we assume that the transmitter is aware of the expected packet loss ratẽε with the assumption that
the generated packets are lost statistically independent.The generated packets are encapsulated
into a RTP/UDP/IP packet with header sizeNHeader = 40 bytes and finally routed to the receiver.
There, channel decoding is performed based on the correctlyreceived packets as shown in Fig-
ure 5.7. After GOP de–interleaving the individual embeddedbit–streams for each of theNGOP

frames within this GOP are forwarded to the PTVC decoder. Although within one GOP mis-
matches between the encoder’s reference buffer and the decoder buffer might occur, with the start
of a new GOP and the reception of an I–frame, the drift is removed. In [Sto02] we have extended
this framework by the introduction of modified predictive frames being generated according to a
feedback message. However, this scheme requires online encoding and only provides marginal
gains such that we omit the presentation in further detail.
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Figure 6.18: System Diagram: PTVC combined with UXP.

Simulation results are again based on the common test conditions [Wen01]. We exclusively use
QCIF test sequenceforemanand restrict ourselves to schemes where the number of transmission
packetsNpacket has been selected such that we have exactly two transmissionpackets for each
frame. This seems to be a good tradeoff between erasure protection capability and IP/UDP/RTP
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overheadNH . Also, we select the feedback bit-rate for the PTVC to be at80% of the residual
bit-rateRresidualwhich is the bit-rate available for the video and the FEC excluding the overhead of
the transport protocol. For an even more advanced system onecould adapt the number of packets
per frame as well as the feedback bit-rate to the erasure statistics of the channel. However, for
simplicity and also as usually one wants to avoid to encode streams for different channel conditions
we exclude this optimization in the following. We compare our MDC approach based on the
combination of PTVC and UXP to schemes without FEC as well as the simple generic FEC scheme
as presented in subsection 6.3.1.
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Figure 6.19: PSNR over packet error rate forforeman, QCIF, with frame ratefs = 7.5 fps for
different bit-rates and different error resilience tools:PTVC with UXP for different GOP sizes,
H.264/AVC with FEC for different group–of–frame sizesNGroup, and FMO, different feedback
approaches. H.264/AVC uses no error resilience, FMO checkerboard pattern with 2 packets per
frame.

Figure 6.19 shows the performance in terms of average PSNR,PSNR, as well as the PSNR of
the average MSE,PSNRmse over packet error rate forforeman, QCIF, with frame ratefs = 7.5
fps for different bit-rates and PTVC combined UXP for different gop sizesNGOP compared to
H.264/AVC with FEC as well as FMO. In all cases we have two packets per video frame except
for the generic FEC case with code(n = 24, k = 12) due to the restrictions in RFC2733.

Basically it is observed that the UXP approach cannot providebetter quality than the simple FEC
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schemes. The reason for this is mainly the lower compressionefficiency of the PTVC compared to
H.264/AVC as well as the necessity to introduce more frequent I–frames to remove drift artifacts.
We have seen that approaches without allowing drift by lowering the feedback bit-rate perform
even worse. Still, for low bit-rates with channel–adaptiverate allocation as well as well adjusted
gop sizeNGOP, the performance is similar to that of the H.264/AVC with FEC.For the PSNR
being the measure of interest, larger GOP sizes withNGOP = 15 are preferable. However, also note
that for higher bit-rates the loss in compression efficiencyis even higher resulting in overall less
performance of the UXP approach. With the MSE being the measure of interest it is observed that
especially for higher bit-rates and smaller delays with a lower number of packets per GOP,n, the
UXP schemes outperform the simple FEC schemes. In this case the multiple description principle
can provide benefits, whereas for longer delays simple FEC with high compression efficiency
outperforms the PTVC+UXP if the MSE is the measure of interest. Only for specific cases with
relatively low amount of packets available for a GOP, the combination of PTVC and UXP can
provide benefits over simple FEC schemes.

It is also worth to mention that the simple FEC schemes could easily be further enhanced by
applying adaptive channel coding, or by using better codes,e.g. RS codes with MDS property
instead of simple binary codes. Therefore, only if the coding efficiency of scalable or progressive
coding schemes can be enhanced significantly and we have a specific scenario mind with relatively
low delay, then the application of scalable coding with UXP may outperform simple FEC schemes
with non–scalable coders in packet-loss environments.

6.4 Summary: Major Observations for Video Transmission
over Packet Loss Channels

In this chapter we have introduced different tools and combinations of tools to successfully transmit
video over packet–lossy channels. Although the amount of tests was limited to only selected video
sequences, selected bit-rates and only a several packet loss patterns, we are confident that the
obtained results provide sufficient indications for the following conclusions.

• The transmission of video is mainly disturbed by errors due to missing information, but also
to a high degree due to error propagation as a consequence of the predictive encoding. Both
artifacts should be combatted when designing a video transmission system for packet–lossy
channels. As subjective tests are infeasible to quantify the quality of packet-lossy video
transmission,we propose and also have used two different objective measures: The average
Peak Signal–to–Noise Ratio (PSNR) as well as the PSNR of the Mean Square Error (MSE).
This approach provides a good indication on the subjective quality, and using both measures
allows to detect deficiencies of one or the other measure for certain cases.

• We havedesigned, developed and implemented a toolbox for error resilient video trans-
mission based in H.264/AVC: This toolbox includes among others, slice-structured coding,
Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO), random and channel-adaptive intra updates, interac-
tive error control, as well as advanced error concealment inthe decoder. Specifically,we have
developed a generic scheme for the estimation of the expected decoder pixel distortion in the
encoder taking into channel conditions. This estimation has been used in a rate-distortion
optimized mode selection for optimized and standard-compliant video encoding for packet
lossy channels. Furthermore,we have developed several interactive error control schemes
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that make use of the multiple reference frame concept in H.264/AVC and rate-distortion
optimized mode selection in the test model encoder.

• When designing a system it is important to understand the application constraints in terms
of acceptable delay, available information, as well as online or offline coding schemes. In
any case a compression–efficient video standard is essential in networked video, as the saved
video bit-rate can be used by error resilience or lower layertools to avoid errors or limit the
effects or errors.

• In general it is observed that the avoidance of errors can significantly improve the perfor-
mance. This may most easily be accomplished by the application of retransmissions. How-
ever, if retransmissions are not feasible due to delay or protocol restrictions, the application
of FEC can be very helpful, as errors can be completely avoided. This results in stable and
consistent video quality over the entire sequence.

• Multiple description video schemes can be achieved by the use of a progressive video codec
and UXP. In our case this is realized by the combination of thePTVC and a Reed-Solomon
code. In addition, it is essential to apply an appropriate rate allocation scheme. However,
multiple description video schemes outperform simple FEC schemes with single layer video
codecs only in specific application constraints, usually for lower delay applications. It is
essential that the compression efficiency of the applied progressive source coder is not sig-
nificantly smaller than the one of non-scalable coders.

• We have also shown that even for low–delay conversational applications the application of
simple erasure FEC schemes can be helpful especially for higher packet loss rates.

• However, for most low-delay conversational applications,the use of FEC or retransmission
schemes is impossible. In this case losses cannot be avoided, but is is most important to limit
error propagation.

• The most effective approach to stop error propagation is to exploit feedback messages from
the decoder and combine it with multiple reference frame in modern video codecs. Different
feedback modes have been discussed being more or less suitable for different error rates,
feedback delays, as well as performance measures.

• Without the availability of feedback messages, channel–optimized mode selection schemes
perform well and should be used by encoders on packet-loss environments: Note that such
extensions can be introduced in an H.264/AVC compliant manner by only modifying the
mode selection process in the video encoder. Optimized modeselection schemes have been
derived and applied.

• Other error resilience tools have been investigated: advanced packetization schemes such
as slice-structuring or FMO together with appropriate error concealment methods might be
applied, but the results in this chapter cannot provide sufficient evidence for usefulness of
these approaches in packet loss environments.

• In any of the discussed case it is helpful to have indication on the expected channel conditions
at the transmitter. This knowledge allows to appropriatelyselect error resilience tools and
can be integrated in optimized mode selection schemes in thevideo encoder as well as in the
selection of appropriate error resilience tools.
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In this chapter we have only investigated end–to–end solutions assuming that packet losses can-
not be avoided. For wireless transmission schemes the situation is different. The packet loss rate
can be controlled more easily, many more adaptations can be performed over different layers. The
remaining three chapters are dedicated to this subjects.
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7
Video Services in UMTS-like
Environments

7.1 System Overview

Mobile handheld devices are nowadays equipped with color displays and cameras. They also
have sufficient processing power which allows presentation, recording, encoding and decoding of
video sequences. In addition, emerging and mobile systems provide sufficient bit-rates to support
video communication services. Nevertheless, bit-rate will always be a scarce resource in wireless
transmission environments due to physical bandwidth and power limitations and thus, efficient
video compression is required.

The 3GPP architecture nowadays supports a significant amount of packet-switched services.
They are typically defined end-to-end between two terminals, or a terminal and a central server.
The virtual connection is logically split into core and radio access network. Figure 7.1 shows a
high-level architecture and the corresponding network nodes and protocol layers. Of major interest
is obviously the radio-related part, as it is most critical in terms of bit-rate, resource consumption,
and reliability.

Although any IP-based application can be considered as a packet-switched service, 3GPP re-
stricts itself to a specific set of multimedia services that are supported by the network architecture.
This greatly simplifies interoperability and allows efficient and high-quality integration of real-
time multimedia services. Among others, this is achieved bythe provision of a certain network
QoS, which means that a suitable radio (access) bearer with clearly defined characteristics and
functionality is set up across the air interface. The bearerdefinition includes all aspects to enable
the provision of a contracted QoS like control signaling, user plane transport, and QoS manage-
ment functionality. On top of such radio access bearers, end-to-end multimedia services including
video are supported, e.g. conversational services, streaming services, download services as well as
broadcast and multicast services. As already highlighted in subsection 2.1.5, different applications
generally have different service constraints, which leadsto the selection of different codec settings,
delivery protocols, and radio bearer settings to support the required end-to-end QoS.

According to subsection 2.1.5, a service may have certain QoS requirements that must be met
to satisfy the user. To achieve this, especially the radio bearer must provide adequate means at the
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physical, MAC, or RLC layer, as shown in Figure 7.1. Furthermore, QoS can also be provided
end-to-end within the application layer. In this section weomit any cross-layer design aspects,
but investigate the appropriate selection of different tools in the radio layer and the application
layer for different applications. The design follows a strict layer separation, which is commonly
preferred in complex 3GPP network architectures.

Figure 7.1: Conversation video transmission in RTP-based mobile environment.

Specifically, the robustness and the suitability of the H.264/AVC design for mobile video ap-
plications are discussed. Basically, the same system diagram as shown in Figure 6.1 also applies
when modeling the transmission over a mobile packet-switched channel. Transmission modes or
specific bearers in wireless systems can be established to fulfill different QoS requests. H.264/AVC
provides on top of compression efficiency means to be integrated easily into existing and emerging
packet networks. Furthermore, H.264/AVC is a general purpose codec and can be used in different
applications under different service constraints. The codec is designed such that it interfaces very
well with packet-based networks such as RTP/IP.

Although shared radio channels such as EGPRS or HSDPA may exploit radio resources more
efficiently, dedicated channel modes are used for conversational as well as other low–delay appli-
cations as it is essential to provide bearers with a certain QoS in terms of guaranteed bit-rate, delay,
as well as error rate. Hence, we will in the following concentrate on UMTS dedicated channels
that can guarantee a certain bit-rate and in case of UMTS alsoa fixed error rates by the use of
fast power control or diversity techniques such as multipleantenna systems in combination with
forward error correction. As already discussed in section 2.3.1, two different bearer modes are sup-
ported, Unacknowledged Mode (UM) and Acknowledged Mode (AM). The properties of UMTS
dedicated channels for the transmission of packet–based applications have already been introduced
in subsection 2.4.4. In contrast to the discussion in chapter 6 for the transmission over wired Inter-
net backbones, four major differences apply in the characteristics when transmitting over UMTS
dedicated channels:

1. The RTP/IP-packet length influences the loss rates as it ismore likely that a longer packet
is hit by bit-errors or is delivered by an erroneous link layer packet as discussed in subsec-
tion 2.4.4.

2. In contrast to the backbone channel when transmitting over dedicated mobile links the delay
of the IP-packet is also influenced by its length due to the transmission delay. Therefore, for
low-delay applications a CBR-like rate control as introduced in subsection 3.2.5 is essential.
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3. The end–to–end principle is no more completely fulfilled.In entry gateways to the mobile
system, e.g., in support nodes, the IP-packets might be modified by applying header com-
pression. Therefore, the costly header overhead can be reduced for mobile transmission
systems.

4. Finally, the mobile link layer can provide different QoS in terms of reliability and delay by
the use of power control, FEC, or retransmission protocols.

The influence of these additional aspects for video transmission systems will be discussed in the
following. In the remainder of this chapter, we will ignore any influence of a core network as well
as the connection of the communication partner to the network. We assume that the communication
partner is connected to the entry gateways to the mobile network by a perfect connection. The
additional influences can in general be ignored [RSL+01] but for stringent delay considerations
they may be taken into account [G1196].

Figure 7.2: Conversation video transmission in RTP-based mobile environment.

Figure 7.2 shows the use of a hybrid video codec such as H.264/AVC in an RTP-based conver-
sational environment in UMTS. For the following simulations the tools as introduced in chapter
3 and also applied in chapter 6, specifically in section 6.1, are now applied also to mobile com-
munication environments. The detailed setup and parameters are presented in the following. The
following simulations are based on [RSL+01].

7.2 Experimental Results for Conversational Video

The experimental results based on the test conditions in [RSL+01] show the influence of the selec-
tion of different error resilience and error concealment features for the quality of the decoded video
for MPEG-4 as well as H.264/AVC. The bearer cases (3) and (4) according to Table 2.4 are used.
As performance measure the average luminancePSNR is chosen as suggested in [RSL+01]. The
average is taken over at least200 transmission and decoding runs. Protocol overheads are appro-
priately taken into account according to [RSL+01]. Results are shown for the QCIF test sequence
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foreman of length 10 seconds coded at a constant frame rate of7.5 fps with a single intra frame in
the beginning and only P-frames afterwards. Encoding is performed using the packetization mode
according to Figure 3.14b) with differentSmax.

Figure 7.3 shows results for thePSNR over the packet sizeSmax in bytes for different mobile
speeds for MPEG-4 as well as H.264/AVC. For reference, also the error-free performance for
both codecs with different packetization modes is shown. Depending on the packetization mode,
H.264/AVC outperforms MPEG-4 between0.5 − 1.7 dB for this specific mobile test case. The
degradation due to the use of shorter video packets is obvious from the results. A degradation
of 1.8 dB is observed forSmax = 50 and H.264/AVC as the advanced prediction modes of this
codecs are significantly restricted. The degradation for MPEG-4 is less, but still significant. For
increased slice length, the degradation is less significant. For the case without any intra updates
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Figure 7.3: PSNR over the slice lengthSmax in bytes for different mobile speeds for MPEG-4 as
well as H.264/AVC. For reference, also the error-free performance for both codecs with different
packetization modes is shown.

and without video packetization, the performance degradessignificantly for both codecs in the
range of5 − 7 dB for slow mobile speeds when compared to the error-free case. The introduction
of slices is beneficial as can be seen. For low speeds, packet sizes in the range of 100 bytes are
preferable, for higher speeds resulting in lower error rates about 150-200 bytes seem to be more
appropriate. However, the degradation compared to the error-free mode without packetization is
still more than 4 dB. When using intra updates the performance can be improved significantly. For
MPEG-4 encoding in Figure 7.3, random intra refresh is applied. The best-performing random
intra refresh ratio in percentage is shown for each simulation point. Overall, longer packet sizes
are tolerable with intra updates. However, the appropriateintra update ratio strongly depends on
the packet size and the channel behavior as observed from Figure 7.3. In addition, also sequence
characteristics and bit-rates influence the appropriate percentage of intra updates. For H.264/AVC,
the performance for channel-adaptive intra refresh is shown. In this case, the mode selection
assumes a channel with statistically independent video packet losses̃ε, wherebyε̃ corresponds to
the likelihood, that a packet of sizeSmax is lost. The expected video packet loss ratep in percentage
is indicated next to each simulated point. The combination of slices with channel-adaptive intra
updates outperforms the use of a single tool when transmitting over wireless transmission channels.
To obtain an estimation of the loss rateε̃ at the receiver, a feedback channel for example based on
RTCP receiver reports can be used in practical systems.
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of decoded PSNR for each frame for different transmission modes and
bearer case (3) according to Table 2.4.

In a further set of experimental results a system which exploits multiple reference frames and
fast network feedback is investigated based on InteractiveError Control (IEC) as introduced in
section 6.1.5. We restrict our simulation results to feedback mode 2 with five reference frames.
Figure 7.4 shows the cdf of the decodedPSNR for each video frame for different error-resilience
strategies, namely for channel-optimized intra updates (indicated bỹε > 0 in the legend) with slice
structuring (referred to as packet size in bytes in the legend) and IEC (referred to as feedback) with
feedback mode 2 with and without slice structuring for delayδ = 1 and δ = 2 frames. This
corresponds to a round trip time of about150 ms and250 ms, respectively. The legend also shows
the assumed loss probabilitỹε for the channel-optimized video encoding, the feedback delayδ, the
transport mode, and thePSNR for each case. Only bearer case (3) according to Table 2.4 is used.

Specifically, forδ = 2 and slice-structured coding, the results indicate that channel-optimized
intra refresh with slice structuring and feedback mode 2 perform very similar. The feedback mode
might still be beneficial in this case as the complex estimation of the decoder distortion is not
necessary for the feedback case. However, more interestingis the case with feedback and no
slice structuring: A single frame packetization mode provides significantly higherPSNR. This is
initially surprising as the packet loss rate is still much lower when multiple slices are used as can
be observed from the cdf: The probability of bad frames (PSNRbelow 22 dB) is higher with no
packetization. However, in case of no errors the increased coding efficiency when not using slices
provides many frames with significantly higher PSNR than forslice structuring. As we avoid error
propagation, the correctly received frames are indeed error-free, which is not the case without
feedback.

In a further set of simulations as shown in Figure 7.5 , we present the results inPSNR over the
initial playout delay at the decoder,∆, for different modes. Thereby, for the delay components as
introduced in subsection 2.1.4 only the encoder buffer delay ∆T (Be) and the transmission delayδ(C)

on the physical link is considered, i.e.,∆ , ∆T (Be) + δ(C). Additional processing delay as well as
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transmission delays on the backbone networks may add in practical systems. Figure 7.5a) shows
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Figure 7.5: Average PSNR for different low-delay video transport systems over initial playout
delay∆ for UMTS dedicated channel with link layer error rates of 1% and 10% (see Table 2.4,
Bearer (3) and (1), respectively).

the performance for bearer case (3) according to Table 2.4, whereby all curves (1)-(6) use the UM.
The system designs according to curve (1)-(4) do not make useof any fast feedback channel, but it
is assumed that the encoder has knowledge of a link layer lossrate of about1%. Therefore, these
modes may also be applied in video conferencing with multiple participants. Specifically, in curve
(1), (2), and (3) CBR encoding with bit-rates 50, 60, and 52 kbits/s, respectively, is applied to match
the bit-rate of the channel taking into account the overhead. Curve (1) relies on slices of maximum
sizeSmax = 50 bytes only, no additional intra updates to remove error propagation is introduced.
Curve (2) in contrast neglects slices, but uses optimized intra up-dates withp = 4%, curve (3) uses
a combination of the two features withSmax =100 bytes andp = 1%. The transmission adds a
delay of about170 ms for the entire frame. For initial delays lower than170 ms, NAL units are
lost due to late arrival.

For initial play-out delays above this threshold, only losses due to link errors occur. If small
initial play-out delay is less essential, a similar performance can be achieved by VBR encoding
combined with FMO with 5 slice groups in checkerboard pattern as well as optimized intra with
p = 3% as shown in curve (4). However, the VBR encoding causes problems for low-delay
applications in mobile bottleneck links, and therefore, a CBR-like rate control is essential. Systems
according to curves (5) and (6) assume the availability of a feedback channel from the receiver to
the transmitter, which is capable to report the loss or acknowledgement of NAL units: IEC with
feedback mode 2 withd = 2 is applied. For the slice mode withSmax = 100 bytes as shown in
curve (5) significant gains can be observed for delays suitable for video telephony applications, but
due to the avoided error propagation it is even preferable toabandon slices and only rely on IEC
as shown in curve (6). This is in line with the findings in Figure 7.4. The average PSNR is about 3
dB better than the best mode not exploiting any feedback.

In summary, the application of advanced error resilience schemes in standard-based environ-
ments can improve the video quality significantly. Therefore, if feedback information is available
and completely lost frames are tolerable to some extent, it is better to exchange slice structured cod-
ing to obtain better compression efficiency. In case of available feedback, the simple IEC system
design without requiring the expected decoder distortion and slice structuring outperforms many
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highly-sophisticated error resilience schemes as long as the delay of the feedback is reasonably
low.

7.3 Experimental Results for Moderate-Delay Applications

For applications for which short delay is less essential other modes may enhance the quality over
UMTS networks. Therefore, in Figure 7.6 we have added some system configurations which gen-
erally add higher delays. Specifically, Figure 7.6a) shows in addition to the modes in Figure7.5 a)
the performance for bearer case (3) according to Table 2.4 using the UM for curve (7) and the ac-
knowledged mode (AM) for curves (8) and (9). For the system according to curve (7) the feedback
is exploited for application layer retransmission of RTP packets and VBR encoding is used. It is
obvious that this mode is not suitable for low-delay applications, but if end-to-end delay is of less
relevance, it provides better performance than any other scheme relying on methods in the video
layer. In addition, it is important to note that no error resilience is necessary in this case. Finally,
curve (8) and (9) show the performance of CBR encoded video and VBR encoded video, respec-
tively, with matching bit-rates for the acknowledged mode.The performance of the CBR mode is
excellent even for lower delays, but at least 200ms of initial play-out delay must be accepted which
makes the applicability for conversational modes critical, but not infeasible, if the system supports
fast retransmissions. It is also observed that for VBR encoding low-delay applications cannot be
well supported, but if initial playout delays of a few seconds can be accepted, VBR encoding with
acknowledged mode on the link layer provides the best overall performance.
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(1) UM, Slices 50, e=10%
(2) UM, VBR, FMO 5, e=10%
(3) UM, Slices 100, IEC
(4) UM, No slices, IEC
(5) AM, CBR, R=52 kbit/s
(6) AM, CBR, R=56 kbit/s
(7) AM, CBR, R=60 kbit/s
(8) AM, VBR, TBS
(9) AM, VBR, ATS

(a) Bearer (3) with1 % LLC loss rate (b) Bearer (1) with10 % LLC loss rate

Figure 7.6: Average PSNR for different advanced video transport systems over initial playout
delay∆ for UMTS dedicated channel with link layer error rates of 1% and 10% (see Table 2.4,
Bearer (3) and (1), respectively).

For the UMTS bearer case (3) with 10% link layer loss rate, advanced transport system enhances
the overall system performance significantly. Figure 7.6b)shows that significantly better perfor-
mance can be achieved by the use of the acknowledged mode, butonly for initial play-out delays
well over300 ms according to curve (5) with CBR and bit-rate 52 kbit/s. Interestingly, if the ini-
tial play-out delay is increased, one can also support higher bit-rates resulting in higher quality.
This behaviour has been exploited in the HRD specification of H.264 where it was recognized that
an encoded stream is contained not just by one but many leaky buckets [RCCR03]. Finally, the
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systems according to curve (8) and (9) show the performance for VBR encoded video in case of
Timestamp-Based Streaming (TBS) and Ahead-of-Time Streaming (ATS) over the AM mode. It
is interesting that with ATS low playout delays can be achieved, but obviously this requires that
the data cannot be generated online. In addition, in practical systems some kind of start-up delay
might occur due to TCP-like congestion control. It is also worth to note that the performance of
video over the 10% link layer loss bearer does not differ significantly from the 1% one if the initial
play-out delay constraints are not stringent.

7.4 System Design Guidelines

The obtained results allow comparing different options fordifferent applications. A summary of
proposed video and transport features for the video test sequence Foreman over a 64 kbps UMTS
link with RLC-PDU loss rates of 1% and 10% is provided in Table 7.1. For more details we refer
to [Sto06]. In addition to the discussed schemes, we have also added guidelines and results for the
case of broadcast applications. Details on the system design for broadcast applications, especially
the use of erasure based FEC are discussed in [Sto06] and [SSW+08].

Table 7.1: Proposed video and transport features for different applications with performance in
terms of delay and average PSNR for different RLC-PDU loss rates and QCIF video sequence
Foreman coded at 7.5 fps.V i d e o A p p l i c a t i o n V i d e oF e a t u r e s T r a n s p o r tF e a t u r e s 1 % R L C � P D Ul o s s r a t e 1 0 % R L C � P D Ul o s s r a t e6 4 k b i t / s U M T S t r a n s m i s s i o n s c e n a r i o D e l a y P S N R D e l a y P S N RD o w n l o a d � a n d � P l a yO n � d e m a n d s t r e a m i n g V B R , n o e r r o r r e s . ,p l a y o u t b u f f e r i n g A T S ,A M o n R L C > 1 . 5 s e c 3 5 . 2 d B > 1 s e c> 1 0 s e c 3 4 . 4 d B3 5 . 1 d BL i v e s t r e a m i n g C B R / V B R , n o e r r o rr e s . , p l a y o u t b u f f e r i n g T B S ,A M o n R L C > 2 5 0 m s 3 4 . 7 d B > 4 0 0 m s> 1 . 5 s 3 4 . 0 d B3 4 . 7 d BB r o a d c a s t V B R , r e g u l a r I D R , n oo t h e r e r r o r r e s i l i e n c e F E C , l o n g T T I ,f r a g m e n t a t i o n > 5 s e c 3 4 . 5 d B > 5 s e c 3 2 . 0 d BC o n f e r e n c i n g C B R , I n t r a U p d a t e s ,S l i c e s U M > 1 5 0 m s 3 0 . 7 d B > 1 5 0 m s 2 6 . 5 d BT e l e p h o n y C B R , I E C , n o s l i c e s U M > 1 5 0 m s 3 3 . 7 d B > 1 5 0 m s 3 0 . 2 d B

For download-and-play as well as on-demand streaming applications with initial playout delays
beyond one to two seconds, the video should mainly be encodedfor compression efficiency, that is,
relatively relaxed variable bit-rate (VBR) rate control and no explicit error resilience features. The
reliability should be provided in the link layer by using Acknowledged Mode (AM) on the radio
link layer. The resulting delay jitter can be compensated with playout buffering. Ahead-of-time
streaming (ATS) can be applied if the receiver buffer has sufficient size. For higher error rates,
the quality even scales with the initial playout delay as thejitter can be better compensated for
larger delays. For live applications, timestamp-based streaming (TBS) must be applied. For lower
requested delays in range of 250–500 ms, CBR-like rate control is also preferable. Video error
resilience is still not essential as the AM provides sufficient QoS.

For broadcast applications without any feedback, it is proposed to apply extensions of the FEC.
This can be accomplished by longer TTIs in the physical layerand/or application layer FEC.
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In addition, we suggest using regular IDR frames for random access and error resilience, but a
relatively relaxed rate control. For low RLC-PDU loss rates, the FEC-based scheme is almost as
good as the one relying on feedback mechanisms. However, forhigher loss rates the acknowledged
mode with RLC layer retransmission outperforms applicationlayer FEC by about2− 3 dB. In any
case, the application layer FEC adds delay.

For low-delay applications, the video encoder should applyCBR-like rate control and the trans-
port and link layer basically must operate in UM without any retransmission or deeply interleaved
FEC schemes. The video application itself must take care to provide sufficient robustness. In
case that feedback is not available or only limited to reporting statistics, for example, in confer-
encing applications, more frequent intra-MB updates basedon robust mode decision as well as
slice-structured coding are proposed.

However, compared to the acknowledged mode significant degradations in the video quality
must be accepted, especially if the RLC-PDU loss rates are high. Therefore, the physical layer
must provide sufficient QoS to support these applications. For video telephony, the fast feedback
channel can be exploited for interactive error control (IEC). No additional means of error resilience
are necessary. In this case and for low loss rates, the achieved video quality is significantly better,
about 3 dB, when compared to video error resilience without feedback. The degradation compared
to reliable download-and-play applications is only about1.5 dB.

The system design for video communication in emerging multi-user systems such as HSDPA
and MBMS require new design principles. We skip the details inthis work but refer to our work
in [JSL04], [LJSB04], [Sto06], [LGSW07] and [SSW+08].

7.5 Summary

In this chapter, system design guidelines for video services in UMTS have been introduced. The
following observations and findings are of major importance:

• Depending on the application, video services have certain QoS requirements. To fulfill these
requirements, preferably radio bearers should provide sufficient QoS, but also end-to-end
features in the application layer are necessary in certain service environments.

• H.264/AVC is a general purpose codec and can be used in different applications under differ-
ent service constraints. The codec is designed such that it interfaces very well with packet-
switched mobile networks using for example RTP/IP.

• For download-and-play as well as on-demand streaming applications video compression ef-
ficiency and variable bit-rate (VBR) rate control is most essential. The sufficient QoS should
be provided by the radio bearer.

• For live applications, CBR-like video rate control is preferable for dedicated channels. Video
error resilience is not essential as the radio bearer can provide sufficient QoS.

• For broadcast applications without any feedback, extendedFEC on the physical layer and/or
application layer FEC is an appropriate choice. Video should be coded with regular IDR
frames for random access and error resilience. Applicationlayer FEC can trade performance
and delay.

• For low-delay mobile video applications over dedicated channels, the video should apply
strict CBR-like rate control. The radio bearer should operate in Unacknowledged Mode
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(UM) without any retransmission. The video application itself must take care to provide
sufficient robustness.

• In case that feedback is not available or only limited to reporting statistics as, for example, in
conferencing applications, more frequent intra-MB updates based on robust mode decision
as well as slice-structured coding should be used.

• For video telephony, a fast feedback channel shall be exploited for interactive error control
(IEC). No additional means for error resilience are necessary. This results in surprisingly
good performance without significantly sacrificing radio efficiency.



8
Mobile Conversational Video

8.1 Common Channel and Service Environment

The transmission of low delay video over mobile channels hasproven to be the most challenging
application according to the results in chapter 7. It is observed that error-free performance can
basically not be guaranteed on the radio bearer. Therefore,either it is necessary to compensate
the problems by high transmission power or the quality of theapplication is degraded. System
design and cross-layer solutions improving the transmission of low-delay video over mobile fading
channels are therefore highly desirable. To understand thepotentials of such solutions this chapter
is exclusively dedicated to combine many of the concepts, functions and interfaces introduced in
the previous chapters to realize systems for low-delay mobile video transmission.

We basically follow the system design as initially introduced in Figure 2.1, but refine the system
diagram to address mobile conversational video transmission. A refined system diagram is shown
in Figure 8.1. Note that in this system, due to the delay constraints of conversational video, each
video framest is treated separately for the transmission. However, we obviously still use MCP
video coding. The system as shown in Figure 8.1 consists of functional blocks as well as messages
and interfaces which had been introduced to a large extent inall previous chapters. We briefly
summarize the functions of each of the blocks and introduce the applied tools within each of the
functional blocks with focus to mobile conversational video transmission.

To allow comparison of different schemes, we focus on a simple, but representative channel
model based on subsection 2.4.3 and specifically the block-fading AWGN channel which is com-
pletely characterized by only the few parameters accordingto Table 2.3:

• The average SNREs/N0 is set to4 dB for the remainder of this chapter as this value somehow
represents a worst-case coverage case in mobile systems [Kno97].

• The channel gainα is exclusively modeled as Rayleigh distributed random variable indepen-
dently chosen for each radio slot.

• The power control factorγf is set to1 unless it is stated otherwise.

• The total number of symbols per radio slot,Nv, is selected to{1600, 3200, 4800, 6400}
binary symbols in the remainder.
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Figure 8.1: Generic System Design for Mobile Conversational Video Transmission.

• The TTI of the transmission slots,Tf , is set to25 ms and therefore the maximum symbol
rate after channel coding is determined as{64, 96, 128, 160} kbit/s.

The video produces frames with constant frame ratefs. For the setup in this chapter, exclusively
a frame rate offs = 10 fps is applied. To address low-delay service requirements of mobile video
transmission, the transmission of a single video framest at timet can be spread at most overF
radio slots. Therefore, interleaving or retransmission isalways limited to a maximum ofF slots.
We also enforce for the video source strict rate control ensuring that a video frame does not spread
over more thanF slots. With the setting applied in here, each video frame is interleaved over
F = 4 slots.

In terms of evaluation, we compare the sequence of original frames,st, to the sequence of
received frame,̂st. The metrics applied in this section follow the objective metrics introduced in
section 2.1.2. Specifically, we apply

• the average channel PSNR,PSNRĈ, as defined in (2.12) (we drop the channel indexĈ for
the remainder of this section and writePSNR only), and

• the PSNR of the average MSE,PSNRmseas defined in (2.13).

To ensure sufficient statistics, at leastNC = 50 independent channel simulations have been
performed, where each sequence consists of 10 seconds video. With the applied frame rate of
fs = 10 fps, this results in a sequence length ofNs = 100 frames and in a total amount of
Ne = 5000 video frames for each experiment. To obtain long test sequences the original sequence
is looped appropriately. We report the confidence bounds as introduced in (2.17) and (2.19) for
a confidence level ofβ = 90%. To obtain insight in channel bandwidth gains and video quality
improvements, for all cases we generally report the performance in terms of quality over total
bit-rate for source and channel coding in kbit/s which is parametrized by the symbol sizeNv and
results in values of{64, 96, 128, 160} kbit/s.

We now continue introducing the specific tools that are available for the functions and interfaces
in Figure 8.1. Several combinations of the tools will be investigated by extensive simulations
and comparisons and conclusions are provided. The following components from the video coding
toolbox will be used and assessed in the introduced channel and service environment:

• single layer H.264/AVC video coding with CBR rate control according to chapter 3, (3.21),
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• data partitioning in H.264/AVC as briefly introduced in chapter 3, and

• the Progressive Texture Video Coding (PTVC) as introduced in section 3.4.2.

In all cases, we use five reference frames in the video encoding process.
Video Feedback Information (VFI) from the video decoder in the receiver to the video encoder

in the transmitter has proven to be very beneficial for conversational video applications in chap-
ters 6 and 7. Therefore, we apply interactive error control (IEC) based on feedback mode 2 for
H.264/AVC based video coding. In case the PTVC is used, then the VFI is exploited by trans-
mitting some information on the decoded layer from the decoder to the open-loop encoder. The
VFI may also be used to report long-term video frame loss statistics to the video encoder. This
information is used for the purpose of channel–adaptive intra updates.

Furthermore, the following features from the error protection toolbox will be integrated in this
transmission and service environment:

• Forward Error Correction (FEC) schemes as introduced in sections 4.2 and 4.3: Specifically,
high memory punctured convolutional systematic codes withmemoryµ = 96, mother code
ratec = 1/7 and puncturing periodωp = 32 are applied. The set of accessible code rates is
determined asSr = {ωp/(ωp + i)}ωp(c−1)

i=0 .

• Interleaving and channel access schemes as introduced in 4.3.1.

• Different Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) schemes as introduced in section 4.1.5.

• Channel State Information and Power Control as introduced in section 4.1.4,

• Regressive UEP and Far End Error Decoding (FEED) as introduced in section 4.4.

It is worth mentioning that instead of high memory puncturedconvolutional systematic codes,
other codes such as rate compatible Turbo codes [RM00] could easily be applied in this frame-
work. The adaptation of the setup and as well as the optimization procedures are straightforward.
Furthermore, as we have shown in chapter 4, the above error protection tools can be very well
modeled by the use of bounding technologies. We have made useof these bounds to estimate
the performance of punctured high-memory convolutional codes. As the real performance is very
close to these bounds, the results presented in here are generic, and any channel code with the
performance according to (4.8) can serve as an enabler to provide the required functionality.

The error-protection schemes include the exploitation of Error–Protection Feedback Information
(EFI) messages for ARQ as well as Channel State Information (CSI) messages for power control
schemes. Therefore, they are integrated into the error protection tools. However, those messages
are also potentially used in some transmitter rate allocation schemes along with the Source Sig-
nificance Information (SSI), expressed as the importance vector I in Figure 8.1. To perform the
optimized rate allocation of source and channel coding rates, as well as for the purpose of power
allocation and UEP profile design, different rate allocation schemes will be used for each video
frame:

• a rate control for optimized source-channel rate allocation for single layer H.264/AVC and
for data partitioning according to section 8.2.3,

• asource–channel–optimized rate allocationas introduced in section 5.4.2 for the purpose of
transmitting PTVC encoded video with FEED,
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• an optimized rate allocation for transmitting PTVC encodedvideo with ARQ schemes will
be introduced in section 8.3.3,

• an optimized power-source rate allocation for transmitting PTVC encoded video with power
control schemes will be introduced in section 8.3.4, and

• for performance estimation information-theoretic boundsare all based on assuming asymp-
totically good codes operating at the cutoff rate accordingto the presentation in (4.8).

Table 8.1: Common simulation parameters for transmission of H.264/AVC and PTVC coded video
sequences over block fading channels using different errorcontrol schemes.

Description Notation Simulation parameter
video sequence Foreman
number of transmitted frames Ne ≥ 5000
spatial resolution QCIF
number of reference frames 5
frame rate fs 10fps
PTVC I-frame ratio RIP 1
No. of decoder operations for Fano Clim 16
radio slots per frame F 4
transmission block length Nv {1600, 3200, 4800, 6400} channel symbols
puncturing period ωp 32
memory µ 96
mother code rate 1/c 1/7
average channel SNR E/N0 4 dB
confidence interval β 90%
distribution of channel gain pα iid Rayleigh
transmission time interval Tf 25 ms
total bit-rate {64, 96, 128, 160} kbit/s

Table 8.1 summarizes all common simulation parameters. Furthermore, Figure 8.1 only shows
a general high-level system diagram which hides some implementation details for specific system
designs. The diagram will be refined in the course of this chapter with the introduction of specific
source coding and error protection schemes. However, the restrictions in terms of service require-
ment as well as the channel characteristics are maintained throughout the rest of this chapter.

8.2 H.264/AVC-based Source-Channel Coding System

8.2.1 System Overview

In a first set of system design proposals, we apply the genericarchitecture in Figure 8.1 and specify
some of the components in more detail. In this section, we concentrate exclusively on video coding
schemes based on H.264/AVC. Furthermore, for the purpose of error protection tools, we restrict
ourselves to FEC tools only. The updated system diagram is shown in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: H.264/AVC-based System for Mobile Conversational Video Transmission.

For the case of H.264/AVC we will discuss two modes in furtherdetail: One mode relies on
single layer coding and EEP, the second mode relies on data partitioning and UEP. As from an
implementation and optimization point of view, the single layer coding and EEP mode can be
treated as a special case of data partitioning, we will introduce the more general system in the
following.

A system making use of data partitioning and UEP may provide benefits as in case of poor
channel conditions, not necessarily all data will be lost, but at least the most important part can
be decoded and displayed. This requires that the most important data is protected stronger against
severe channel impairments than less important data – resulting in a typical UEP scheme. We
have introduced data partitioning into the H.264/AVC standard [SM01]: Following this proposal
and some refinements, H.264/AVC supports the partitioning of I-slices in two partitions, P-slices
in three partitions, and B-slices in a single partition. In the remainder, we focus on P-slices,
as they can be viewed as a superset of the other slice types. The partitioning is organized such
that different syntax elements are assigned to different partitions. Without going into all details,
partition A contains all control and header information as well as any data related to the MCP
process. Whereas data partitioning in previous standards such as MPEG-4 and H.263 version 2
only distinguishes two partitions, in H.264/AVC the secondpartition is further split into intra-
related information assigned to partition B and inter-related information assigned to partition C.
This enhancement acknowledges the fact that in error-proneenvironments more frequent intra
information is necessary to limit error propagation. This intra information is in general more
important – especially for the subjective quality – than theinter information. For more details on
data partitioning we refer the reader to [SM01, Wen03, Kar03, SB04].

The considered data partitioning system is shown in Figure 8.3: The video encoding process
distributes the sequentially encoded framesn = 1, . . . , N and distributes the syntax elements
among the partitions. Each partition is separately entropycoded resulting in three partitions A,
B and C and a partition size vector,k(q) , {kA(q), kB(q), kC(q)}. The partition size depends
on the applied quantization parameterq. In H.264/AVC, each partition may be transmitted in a
separate NAL unit, but can be concatenated using fragmentation unit packets as specified in the
RTP payload format for H.264 [WHS+05]. This concatenation results in a partly ”embedded”
bit–stream for each H.264/AVC video frame.

Then, FEC is applied using channel coding ratesr , {rA, rB, rC} ∈ S3
r for each of the partition.

The encoded video frame is FEC-encoded, interleaved, and transmitted over the mobile channel.
We use the regressive UEP scheme as introduced in section 4.4and already applied in section 5.4
for SPIHT image transmission. The receiver decodes the received channel code word using the
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FEED algorithm according to section 4.4 providing also error detection and code word shortening.
Finally, the bit-stream is depacketized and only entirely correct partitions are forwarded to the
H.264/AVC decoder.
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Figure 8.3: Mobile conversational video system with UEP and data partitioning.

The video decoder processes the received data partitions asfollows: In case of the loss of par-
tition A regular error concealment is carried out, otherwise the header and motion information is
decoded and used in the motion compensation process. If partition C is available the Displaced
Frame Difference (DFD) is reconstructed and added to the motion-compensated frame. If parti-
tion B is also available, the intra macroblocks are added to the reconstructed frame. However, if
partition B is lost, temporal error concealment is applied.Note that the system using a single layer
codec with EEP corresponds to the special case of data partitioning by assuming that all data of a
slice are contained in data partition A, and by settingkB(q) = 0 andkC(q) = 0.

The loss of partitions or entire frames and the subsequent concealment causes a display problem
for missing frame. In addition, the mismatch in the reference buffers at the encoder and the decoder
also cause error propagation. To compensate this basicallytwo effective counter-measures have
previously been discussed in this work:

1. Without the availability of VFI, channel-adaptive mode selection schemes perform well and
should be used by encoders in packet-loss environments. In this case the amount of intra-
coded information is increased to compensate the error propagation taking into account the
expected channel conditions.

2. The most effective approach to stop error propagation is to exploit fast VFI and combine it
with IEC. If applied in this chapter we restrict ourselves to feedback mode 2 (synchronized
reference frames), for which we assume that the encoder includes exactly the same algorithm
as the decoder to reconstruct the reference buffers in case of losses. For the feedback delay
from encoder to decoder we assume that the encoder has aδ-frames delayed version. The
actual delay value depends on the system implementation andinfluences the performance of
the IEC system. Differentδ values are used in the following to show the influence of this
system parameter.
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The extension of these two error resilience modes for data partitioning is straightforward with the
use of the Multiple–Decoder Distortion Estimation (MDDE)-scheme as introduced in subsection
6.1.4, and with feedback mode 2 as introduced in subsection 6.1.5. For implementation details
we refer to [Kar03]. In the remainder of this section, no slice structured coding or any other
packetization mode within a single frame is applied taking into account the results in chapters 6
and 7.

What remains open in the system design is the appropriate selection of the QPq for each frame
as well as the channel coding rate vectorr for each of the partitions in case of data partitioning
or for the single frame in case of using H.264/AVC single layer. The video encoder decides for
each video frame to be encoded and transmitted next on the quantization parameterq as well as the
channel coding rate vectorr. The total amount of source and channel coding symbols,Ntot (q, r)
must not exceed the total number of available channel symbolsNmax , NvF , i.e.,

Ntot (q, r) ,
kA(q)

rA
+
kB(q)

rB
+
kC(q)

rC
≤ Nmax. (8.1)

Note that the size of the partitionsk(q) is directly controlled by the applied QPq. Due to discrete
channel coding rates, determined by the puncturing patterns, as well as by the required signaling
overhead and the termination overhead, the trueNtot is slightly different than presented. Our
implementation takes care of these issues, but for the sake of clarity in the presentation we stick
with the model described in (8.1).

The quantization parameter and channel coding rate selection is part of the rate allocation proce-
dure. We assume that the rate allocation has access to some SSI as well as to the expected channel
conditions, expressed by the distribution,pα, of the channel gains. It is obvious that due to the
interleaving overF slots the packet loss probability depends on the applied channel coding rate
r. This follows exactly the discussion in chapter 4: Figure 4.2 shows the outage probabilityPout

over code rater for different number of slots,F . Assuming that we use the cutoff rate curves for
performance measurements, then for an average SNR of4 dB and interleaving overF = 4 radio
slots, we observe the expected outage probability for a certain partition in case we apply a certain
channel coding vector. Since the channel coding rater is directly proportional to the maximum
supported video bitrate, which itself determines the encoding quality, there exists an obvious trade-
off between residual losses and encoding quality. The selection of q for each frame as well as the
channel coding rate vectorr should therefore maximize some expected quality. This optimization
will be addressed in the following sections along with some simulation results.

8.2.2 Constant Code Rate FEC and H.264 Single Layer System

In our initial system design we select straight-forward H.264/AVC based single layer video coding
and EEP to fulfill the service requirements, especially to maintain a low delay. For error protection,
an FEC with a fixed code rater ∈ Sr is applied and the resulting code word is interleaved over
F = 4 radio slots. Therefore, for each video frame at mostrNmax bits are available. We apply
an H.264/AVC video encoder with a strict CBR rate control according to (3.21) to ensure that the
number of bits for each frame does not exceedrNmax. As we expect that error-free transmission
cannot be guaranteed, we may apply error resilience features during the encoding process, specifi-
cally channel-optimized mode selection with a configurableexpected packet loss ratẽε as well as
IEC with feedback mode 2. By the use of the VFI, the video encoder may have access to thẽε.
Note that this loss rate is directly determined asε̃ = Pout(r).
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Performance Results without Error Resilience Tools
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(a)PSNR for ε̃ = 0 (b) PSNRmse for ε̃ = 0

Figure 8.4: PSNR over code rater performance without any error resiliency tools for sequence
foreman.

In Figure 8.4 the performance of this system for different code rates, different bit-rates, and
different metrics is shown. In all cases also the error bars for confidence levelsβ = 90% are
indicated within the results. From the figure it is obvious that for different modes, different bit-
rates, and different performance metrics, there always exists an optimized channel coding rater∗.
The best code rates for all bit-rates are in the range between0.25 and 0.33. These code rates
are lower if the MSE is applied as performance criteria (see Figure 8.4b) than for the case when
the PSNR is applied (see Figure 8.4a). Generally, with increasing bit-rate, the optimized code
rate decreases. This is obvious as the additional bit-rate is preferably used for additional error
protection to avoid error propagation than to improve the quality of the encoded video. It is also
observed that in case the MSE being the criteria of interest,then increasing the bit-rate does only
marginally improve the performance. The quality is determined by the distortion resulting from
losses.

Performance Results with Channel-Optimized Mode selection

For the results in Figure 8.5, the system has been extended such that for each code rate, a channel–
optimized mode selection adapted to the loss rateε̃ = Pout(r) at the corresponding code rate has
been applied. Compared to the results in Figure 8.4, for higher code rates the quality is always
significantly higher. However, it is also observed that the best code ratesr∗ are still almost as
low as for the case without error resilience. From a first comparison between the two graphs, it is
further observed that the performance at the optimum rate isnot significantly larger than without
any error resilience. This indicates that the separation ofsource and channel coding may provide
the good results even in case of delay-limited mobile video services. A detailed comparison of the
results for the best code rates is provided in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.5: PSNR over code rater performance for channel-optimized mode selection adaptedto
the channel loss rate for sequenceforeman.

Performance Results with Interactive Error Control

For the results in Figure 8.6, the system has been extended byIEC. Two feedback delay modes
have been investigated, one with instantaneous feedback and δ = 0 in Figure 8.6 a) and b) and
one withδ = 2 in Figure 8.6 c) and d). The diagram also shows for comparisonthe corresponding
performance for channel-optimized mode selection in dashed lines. In all cases for IEC, it is
observed that the optimized code rater∗ is higher than for the case without feedback. This indicates
that the due to the avoidance of error propagation, higher frame drop probabilities can be tolerated.
Note also that the difference between using the PSNR or the MSE as selection criteria provides
significantly different results in the code rate selection for IEC: Whereas for the PSNR criteria
consequently a code rate ofr∗ = 0.5 should be chosen, for the case that the MSE being the
measure of interest, the best code rates are aroundr∗ = 0.4.

Comparison of Different Modes for Optimized Configuration

Figure 8.7 finally compares the best system configurations, i.e., using the optimizedr∗, in terms of
PSNR over the total bit-rate in kbit/s for the case without any error resilience, channel-optimized
mode selection, and IEC with feedback delayδ = 0 andδ = 2. Figure 8.7 summarizes already
reported results from Figures 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6. For the optimized channel coding rate it is observed,
that only IEC with delayδ = 0 differentiates in terms of performance from the other modes.
Surprisingly, the mode without any error resilience performs basically as well as the channel-
optimized mode selection. Therefore, despite the channel cannot provide arbitrarily low error rates
for reasonable code rates, the separation of source and channel coding still provides very attractive
results. Consequently, the appropriate rate allocation between video rates and channel code rates
is more important than the provisioning of error resilience.

When compared to the IEC modes, for feedback delayδ = 2, small gains compared to a mode
without feedback can be achieved. However, if the delay of the feedback can be reduced or the
feedback is basically instantaneous, then the IEC based mode can provide significant gains as can
be seen for the case ofδ = 0. The gains in average PSNR are roughly2 − 2.5 dB and the bitrate
may be almost reduced by a factor of two when compared to any ofthe other three modes. The
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Figure 8.6: PSNR over code rater performance for interactive error control (IEC), feedback
mode 2, with different feedback delayδ for sequenceforemancompared to channel-optimized
mode selection (dashed lines).
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Figure 8.7: PSNR over bit rate performance for different modes with optimized configurations
for sequenceforeman.

results are almost identical, if the MSE is used as the measure of interest.
Therefore, in the remainder of this chapter as we focus on mobile conversational video, we

assume the availability of a VFI channel. As the IEC-based transmission approaches provide the
best performance all over, we will focus on those and integrate IEC in all further system designs.
To understand the influence of the feedback delay, we apply two different delay modes,δ = 0, i.e.,
the video encoder knows instantaneously, if and what packets had been received at the decoder for
the previously delivered frame, andδ = 2 for which the receiver information is available at the
receiver within about100 − 150 ms.

8.2.3 Source-Adaptive Code Rate Selection

System Overview and Rate Allocation

The system and procedures introduced in the previous subsection applied a fixed channel code rate
for the entire sequence. The optimized code rate was chosenafter comparing the different results.
This is in general practically no suitable procedure as the selection may be different depending on
the sequence and the channel statistics. Secondly, this approach ignores the fact that the channel
code rate may be even chosen adaptively for each video frame,depending on the local characteris-
tics. Therefore, we proposed to apply an operational greedyrate allocation procedure as introduced
in the following.

Furthermore, in this system we will introduce data partitioning as a further mean to react to
varying channel conditions. Therefore, the system diagramin Figure 8.3 is still valid. The detailed
procedure on the rate allocation for the data partitioning case is presented in the following, and the
rate allocation for the single layer case can be viewed as subset of the one presented.

Recall that for each of the three partitions A, B and C, we have a partition size vectork(q) and
assigned channel coding ratesr = {rA, rB, rC}. Furthermore, as already mentioned, we restrict
ourselves to the IEC mode withδ = 0 andδ = 2. The partition size vectork(q) and the code rate
vectorr have to fulfill the rate constraint in (8.1) for each video frame. The quantization parameter
q as well as the code rate vectorr should be selected such that some quality criteria is maximized.
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The measure of interest defined in the optimization process is the expected qualityE {Q(q, r)} that
can be derived as a special case from (3.32) as

E {Q(q, r)} = p0(r)Q0 + pA(r)QA(q) + pA,C(r)QA,C(q)

+pB,C(r)QB,C(q) + pA,B,C(r)QA,B,C(q), (8.2)

where for both, the event probabilitypi(r) and the qualityQi(q) the indexi denotes the correctly
decoded partitions. Note that non-reasonable combinations are excluded taking into account the
dependencies of partitions. For example decoding partition B or C without partition A cannot
increase the quality compared toQ0. The encoder is able to estimate the qualityQi(q) by applying
the appropriate error concealment. Note also that these quality terms depend onq except forQ0

referring to the quality in the case the entire frame is lost.
The probability that a certain eventi occurs, depends on the applied channel coding vectorr

for different partitions and the resulting outage probabilitiesPout(rm). Due to the dependency of
partitions B and C on A, it is obvious that the only reasonablechannel code rate vectorsr, must
fulfill rA ≤ rB and rA ≤ rC. Although we have supposed that in general partition B is more
important than partition C, it is not obvious that this is always the case, since partition B and C can
be decoded independently. Therefore, we consider two cases, namelyrB ≤ rC andrB > rC. Due
to the interleaving and the access to the same channel realization for all channel encoded partitions
it is obvious that if a partition with channel coding raterm cannot be decoded, any partition with
rm′ ≥ rm cannot be decoded either. With these preliminaries, the event probabilities result in

rB ≤ rC rB > rC

p0(r) Pout(rA) Pout(rA)
pA(r) Pout(rB) − Pout(rA) Pout(rC) − Pout(rA)
pA,B(r) 0 Pout(rB) − Pout(rC)
pA,C(r) Pout(rC) − Pout(rB) 0
pA,B,C(r) 1 − Pout(rC) 1 − Pout(rB).

(8.3)

Note that by making use of (8.3), the equation in (8.2) can be transferred into an additive form ac-
cording to (3.31) by defining an importanceIm for each partition and multiplying this importance
with Pout(rm) with m ∈ {A,B,C}.

The encoder then selects the QPq∗ from the set of available quantizersSq and the channel coding
ratesr∗ such that the expected quality is maximized, i.e.,

{q∗, r∗} = arg max
{q∈Sq , r∈S3

r }
E {Q(q, r)} , (8.4)

subject to the rate constraint in (8.1).
Although the search may be reduced to a linear or quadratic complexity order, a brute force

search strategy is easily feasible since the number of layers and options is low. Basically, for each
q ∈ Sq, the optimal combination of channel coding rater∗(q) is sought, excluding impossible
combinations. In addition, it is assumed thatE {Q(q, r∗(q))} has only one global maximum over
q and that for givenrA andrB the smallestrC ∈ R is used which fulfills the rate constraint in (8.1).

Feedback and Adaptive Coderate

In a first system design making use of the introduced rate allocation concept, we restrict ourselves
to a single layer system using H.264/AVC baseline and not employing data partitioning. In this
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case (8.4) reduces to

{q∗, r∗} = arg max
{q∈Sq ,r∈Sr}

Pout(r)Q0 + (1 − Pout(r))QFF(q)

= arg min
{q∈Sq ,r∈Sr}

Pout(r))IFF(q), (8.5)

subject to the simplified rate constraint inkFF(q)/r ≤ Nmax, wherer is the applied code rate for the
EEP,QFF(q) , Q0 + IFF(q) is the quality for obtaining the full frame quantized with quantization
parameterq, IFF(q) the corresponding importance andkFF(q) is the corresponding number of bits.
As a quality metric, typically either the PSNR or the MSE may be applied, generally resulting in
different rate allocation as will be seen below.
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Figure 8.8: PSNR performance over the total bit-rate for feedback delay δ = 0 (solid lines)
feedback delayδ = 2 (dashed lines).

In Figure 8.8 the PSNR performance over the total bit-rate isshown: Figure 8.8a) shows the
performance for the averagePSNR and Figure 8.8b) the performance for the PSNR of the average
MSE,PSNRmse. In both figures, four curves for feedback delayδ = 0 (solid lines) and four curves
for feedback delayδ = 2 (dashed lines) are shown. The green and the red curves are duplicated
from Figure 8.7 showing the globally best constant code ratewhen optimizing for maximum PSNR
(green curve) and minimizing MSE (red curve). The black and blue curves show the performance
for the optimization as presented in this subsection, one for minimizing the MSE, one for maxi-
mizing the PSNR. The results are consistent for the different delays, so we focus onδ = 0 in the
further discussion. The performance of the global optimization after simulation and the local opti-
mization is almost equally good for all cases but the global post-simulation optimizations slightly
outperforms the adaptive optimization in here. This is initially surprising, but bear in mind that the
global optimization is generally not operational, so the local optimization is a good alternative to
achieve the the same performance as possible with post-optimization.

Another reason that leads to the weaker performance of the adaptive selections as presented
results from the fact that the optimization in (8.5) does nottake into account the consequences
of a quantization parameter selection for the MCP process: The quality of the prediction signal
influences the coding performance of the subsequent frames.Some more analysis on this aspect
will be provided below in comparison to data partitioning. Afinal remark on this figure deals with
the confidence intervals regarding these simulations. Despite a significant amount of frames have
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been simulated, the confidence intervals for thePSNRmse metric in Figure 8.8b) are rather large.
This results from the fact, that for the simulation of this scenario, basically two random variables
contribute to the statistics and influence the rate allocation, namely the source statistics and the
channel realizations.

Data Partitioning and UEP

In the system design discussed in the following, we further enhance the previous system by inte-
grating data partitioning. Due to the potentially different importance of the different data partitions
the optimization in (8.4) may result in an UEP assignment of the channel coding rates. In this case
it is essential to apply this local optimization since a global assignment of channel coding rates to
individual partitions is impossible. This is due to the factthat the sizes of the data partition change
for each frame, and therefore a global rate constraint cannot be maintained without significantly
sacrificing bit-rate.
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Figure 8.9: PSNR performance over the total bit-rate for data partitioning with UEP compared to
single layer modes for feedback delayδ = 0 (solid lines) feedback delayδ = 2 (dashed lines).

In Figure 8.9 the PSNR performance over the total bit-rate isshown: Figure a) shows the per-
formance for the averagePSNR and Figure b) the performance for the PSNR of the average MSE,
PSNRmse. In both figures, three curves for feedback delayδ = 0 (solid lines) and three curves for
feedback delayδ = 2 (dashed lines) are shown. The green and the red curves are copied from Fig-
ure 8.7 showing the globally best constant code rate when optimizing for maximum PSNR (green
curve) and minimizing MSE (red curve). The blue curves show the performance for the optimiza-
tion as presented in this subsection, one for minimizing theMSE. Note that we do not show the
results for the case of PSNR optimized data partitioning fora very simple reason: In this case the
difference between the importances of individual partitions is so insignificant that it always results
in an EEP assignment. Furthermore, as the compression efficiency of data partitioning is slightly
inferior than for single layer coding, the performance is always in favor of single layer coding.

However, for MSE optimized encoding, there is a clear benefitwhen using data partitioning:
Especially the MSE performance in Figure 8.8b) shows that data partitioning can improve the
overall performance compared to single layer coding. Data partitioning with UEP, optimized rate
allocation and IEC can provide overall very good performance and is a candidate system for low-
delay mobile video communication services.
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More Insight – Code Rate and Quantization Parameter Selection

In the following we will provide some more insight on the results as provided in the previous
two subsections, especially focussing on the selection of the optimized parameters{q∗, r∗} for the
different system designs.

In Figure 8.10 we show the quantization parameter over the total bit-rate for feedback delay
δ = 0 (solid lines) and feedback delayδ = 2 (dashed lines). Note that a lower quantization
parameter1 results in higher quality of the encoded signal. The quantization parameter for delay
δ = 2 is by about 4 quantization parameter steps higher than for the case ofδ = 0. This is due to the
lower correlation between the predicted frame and the predication frames which is also the main
reason for the lower efficiency when the feedback delay increases. However, the tendencies are
similar for both delays, and therefore we focus onδ = 0 (solid lines) in the remainder. The figure
reveals that PSNR optimization always selects lower QPs as the encoding quality is more important
for this metric. More insight on this follows in Figure 8.11.Furthermore, the adaptive code
rate selection always results in a slightly higher QP than the constant CR with post-optimization.
This indicates that the optimization in (8.4) tends to select the QPq∗ higher, possibly ignoring
that a better reference signal may provide overall better quality as indicated by the slightly better
performance of the constant code rate cases.
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Figure 8.10: Average quantization parameter over the total bit-rate for feedback delayδ = 0
(solid lines) feedback delayδ = 2 (dashed lines); for sequenceforemanand different system
configuratons.

In Figure 8.11a) the code rate allocation over the total bit-rate for feedback delayδ = 0 is
shown. For constant non-adaptive coding, referred to as constant code rate, the globally best code
rate is shown. For the adaptive code rate assignment the average code rate is presented. For the
data partitioning case, the average code rate of all three partitions is shown. The figure is in line
with the previous observations that lower code rates are assigned if MSE is applied, and if the

1Test model JM1.7 was used for the purpose of these simulations. In this interim model, the quantization parameter
is by 12 lower than in the final standard. For comparing the reported QP with the one in the final standard, please add
12.
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adaptive code rate is applied. Furthermore, it is observed that the allocation results in a clear
UEP assignment for data partitioning. It is also obvious that partition B is more important than
partition C, the assigned code rate is always lower. One main reason for this is that intra modes
are mainly selected during encoding in case it is difficult topredict the frame based on the frames
in the reference buffers. This also means that a temporal concealment will not work well and the
importance is in general higher for B partitions and they areprotected stronger. The consequences
of the rate allocation can be observed in Figure 8.11b) wherethe resulting error rates are shown.
Typically, the rate allocation asks for loss rates of1 − 3% for the case that MSE is applied as
criteria, and in case of data partitioning, if it is partition A or B. For the PSNR criteria, error rates
between6− 9% result in the best performance. The partition C in case of data partitioning may be
lost with higher probability between6 − 7%, even if the MSE criteria is applied. In summary it is
observed that data partitioning in the proposed environment is quite powerful, but it requires that
the rate allocation is done appropriately and adaptively such that the different importance of each
partition is reflected.
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Figure 8.11: a) Average optimized channel coding rates and b) average error rates over the total
bit-rate for feedback delayδ = 0, both for sequenceforemanand different system configuratons.

8.3 PTVC-based Source-Channel Coding System

8.3.1 System Overview

Single-layer coding or data partitioning does not permit the adaptation to the actual transmission
conditions. Once a frame has been encoded, adaptation to thetransmission conditions is almost
impossible. Therefore, we look for video coding schemes that allow rate adaptation even after
some early parts of the video frame have already been transmitted. The advantage of using the
PTVC allows an easy and accurate adaptation of the video quality to the actual experienced channel
conditions by using the progressive texture part of the PTVCfor instantaneous rate adaptation.
Some initial ideas and results have already been introducedin [SJW02b], an extension of this
work is presented in the following. We will combine the errorprotection schemes presented in
chapter 4, the PTVC presented in section 3.4.2 and differentfeedback strategies. The principles
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of the framework are applicable to any kind of real-time video transmission. However, for the
remainder of this section we will exclusively focus on conversational video applications.

Figure 8.12 shows the general PTVC-based system diagram which will be refined in the sequel
of this section when we introduce different error protection schemes in more detail. All the service
requirements and channel conditions as introduced in section 8.1 hold also for the PTVC-based
system and therefore also allow comparison with the systemsintroduced in section 8.2. We as-
sume that the long-term channel statisticspα are perfectly known at the transmitter and that we
have access to an instantaneous and error-free low bit-ratechannel in both directions. This chan-
nel is used to transport feedback information (ACK, NAK, or decoder reference layer̆̃m) in the
backward direction and channel code rate allocations in theforward direction. In a practical video
communication system the even more delay-sensitive audio channel might be used to transport
these messages. In the remainder we assume that the feedbackis instantaneous and all IEC modes
operate withδ = 0.
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Figure 8.12: General Wireless Video Transmission System.

Following the PTVC video encoding process as introduced in section 3.4.2, for each frame the
prediction mode is chosen by the transmitter control indicating whether this frame is predicted
from the images in the reference frame buffer (P-frame) or purely intra coded (I-frame). In our
case we may introduce a regular intra-frame update everyPI-th frame. I-frames get assignedRIP

times more data rate than P-frames. However, for consistentlow delay and as we make use of the
feedback channel, we setRIP = 1, i.e., the I-frame has the same size as the P-frame. I-frames
are used only once in the beginning of the sequence or as a result of the feedback reporting and
video encoder rate control decisions. For each video frames, the encoding process generates an
embedded bit-streamIM and layered importance vector2 I(s). These parameters are forwarded to
a rate allocation process which selects an appropriate number of layersM∗ to be transmitted and
the corresponding channel code rate vectorr. Optimized rate allocation algorithms for different
error protection schemes are discussed.

The transmitter outputs an appropriate transmission signal vectorx and at the receiver we obtain

2In the remainder we assume that the importance vector includes the base qualityQ0.
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the LLR of the received signalψ. The LLR is passed to the receiver of the error protection system.
In general, the error protection decoder generates two versions of the decoded index̂I. Îm̆ is used to
reproduce the source dataŝ whereaŝI ˜̆m is used to produce a new frame for the reference buffer. In
addition, we will investigate several optional feedback strategies. The amount of reliably decoded
bits ˜̆m is conveyed from the receiver to the transmitter such that anappropriate reference frame at
the encoder can be generated using the indexI ˜̆m. This system in combination with a FEC-based
error protection using UEP and FEED is presented in subsection 8.3.2. Additionally, the error
protection scheme itself might exploit the feedback in an ARQscheme. Systems with different
ARQ strategies are presented in subsection 8.3.3. Finally, in subsection 8.3.4, we introduce error
protection schemes, that rely on the knowledge of the exact channel state at the transmitter and
therefore, can adapt the code rate, and possibly even the transmit power for each transmitted video
frame.

In order to perform appropriate rate allocation at the transmitter and to estimate the performance
of the systems, we are interested in a quality estimation procedure for each of the systems. There-
fore, letM̆ , min{m : Îm 6= Im} − 1 be a random variable specifying the last layer for which the
source coder indexIm was correctly decoded after transmission. We assume the decoder knows the
value ofM̆ by perfect error detection and that the probability of undetected errors is zero. Then,
Q(M̆)(s) is used as an estimate ofs. Recalling the definitions in (3.30) and (3.33), the expected
quality for a progressively encoded video frames can be given as

E {QM̆(s)} =
M∑

m=0

Qm (s) · Pr{M̆ = m} (8.6)

= Q0(s) +
M∑

m=1

Im(s) · Pr{M̆ ≥ m}, (8.7)

wherePr{M̆ = m} denotes the probability that exactly layerm is decoded andPr{M̆ ≥ m}
denotes the probability that at least layerm is decoded. Note that the expectation is over the chan-
nel statistics. The error probabilityPr{M̆ = m} depends on the channel statistics and the error
protection scheme. We will provide appropriate expressions for an UEP scheme in section 8.3.2,
several ARQ schemes in 8.3.3, and schemes with CSI in subsection 8.3.4.

8.3.2 Forward Error Correction

System Overview

In a first system design we integrate the system as introducedin section 5.4 for SPIHT in the
video transmission system shown in Figure 8.12. The basic idea is that by the use of the PTVC
together with the regressive UEP and the FEED algorithm, thetransmission adapts automatically
to the experienced transmission conditions over a short amount of time. The refined system is
shown in Figure 8.13: After the generation of a video frames and PTVC encoding we obtain the
indexIM and the importance vectorI(s), which is passed to the rate allocation process. The rate
allocation process generates an optimized channel coding vectorn∗ of lengthM∗ and the shortened
information messageIM∗ of lengthKM∗. For rate allocation, we reuse exactly the algorithm as
introduced in subsection 5.4.2. For an assigned channel symbol vector,nm = {n1, . . . , nm}, the
probabilityPr{M̆ ≥ m} that decoded layer̆M is at leastm corresponds topd (nm) according to
(5.37). Specifically we make use ofsource–channel–optimized rate allocationsuch that based on
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the importance vectorI(s) and the channel statistics the rate allocation provides both, rate control
and channel code rate assignment.
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Figure 8.13: Wireless transmission system with unequal error protection.

The generated bit index is channel encoded, appropriate puncturing and interleaving overF
slots is applied. The resulting transmission signal vectorx is then transmitted overF radio slots
and at the receiver after appropriate signal processing we obtain the LLRψ of the received signal.
The FEED algorithm processesψ to obtain a decoded binary sequenceû and the corresponding
reliability vectorRψ,U(û). The information sequence is shortened with the decoding reliability
thresholdR0,d to obtain a received index̂Im̆. This index is used to decode and represent the
frameŝ at the receiver. Additionally, the information sequence isalso shortened with a reference
reliability thresholdR0,r to obtain a received reference indexÎ ˜̆m which is used to obtain a reference
frame at the receiver. The decoded reference layer˜̆m is conveyed to the transmitter through a VFI
channel. This information is then used to produce a reference frame in the PTVC encoder by setting
m̃ = ˜̆m. The reference frame at the transmitter side is then produced by decodingIm̃. In general
we useR0,r ≥ R0,d as the reference frames should be more reliable than the presented frames to
avoid error propagation and drift problems. The UEP is implemented by applying rate-compatible
puncturing as presented in subsection 4.3.

Experimental Results

To verify and evaluate the proposed system the H.264/AVC-based simulation environment as in-
troduced in section 8.2 has been extended. The common simulation parameters have been sum-
marized in Table 8.1. All simulations are carried out using the QCIF test sequenceforemanat a
constant frame rate offs = 10fps. To fulfill the minimum delay requirement and to have constant
frame rate I-frames get assigned the same number of bits, i.e. RIP = 1. We again use the system-
atic convolutional code with memoryµ = 96, mother code rate1/c = 1/7 and puncturing period
ωp = 32. The computational limit for the sequential decoder is set to Clim = 16. In the following
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experiments the rate allocation for the PTVC and UEP scheme targets to minimize the MSE for all
cases.
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Figure 8.14: PSNR over total bit-rate performance for UEP and FEED for sequenceforeman
compared to H.264/AVC schemes.

In Figure 8.14 the PSNR over total bit-rate performance for UEP and FEED for sequencefore-
manis shown (green curve) compared to H.264/AVC based schemes as introduced in section 8.2.
The reference systems are all based on operationally implementable adaptive source rate selec-
tion according to subsection 8.2.3. The blue curve shows thesingle layer H.264/AVC with EEP,
and the red curve the data partitioning scheme with UEP. Figure 8.14a) shows the performance
in terms of average PSNR: In this case the H.264/AVC based systems outperform the proposed
system significantly by about1dB, or about10− 15% in terms of bit-rate. This is due to two main
reasons: First, the proposed system is optimized towards minimum MSE distortion, and secondly
the compression efficiency of the PTVC is lower. In Figure 8.14b) the performance in terms of
PSNR of the average MSE is shown: In this case, the proposed system outperforms the single layer
performance with EEP and performs almost as good as data partitioning with UEP.

To provide some more insight into the results, and also some justification for the proposed PTVC
and UEP system, we show the distribution of the PSNR of each individual frame in Figure 8.15
with different total bit-rate of96 kbit/s in a) and160 kbit/s in b). In both cases similiar observations
can be made, so we focus on Figure b): it is observed that the probability of low image quality
below 25dB is significantly lower for the proposed system then for thetwo H.264/AVC-based
systems. This also shows that the loss of entire frames is prevented by the use of the PTVC and
UEP. However, due to the lower coding efficiency of PTVC compared to H.264/AVC for error-
free transmission (high PSNR values above30dB are less likely), the overall performance is lower.
Therefore, the average PSNR as well as the PSNR of the MSE as shown in Figure 8.14 may still
hide some important aspects. Hence, if more consistent video quality is of higher importance
than high average PSNR, the proposed PTVC and UEP with FEED atthe receiver is an attractive
alternative, especially compared to the single layer H.264/AVC with EEP system.
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Figure 8.15: Distribution of PSNR for UEP and FEED, different bit-ratesand sequenceforeman
compared to H.264/AVC systems; legend shows also average PSNR.

8.3.3 Non-Persistent ARQ Schemes

System Overview

For the adaptation to varying transmission conditions, theuse of UEP is mainly reasonable if no
feedback channel for the error protection scheme is available. However, in conversational appli-
cations, fast feedback channels are very common, as for example audio needs to be transmitted in
both directions. In this case, retransmission protocols are very suitable to adapt to varying trans-
mission conditions. Retransmission protocols based on Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) have
been introduced in subsection 4.1.5. For low-delay applications, non-persistent ARQ schemes
need to be applied, and in addition, as we transmit over bit-rate limited channels, the application
of ARQ results in a variable bit-rate channel. Therefore, applications that can react to the variable
bit-rate, are highly preferable in resource and delay-limited ARQ schemes – the combination with
the PTVC provides a promising system concept.

As discussed in subsection 4.1.5, ARQ schemes are generally combined with FEC. Different
schemes, referred to as ARQI, ARQI+, and ARQII, result in different performance, but may have
impact on the complexity. Hence, we present in the followingsystems with different protocols and
show the performance in combination with delay-limited mobile conversational video employing
the PTVC. The basic idea is as follows: The PTVC encoder generates an embedded bitstream
for each video frame. Then this embedded video frame is transmitted in pieces starting from the
beginning using an ARQ protocol. If no retransmission is necessary, the second slot can transmit
the new data from the embedded bitstream, otherwise the retransmission is carried out. The amount
of transmitted data for this specific frame determines the quality at the receiver as well as the
prediction signal in the PTVC encoder for the next frame. A more detailed description is the
system follows.

Figure 8.16 shows the proposed system: By encoding ofs the PTVC encoder generates a binary
indexIM and the corresponding layered importance vectorI(s), which is stored at the transmitter
side. Based on this importance vector and the available number of transmission slotsF to transmit
this message the rate allocation process derives an optimized channel coding rater∗m=1 for the first
transmission attempt in slotf = 1. The optimization process is discussed later in this subsection.
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Figure 8.16: Wireless transmission system with automatic repeat request.

The transmitter control selectskm=1 = Nvrm=1 information bits from the progressively coded
index IM,t to generate the information messageum=1. This message is encoded by the channel
code – in our case a high-memory punctured convolutional code – to obtain the code symbol vector
zf=1. By appropriate puncturing and mapping the transmitter generates the transmission message
xf=1 of lengthNv. At the receiver the LLRψf=1 is generated and by inverse puncturing we obtain
the LLRψ which is passed to the decoder. The channel decoder – in our case a sequential decoder
– either decodes the messageûm or indicates a decoding failure. Note that in a practical system
we cannot necessarily assume that no undetected errors occur, but the probability is very low and
in general it can be assumed thatû = u.

In case of a detected error a NAK is sent to the transmitter andfor ARQI+ and ARQII protocols
ψf=1 is stored at the receiver. At the transmitter if we receive a NAK and we still can transmit
some data within the delay budget, i.e.,f ≤ F , we transmit the additional redundancy of the first
message according to the specified ARQ protocol, i.e., repetition of xf=1 in the case of ARQI and
ARQI+ or transmission of the second subblock in the case of ARQII. At the receiver the LLR
ψf=2 is processed according to the employed ARQ protocol to obtaina newψ which is passed
to the channel decoder. This procedure is repeated until decoding is successful and is stopped, if
the delay constraint has expired for this source message, i.e., f > F . In the case of successful
decoding an ACK is sent to the transmitter and the decoded information ûm=1 is stored at the
receiver. If the transmitter receives an ACK, the transmission of the current information partum=1

is stopped.

Then, a new rate allocation is performed based on the number of residual transmission slots
f̃ = F − f + 1 andI(s) to obtain the optimized code rater∗m=2, or, in generalr∗m. The next
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km = Nvr
∗
m information bits are taken from the binary indexIM to obtain the information partum

which is encoded, punctured, transmitted and processed at the receiver as already discussed.
If the receiver has processed the received LLR of the final radio slotf = F , no more information

of the source datast is expected. Assume that the number of successfully transmitted information
parts is denoted as̆m. Therefore, at the receiver the decoded indexÎm̆ is obtained by the concate-
nation of the received information parts{ûm=1, . . . , ûm̆}. Îm̆ is decoded to obtain̂st. The same
index is used to reconstruct the reference frame at the decoder, i.e.,̂I ˜̆m = Îm̆. At the transmitter, if
no more slots are available the transmission for the currentsource message is stopped. Addition-
ally, an appropriate reference frame has to be generated. Asthe transmitter is aware of the number
of layersm̆ decoded at the receiver by the ACK/NAK feedback channel, the reference frame can
be generated by setting̃m = m̆. The transmitter generates a new reference frame by decoding Im̃.
Then, the new framest+1 can be encoded and the processing and transmission of the subsequent
binary indexIM,t+1 starts.

This transmission and scheduling strategy ensures that only if the first bits of the encoded frame
containing the most important data like motion vectors are received, the residual bits are attempted
to be transmitted. The important data therefore hasF radio slots to be conveyed to the receiver,
whereas the less important information can only use the remaining slotsf̃ < F .

Rate Allocation: Selection of Channel Coding Rates

Remaining in the system description is the selection of the appropriate source rate and channel
coding rate for each new transmission within the ARQ schemes.For a reasonable selection, we
apply again a quality optimization. Therefore, we are interested in the expected quality for a
given channel code rate vector{r1, . . . , rF} assigned in each transmission slotf . This serves to
estimate the performance as well as to obtain the optimized channel coding rates by maximizing
the expected quality.

According to (8.6), we require the probabilityPr{M̆ = m}, i.e., the probability that the random
variableM̆ referring to the the number of decoded layers takes on the valuem. As this probability
depends on the code rate vectorr and the number of available transmission slotsF we define

pM̆(m,F, r) , Pr{M̆ = m} =
F−m∑

j=0

pc(m,F − j)p(j)
o (rm+1) , (8.8)

wherep(j)
o (r) is the outage probability according to (4.8) andpc(m, f) is the probability that

exactlym layers can be decoded within the nextf transmission slots. This probability can be
recursively computed as

pc(m, f) =

f−(m−1)
∑

j=0

pc(m− 1, f − j)p
(j)
d (rm) ,

for m ≥ 1, f ≥ m and initialization∀f=1,...,F pc(0, f) = 0 andpc(0, 0) = 1.
With (8.6) and (8.8) the expected qualityE {Q(F, r, s)} depending on the number of available

transmission slotsF , the code rate vectorr, and the actual source datas is given as

E {Q(F, r, s)} =
M∑

m=0

Qm (s) · pM̆(m,F, r), (8.9)
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whereQm (s) can be derived from the importance vectorI (s) according to (3.30). We aim to
maximizeE {Q(F, r, s)} with respect to the code rate vectorr. However, in contrast to FEC
where we do not know if a layer has been correctly decoded at the receiver in the case of ARQ
schemes we can perform a new rate allocation before transmitting a new information partum̂ with
the knowledge of the number of residual radio slotsf̃ . Therefore, we derive the expected quality
assuming that the next layer to be transmitted ism̂ and havingf̃ = F − f + 1 residual radio slots
as

E

{

Q(f̃ , m̂, r[m̂:M ], s)
}

=
m̂−1∑

m=0

Qm (s) +
M∑

m=m̂

Qm (s) · pM̆(m, f̃ , r[m̂:M ]), (8.10)

with r[m̂:M ] , {rm̂, . . . , rM}.
For every new layer̂m to be transmitted we aim to solve the following code rate allocation

r∗[m̂:M ] = arg max
r[m̂:M ]∈S

M−m+1
r

E

{

Q(f̃ , m̂, r[m̂:M ], s)
}

(8.11)

with Sr the set of accessible channel code rates given by the puncturing tables. Brute force search
can be prohibitively complex, especially for large|Sr| and a large number of layers. Unfortu-
nately, aspc(m, f) is calculated recursively a complexity reduced algorithm similar to the UEP
case cannot be established. However, as the future code rates rm̂+1, . . . , rM can be allocated later
we assume that the code rate for all layers will be same to find the optimized code rater∗m̂, i.e.,

r∗m̂ = arg max
r∈Sr

E

{

Q(f̃ , m̂, {rm̂ = r, rm̂+1 = r, . . . , rM = r}, s)
}

. (8.12)

Experimental Results

The simulation environment as already used for the H.264/AVC-based transmission as well as for
the UEP-based scheme in combination with PTVC has been further extended to integrated the
ARQ schemes. We again use the systematic convolutional code with memoryµ = 96, mother
code rate1/c = 1/7 and puncturing periodωp = 32. The computational limit for the sequential
decoder is again set toClim = 16. In the following experiments the rate allocation for the PTVC
and ARQ schemes targets to minimize the MSE for all cases.

In Figure 8.17 the PSNR over the total bit-rate performance for different ARQ systems for
sequenceforemancompared to PTVC with UEP and H.264/AVC-based systems is shown. The
reference systems being single layer H.264/AVC (blue curve), data partitioning with UEP (red
curve), and PTVC with UEP and FEED (green curve) are a copy from Figure 8.14 and therefore
need no further explanation.

Figure 8.17a) shows the performance in terms of average PSNR: The performance of ARQI is
not satisfying, it is even outperformed by the simple UEP approach. The ARQI+ scheme using
diversity reception performs significantly better. The ARQII approach, though optimized towards
MSE, performs very well and basically as good as the H.264/AVC based schemes. The good
performance of the ARQ-based schemes together with PTVC are even more obvious when using
the MSE as performance measure: Figure 8.17b) shows that ARQI+ and ARQII outperform all
FEC-only based schemes. Especially ARQII provides about1.5dB gain in PSNR and about30 −
35% in bit-rate compared to single layer H.264/AVC with EEP andabout0.8dB gain in PSNR and
about10 − 15% in bit-rate compared to data partitioning with UEP.

More insight into the reasons for this performance is provided in Figure 8.18: The distribution of
the PSNR for each individual frame with different total bit-rate of96 kbit/s in a) and160 kbit/s in b)
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Figure 8.17: PSNR over total bit-rate performance for different ARQ systems for sequencefore-
mancompared toPTVC with UEP and H.264/AVC-based systems.
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are shown. The H.264/AVC-based systems (blue curves) as wellas the PTVC combined with UEP
system (black curves) are copied from Figure 8.15 and do not need further explanation. The green
curves show the performance of the ARQ-based systems. We focus on Figure b) for160 kbit/s:
With ARQI+ and especially ARQII, low quality images below25dB can basically be completely
avoided which explains the extremely good performance for the MSE-based performance in Figure
8.17b). The consistent performance of the ARQI+ and ARQII based systems make these systems
very attractive for mobile conversational services. The only requirement is the availability of a
fast feedback channel and retransmission which is the case in emerging mobile radio systems.
An optimized rate allocation can maximize the performance.In the combination with the PTVC
the adaptation to the actual transmission conditions is feasible and the adaptation of the reference
frames completely avoids mismatches and error propagation.

8.3.4 Channel-State Information at Transmitter

System Overview

In case of UEP as introduced in subsection 8.3.2 and in case ofARQ-based systems according to
subsection 8.3.3, the actual channel conditions are not known during the rate allocation process.
Therefore, in both schemes for many cases resources on the physical layer are wasted in a sense
that data is transmitted that is of no use for the receiver. For example, in case of UEP all layers that
are not decoded, are of no use for the receiver. Furthermore,the code rate for the initial layers may
have been far too low. For ARQ systems, the total FEC code rate does usually also over-provision
the channel, such that the allocation between source and channel coding rate is sub-optimal.

This waste of resources can be avoided, if the encoder has knowledge of the fading conditions
in the up-coming transmission slots by using accurate and up-to-date Channel State Information
(CSI). The availability of CSI information may be based on frequent measurements and the fast
feedback of this information from the receiver to the transmitter. In TDD schemes, the informa-
tion may be derived directly from the return channel. Schemes as introduced in subsection 4.1.4
make use of the availability of the CSI by adapting the code rate and/or the transmit power to the
expected channel conditions. We distinguish two scenarios: In the constant–power transmission
mode the transmission power for each slot is fixed, i.e.,γf = 1, but the code raterf can be adapted
to compensate the channel. In the power–controlled mode in addition to the knowlegde of the
channel gainαf for the next transmission slot, the transmitter only needs to fulfill the long–term
power constraintE {γf} ≤ 1. However, similar as for the ARQ schemes, in case of code rate
adaptation, it is essential that the source adapts to the transmission conditions. The combination
with a progressive source coding algorithm, in particular the PTVC, provides therefore a promising
concept and is introduced in more detail in the following.

Figure 8.19 shows the proposed system that extends the ARQ-based system introduced in Figure
8.18: By encoding of the video framest, the PTVC encoder generates a binary indexIM,t and the
corresponding layered importance vectorI(s). Then, for each radio slotf , the power and rate
allocation selects an appropriate channel code rater∗f ∈ Sr and, if applicable, an appropriate
power control factorγ∗f . Note that the allocation may choose to not transmit at all during this slot
and selectγ∗f = 0. If this is the first slot within this message, i.e.,f = 1, the transmitter control
selectskm=1 = Nvr

∗
m=1 information bits from the progressively coded indexIM,t to generate

the information messageum=1. This message is encoded by the channel code with rater∗f=1

to obtain the code symbol vectorzf=1. By appropriate puncturing and mapping the transmitter
generates the transmission messagexf=1 of lengthNv. If appropriate, the selected power control
is applied before the transmission messagexf=1 is transmitted. At the receiver again the LLR
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Figure 8.19: Mobile conversational video transmission system with channel–state information at
transmitter.

ψf=1 is generated and by inverse puncturing we obtain the LLRψ which is passed to the channel
decoder. The channel decoder either decodes the messageûm or indicates a decoding failure. In
this case, any ARQ scheme as proposed in subsection 8.3.3 may be applied. However, in the
following we assume that the selected combination of{γ∗f , r∗f} results in the desired performance
and no errors have occurred. The received messageû = u is stored in the receiver. With the
transmission of the next radio slotf a new rate allocation is performed based onI(s) to obtain
the optimized allocation rate{r∗f , γ∗f}. The nextkm = Nvr

∗
m information bits are taken from the

binary indexIM to obtain the information partum which is again encoded, punctured, transmitted
and processed at the receiver. Transmitter and receiver terminate the transmission and reception of
the corresponding message as soonf = F radio slots have been processed.

Assume that the number of successfully transmitted information parts is denoted as̆m. At the
receiver the decoded indexÎm̆ is obtained by the concatenation of the received information parts
{ûm=1, . . . , ûm̆}. Îm̆ is decoded to obtain̂st. The same index is used to reconstruct the reference
frame at the decoder and the encoder, i.e.,Î ˜̆m = Îm̃ = Îm̆. Based on this, the transmitter generates a
new reference frame by decodingIm̃. Then, the new framest+1 can be encoded and the processing
and transmission of the subsequent binary indexIM,t+1 starts.

This proposed scheme is generic for all following schemes, they will only differ in how the
power and rate allocation are carried out. We differentiatea scheme with constant transmit power
and channel code rate allocation only, a scheme which selectsγ∗f , {r∗f} to maximize the throughput
as proposed in (4.18), and one scheme which also takes into account the importanceI(s) for the
power and rate allocation.
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Channel State Information for Code Rate Control

In a first system design that exploits CSI, we maintain the constant power constraint withγ = 1
for all slots. Only the code rate is changed during the allocation process for each slot. Assume
that the rate allocation has knowledge of the channel SNRhf for the upcoming transmission slot
f . Then it selects the code raterf for this slot to compensate the channel, i.e.,rf ≤ R0(hf ). As
only a discrete set of code rates is available, the actual code raterf is selected as the largest code
rate inSr that fulfills rf ≤ R0(hf ). If no code rate fulfills this criteria,rf = 0 is selected, i.e., no
message can be transmitted in this slot.
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Figure 8.20: PSNR over bit rate performance for CSI applied for rate control for sequenceforeman
compared to other modes.

In Figure 8.20 the PSNR over the total bit-rate performance for the PTVC with CSI for code rate
control (red curve) for sequenceforemanis shown compared to PTVC with UEP (black curve)
and ARQ (green curves) as well as H.264/AVC-based systems (blue curves). Figure 8.20a) shows
the performance in terms of average PSNR: The proposed system with CSI outperforms any other
system by about1dB which results in bit-rate savings of about30%. With this system, even
H.264/AVC based systems can be outperformed. When using the MSE as performance measure:
(see Figure 8.20b) the performance gains are similarly impressive despite the rate allocation does
not take into account any SSI. Especially compared to H.264/AVC based schemes, the bit-rate
savings are in the range of50%. Note that such a CSI-based scheme cannot be implemented easily
with H.264/AVC, as the rate for each frame needs to be adapted before the first part is transmitted.
The PTVC allows the adaptation during the transmission. Some more insight on the reason for the
good performance of CSI-based schemes will be reported in Figure 8.23.

Channel State Information for Power Control

In a second scenario the power constraint is relaxed in a sense that only a long–term power con-
straint has to be fulfilled byE {γf} = 1. This may be be well justifiable in a multi-user communi-
cation environment with shared resources such as in UMTS. Assume that the resource allocation
has knowledge of the channel SNRhf for the upcoming transmission slotf . Following (4.18) it
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selects the power control factor as

γ∗f =

[
1

hf
log

(
hf

λ log(2)
− 1

)]

+

, (8.13)

whereλ is the solution to the constrained equationEH {γ(H,λ)} = 1. We assume that the distri-
butionpα of the channel gainα or or equivalently of the distribution of the SNRh are known at the
transmitter to computeλ. The code rater∗f is then selected as the largest code rate inSr that fulfills
r∗f ≤ R0(γ

∗
fhf ). The power control or the code rate selection may result inγ∗f = 0 or r∗f = 0, i.e.,

no message can be transmitted in this slot.
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Figure 8.21: PSNR over bit rate performance for CSI applied for power control for sequence
foremancompared to other modes.

In Figure 8.21 the PSNR over the total bit-rate performance for the PTVC with CSI for power
control (red dashed curve) for sequenceforemanis shown compared to the modes shown in Figure
8.20. For both metrics, the CSI with power control can improvethe performance even more, but
the gains compared to CSI with rate control are less significant by about at most0.3dB in PSNR.

Combined Channel–State Information and Source–Significance Information

The previous two system proposals relying on CSI completely ignored any SSI in the selection of
power control factors and channel code rates. In the constant power case, the inclusion of SSI is not
possible, as the code rate is directly selected based on the channel state. However, in case of power
allocation, the allocation may trade some power towards more important data. We acknowledge
this by modifying the power allocation to take into account the operational importance vectors of
the PTVC encoded frame.

Assume a progressively coded video frame with a quality ratefunctionQ(k), or equivalently
expressed by the importance vectorI. A closed solution for the optimized power allocation taking
into account this SSI is not feasible. However, an unconstrained optimization based on Lagrangian
formulation may be applied to select the power control factor γf for each slot. The quality gain by
applying a certain power control factorγf must be traded with the power consumption taking into
account the overall power constraint ofE {γf} = 1.

For a given channel statehf for this slotf , the application of a certain power allocation factorγ
results in a support of a code rater = R0(γhf ) and a certain number of source bits ofrNv. This
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amount of bits results in a quality improvement ofQ(Kf−1 + rNv) − Q(Kf−1). Based on this
quality improvement, the optimized power control factorγ∗f is selected as

γ∗f = arg max
γ∈R

+
0

{Q (Kf−1 +R0(γhf )Nv) + λγ} . (8.14)

The selection of the appropriate Lagrange parameterλ must be such that the average power con-
straint is maintained but this not obvious initially and maydepend on the video sequence charac-
teristics. However, in our scheme we propose to apply a Lagrange parameter suitable for the case
without SSI and then gradually adaptλ to maintain the average power constraint ofE {γf} = 1.
The update steps and frequency are implementation-specificand need to be carefully selected to
avoid oscillations and instabilities - slow updates are preferred. In the following we provide some
simulation results for which the MSE was used as criteria to select the power control factor.
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Figure 8.22: PSNR over bit rate performance for combined CSI applied for power control and
SSI for sequenceforemancompared to other modes.

In Figure 8.22 the PSNR over the total bit-rate performance for the PTVC with CSI and SSI
using power control (cyan curve) for sequenceforemanis shown compared to the modes shown in
Figure 8.21. It is observed in Figure 8.22a) that for this mode, the average PSNR is slightly de-
graded compared to the power control without SSI information. However, when using the MSE as
performance criteria, the performance can be further enhanced by about0.2dB. The reason for this
improvement is discussed in more detail in Figure 8.23 whichis also used to summarize the per-
formance of different schemes for the transmission of low-delay conversational video applications.

The distribution of the PSNR for each individual frame is shown in Figure 8.23 with different
total bit-rate of96 kbit/s in a) and160 kbit/s in b). The H.264/AVC-based systems (blue curves)
as well as the PTVC combined with UEP (black curve) and ARQ (blue curves) are copied from
Figure 8.18 and do not need further explanation. The red and cyan curves show the performance
of the CSI-based systems. We focus on Figure b) for total bit-rate160 kbit/s: The system with fixed
power constraint and code rate control only (solid red curve) shows that bad frames below26dB
are basically never present. This is due to the fact that in any case some information is transmitted.
In contrast, for the case of power control, the probability of high PSNR frames is slightly higher,
but due to exclusion of some slots for transmission, some low-quality frames are present as well.
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Figure 8.23: Distribution of PSNR for all PTVC modes with UEP, ARQ and CSI error protection
schemes compared to H.264/AVC modes.

This deficiency can be eliminated with the use of SSI (cyan curves). In this case, the power control
ensures a more consistent quality. Overall, the system applying power control with SSI provides
an excellent quality and shows that a cross-layer design mobile conversational video system can
provide high and consistent quality.

Based on these results, schemes that share resources for power and possibly also bit-rate among
several or all users in a mobile system are promising candidates for emerging mobile systems.
For example, HSDPA relies on this concept, but has not been fine-tuned to mobile conversational
applications yet. In our work for streaming over HSDPA [LJSB04], we have shown that delay-
limited applications can be well supported by such systems.Furthermore, we have provided some
theoretical justifications, for the combination of SSI and CSI when sharing resources among dif-
ferent users in a multi-user environment: The concepts introduced in [MS02a, MS02b] show that
by making use of SSI, a significant statistical multiplexinggain can be achieved. The realization
of such concepts for mobile conversational video applications should be subject of future work.
However, the tools and concepts introduced in this chapter are promising candidate components
for such systems.

8.4 Summary

In this chapter different system and cross-layer designs for mobile conversational video applica-
tions have been introduced. The following observations andfindings are of major importance:

• Mobile conversational video applications introduce challenges in the system design as the
delay constraints as well as the variability and bandwidth limitation of the mobile radio
channel requires careful selection of the source coding tools, the error protection tools, as
well as the resource allocation. To obtain insight into goodsystem designs, a simplified, but
representative evaluation framework has been designed to compare different system designs.

• In terms of video coding, we have integrated H.264/AVC with single layer coding and data
partitioning, as well as the PTVC. Specific error resilienceschemes are also supported. For
error protection, FEC schemes applying EEP and UEP, ARQ schemes in combination with
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FEC, as well as power control have been integrated and investigated. All of the schemes
allow adaptation to transmission conditions, especially if appropriate feedback messages
are in place. The different schemes provide tradeoffs in terms of flexibility, performance
and implementation complexity. Furthermore, it is essential, that the combination of tools
is supported by appropriate resource allocation schemes toexploit the full potential of the
system towards meeting the service requirements.

• For H.264/AVC single layer scheme, the combination with EEPhas been investigated. In a
simple system design, a constant channel code rate has been applied, and the use of different
error resilience schemes has been investigated, namely, channel-optimized mode selection
and IEC with different feedback delay. For all metrics and systems an optimized channel
coding rate could be determined. If using this optimized rate, it turns out that video error re-
silience is of little relevance, and may be omitted entirely– the classical separation of source
channel coding provides also a good system design for low-delay mobile conversational
video transmission. However, the selection of the appropriate code rate is not necessarily
feasible in the operation of a system. Hence, error resilience may be of importance for
robust system design. Furthermore, if fast video feedback is available for IEC to compen-
sate losses, higher channel code rates can be selected such that the overall performance is
increased.

• Overall IEC-based systems with fast feedback provide the best option to avoid error propaga-
tion in variable transmission conditions. Therefore, the fast IEC approach has been adopted
to the majority of our system designs.

• The H.264/AVC-based system has been extended by the implementation of a source-adaptive
code rate selection. However, except for providing an operationally feasible system, no gains
in terms of performance could be observed by adapting the code rates for each video frame
when compared to the non-adaptive scheme with optimized code rate selection.

• In a further extension of the H.264/AVC-based system, data partitioning has been integrated.
Due to the different importance of the partitions, generally an UEP scheme is the preferred
FEC option. It was observed that data partitioning togetherwith UEP provides a powerful
scheme to adapt to varying transmission conditions in H.264/AVC-based mobile conversa-
tional video systems, specifically it avoids the loss of entire video frames. However, it is
essential that the source and channel code rate allocation is done appropriately and adap-
tively such that the different importance of each partitionis reflected. A suitable algorithm
taking into account the expected quality has been proposed for quantization parameter and
UEP-based channel code rate allocation.

• Significantly better adaptation to the varying channel conditions can be obtained by the use
of progressively coded video frames. Therefore, the PTVC has been integrated in a mobile
conversational video communication system including IEC-based drift elimination. The ba-
sic idea for all error protection schemes in combination with PTVC is to push the first error
as far as possible out in the progressively coded bit-streamfor each video frame.

• A combination with regressive UEP and the FEED-based decoding provides exactly this
property and has been integrated in the system, together with the source–channel–optimized
rate allocation as already introduced in subsection 5.4.2.The performance of such a system
can compete with H.264/AVC-based systems. Especially, if more consistent video quality
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is of higher importance than high average PSNR, the combination of PTVC and UEP with
FEED at the receiver is an attractive option.

• The same principle, channel-adaptation as well as maximizing the amount of ”good” data
for each video frame, can be accomplished by the use of non-persistent ARQ schemes. Es-
pecially with hybrid ARQ schemes of type 2, low quality video frames can be completely
avoided. This consistent performance makes non-persistent ARQ systems very attractive for
mobile conversational services in case a fast feedback channel for retransmission is avail-
able. A quality-optimizing channel code rate allocation can maximize the performance.
Furthermore, for the combination with the PTVC the adaptation to the actual transmission
conditions can be accomplished: the adaptation of the reference frames in the PTVC en-
coder can be realized in the transmitter without specific VFI, only based on the ARQ status
messages. This procedures completely eliminate any error propagation problems.

• The radio resources can be exploited most efficiently if the transmitter is aware of the Chan-
nel State Information (CSI) before allocating the transmission resources code rate and power.
By the use of these means, the combination of PTVC and CSI-basedrate allocation schemes,
any other system, including H.264/AVC-based systems can be outperformed by1dB in
PSNR and30 − 50% in bit-rate savings.

• Even more powerful schemes relax the constant transmit power regime for each slot to only
an average constraint - such schemes are common nowadays in emerging mobile multi-user
systems. By applying power control to each radio slot, some additional gains could be
achieved. Furthermore, such a power allocation scheme can be modified to take into account
SSI in terms of operational importance vectors of each PTVC encoded frame. We have
introduced an SSI-aware power control scheme for which the results show the overall best
results with very consistent quality. This system, combining PTVC with reference frame
adaptation, powerful FEC, as well as SSI-aware power control provides an excellent quality
and shows that by the application of cross-layer design mobile conversational video system
can provide high and consistent performance.
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9
Video Streaming over Variable
Bit-rate Mobile Channels

9.1 Background

The transmission of streaming applications over mobile channels differs significantly from low-
delay communications as discussed in section 7.2 and chapter 8. Relaxed delay constraints allow
the use of advanced radio layer quality-of-service features to compensate short-term fluctuations
in the channel quality. For example, variations within a fewmilliseconds due to short-term fad-
ing and interference can be compensated by the use of interleaving and forward error correction.
Shadowing effects may still be compensated by the use of power control, rate adaptation and re-
transmission protocols but if the variations are too severe, for example at cell edge areas, or due to
handover or changes in the overall system load, the transmission bit-rates generally need to change.
The video must react to the modified channel conditions in an adaptive way to prevent congestions
and losses. If the video is online encoded or transcoding is possible, and if the encoder has suf-
ficient information on the updated transmission conditions, operational encoder control strategies
for VBR channels can be applied [OR98]. The encoder rate control dynamically adapts to variable
transmission bit-rates [HOK99].

However, online encoding or transcoding are generally too complex and not feasible for stream-
ing servers which commonly have to serve several or many connections at the same time. Stream-
ing of pre-encoded content is highly preferred. In this case, other means for video rate adaptation
are necessary: In case of short-term channel bit-rate variations, playout buffering at the receiver
can compensate for bit-rate fluctuations such that the display timeline is maintained.

We have developed a framework in [SJK04] which ensures the decoding of each video unit
before exceeding its display deadline and, hence guarantees successful sequence presentation even
if the media rate does not match the channel rate. This is accomplished by the use of a delay jitter
buffer of the radio system to compensate the variable bit-rate channel. However, in addition to the
delay jitter buffer, the video decoder usually also requires a buffering unit as has been shown in
Figure 2.4 in case that the video is not fully constant bit-rate.

The work in [SJK04] rigorously proves that the separation ofthe dejitter buffer of the channel
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and the decoder buffer is in general suboptimal for VBR video transmitted over VBR channel. The
required initial playout delay for separate buffers is always at least as high as the for a joint dejitter
and decoder buffer. For a given video-stream and a deterministic VBR channel, an exact expres-
sion of the minimum initial delay and the minimum required buffer can be calculated. However,
in general the channel variatifons are non-deterministic.For this case, we were able to provide
probabilistic statements in case that we observe a random behaviour of the channel bitrate: The
probability of non-successful decoding for a given initialdelay could be provided, similar to the
experimental results in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. The generic framework had been applied to a
specific example tailored to mobile video streaming: We wereable to derive bounds that allow to
guarantee a certain quality-of-service even for random VBR channels in a wireless environment.
Specifically, it has been shown by probabilistic statementsthat for UMTS-like channels the bit-
rate variations due to link layer retransmissions can be well compensated by receiver buffering
without adding significant additional delay. Simulation results validate the findings. In addition to
receiver buffering in case of anticipated buffer underrun,techniques such as adaptive media play-
out [KSG04] enable a streaming media client, without the involvement of the server, to control the
rate at which data is consumed by the playout process.

Nevertheless, if the reception conditions are too heterogeneous, playout buffering and adaptive
media playout are not sufficient to compensate for bit-rate variations in wireless channels. In
this case, rate adaptation of pre-encoded streams has to be performed by modifying the encoded
bit-stream. Some means to perform this adaptation have already been introduced in chapter 3.
Such an adaptation can be carried out at different instancesin the network: At the streaming
server, in intermediate routers, or at the entry gateway to the mobile access network. Different
methods are for example discussed in [HKS96] and [KZ02]. Thepreferred instance may be the
one closer to the air interface, as there exists more up-to-date channel state information about
the expected transmission conditions which would allow making better decisions. However, in
contrast, a streaming server usually has much more intelligence to react to variable bit-rates than
intermediate routers or gateways: Routers usually only droppackets in case of congestion without
taking into account their individual importance.

To address intelligent rate adaptation beyond simple packet dropping, we introduce a rate adap-
tation entity - referred to asscheduler. The scheduler has sufficient information and intelligenceto
be able to drop packets with respect to their relative importance. A formalized framework under
the acronym rate-distortion optimized packet scheduling has been introduced in [CM06] and has
been extended in section 3.6 of this work. We will use this framework to define more and less
important packets in a stream. However, packets with different importance can only be obtained
by appropriate encoding means as shown in chapter 3: Therefore, if variations on the transmission
path are expected, it is beneficial to pre-encode media streams with appropriate packet depen-
dencies, such that the importance of the packets in the stream can be easily differentiated by the
network components.

Based on these discussions we propose an H.264/AVC streamingsystem for variable bit-rate
mobile channels. This system relies on three different means to support bit-rate adaptivity, namely

1. receiver playout buffering to compensate small channel variations,

2. temporal scalability to generate packets of different importance, and

3. advanced bit-stream switching as introduced in section 3.3.4.

The objective of this chapter is to understand the performance and potentials of rate adaptation
features for variable bit-rate switching in realistic scenarios. Therefore, the remainder of this chap-
ter is structured as follows: A brief overview of an end-to-end wireless video streaming system is
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provided in section 9.2. For the various features availablein H.264/AVC to support temporal scal-
ability and bit-stream switching we refer to chapter 3. Also, a framework for describing video
streaming over arbitrary VBR channels is introduced. We willuse a specific example of a VBR
channel to explain the proposed streaming system in more detail. Furthermore, a statistical model
to describe the influence of mobile links on packet transmission is introduced. As an example
system we will consider a variable bit-rate EGPRS system according to the model introduced in
section 2.4.4. We propose a relatively simple, yet sufficiently accurate description of the channel
characteristics. In section 9.4, we integrate the developed concepts into an optimized decision
making strategy for the selection of frames and versions in amobile streaming scenario. Experi-
mental results for H.264/AVC video streaming over EGPRS links demonstrate the applicability of
our strategy in section 9.5.

9.2 System Overview

Figure 9.1 shows the considered mobile streaming system including an end–to–end connection
between a media streaming server and a client. Assume that the client requests H.264/AVC pre–
encoded data from the server to be streamed to the end user. The client buffers the incoming data
and starts with decoding and presentation of the reconstructed video sequence after some initial
delay. Once playback has started, a continuous presentation of the sequence should be guaranteed.
However, in our investigated system neither the bit-rate, nor the delay is constant, and some data
units may not even be available at the decoder. Therefore, the media streams stored at the server
have to be not only compression efficient: It should also be possible to flexibly adapt their bit-rate
to varying conditions on the wireless link.

Figure 9.1: Mobile streaming system to support variable-bit-rate channels.

The flexible reference frame concept in H.264 as introduced in chapter 3 including generalized
B-pictures provide a huge flexibility to generate different frame dependencies. Such subsequences
can be exploited for temporal scalability and rate shaping of pre-encoded video. For example, for
video including non-reference frames the rate can easily beadapted as dropping of non-reference
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frames does not result in error propagation. The adaptationof bit-rates in time scales larger than
the initial playout delay requires addition means. As the bit-rate on mobile links is precious, espe-
cially when compared to storage on servers, it should be ensured that the data-on-air is efficiently
compressed. By the availability of sufficient buffer feedback as well as channel state information
the streaming server has at least anticipation on the currently supported bit-rate. There exist many
different means for end-to-end bit-rate estimation but relying on end-to-end TCP-like bit-rate es-
timation for mobile links does usually not work well. However, the streaming server and /or the
client may poll the network on the actual rate conditions andmay get appropriate feedback to
adjust the bit-rate to the available one in the network.

Under these conditions bit-stream switching provides a simple but powerful concept to support
bit-rate adaptivity. According to section 3.3.4, in this case the streaming server stores the multiple
versions of the same content with different rate and quality. In addition, each version provides
means to randomly switch into it. According to section 3.3.4, this can be accomplished by the use
of frequent IDR, or more efficiently by the use of the switching-predictive (SP)-picture concept in
H.264/AVC.

However, the availability of multiple options, in this casedifferent forms of pre-encoded content,
requires a decision making entity on which options to use. Therefore, the proposed streaming
system in Figure 9.1 includes a central unit at the transmitter, referred to asscheduler: To make
good decisions, this entity should have access to as much andas up-to-date information as possible.
Beneficial information may be the importance, deadlines and size of certain media packets as well
as the current channel states and the expected bit-rates. Based on this information the scheduler
should decide on which data unit to be transmitted next. The scheduler attempts to optimize its
decision which packets, as well as which versions, are to be transmitted at each transmission
opportunity. The next sections are dedicated to formalize the available and accessible source and
channel information as well as how to use this available information in the scheduling.

9.3 A Framework for the Description of Mobile Links and
Source Representation

9.3.1 Media Encoding and Abstraction

To provide bit-rate adaptivity for the H.264/AVC pre-encoded streams the features introduced in
chapter 3 are applied:

• Receiver playout buffering, such that small bit-rate variations can be compensated.

• Temporal scalability using X-B-B-P-B-B-P-.... structures, whereby the B-pictures are non-
referenced and X denotes a switching point. This allows for fast rate adaptation at the sender
side.

• Advanced bit-stream switching as introduced in section 3.3.4 to compensated large scale
variations. Several versions need to be provided which cover the full range of expected
channel conditions.

Each of the encoded media stream is hinted with metadata in the transmitter. The hinting process
abstractsM encoded source versions by generating the base qualityQ0, and for each data unit
n = 1, . . . , N and each versionm = 1, . . . ,M it generates the following metadata:
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• the importanceIn,m,

• the data unit sizeRn,m in bytes,

• the decoding time stampτDTS,n, and

• the dependencies expressed by the index of the directly preceding data unit(s) ofPn.

Furthermore, in case that SP-pictures are used for each version m, the data unit sizeRn,m→m′ of
the SSP-picture when switching to versionm′, and the SI-picture size are required (see chapter 3).
This abstract description is used in the following for the optimization of transmission schedules.

9.3.2 Abstract Channel Representation

An accurate mobile channel model as for example presented insubsection 2.4.4 is definitely help-
ful and necessary to obtain representative simulation results. However, it is obvious that such a
model can never be comprehensive, nor can it be assumed that the detailed statistics parameters
are known in advance. Nevertheless, it is obviously advantageous and desirable to include channel
state information into decisions at the transmitter. Therefore, an abstraction of detailed expected
performance of channel to a generic, meaningful and measurable information which is available at
the sender unit for optimization purposes is highly desirable.

Specifically for our considered streaming system sufficientinformation for our scheduling entity
may be somea priori information on the probability that the channel supports a certain data rate
over a certain time interval. More precisely, we ask how likely it is that a certain amount of data
has been sent out from the sender buffer within a certain amount of time . As in our case the sender
and the receiver buffer are each other’s complement and we assume the propagation delay to be
negligible, the time the data leaves the sender buffer is equivalent to the time it is available at the
receiver. To formalize this notion, we define the event that the channel is able to support some rate
r (in bits) within a time intervalt asR (r, t). However, it is not only sufficient to receive a certain
rate by some time for the data to be useful at the receiver: Dueto the expected dependencies
in our media encoded stream it may be necessary that also somepreceding data is sent out at
the latest at some earlier time. Therefore, we generally require a joint probability distribution,
Pr {⋃i R (ri, ti) |ξ}, on the eventR (r, t) which depends on the individual probability of the joint
events, as well as on the current channel stateξ at timeτa.

The access to an estimate of the single event success probability Pr {R (r, t)} may be feasible.
However, the estimation of the joint probability function is generally far too complex. Still, if we
only have access to the single event success probabilities,the joint event success probability can at
least be bounded by the product of the single success probabilities and the minimum of the single
success probabilities, i.e.,

∏

i

Pr {R (ri, ti)} ≤ Pr

{
⋃

i

R (ri, ti)

}

≤ min
i

{Pr {R (ri, ti)}} . (9.1)

Therefore, it is desirable to describe mobile channels by single event success probabilities
Pr {R (ri, ti)}.

9.3.3 Simplified Description for EGPRS-like channels

The exact derivation of the single event success probability distribution for complex channel
models is still too complicated and likely without practical relevance, as discussed previously.
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Therefore, we attempt to obtain a simplified description forthe single event success probability
Pr {R (r, t)} in case of EGPRS-like channels. Despite we will verify the channel model only for
the specific system, we are confident that the proposed model is generic and can also be adapted
to other mobile systems.

Recall that according to section 2.4.4, the transmission within each single state of the mobile
system is represented byWξ = {kLLP,ξ, TTTI,LLLP,ξ}. For the description of the loss processLLLP

in each stateξ it is sufficient to specify the loss probabilitypLLP,ξ. In the remainder of this chapter
we will drop the index ”LLP”, as the channel model only operates on the link layer.

LetXξ be a random variable which describes the amount of data transmitted with a single link
layer packet in stateξ, withXξ ∈ {0; kξ}. Furthermore, let1 − pξ be the probability of successful
packet reception (Xξ = kξ), andpξ the probability of a packet loss (Xξ = 0). The mean and
variance of this process aremξ = kξ(1 − pξ) andσ2

ξ = k2
ξ (1 − pξ)pξ, respectively.

As we can expect that the provisioning of feedback and also the retransmissions on the link
layer happen quite fast, the respective delay can be neglected. This is especially the case for
scenarios where the channel propagation time of one packet is sufficiently smaller than the time
interval between two consecutive higher layer data units. Moreover, in delayed feedback systems
packet labeling allows reordering of received packets. Therefore, we can assume that the packet
transmitted at time instantt will immediately be retransmitted at time instantt + 1 if it was lost.
Then, for some channel state sequenceξT = {ξ1, . . . , ξT}, the sum rateS(ξT ) can be defined as

S(ξT ) ,

T∑

t=1

Xξt =
Nπ∑

ξ=1

ωξXξ, (9.2)

with ωξ the frequency of stateξ in the sequenceξT . Note thatS(ξT ) is a random variable itself. For
sufficiently largeT , it can be assumed that the sum rateS(ξT ) approaches a normal distribution
due to the central limit theorem [Bil95]. In addition, if the frequencyωξ for each state is also
sufficiently large, the distribution of the normalized sum rate can be characterized as a normal
distribution1, i.e.,

S(ξT ) − Tm(ξT )

σ(ξT )
√
T

→ N (0, 1), (9.3)

with normalized mean

m(ξT ) =
1

T

Nπ∑

ξ=1

ωξmξ (9.4)

and normalized variance

σ2(ξT ) =
1

T

Nπ∑

ξ=1

ωξσ
2
ξ (9.5)

due to the central limit theorem and some extensions [Bil95].
However, in general the state sequence is also random and follows an underlying Markov model.

Assuming that the actual stateξ is known, we are interested in the distribution of the sum rateST |ξ
after the transmission attempt ofT link layer packets, i.e.,

ST |ξ ,

T∑

t=1

Xξt|ξ. (9.6)

1Throughout this work,N (m,σ2) will denote the normal distribution with meanm and varianceσ2.
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For T sufficiently large, a normal distribution of the sum rate is still justified. However, the
derivation of the mean and the variance is not straightforward. Therefore, it is recommended to
estimate those parametersmT |ξ andσ2

T |ξ depending on the number of link layer packetsT and the
initial stateξ. If the channel state, is not accessible, we denote the mean asmT and the variance as
σ2
T . Figure 9.2 shows the normalized meanmT |ξ/T andmT/T , as well as the normalized variance
σ2
T |ξ/T andσ2

T/T for the EGPRS parameters given in table 2.4.4. When comparing the different
curves for the two parameters, it is obvious that additionalsimplifications and modeling might be
performed. In a practical system, these parameters should be estimated in advance or are constantly
updated during the transmission. In the following we will assume that the parametersmT |ξ and
σ2
T |ξ, or at least some estimate are available to the transmitter.
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Figure 9.2: NormalizedmT |ξ/T andmT/T , as well as normalized varianceσ2
T |ξ/T andσ2

T/T vs.
number of link layer packetsT .

With knowledge of the mean and the variance for eachT (and each initial stateξ), the probability
of a certain sum rate is expressed as

Pr{ST = s} =
1

√

2πσ2
T

e
−

(s−mT )2

2σ2
T . (9.7)

Hence, the single event success probability in case of knowledge of the channel state can be deter-
mined as

Pr {R (r, t)} = Pr{S⌊t/τ3⌋ ≥ r} =
1

2
erfc

(
r −m⌊t/τ3⌋

2σ⌊t/τ3⌋

)

. (9.8)

For ease of exposition, we will in the following only presentthe case where the channel state is
not known. The extension to the case when the channel state isknown, is straightforward.

9.4 Optimized Packet Scheduling and Bitstream Switching

9.4.1 Transmitter Assumptions

We consider a mobile video streaming system as introduced insection 9.2, with a central schedul-
ing unit at the transmitter. The scheduler shall decide at each transmission opportunity which
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data unit to transmit next out of the set of available data units, {Pn,m}, with n = 1, . . . , N and
m = 1, . . . ,M . To achieve good user experience, some principles for the selection of data units
are obvious:

1. The scheduling algorithm should be able to react to varying channel conditions by bit-stream
switching. Only if the channel conditions change too fast, additional reduction of the tem-
poral resolution should be allowed.

2. Data units should be transmitted as close to the time instant as they are due at the receiver.
Otherwise, bandwidth is wasted, which might result in expiration and consequently dropping
of other earlier data units.

3. Nevertheless, it should be possible to transmit important data units earlier to guarantee their
delivery even in bad channel conditions.

4. Version switching should preferably be accomplished with SP-frames rather than with SI-
frames.

Previous work on this subject has for example been performedin [KZ02], which is an extension
to well-known Early-Deadline First (EDF) scheduling [HKS96]. In [KZ02] the EDF scheduling
is extended taking into account frame dependencies. In thiswork we formalize the concept of
frame dependencies and frame importance, extend it to stream switching and introduce schedulers
which attempt to optimize the sending order of data units in varying channel conditions. Before we
present our proposed algorithm for optimized transmissionscheduling and bit-stream switching,
it is reasonable to address some assumptions. Those will be helpful for significantly reducing the
amount of possible data units to be considered in the optimization process and therefore reduce the
complexity of the scheduling process.

• Each data unitPn,m is only transmitted once since we assume that the lower link layer
retransmission protocol clears out all errors. Hence, a loss in our system only happens due
to late-arrival at the media client.

• If the transmission of data unitPn,m in versionm has been attempted, all data units at the
same positionn in the video sequence, which resemble different versionsm′ 6= m, are
removed from the set of data units considered for future transmissions.

• It is also assumed that the information on the successful reception or loss of a single data unit
is immediately available at the transmitter. As a consequence, a status2 γn can be assigned
at the transmitter to each positionn in the video sequence. If the transmission of a data unit
Pn,m (m = 1, . . . , V ) has been attempted, the status takes on one of the followingtwo final
values:

– γn = ACK, if a data unit at positionn is known to be correctly received, and

– γn = NAK, if a data unit at positionn is known to be lost.

• Positions at which no data unitPn,m of any version has been transmitted yet are assigned
one of the two intermediate status values:

– γn = R (for READY), if transmission is possible, since all ancestorsPn′,mn′
are avail-

able at the receiver (i.e., haveγn′ = ACK).

2Note that the status is only indexed with the positionn, but not with the versionm.
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– γn = P (for PENDING) if transmission is not reasonable yet, sincethere are still some
ancestorsPn′,mn′

missing at the receiver (i.e., which haveγn′ = R orγn′ = P).

• As a consequence, only data units with statusγn = R are considered for transmission.

• Any data unitsPn,m with expired deadlineTn + ∆ > τa (with ∆ the initial playout delay
andτa the actual time at the transmitter) are not transmitted and,together with all of their
depending data units, are assignedγn = NAK. Note that this procedure is already quite
intelligent, as in this case the channel is not blocked with non-useful data for the receiver.

• Switching positions in the video sequence are assigned two status values: one for SI-frames
γn, and one for SP-frames̃γn. For SP-frames to be decodable, it is necessary and sufficient
that the previous P-frame of any version is available. This does not apply for the case of
switching with IDR-Frames only. However, we will only treat the SP/SI case in the follow-
ing, the IDR-frame concept is a subset of the general framework.

9.4.2 Periodic Update of Side Information at the Transmitter

Any optimized scheduling strategy requires up-to-date side information on the state of the system
in the decision process. Therefore, we will introduce the various update steps that need to be
performed before each scheduling process starts. Upon initialization, the first positionn = 1 in
the video sequence, as well as all other switching positionswhich have an SI-frame available, are
assignedγn = R. All other positions are initialized withγn = P. After each successful or non-
successful completion of the transmission of a data unitPn,mn

at actual timeτa, a new transmission
opportunity is available. Before deciding on which data unitto transmit next, the status values at
all data unit positions in the transmitter are updated as follows:

1. All data unit positionsn′ for which the deadline has expired, i.e., whereTn′ + ∆ > τa, are
assignedγn′ = NAK.

2. If the previous transmission of data unitPn,mn
was successful, the corresponding status value

is changed toγn = ACK.

3. If the previous transmission, however, was not successful, the corresponding status value is
changed toγn = NAK.

4. All data unit positions̃n for which at least one ancestorñ ≺ n′ has statusγn′ = NAK are
also assigned statusγñ = NAK.

5. All data unit positions with statusγn′ = P for which all ancestors haveγn = ACK are
switched to statusγn′ = R.

6. At switching positions for which all ancestors of the SP-frame are now available at the
receiver, the status is changed toγ̃n = ACK. In this case, either the SI-frame or the SP-
frame (depending on the rate) for each version can be selected as a possible candidate for
transmission.

After this update procedure has been performed, a new ”good”data unit withγn = R is selected
for transmission by the scheduler as described in the next subsection.
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9.4.3 The Scheduling Process

The task of the scheduler is to determine an optimal transmission order and version of the data unit
to be sent next. The data unit should be selected to maximize the expected overall user perception,
expressed by some quality criterion. In particular, the scheduler decides at each transmission
opportunity

• which data unit to transmit next,

• and in case of an SP-, SI-, or I-picture, which version to transmit next.

During this decision process the scheduler should take intoaccount as much side information as
possible, namely:

• the currently expected channel behavior,

• the actual timeτa,

• the deadlines, the importance, the different versions of the data units, and

• the up-to-date status of different data units.

As already mentioned, the scheduler might decide to transmit more ”important” data units earlier
to guarantee their timely delivery with high probability, whereas other data units with very low
importance might not be transmitted at all. Hence, we express the actual delivery order by the
transmission scheduleπ = (π1, π2, . . .), whereπk holds the index of the data unit (i.e., the position
in the video sequence) to be transmitted at (temporal) position k. Furthermore, for each element in
the transmission schedule, a versionmπk

is selected3.
We propose to select the next data unit for transmission based on some utility function, for

which we use the expected quality at the receiverQ(π,m). This metric generally depends on all
relevant source and channel information, such as rates, deadlines, importance vectors, etc. More
specifically, the optimized scheduleπopt and the optimized version vectormopt satisfy

(πopt,mopt) = arg max
(π,m)

Q̃(π,m), (9.9)

with

Q̃(π,m) = Q0 +
N∑

n=1
γn=ACK

In,mn
+

N∑

n=1
γn=NAK

0 +
N∑

n=1
γn∈{R,P}

In,mn
P̃n(π,m)

n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

P̃m(π,m).

Here,P̃n(π,m) expresses the probability that data unitPn,mn
will be received in time for this

selection ofπ andm. Note that for data units withγn = ACK, this probability is equal to1, while
for γn = NAK it is equal to0. In caseγn ∈ {R,P}, the probability depends on the sum rate of the
scheduled data units, the delivery deadlineTn + ∆, the actual timeτa, and the channel statistics
R (r, t), and can be written as

P̃n(π,m) =

Pr

{

R
(

ρn∑

k=1

Rπk,mπk
, Tn + ∆ − τa

)
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

⋃

m≺n
γm∈{R,P}

R
(

ρm∑

k=1

Rπk,mπk
, Tm + ∆ − τa

)

,π,m







,

(9.10)
3The version vectorm = {mn}Nn=1 is ordered with respect to the position of the data units in the video sequence.
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whereρn defines the (temporal) position of data unitPn,mn
in the scheduleπ.

Hence, when determining the expected quality according to (9.9), we acknowledge the fact
that due to the dependencies in the video sequence not only the actual data unit must have been
received, but also all of its predecessors. The above notation can be simplified by using the joint
probabilityPn(π,m) instead of the conditional probabilitỹPn(π,m), i.e.,

Pn(π,m) = Pr







⋃

m≺n
γm∈{R,P}

R
(

ρm∑

k=1

Rπk,mπk
, Tm + ∆ − τa

)
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

π,m







. (9.11)

The optimal transmission schedule and version vector now have to satisfy

(πopt,mopt) = arg max
(π,m)

Q(π,m), (9.12)

with

Q(π,m) ,

N∑

n=1
γn∈{R,P}

In,mn
Pn(π,m). (9.13)

Note that in (9.13), we have already considered the fact thatonly data units with statusγn = R
or γn = P can be part of the scheduleπ. The version vectorm remains identical to the previous
definition.

With these preliminaries, the scheduler now operates by repeatedly executing the following
steps, until there are no more ready or pending data units at the transmitter:

1. After successful or non-successful completion of the transmission of a data unit, the status
of the data units in the transmission set is updated according to subsection 9.4.2.

2. Then, by combining this updated status information with (possibly new) channel state infor-
mation, the scheduler determines(πopt,mopt) according to (9.12).

3. Finally, transmission of data unitPπopt,1,mopt,πopt,1
is initiated.

9.4.4 Implementation Aspects and Complexity Reduction

The number of possible combinations the scheduler has to compare in (9.12) is huge, since ex-
change of a single element inπ even at some later position generally influences the expected
quality and thus the selection of the next data unit. To find the optimized schedule and version
vector, in principle, a brute-force search is necessary. Since this is far from being practically fea-
sible, complexity reductions are essential. In the following we will discuss some simplifications
first before we present our optimized scheduling algorithm.

Weighted Cumulative Importance

A major problem in the computation of the expected quality for a certain combination{π,m}
originates from the fact that all later parts in the transmission schedule can be re-ordered in many
ways. However, only the data units with statusγn = R are candidates for transmission, and
typically this set is very small. We only want to find the best transmission order and version for
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them at the actual transmission and scheduling opportunity. While the aforementioned later parts
are not used, any modifications there usually affect the decision of the data unit to transmit next
(i.e., the one we are actually interested in). Hence, we still have to consider the influence of the
transmission of current data units on later frames: It is definitely not sufficient to replace the entire
set of possible transmission schedules and version vectorsin (9.12) by a set which only includes
data units withγn = R.

We take these dependencies into account by introducing the weighted cumulative importance of
a certain data unitPn,mn

. For a given transmission scheduleπ and version vectorm the weighted
cumulative importancẽIn (π,m) is recursively defined as

Ĩn (π,m) , In,mn
+

∑

{k|γk=P∧n≺≺ k}

wkĨk (π,m)Pk(π,m). (9.14)

Here,n ≺≺ k means direct dependency (i.e.,n is a direct ancestor ofk), andwn denotes the
weight of a data unit at positionn in the video sequence. In case of P-frames and B-frames we
define for the sake of simplicity

wn ,

{

1 if n is a P-frame or SP-frame,

1/2 if n is a B-frame.
. (9.15)

This weighted cumulative importance has to be re-computed at each scheduling opportunity for all
data units in the transmission set withγn ∈ {R,P}.

Assume now that the version vectorm is fixed. LetS = {n|γn = R} be the set containing all
data unit positions with statusγn = R. Correspondingly,S = {n|γn = P} contains all remaining
data unit positions withγn = P, which are still waiting for transmission. In the following we will
only investigate schedules, which have elements fromS in the first positions, before any remaining
ones fromS are added. Such a schedule is denoted as{π(S),π(S)}. Furthermore, let us define
the sum rate of all data units inS as

RS ,
∑

n∈S

Rn,mn
. (9.16)

Thus, the weighted cumulative importance according to (9.14) can be approximated by

Ĩn
(
S,π(S),m

)
= In,mn

+
∑

k∈S
n≺ k

wkIk,mk
Pr







⋃

j∈S
j≺ k

R



RS +

ρj(S)
∑

i=1

Rπi
, Tj + ∆ − τa











,(9.17)

with ρj(S) the (temporal) position of data unitPj,mj
in π(S).

To simplify the computation of the weighted cumulative importance, we apply the upper and
lower bounds according to (9.1). Let us define

Pj(r,π(S)) , Pr






R



r +

ρj(S)
∑

i=1

Rπi
, Tj + ∆ − τa










. (9.18)

Hence, a lower bound on the weighted cumulative importance in (9.14) is obtained as

In
(
S,π(S),m

)
= In,mn

+
∑

k∈S
n≺≺ k

wkIk
(
S,π(S)

)
Pk(RS ,π(S)), (9.19)
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which results in the following lower bound on the expected quality in (9.13)

Q({π(S),π(S)},m) =
∑

n∈S

In
(
S,π(S),m

)
Pn(0,π(S)). (9.20)

To obtain an upper bound on the expected quality in (9.13) letus recursively define a local
success probability for allk ∈ S as

P̂k , min{Pk(RS ,π(S)),∀m∈S|m≺≺ kP̂m}. (9.21)

Hence, an upper bound on the cumulative weighted importancein (9.14) can be given for any
k ∈ S

Ik
(
S,π(S),m

)
= Ik,mk

P̂k +
∑

m∈S
k≺≺m

Im
(
S,π(S),m

)
, (9.22)

which results in the following upper bound on the expected quality in (9.13)

Q(π(S),π(S),m) =
∑

n∈S






In,mn

Pn(0,π(S)) +
∑

k∈S
n≺≺k

Ik
(
S,π(S),m

)






. (9.23)

A third method to at least estimate the quality using the weighted cumulative importance is to
ignore the joint channel events. The corresponding estimate of the weighted cumulative importance
results for alln ∈ S in

În
(
S,π(S),m

)
,
∑

k∈S
n≺ k

Ik,mk
Pk(RS ,π(S)), (9.24)

which yields the following estimate on the expected qualityin (9.13)

Q̂(π(S),π(S),m) =
∑

n∈S

In,mn
Pn(0,π(S)) + În

(
S,π(S),m

)
. (9.25)

The advantage of using a fixed later scheduleπ(S) and the notion of cumulative weighted im-
portance is that the latter can be pre-computed before different transmission schedulesπ(S) are
tested. The specific implementation of this computation is not discussed in further detail here, but
basically in most cases the computation starts in the leavesof the dependency graph and moves
backwards to the data unit positions with statusγn = R. Although none of the proposed mod-
ifications are optimal anymore due to the fixing of the later data unit positions inπ(S), they
significantly reduce the complexity, especially, if the setS is kept small.

The number of selected data units for the setS is referred to asLook-Ahead Unitsand is denoted
byNP in the following. For the selection procedure, we have used two different modes:

1. In the so-calledready selectionmode, we choose the firstNP data unit positions with status
γn = R.

2. In the so-calledsequential selection, we choose the nextNP data unit positions, regardless
of whether their status isγn = R or γn = P. In this case, the presented algorithm has to
be modified slightly, as the status of data units changes due to scheduling. It is required to
introduce an internal variable which keeps track of the status during the scheduling process.
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Nevertheless, for both selection modes, the fixed part of thescheduleπ(S) is sequentially filled
with the remaining data units in the order of their indexn.

These definitions and simplifications can be combined in order to develop a multi-stage schedul-
ing algorithm for video streaming over VBR links. The respective flow diagram is depicted in
Figure 9.3, and the various elements will be explained in thenext subsections.
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Figure 9.3: Flow diagram of the scheduling algorithm.

Separation of Transmission Order and Version Selection

Based on one of the quality metrics in (9.20), (9.23), and (9.25) we select the best transmission or-
derπ(S) for each scheduling opportunity. During this process we always operate within the same
version, i.e., if a switching point is included inπ(S), the same version as used for the previous
group-of-pictures (GOP) is selected after the switching point. The case of version switching is
discussed separately below.

Note that despite fixing the scheduleπ(S) and only using a single version vector, all data unit
positions up to the endN would need to be considered for the computation of the weighted cumu-
lative importance. However, for IDR-frame switching it is easily shown that it is sufficient to only
consider all data unit positions up to the next non-transmitted IDR-frame position. Though this is
not completely accurate in case of SP/SI-frames for switching, we neglect this and use the same
strategy for transmission order selection.
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Data Unit Selection

In case a non-switching positionn is selected, the versionmn of the data unit is unambiguous,
as exactly for one version the predecessors are available atthe decoder. The corresponding data
unit Pn,mn

is then transmitted. In case a switching position is selected, the corresponding data
unit, however, is not immediately transmitted. If the switching position requires an SP-frame or
an IDR-frame, the version selection procedure as presented below is immediately invoked. If the
switching position requires an SI-frame, an alternative proposal is made: The selected SI-frame is
replaced with the corresponding SP-frame. If this proposalyields a better metric than the SI-frame,
the alternative is selected. If this is not the case, the version selection below is invoked.

Version Selection

In addition to the local decisions on the transmission order, whenever a switching data unit position
is due for transmission, the (possibly new) version is selected based on the following principles:
Only a single data unit position, namely the switching position, is included inS. However, instead
of fixing the version vectorm, we evaluate the quality for all possible versions at this position. Our
proposed algorithm allows to take into account not only the version selection of the next switching
point, but a total ofNs switching points. Note that between two switching points the version is
fixed for all data units to the version of the preceding switching point. Recursive computation of
the quality in (9.20), (9.23), or (9.25) is then applied using the weighted cumulative importance.
The number of considered switching pointsNs is also referred to asLook-Ahead Switching Points.

Obviously, the more switching pointsNs we take into consideration, the more complex the
algorithm gets, but the performance also increases as more future data is taken into account for the
decisions. In the next section, we will evaluate the performance with different system parameters
and scheduling options for our proposed scenario and optimization strategy.

9.5 Experimental Results

9.5.1 Simulation Parameters

An exemplary set of simulations has been carried out using the following parameters: We have
encodedM = 4 versions of a QCIF sequence of lengthN = 2698 frames with alternating speakers
and sport scenes using H.264/AVC test model software JM8.2.The sequence has a length of about
90 seconds and contains sufficiently diverse content to yield representative results. We used a
single QP for each version, namely4 q = 28, 32, 36, 40, and a common frame rate of30 fps, without
any additional rate control algorithm. A GOP structure withX-B-B-P-B-B-P...-B-X whereby X
represents a switching picture, i.e., an SP or IDR picture. The distance between two switching
points is 1 s. The SP-pictures have ”IDR” property in the sensethat referencing over SP-pictures
is not permitted. In addition, we provide both, SSP- and SI-pictures, for switching such that it is
ensured that a switching point can be used for both, switching and random access. The generated
video sequences have been hinted and for all versions we provided the hinting data. The initial
playout delay at the streaming client is set to be∆ = 1.5 s. For all our simulations we use the
framework as introduced in section 3.6 which includes a freeze-frame error concealment as soon
as one packet in the dependency chain is lost.

4JM8.2. already has adjusted the QP to the value of the final standard.
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The mobile link is modeled using the EGPRS channel model according to [CCCQ00] and sec-
tion 2.4.4. We restrict ourselves to the more challenging scenarios with 8 and 15 users per cell
according to Table 2.4.4. Changes among the two groups of channel states may happen statisti-
cally independent every 20 seconds. Each simulation point represents the algebraic mean over 200
independent channel realizations, hence the transmissionof 300 minutes or 5 hours of video.

As reference system, we also encoded the same video sequencewith the rate control provided in
JM8.2 to obtain two single-rate bit-streams, one with 69 kbit/s and one with 96 kbit/s. Those two
where used as they match quite well the expected channel transmission rates of the two groups.
The same GOP structure is used, but I-pictures have been applied instead of SP-pictures. We also
investigate the case where we only apply SI-frames, such that the performance is actually similar
to IDR-picture switching.

In the following we will compare the achievable performancefor

• different scheduler settings (i.e., in terms of different number of Look Ahead Units and Look
Ahead Switching Points),

• different selection modes (i.e., sequential and ready selection mode),

• different methods to compute the weighted importance (i.e., lower bound, upper bound, and
linear combination).
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9.5.2 Local Decisions - Temporal Scalability

First, we will investigate the performance of the scheduling algorithm when making local deci-
sions on the actual transmission order, as well as on which frames are to be dropped (temporal
scalability). Bitstream switching is not considered in thisfirst set of simulations. Figure 9.4 shows
the average PSNR over the number of Look-Ahead UnitsNP for one Look-Ahead Switching
points,Ns, and all selection modes and combining methods. The channelwith 8 users per cell
has been used and the video encoded with CBR 96 kbit/s. As a general observation it can be
concluded that the achievable quality increases with larger scheduling sets. Note that scheduling
set size of one is identical to an EDF scheduling and comparesour system to state-of-the-art per-
formance [HKS96, KZ02]. The use optimized local decisions can not really provide significant
gains in performance, the PSNR variations are in a range of atmost 0.3 dB and are therefore rather
marginal.

The inconsistencies for theready selectionmode forNP = 2 can be explained by the following
additional observation from our simulations: This method tends to use too often not the next
ready data unit, but the second next one in the set, which has locally higher weighted cumulative
importance. Whereas this locally ”optimal” decision provides the best metrics in this case, it leads
to higher data data unit drop rates at the sender in the long term.

Since larger values ofNP also increase the complexity of the algorithm, we conclude from
the results in Figure 9.4 thatNP = 3 seems to be a good compromise for all scheduler options
considered. We apply this setting for the remainder of the work unless mentioned otherwise.

9.5.3 Influence of Scheduler Options

In the next set of simulations, we introduce stream switching. In a first set of experiments, the
influence of scheduler options is of interest. In general, both the selection mode and the combining
method used in the scheduler have an influence on the overall performance when stream-switching
is enabled. Therefore, Figure 9.5 shows the average PSNR,PSNR over the number of Look-Ahead
Switching PointsNs for different selection modes and combining methods (UpBound according
to (9.23), LoBound according to (9.20), and LinCom according to (9.25)) and an EGPRS channel
with 8 users. Obviously, if more switching points are taken into account, the performance increases
for all strategies. Compared to not looking ahead (i.e., streaming the data as is and only allowing
local decisions), a gain of up to1.4 dB is now achievable.

While all strategies yield some gain, we have found out in a long series of tests that a sched-
uler using sequential selection with upper bound combiningachieves the best and most consistent
results. Therefore, we apply this mode in the remainder of this work.

9.5.4 System Performance

Now we will compare systems which use different streaming technologies, namely

• Constant Bit–Rate (CBR) streaming as a reference system,

• streaming with optional bit-stream switching using SI-pictures,

• streaming with optional bit-stream switching using SP-pictures.

In all cases, we add smart dropping in the sense that the transmitter is aware of expired deadlines
at the receiver and does not attempt to transmit this data. This setup is quite suitable to show the
potential performance gains achievable with stream switching.
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Figure 9.6 shows the average PSNR over Look-Ahead SwitchingPointsNs for different en-
coding strategies and an EGPRS channel with 8 users. As can be observed, SP-picture switching
clearly outperforms SI-picture switching by about 0.8 dB inPSNR. The gains are similar, if IDR-
pictures would be used instead of SI-pictures (not shown here for the sake of conciseness). It is
interesting to note that even in case of constant bit-rate streaming, the use of a scheduler at the
transmitter provides some gains due to better local decisions, which result in larger scale tempo-
ral scalability. Furthermore, for the chosen scenario withonly 8 users, bit-stream switching only
outperforms CBR streaming, if at the scheduler at least two Look-Ahead Switching Points are
considered.
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If we increase the system load at the transmitter by changingto a scenario with 15 users, the
situation is different as shown in Figure 9.7: In this case the CBR stream with 96 kbit/s does not
lead to an acceptable quality any more, and the 69 kbit/s stream seems more appropriate. The
system which allows switching among 4 different streams, however, yields constant good quality
and the overall degradation compared to the previous systemwith 8 users is only about 1 dB.

To provide further insight on what exactly happens in the system, Figure 9.8 depicts the respec-
tive data unit drop rates. If we allow a reasonable amount of Look-Ahead Switching Points to
appropriately schedule the transmission for the future, the data unit drop rates significantly de-
creases in case bit-stream switching is used. As a consequence, the objective performance (in
terms of PSNR) and also the subjective performance (in terms of viewer satisfaction) are largely
enhanced.
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Figure 9.8: Data unit drop rate over Look-Ahead Switching PointsNs for different encoding
strategies and a channel with 15 users.

9.6 Summary

In this chapter streaming methods for variable bit-rate mobile channels have been introduced and
investigated in detail. The following observations and findings are of major importance:

• Online encoding or transcoding is generally too complex andnot feasible for streaming
servers which commonly have to serve several or many connections at the same time. Means
for video rate adaptation for pre-encoded content are necessary.

• We have shown in [SJK04] by probabilistic statements that for UMTS-like channels with
power control and retransmissions the bit-rate variationsdue to link layer retransmissions
can be well compensated by receiver buffering without adding signicant additional delay.
Playout buffering is an excellent mean to compensate smaller variations of bit-rates.

• In case of more heterogeneous reception conditions, playout buffering is not sufficient and
the pre-encoded content needs to be modified by packet dropping and/or by bit-stream
switching.

• We have proposed a video streaming system which relies on three major principles: receiver
playout buffering, temporal scalability and advanced bit-stream switching. The objective of
this chapter has been to understand the performance and potentials of rate adaptation features
for variable bit-rate switching in realistic scenarios.

• A decision making entity, referred to as scheduler, is introduced at the transmitter. The
scheduler should make optimized decisions taking into account as much and as up-to-date
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information as possible. Beneficial information for the scheduler is the importance, dead-
lines and size of certain media packets as well as the currentchannel states and the expected
bit-rates. Our scheduler decides for each transmission opportunity which data unit to be
transmitted next.

• We have introduced a formalized description of the available and necessary source and chan-
nel information. The source information abstraction is based on section 3.6. For the channel
abstraction the distribution of the supported bit-rate over some period of time is well approx-
imated by a normal distribution.

• To optimize its decisions at the transmitter, the schedulermaintains the state of all data units
during the transmission session. The status of individual data units may indicated acknowl-
edged, lost, ready for transmission, or still pending. To generate this status, successful or
unsuccessful delivery, dependencies and deadlines are taken into account. The status is up-
dated frequently with the reception of any new information.

• The actual scheduling process decides at each transmissionopportunity, which data unit to
transmit next, possibly out of decoding order, and in case ofan SP-, SI-, or I-picture, which
version to transmit next. To make good decisions, the scheduler performs its selection such
that the expected quality is maximized by this decision.

• The number of possible combinations the scheduler would have to compare in a brute–force
implementation is completely intractable. For this purpose we have introduced a set of com-
plexity reductions by fixing the transmission schedule for later data units and only optimizing
the schedule locally. This allows to pre-compute a weighted-cumulative importance for all
data units that are candidates for transmission. Further complexity reduction means are in-
troduced and an implementation of the scheduler is provided. The computational complexity
can be traded versus performance.

• Experimental results have been provided for an EGPRS-like channel using playout buffering,
temporal scalability, as well as bit-stream switching based on the H.264 SP-picture concept.

• It is verified that by the use of optimized scheduling, temporal scalability can be optimized.
However, the use of optimized local decisions can not reallyprovide signicant gains in per-
formance, the PSNR improvements are in a range of at most 0.3 dB and are therefore rather
marginal. Only little complexity taking into account 3 candidates for transmission is consid-
ered to be sufficient.

• We investigated different schemes and found out in a long series of tests that a scheduler us-
ing sequential selection of data units with upper bound combining on the channel probability
achieves the best and most consistent results.

• A system with 4 available streams has been evaluated for EGPRS-like transmission. By
the use of SP-frame switching and optimized scheduling, thetransmission of CBR encoded
video without switching can be outperformed with moderate gains for medium system loads.
Significant gains are observed in case the system load is higher, for example for EGPRS with
15 users in one sector.

• We emphasize that optimization procedures such as the scheduler as proposed in here are
necessary within the transmitter to exploit the potentialsof temporal scalability and bit-
stream switching in realistic mobile transmission environments.
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Summary and Outlook

This work has investigated system designs and optimizations for the application of video services
in mobile communication systems. Special focus has been puton the cooperation and optimization
of functions in different layers of a transmission system taking into account the service require-
ments of different video applications. Based on channel models that have been derived from state-
of-the-art and emerging mobile communication systems, we have introduced suitable transmission
and video coding methods. In particular, the H.264/AVC video coding standard as well as the Pro-
gressive Texture Video Coding (PTVC), a proprietary scalableextension of H264/AVC, have been
intensively analyzed for their applicability in mobile andInternet communication environments. In
doing so, innovative error protection tools, for example the Far End Error Decoding (FEED), have
been designed which enable adaptation to the varying reception conditions in mobile communi-
cation environments. Furthermore, these tools enable cross-layer optimization with the proposed
video coding tools. The selection of options for video coding and error protection as well as their
cooperation has been supported by the development of quality-optimizing selection and rate al-
location schemes. The work has been further supported by information-theoretic justifications,
practically relevant system designs, as well as extensive simulation results. The provided data has
shown the benefits of the proposed methods in comparison to existing systems and has quantified
the expected gains. In the following, we will summarize the major findings of this work; the major
own contributions are highlighted initalics.

Summary and Major Findings: Source and Video Coding Toolbox

In chapter 3, source and video coding tools have been introduced. The major contributions and
findings can be summarized as follows:

• In order to ease integration of source coders in networks, itis desirable that source coders
are rate-adaptive, i.e., can support the generation of different quality-rate levels. Progressive
source coders that generate a bit-stream containing several or many quality-levels are advan-
tageous. Especially for video codecs in network environments, both compression efficiency
and network integration are of major importance. We have introduced severalH.264/AVC
network integration and error resilience featuresthat have partly been developed in the
course of this work and have been adopted as part of the H.264/AVC standard. However,
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the specifications of video codecs in H.264/AVC and the integration in mobile communica-
tion standards leaves significant flexibility in efficient deployments: Encoder settings, e.g.,
bit rate control, error resilience, or motion estimation processes, are generally left open in
standardization work and are therefore investigated in this work.

• Bitrate adaptivity is an important feature for the use of video codecs in mobile communica-
tion environments. For small scale variations, playout buffering or temporal scalability can
be used. However, to adapt to larger scale variations, bit-stream switching is a preferable
solution. In particular, the Switching–Predictive (SP)-picture concept of H.264 provides an
efficient realization for bit-stream switching. We have implementedan optimized SP-picture
concept specifically for bit-stream switching. Optimizations for encoding the primary and
especially the secondary representations have been proposed and verified.

• Scalable video coding is even more suitable for easy networkintegration, but the MCP pro-
cess in hybrid video codecs does not allow scalability without sacrificing compression ef-
ficiency. Scalable/progressive video codecs are in generalnot good. However, we have
designed and developed the Progressive Texture Video Coding(PTVC), a scalable exten-
sion of an interim version of the H.264 test model. The PTVC provides a breakthrough
in progressive video coding. By the use of drift-compensating means progressively coded
video streams can be generated in order to ease network integration. The rate–distortion
performance of different video codecs is also determined bythe encoder implementation.
Enhancements for encoder implementations have been introduced and the performance of
different video codecs has been compared.

• For the purpose of rate–distortion optimization in networkenvironments, aformalized de-
scription for transmitting pre-encoded video has been developed. In particular, the concept
of importanceof data units has been introduced which describes the importance of a data
unit for the reconstruction quality of a sequence. The framework can be applied to pro-
gressively coded sources, scalable coded sources, and sources which can be represented by
dependency graphs. Extensions to multiple versions have been developed. Furthermore, the
application of this framework permits complexity-reducedsimulation of packet-lossy video
transmission.

Summary and Major Findings: Transmission Toolbox for Multime dia Communication

In chapter 4, error protection tools suitable for the transmission over wireless and packet-lossy
channels have been introduced:

• The existence of asymptotically good Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes with flexibility
in terms of block lengths and code rate allows their usage in many different system envi-
ronments and applications in mobile communication scenarios. The performance of asymp-
totically good FEC can quite well be estimated by the use of information-theoretic bounds
such as channel capacity or cutoff rate. This knowledge provides a powerful toolkit for sys-
tem analysis, design, and optimizations. Based on these bounds, we have formalized and
analyzed different FEC-based error protection schemes in mobile radio channels for delay-
limited applications: rate-adaptive FEC codes, Unequal Error Protection (UEP), Automatic
Repeat reQuest (ARQ) schemes, as well as power control and channel adaptation.

• For the practical realization of FEC codes, wemake use of and have implemented rate–
compatible punctured convolutional codes, in particular those with high memory. Different
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decoding methods for convolutional codes have been introduced and analyzed, with special
focus on sequential decoding schemes based on stack and Fanoalgorithm. The performance
of high-memory convolutional codes together with sequential decoding at the cutoff rate has
been verified. The performance of the codes has been analyzed. Furthermore, appropriate
mobile radio access schemes and interleavers have been proposed to be combined with chan-
nel codes. It is important to note that the findings in this work are not specific to the applied
FEC codes, however, in order to verify the results by practical system designs, these codes
have been chosen.

• A change of paradigm in the FEC decoding has been introduced based on the observation
that for progressive multimedia codecs any data after the first decoding error cannot be in-
terpreted: The first error within a source message should be as ”late” as possible. Therefore,
we have developed and implemented a new error protection scheme, namely regressive UEP
together with path shortening at the receiver. In this case, only the initial reliable informa-
tion of a source block is delivered to the media decoder. Specifically, the Far End Error
Decoding (FEED) has been developed in this work. FEED is an extension to conventional
convolutional decoding algorithms in a sense that it allowsto determine the reliability of
a path. This path reliability is used to determine the usefuland reliable initial part of a
progressively coded source. An optimal path reliability based on a trellis solution has been
developed. However, due to the complexity especially for high memory convolutional codes,
a major contribution of this chapter is the derivation of a path reliability computation based
on stack and Fano sequential decoding. Performance resultsand comparisons have been
provided.

• We alsointroduced and developed erasure protection schemesfor the use over link layer or
application layer packet loss channels. Promising performance results for IP-loss channels
have been obtained showing that FEC can also provide significant gains if used above the
physical layers.

Summary and Major Findings: Progressive Source Coding and Unequal Error Protection

In chapter 5, several schemes which combine progressively coded source and unequal error pro-
tection have been introduced:

• A transmission system incorporating a progressively codedsource together with unequal
error protection has been introduced. Information-theoretic considerations have been used
to assess such a system when applied on a binary-input symmetric channel: A progressive
vector quantizer is combined with channel codes with error probability performing at the
Gallager bound. By applying high-resolution assumptions,a distortion function for a multi-
layer system with fixed channel coding rates has been derived. Based on this the optimized
code rates minimizing the end-to-end distortion can be obtained along with the minimum
distortion itself.

• For the specific case with equal transmission block length a recursive method to derive the
optimal code rates has been proposed. For the specific case with equal source block length
for each layer the optimal code rates can be determined directly. Applying these rate al-
location methods,we were able to show that that for a multi-layer system unequal error
protection minimizes the end-to-end distortion. However,it was also shown that layered
transmission always introduces a penalty in terms of distortion or resource consumption. To
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obtain the same end-to-end distortion, the rate for a layered system withM layers needs to
be increased roughly by a factorM in order to obtain the same performance as for the single
layer case. The results on the penalty when using multistagetransmission and unequal error
protection are also supported by a practical experiment.

• We have introduceda framework for Unequal Erasure Protection (UXP) in combination
with progressively coded sources based on Reed-Solomon codes for the transmission over
packet-lossy channels. This combined source–channel coding system can also be viewed as a
Multiple Description Coding (MDC) system. We have derived the expected quality for such
a system taking into account the packet loss rate and the quality-rate function of the source.
Furthermore,an optimized source coding vector minimizing this distortion is derived and
it is shown that this optimization can be solved by a dynamic programming approach. The
constrained optimization for a fixed number of layers can be extended by an unconstrained
optimization. In this case, not only the code rates of each layer are determined but also the
optimum number of layers is selected.

• We have alsointroduced a complexity and quality-scalable system for progressive image
transmission over fading systems that makes use of the Far End Error Decoding (FEED)
decoding algorithm together with unequal error protection and shortening. To obtain a
redundancy profile, a rate allocation is formulated that searches for the appropriate code rates
for each layer by the application of puncturing. The optimized channel code rate vector can
again be obtained using a dynamic programming approach. Thealgorithm can be modified
to include source rate allocation. We refer to this optimization assource–channel–optimized
rate allocationwhereas for the case with a fixed number of source coding layers only channel
code rates are determined referred to aschannel–optimized rate allocation.

• To verify the performance of the FEED algorithm as well as theoptimized rate allocation,
a progressive image transmission system including SPIHT has been setup.If the source–
channel–optimized rate allocation is used, the FEED-basedalgorithm outperforms the ref-
erence system significantly at the same decoding complexity. Furthermore, it is shown that
the proposed FEED system is capable to trade receiver complexity and decoded quality.
This novel property is very interesting for applications where different types of receivers
are present in the system, for example for broadcast systemswith a heterogeneous receiver
population.

Summary and Major Findings: Video Transmission in Packet Lossy Environment

In chapter 6, we have introduced different tools and combination of tools to successfully transmit
video over packet–lossy channels:

• The transmission of video is not only disturbed by errors dueto missing information but also
to a high degree due to error propagation as a consequence of the predictive encoding. Both
artifacts should be combatted when designing a video transmission system for packet–lossy
channels. As subjective tests are infeasible to quantify the quality of packet-lossy video
transmission,we propose and also have used two different objective measures: The average
Peak Signal–to–Noise Ratio (PSNR) as well as the PSNR of the Mean Square Error (MSE).
This approach provides a good indication on the subjective quality, and using both measures
allows to detect deficiencies of one or the other measure for certain cases. It is also observed
that the availability of the expected channel conditions atthe transmitter is beneficial to
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appropriately select error resilience tools. Wehave integrated the expected channel statistics
in optimized mode selection schemes in the video encoder as well as in the selection of
appropriate error resilience tools.

• We havedesigned, developed and implemented a toolbox for error resilient video trans-
mission based on H.264/AVC: This toolbox includes among others slice-structured coding,
Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO), random and channel-adaptive intra updates, interac-
tive error control, as well as advanced error concealment inthe decoder. Specifically,we
have developed a generic scheme for the estimation of the expected decoder pixel distortion
in the encoder taking into account the channel conditions. This estimation has been used in
a rate-distortion optimized mode selection for optimized and standard-compliant video en-
coding for packet lossy channels. Furthermore,we have developed several interactive error
control schemesthat make use of the multiple reference frame concept in H.264/AVC and
rate-distortion optimized mode selection in the test modelencoder.

• All H.264/AVC based error resilience toolshave been optimized and analyzed in a real-
istic packet loss environment for a set of formalized test conditions. The conclusions for
an H.264/AVC based approach are as follows: The most effective approach to stop error
propagation is to exploit feedback messages from the decoder and combine it with multiple
reference frames in modern video codecs using Interactive Error Control (IEC). Without
the availability of feedback messages, channel–optimizedmode selection schemes perform
well and should be used by encoders in packet-lossy environments. Other error resilience
tools have been investigated: advanced packetization schemes such as slice-structuring or
FMO together with appropriate error concealment methods have been proposed by others,
but the results in this chapter cannot provide sufficient evidence for the usefulness of these
approaches in packet-lossy environments.

• For the design of a video system it is important to understandthe application constraints in
terms of acceptable delay, available information, as well as online or offline coding schemes.
In general it is observed that the avoidance of errors can significantly improve the perfor-
mance. Therefore, error resilience may not be provided by the video codec itself but by
underlying error protection tools. Anerasure FEC framework has been implemented and
combined with H.264/AVC video codingfor the transmission over packet lossy links. It is
verified that errors can be avoided completely which resultsin stable and consistent video
quality over the entire sequence.

• Furthermore,a MDC video coding scheme has been realized by the use of the PTVC and
an UXP scheme based on Reed-Solomon codes. An appropriate rate allocation scheme has
been implemented following the proposal in chapter 5. However, it is observed that multiple
description video schemes outperform simple FEC schemes with single layer video codecs
only under specific application constraints, usually for low delay applications.

Summary and Major Findings: Video Services in UMTS-like Environments

In chapter 7, system design guidelines for video services inUMTS-like environments have been
introduced:

• We have integrated the toolbox for H.264/AVC-based error resilient video transmission as
introduced in chapter 6 in a UMTS-like video service environment. The framework and test
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conditions had been developed within the H.264/AVC standardization based on our con-
tributions. The framework includes quality evaluation guidelines, test patterns, radio link
layer QoS means such as retransmissions, as well as interfaces to map H.264/AVC Network
Abstraction Layer (NAL) units to the packet-switched radiobearers.

• Based on the simulations and analysis using this framework,we provide detailed system
design guidelines on the usage of video features, application layer transport features, as
well as radio link transport features for different applications. For download-and-play as
well as on-demand streaming applications, video compression efficiency and variable bit-
rate (VBR) rate control is most essential. The sufficient QoS should be provided by the
radio bearer. For live applications, CBR-like video rate control is preferable for dedicated
channels. Video error resilience is not essential as the radio bearer can provide sufficient
QoS. For broadcast applications without any feedback, extended FEC on the physical layer
and/or application layer FEC is an appropriate choice. Video should be coded with regular
IDR frames for random access and error resilience. Application layer FEC can easily trade
performance and delay.

• For low-delay mobile video applications over dedicated channels, the video should apply
strict CBR-like rate control. The radio bearer should operate in unacknowledged mode (UM)
without any retransmission. The video application itself must provide sufficient robustness.
In case that feedback is not available or only limited to reporting statistics, for example, in
conferencing applications, more frequent intra-MB updates based on robust mode decision
as well as slice-structured coding should be used.For video telephony, we recommend the
exploitation of a fast feedback channel for interactive error control (IEC). No additional
means of error resilience are necessary. This results in surprisingly good performance with-
out sacrificing radio efficiency significantly.

Summary and Major Findings: Mobile Conversational Video

In chapter 8, system designs and optimization for mobile conversational video services have been
introduced:

• Mobile conversational video applications introduce significant challenges in the system de-
sign, as the delay constraints as well as the variability andbandwidth limitation of the mobile
radio channel require careful selection of the source coding tools, the error protection tools,
as well as the resource allocation. To obtain insight into good system designs,we have de-
veloped a simplified, but representative evaluation framework to compare different system
designs.

• Video coding and error protection tools in mobile video communication need to provide
adaptation capabilities to varying transmission conditions. We have integrated different
adaptive tools in mobile conversational video transmission systems: Specifically for video
coding,we have integrated H.264/AVC with single layer coding and datapartitioning, as
well as the PTVC. Specific error resilience schemes are also supported:For error protec-
tion, FEC schemes applying EEP and UEP, ARQ schemes in combination with FEC, as well
as power control have been integrated and investigated. The different integrated schemes
provide tradeoffs in terms of flexibility, performance and implementation complexity. The
combination of different tools is preferably supported by appropriate feedback messages as
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well as by appropriate resource allocation algorithms to fully exploit the potentials of the
proposed systems towards meeting the service requirements.

• For H.264/AVC single layer schemes, only the combination with EEP for each frame is rea-
sonable. The simplest system design applies a constant channel code rate together with a
CBR video rate control for the entire sequence. For such a system, if the optimized channel
code rate is used, it turns out that video error resilience isof little relevance, and may be
omitted entirely - the classical separation of source channel coding provides also a good sys-
tem design for low-delay mobile conversational video transmission. Video error resilience
such as channel-optimized mode selection are only of importance for robust system design,
e.g., if a priori information on expected channel conditions at the transmitter is inaccurate.
However,we have shown by extensive simulations that overall IEC-based systems with fast
feedback provide the best option to maximize performance and avoid error propagation in
variable transmission conditions.Therefore, fast IEC has been adopted to the majority of
our system designs.

• The H.264/AVC-based system has been extended by the integration of data partitioning.
We have developed a suitable quality-optimizing source andchannel code rate selection
algorithm for H.264/AVC data partitioning that generally results in an UEP assignment.
Source and channel code rate optimized H.264/AVC data partitioning together with UEP
provides a powerful scheme to adapt to varying transmission conditions in H.264/AVC-based
mobile conversational video systems.Specifically it can avoid the loss of entire video frames.

• Better adaptation to the varying channel conditions can be obtained by the use of progres-
sively coded video frames. Therefore, we have integrated the PTVC in mobile conversa-
tional video communication systems including IEC-based drift elimination. We have fol-
lowed the same basic principle for all error protection schemes in combination with PTVC,
namely to push the first error as far as possible out in the progressively coded bit-stream for
each video frame.For the combination with regressive UEP, FEED-based decoding and a
source–channel–optimized rate allocation, we have shown that such a PTVC-based system
can compete with H.264/AVC-based systems, in particular if more consistent video quality
is of higher importance than high average PSNR.

• If a fast feedback channel for fast retransmission is available for error protection, the same
basic principle can be implemented even more efficiently by the use of non-persistent ARQ
schemes, especially hybrid ARQ schemes of type 2.We have developed quality-optimized
ARQ-based systems for which the adaptation of the reference frames in the PTVC encoder
can be realized in the transmitter without specific VFI but only based on the ARQ status
messages.

• The radio resources can be exploited most efficiently if the transmitter is aware of the Chan-
nel State Information (CSI) before allocating the transmission resources code rate and power.
By the use of these means,we have shown that the combination of PTVC and CSI-based er-
ror protection schemes outperform any other system, including H.264/AVC-based systems
by1dB in PSNR or30% to50% in bit-rate savings.

• Even more powerful schemes are realized by relaxing the power restrictions to only an aver-
age power constraint. We have modified the power allocation scheme by taking into account
Source Significance Information (SSI) of each PTVC encoded frame for the power alloca-
tion. We have introduced an SSI-aware power control scheme for which the results show the
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overall best performance with very consistent quality. Thissystem combining PTVC with
reference frame adaptation, powerful FEC, as well as SSI-awarepower control provides ex-
cellent quality and shows that by the application of cross-layer design mobile conversational
video system can provide high and consistent performance.

Summary and Major Findings: Video Streaming over VBR Mobile Channels

In chapter 9 streaming methods for variable bit-rate mobilechannels have been introduced and
investigated in detail:

• Online encoding or transcoding is generally too complex andnot feasible for streaming
servers. Therefore, means for video rate adaptation for pre-encoded content are necessary.
We have proposed an H.264/AVC based video streaming system which relies on three major
principles for rate adaptation: receiver playout buffering, temporal scalability and advanced
bit-stream switching using the SP-frame concept of H.264/AVC. We have shown by prob-
abilistic statements that for UMTS-like channels with power control and retransmissions
the bit-rate variations due to link layer retransmissions can be well compensated by receiver
buffering without adding significant additional delay. Playout buffering is an excellent means
to compensate smaller variations of bit rates. However, in case of more heterogeneous re-
ception conditions, playout buffering is not sufficient andthe pre-encoded content needs to
be modified by packet dropping and/or by bit-stream switching.

• A key element in our rate-adaptive streaming system is the scheduler in the transmitter. The
scheduler should make decisions taking into account as muchand as up-to-date information
as possible. Beneficial information for the scheduler are importance, deadlines, and size of
certain media packets as well as the current channel state and the expected supported bit-rate.
We have developed the concept of a scheduler that decides foreach transmission opportunity
which data unit is transmitted next. A formalized description of the available and necessary
source and channel information has been provided. The source information abstraction relies
on the framework developed in this work. For the channel abstraction the distribution of the
supported bit-rate over some period of time is well approximated by a normal distribution.
The scheduler makes decisions such that the expected quality is maximized.

• The implementation of an optimal scheduler is prohibitively complex and completely in-
tractable. For this purpose, we have developed a set of complexity reductions that allow
for pre-computing a weighted-cumulative importance for all data units which may possibly
be transmitted at this transmission opportunity. Additional complexity reductions are intro-
duced.We have implemented a scheduler that allows to trade complexity and performance.

• The proposed streaming system, including the developed scheduler has been integrated in
an experimental setup on top of an EGPRS-like channelusing playout buffering, temporal
scalability, as well as bit-stream switching based on H.264SP-picture concept. It is verified
that by the use of optimized scheduling, temporal scalability can be optimized. Furthermore,
a system with four available streams has been evaluated: By the use of SP-frame switching
and optimized scheduling as proposed in this work, conventional state-of-the-art systems
using CBR encoded streams can be outperformed. However, as a major finding in this work
we emphasize that optimization procedures such as the scheduler as proposed in here are
essential to exploit the potentials of temporal scalability and bit-stream switching in realistic
mobile transmission environments.
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Outlook

Based on the findings in this work, there are several interesting questions and open problems,
which may be addressed in subsequent studies:

• This work addressed complexity issues in the transmission and receiver units. Especially
handhelds nowadays are still complexity- and memory-restricted. Especially promising fea-
tures such as IEC or advanced FEC schemes such as FEED requirea detailed complexity
analysis if integrated in handheld architectures.

• We have addressed the transmission of conversational and streaming applications in mobile
communication environments. The focus in this work was mainly on the optimization of
a single-user transmission scheme. However, in advanced mobile system designs such as
HSDPA, resources will be shared which enables a significant amount of new options in the
optimization of mobile video transmission. We have provided an initial analysis in section
8.3.4 for the case that the single user only needs to comply toan average power constraint and
in [LJSB04] for multi-user video streaming over HSDPA. Thoseresults show the significant
potentials of multi-user optimized communication. Additional work is necessary.

• This work focused mainly on point-to-point transmission schemes, broadcast and multicast
applications have not been treated explicitely. However, nowadays mobile broadcasting ap-
plications get increasingly popular [FA08] and the system design in this case offers many po-
tentials for cross-layer design. For example, for Mobile TeleVision (TV) service, important
aspects to be studied are statistical multiplexing, low channel change times, and application
layer FEC [SSW+08].

• Video transmission over the Internet has also gained significant interest due to emerging
Internet Protocol TeleVision (IPTV) services. In this case, quality must be comparable to
or even better than existing TV distribution systems. This requires new architectures and
system designs, including advanced application layer error protection schemes. We have
presented some initial work in [SLW08] but additional work oncross-layer optimizations
are required to provide highest efficiency and quality.
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A
Outline of Proofs for Importance
and Quality Definitions

In this Appendix some concepts and equations introduced in section 3.6 are proven.

A.1 Received Quality as Sum of Importances

In the following the outline of the proof for (3.39) is given.

Outline of proof. To prove (3.39) let us first define the following abbreviations:

ǫn , Cn
n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

Cm (A.1)

Q̂i(n) , ǫnQ (si, ŝn) + (1 − ǫn) Q̂i(c (n)) (A.2)

Q̂i(0) , Q (si, ŝ0) (A.3)

Qi , Q (si, ŝi) (A.4)

In addition, we need the following relation

∀i,n⊢ i (1 − ǫi) Q̂i(n) = (ǫn − ǫi)Q (si, ŝn) + (1 − ǫn) Q̂i(c (n)), (A.5)
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which is easily shown by using∀i,n⊢ i ǫiǫn = ǫi and by inserting in (A.2). Hence,

N∑

i=n+1
n⊢ i

Q̂i(i) =
N∑

i=n+1
n⊢ i

ǫiQ (si, ŝi) + (1 − ǫi) Q̂i(c (i))

=
N∑

i=n+1
n⊢ i

ǫiQ (si, ŝi) +
(
ǫc(i) − ǫi

)
Q
(
si, ŝc(i)

)
+
(
1 − ǫc(i)

)
Q̂i(c (c (i)))

=
N∑

i=n+1
n⊢ i

ǫi






(
Qi −Q

(
si, ŝc(i)

))
+

N∑

k=i+1
i⊢ k

(
Q (sk, ŝi) −Q

(
sk, ŝc(i)

))






+ǫn

N∑

k=n+1
n⊢ k

(

Q (sk, ŝn) − Q̂k(c (n))
)

+
N∑

k=n+1
n⊢ k

Q̂k(c (n)) (A.6)

The received quality according to Eq. (3.39) is then obtained as

Q(C) (a)
=

1

N

N∑

n=1

Q̂n(n)

(b)
=

1

N

N∑

n=1
c(n)=0




Q̂n(n) +

N∑

i=n+1
n⊢ i

Q̂i(i)






(c)
=

1

N

N∑

n=1
c(n)=0




ǫnQn + (1 − ǫn) Q̂n(c (n)) +

N∑

i=n+1
n⊢ i

Q̂i(i)






(d)
=

1

N

N∑

n=1
c(n)=0




ǫn




Qn −Q (sn, ŝ0) +

N∑

k=n+1
n⊢ k

(

Q (sk, ŝn) − Q̂k(0)
)




 +Q (sn, ŝ0)

+
N∑

i=n+1
n⊢ i

ǫi






(
Qi −Q

(
si, ŝc(i)

))
+

N∑

k=i+1
i⊢ k

(
Q (sk, ŝi) −Q

(
sk, ŝc(i)

))






+
N∑

i=n+1
n⊢ i

Q̂i(c (n))






(e)
=

1

N

N∑

n=1

Q (sn, ŝ0) +
1

N

N∑

n=1

ǫn




Qn −Q

(
sn, ŝc(n)

)
+

N∑

k=n+1
n⊢ k

(
Q (sk, ŝn) −Q

(
sk, ŝc(n)

))






(f)
= Q0 +

N∑

n=1

ǫnIn. (A.7)

whereby
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(a) holds applying the decoding and concealment strategy asintroduced above,

(b) holds with the same argument as mentioned previously that each frame is either concealed
with grey (c (n) = 0), or its concealment depends on a frame which is concealed bygrey,

(c) can be shown by inserting (A.5),

(d) can be shown by inserting (A.6),

(e) results from simple reordering and the fact that the setsfor the sums are mutually exclusive,

(f) is obvious with the definitions in (3.38) and (3.39).

�

A.2 Expected Quality as Weighted Sum of Importance

In the following the outline of the proof for (3.40) is given.

Outline of proof.

E
{

Q(Ĉ)
}

=
∑

C∈{0,1}N

Q(C) Pr{Ĉ = C}

(a)
=

∑

C∈{0,1}N




Q0 +

N∑

n=1

InCn
n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

Cm




Pr{Ĉ = C}

(b)
=

∑

C∈{0,1}N

Q0 Pr{Ĉ = C} +
N∑

n=1

∑

C∈{0,1}N




InCn

n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

Cm




Pr{Ĉ = C}

(c)
= Q0 +

N∑

n=1

In
∑

C∈{0,1}N




Cn

n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

Cm






·
N∏

i=1

Pr{Ĉi = Ci
∣
∣
∣Ĉ1 = C1, . . . , Ĉi−1 = Ci−1}

(d)
= Q0 +

N∑

n=1

In Pr{Ĉn = 1
∣
∣
∣∀k≺nĈk = 1}

n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

Pr{Ĉm = 1
∣
∣
∣∀k≺mĈk = 1}

Here,

(a) results from inserting (3.39),

(b) holds as the sums are obviously exchangeable,

(c) assumes that the loss of data units only depends on past, but not on future channel states1,

1Obviously, we can not assume that loss occurs statisticallyindependent, as we might have strong correlations
between data units or link layer units.
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(d) can be shown by using the following relationship

∑

C∈{0,1}N




Cn

n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

Cm






N∏

i=1

Pr{Ĉi = Ci
∣
∣
∣Ĉ1 = C1, . . . , Ĉi−1 = Ci−1}

=
∑

{C∈{0,1}N |Cn=1∧∀m≺nCm=1}

N∏

i=1

Pr{Ĉi = Ci
∣
∣
∣Ĉ1 = C1, . . . , Ĉi−1 = Ci−1}

= Pr{Ĉn = 1
∣
∣
∣∀k≺nĈk = 1}

n−1∏

m=1
m≺n

Pr{Ĉm = 1
∣
∣
∣∀k≺mĈk = 1} (A.8)

and by replacing the left-hand side of this relation by the right-hand side in (d).

�
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Acronyms

1G first–generation

2G second–generation

3G third–generation

3GPP Third–Generation Partnership Project

AEC Adaptive temporal and spatial Error Concealment

ACK positive ACKnowledgement

ACR Absolute Category Rating

AM Acknowledged Mode

AMC Adaptive Coding and Modulation

AMPS Advanced Mobile Phone Service Telephony

AMR Adaptive Multi–Rate

APP a posteriori probability

ARQ Automatic Repeat reQuest

ASO Arbitrary Slice Ordering

ATS Ahead-of-Time Streaming

AUC Authentification Center

AVC Advanced Video Coding

AVT Audio/Video Transport
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AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise

BCJR Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv

BER bit error rate

BF-AWGN Block Fading AWGN

BICM Bit–Interleaved Coded Modulation

bpp bit per pixel

BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying

BSC Base Station Controller

BSS Base Station System

BTS Base Tranceiver Station

CABAC Context–Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding

CAVLC Context–Adaptive Variable Length Coding

CBR Constant Bit–Rate

cdf cumulative distribution function

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

CIF Common Intermediate Format

CPB Coded Picture Buffer

CR Conditional Replenishment

CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check

CSD Circuit Switched Data

CSI Channel State Information

CS Coding Scheme

DCCP Dynamic Congestion Control Protocol [KHF04]

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform

DFD Displaced Frame Difference

DMC Discrete Memoryless Channel

DPB Decoded Picture Buffer

DRI Decoder Reliability Information

DTS Decoding Time Stamp
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ECSD Enhanced CSD

ECSQ Entropy Constrained Scalar Quantization

ECVQ Entropy Constrained Vector Quantization

EDF Early-Deadline First

EDGE Enhanced Data Rates for GSM and TDMA/136 Evolution

EEP Equal Error Protection

EFI Error–Protection Feedback Information

EFR Enhanced Full Rate

EGPRS Enhanced GPRS

EIF Error Indication Flag

EIR Equipment Identity Register

EUDCH Enhanced Uplink Data CHannel

EZW Embedded Zerotree Wavelet

FDD Frequency–Division Duplex

FEC Forward Error Correction

FEED Far End Error Decoding

FGS Fine–Granular Scalability

FMO Flexible Macroblock Ordering

FR Full Rate

FTP File Transfer Protocol [PR85]

fps frames per second

FU Fragmentation Unit

GDR Gradual Decoding Refresh

GERAN GSM Radio Access Network

GGSN Gateway GPRS support node

GMSK Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying

GOB Group-of-Blocks

GOP Group-of-Picture

GPRS General Packet Radio Service
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GSM Global System for Mobile Communication

HLR Home Location Register

HRD Hypothetical Reference Decoder

HSCSD High–Speed Circuit Switched Data

HSDPA High–Speed Downlink Packet Access

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol [FGM+97]

IDR Instantaneous Decoder Refresh

IEC Interactive Error Control

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

iid independent and identically distributed

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem

IP Internet Protocol [Pos81]

IPTV Internet Protocol TeleVision

IS International Standard

ISD Independent Segment Decoding

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

ISI inter–symbol interference

ISO/IEC International Organization for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion

ITU-T International Telecommunications Union – Telecommunications Sector

JPEG Joint Photographic Expert Group

JVT Joint Video Team

LER LLC error rate

LLC Logical Link Control

LLR log–likelihood ratio

MAC Medium Access Control

MAP Maximum A Posteriori

MB Macroblock

MBMS Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service [MBM03, MBM05]
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MCP Motion–Compensated Prediction

MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme

MCTF Motion–Compensated Temporal Filtering

MDC Multiple Description Coding

MDDE Multiple–Decoder Distortion Estimation

MDS Maximum Distance Separable

MIMO Multiple–Input Multiple–Output

MLWDF Modified Largest Weighted Delay First

MMS Multimedia Messaging Service

MPEG Moving Pictures Expert Group

MSC Mobile Switching Center

MSB Most Significant Bit

MSE Mean Square Error

MSVQ Multi–Stage Vector Quantization

MS Mobile Station

MTAP Multiple–Time Aggregation Unit

MTSI Multimedia Telephony over IMS [MTS07]

NAK Negative AcKnowledgement

NAL Network Abstraction Layer

NEWPRED New Prediction

NRI NAL Reference Identification

OSI Open Systems Interconnection [Zim80]

PCM Pulse Code Modulation

PDC Personal Digital Cellular

PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol

pdf probability density function

PDU Packet Data Unit

PET Priority Encoded Transmission

PFC Previous Frame Concealment
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PPS Picture Parameter Set

psd power spectral density

PSK Phase Shift Keying

PSP primary SP

PSNR Peak Signal–to–Noise Ratio

PSC Packet–Switched Conversational [PSC02]

PSS Packet–Switched Streaming [PSS02a, PSS02b]

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network

PTS Presentation Time Stamp

PTVC Progressive Texture Video Coding

QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

QCIF Quarter Common Intermediate Format

QP Quantization Parameter

QPSK Quaternary Phase Shift Keying

QPSP Quantization Parameter for SP picture

QPSP2 Quantization Parameter for secondary SP picture

QoS Quality-of-Service

RCPC Rate–Compatible Punctured Convolutional

RGB Red–Green–Blue

RLC Radio Link Control

RMT Reliable Multicast Transmission

ROPE Recursive Optimal per–Pixel Estimate

RPS Reference Picture Selection

RS Reed–Solomon

RTCP Real–Time Control Protocol

RTP Real–Time Transport Protocol [SCFJ03]

RTSP Real–Time Streaming Protocol [SRL98]

RTT Round–Trip Time

RoHC Robust Header Compression [HJH+01]
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SAP Session Announcement Protocol [HPW00]

SDP Session Description Protocol [HJ98]

SDU Service Data Unit

SEI Supplemental Enhancement Information

SGSN Serving GPRS support node

SI Switching–Intra

SIP Session Initiation Protocol [HSSR99]

SMS Short Messaging Service

SNDCP Sub-Network Dependent Convergence Protocol

SNR Signal–to–Noise Ratio

SNIR Signal–to–Noise and Interference Ratio

SP Switching–Predictive

SPIHT Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees

SPS Sequence Parameter Set

SAD Sum of Absolute Differences

SSD Sum of Squared Differences

SSI Source Significance Information

SSP Secondary SP

STAP Single–Time Aggregation Unit

SVC Scalable Video Coding

TBS Timestamp-Based Streaming

TCP Transmission Control Protocol [Pos80a, SK91]

TDD Time–Division Duplex

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

TML Test Model Long–term

TSVQ Tree–Structured Vector Quantization

TTI Transmission Time Interval

TV TeleVision

UDP User Datagram Protocol [Pos80b]
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UEP Unequal Error Protection

ULP Unequal Level Protection

UM Unacknowledged Mode

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications Systems

UTRAN UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network

UVLC Universal Variable Length Coding

UXP Unequal Erasure Protection

VBR Variable Bit–Rate

VBV Video Buffer Verifier

VCEG Video Coding Experts Group

VCL Video Coding Layer

VFI Video Feedback Information

VLC Variable Length Code

VLR Visiting Location Register

VQ Vector Quantization

WSSUS Wide–Sense Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering

WWW World-Wide Web
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